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Abstract

Sixteen operational events that affected sixteen commercial light-water reactors during 1993 and that are
considered to be precursors to potential severe core damage are described. All these events had conditional
probabilities of subsequent severe core damage greater than or equal to 1.0 x 10-6 These events were
identified by first computer-screening the 1993 licensee event reports from commercial light-water reactors
to identify those that could potentially be precursors. Candidate precursors were then selected and evaluated
in a process similar to that used in previous assessments. Selected events under went engineering evaluation
that identified, analyzed, and documented the precursors. Other events designated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) also underwent a similar evaluation. Finally, documented precursors were submitted for
review by licensees and NRC headquarters and regional offices to ensure the plant design and its response
to the precursor were correctly characterized. This study is a continuation of earlier work, which evaluated
1969-1981 and 1984-1992 events. The report discusses the general rationale for this study, the selection and
documentation of events as precursors, and the estimation of conditional probabilities of subsequent severe
core damage for events. This document is bound in two volumes: Volume 19 contains the main report and
Appendixes A-D; Volume 20 contains Appendixes E and F.
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PREFACE

Re Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program was established by the Nuclear Operations Analysis Center
(NOAC) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the summer of 1979. He first major report of that
pmgram was published .in June 1982 and received extensive review. Eleven reports documenting the review

| of operational events for precursors have been published in this program (see Sect. 4.0, Refs.1-11). Rese
| reports describe events that occurred fmm 1969 through 1992, excluding 1982 and 1983. Hey have been

completed on a yearly basis since 1987.

He current effon was undenaken on behalf of the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
(AEOD) of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). He NRC Project Manager for the project is
P. D. O'Reilly.

He methodology developed and utilized in the AS P Program permits a reasonable estimate of the significance
of operational events without the laborious detail associated with evaluation using event trees and fault trees
down to the component level, while including observed human and system interactions.Re present effort
for 1993 is a continuation of the assessment undertaken in the previous repons for operational events that
occurred in 1969-1981 and 1984-1992.

He preliminary analyses of the 1993 events were sent for review to the NRC headquaners staff, and the
NRC regional staffs and licensees for those phnts for which potential ASP events were identified. His is
similar to the review process used for the 1992 events. In addition,the 1993 events were also independently
reviewed as pan of NRC's policy regarding probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) activities. All comments
were evaluated, and analyses were revised as appropriate.

Reanalyses typically focused on and gave credit for equipment and procedures that provided additional
protection against core damage. Rese additional features were beyond what has been normally included in
past ASP analyses of events. Herefore, comparing and trending analysis results from prior years is more
difficult because analysis results before 1992 are likely to have been different if additional information had
been solicited from the licensees and incorporated. For 1993 the total number of precursors identified is less
than that of past years.This is due at least in pan to incorporating feedback on equipment, systems,pmcedures,

| etc., such that events initially identified as potential precursors with a conditional core damage probability
4 4

somewhat greater than 10 were reanalyzed resulting in a value less than 10 , which is the threshold for
'

rejection.

He operational events selected in the ASP Program form a unique data base of historical system failures,
multiple losses of redundancy, and infrequent core damage initiators.Rese events are useful in identifying
significant weaknesses in design and operation, for trends analysis concerning industry perfonnance and the
impact of regulatory actions, and for PRA-related information.

Gary T. Mays, Director
Nuclear Operations Analysis Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2009
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8065

(615)574-0394
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FOREWORD

His repon provides the 1993 results of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) ongoing Accident
Sequence Precursor (ASP) Pmgram.ne ASP Program provides a safety significance perspective of nuclear
plant operational experience. De program uses probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques to provide
estimates of operating event significance in terms of the potential for core damage. He types of events
evaluated include initiators, degadations of plant conditions, and safety equipment failures that could
increase the pmbability of postulated accident sequences. ,

ne primary objective of the ASP Program is to systematically evaluate U.S. nuclear plant operating
experience to identify, document, and rank those operating events that were most significant in terms of the
potential for inadequate core cooling and core damage. In addition,the program has the following secondary
objectives: (1) to categorize the precursor events for plant specific and generic implications,(2) to provide a
measure that can be used to trend nuclear plant core damage risk, and (3) to pmvide a panial check on PRA

prrx!icted dominant core damage scenarios.

In recent years, licensees of U.S. nuclear plants have added safety equipment and have improved plant and
emergency operating pmcedures. Some of these changes, panicularly those involving use of alternate

'

equipment or recovery actions in response to specific accident scenarios, can have a significant etTect on the
calculated conditional core damage probabilities for cenain accident sequences. In keeping with the practice
initiated last year, the 1993 preliminary ASP analyses were transmitted to the peninent nuclear plant licensees
and to the NRC staff for review. He licensees were requested to review and comment on the technical i

'

adequacy of the analyses, including a depiction of their plant equipment and equipment capabilities. Each of
the review comments received from licensees and the NRC staff was evaluated for reasonableness and
pertinence to the ASP analysis in an attempt to use realistic models and data. All of the preliminary precursor
events were reviewed, and the conditional core damage probability calculations were revised where
appropriate. He objective of this review process was to provide as realistic an analysis of the significance
of the event as possible. As a result, the 1993 ASP significant precursor conditional core damage probability
results are somewhat lower than would have been calculated with the methods used in previous years.
Although this will make year-to-year comparisons somewhat more difficult, it is an imponant step toward
more realistic identification of significant events and conditions. In addition, consistent with the
recommendations of the NRC's interoffice PR A Working Group, each of the analyses has been independently

peer reviewed. His review provided a quality check of the analysis, ensured consistency with the ASP l

analysis guidelines, and verified the adequacy of the modeling appmach and appropriateness of the
assumptions used in the analysis.

The total number of precursors (16) identified for 1993 is less than previous years. This decrease is due in
pan to consideration of additional plant-specific mitigating equipment and recovery measures that were not
considered in the previous years' analyses.

He four most imponant precursor events for 1993 involved failure of equipment in the plant switchyard
(auxiliary transformer), failures of multiple service water system valves (two units),and clogged suppression
pool strainers at a boiling-water reactor.

Charles E. Rossi, Director
Safety Programs Division
Office for Analysis and Evaluation
of Operational Data
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!

E.0 Introduction

This appendix contains the comments received from the applicable licensees and the Nuclear Regulatory i
Commission (NRC) staff for each of the potential precursors. The comments for each potential precursor
are listed and discussed in docket number order, where the docket number refers to the plant that reported
the problem. Comments are further separated between licensee and NRC comments. Only comments |

considered pertinent to the accident sequence precursor analysis are addressed. Comments simply pointing )
out grammatical or spelling errors were addressed in the revision of the analyses, but are not listed or I
addressed in this appendix. The reanalysis of some potential precursors resulted in the elimination of the
event from the fmal set of precursors contained in Appendix A of this report. These events are noted in
Table E.1.

i

Table E.1 L,ist of Comments on Preliminary ASP Analyses

. Event No. Plant Event description Page |

213/93-S01,** Iladdam Neck Degradation of MCC-5, Pressurizer PORV, E.1-1
213/93-006, and Emergency Diesel Generator
213/93-007

265/93-010, Quad Cities 2 Emergency Power System Unavailable E.2-1

265/93-012

289/93-002 Three Mile Island 1 Both Residual Heat Removal lleat Exchangers E.3-1
Unavailable

293/93-004 Pilgrim Weath *nduced Loss-of-Offsite Power, E.4-1
Pressu.e Vessel Pressure / Temperature Limits
Violated

293/93-013*, Pilgrim NA E.5-1 )
293/93-014' I

293/93-022' Pilgrim NA E.6-1

313/93-003 Arkansas Nuclear Both Trains of Recirculation Inoperable for 14 h E.7-1
One, Unit 1

316/93-007 Cook 2 Reactor Trip with Degiaded Auxiliary E.8-1

Feedwater

331/93-010* Duane Arnold NA E.9-1

334/93-013 Beaver Valley 1 Dual-Unit Loss-of-offsite Power E.10-1

339/93-002 North Anna 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Disabled After Reactor E.ll-1
Trip

341/93-014*, Fermi Unit 2 NA E.12-1

341/93-015*

370/93-008 McGuire 2 Loss-of-Offsite Power and Failure of an MSIV E.13-1

to Close

373/93-002*, LaSalle 1 NA E.14-1

373/93-003*

373/93-015 LaSalle 1 Scram and Loss-of-Offsite Power E.15-1

Introduction

__ _ _-. _



E.0-4

Event No. Plant Event description Page

410/93-010* Nine Mile Point 2 NA E.16-1

412/93-012 Beaver Valley.2 Failure of Both Emergency Diesel Generator E.17-1
Load Sequencers

413/93-002 Catawba 1 & 2 Essential Service Water Potentially Unavailable E.18-1

440/93-011, Perry Clogged Suppression Pool Strainers and E.19-1
440/93-010 Service Water Flood

498/93-005, South Texas Project 1 Unavailability of One Emergency Diesel E.20-1
498/93-007 Generator and the Turbine-Driven Auxiliary

Feedwater Pump

529/93-001 Palo Verde 2 Steam Generator Tube Rupture E.21-1

*This event eliminated from set of final precursors.
**This denotes AIT report 213/93-80.

Introduction |

l
1
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E.1-1

E.1 AIT 213/93-80, LER Nos. 213/93-006,-007

E.1.1 Licensee

Reference: . Letter from J. F. Opeka, Northeast Utilities System, to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated September 7,1994.

E.1.1.1 General Comments

The licensee provided three general comments and 35 specinc comments pertaining to the
preliminary ASP analysis.and documentation. In addition, the licensee provided ,

information concerning design changes made at lladdam Neck after the June 27,1993 |
event occurred. The three general comments and related specific comments are addressed
Erst, followed by specific comments that provided clarifying information on Haddam Neck
design and operation but had no impact on the analysis results. The remaining specinc
comments are then addressed. Comments are paraphrased in some cases for brevity.

Comment 1:
An allowed recovery time for MCC-5 substantially greater than the 30 min assumed in the
preliminary ASP analysis is more realistic. Even assuming 30 min, the iluman Reliability
Analysis models and the IPE report use human error probabilities a factor of 5 to 10 lower
than the ASP values. This comment was elaborated in specific comments 16, 23 and 30.

1

Comment 23 provided situation-speciHe allowable recovery times for MCC-5: 30 min to i

prevent an RCP seal LOCA, 35 min for feed and bleed initiation, and 6.6 hours to prevent
core uncovery following multiple RCP seal LOCAs with AFW available.

Response 1:
The analysis has been revised to address the potential nonrecovery of MCC-5 in two time
periods (1) before 30 min for IIPI following a transient-induced LOCA and for feed and ,

bleed initiation, and (2) before I h to prevent an RCP seal failure (see the response to i

general comment 3). The median response time used in the preliminary analysis (10 min)
has been maintained. This time period includes 6 min for diagnosis and transit time and
the 4 min required during the actual event for an operator at MCC-5 to recover power to
the bus. This response time is assumed to be applicable to the direct recovery of MCC-5
and the recovery of charging and CCW via alternate means, which may be attempted if
MCC-5 cannot be quickly recovered.

The 10 min value is somewhat longer than the 6 min estimated by the licensee in speciDe
comment 16, and somewhat shorter than a 16 min value that can be estimated based on a
distribution of transit times in response to a faulted EDG (another important component)
included in " Electric Power Recovery Models," J.W. Read and K.N. Fleming, Proceedings
of the International Meeting on Pmbabilistic Safey Assessment. PSA '93, January 26-29,
1993. It should be noted that Haddam Neck procedure E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety injection,
provides only indirect indication of a loss of MCC-5 until step 16.

-

Comment 2:
The preliminary ASP analysis assumes AFW flow control is dependent on MCC-5 and
uses an unrealistically high probability for operator failure to control AFW, given

AIT 213/93-80, LER Nos. 213/93-006, -007
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nonrecovery of instrument air. This earlier plant design was revised during Apg ndia R
and station blackout improvements; AFW Cow indication is currently powered from
120-V ac vital buses. Given a loss of MCC-5, AFW Dow control is available in the control
room through manipulation of the hydraulically-operated AFW pump steam admission
valves. The estimated time to SG over0ll is 70-80 min, which provides ample time to gain +

control of SG level. In a conversation with ORNL and NRC personnel on August 26,1994,
the licensee noted that these hydraulic valves are routinely used to control SG level during
startup and shutdown. This comment was elaborated in specific comment 27.

Response 2:
The analysis has been revised to reflect this comment. Control of AFW flow is now assumed
to be essentially nominal following a loss of MCC-5.

Comment 3:
IThe Haddam Neck RCP seal design is unique in that it uses a Cow restricting orifice that

limits maximum seal leakage to 50 gal / min per pump. Given multiple catastrophic seal
failures, a core uncovery time of 6.6 h is estimated, assuming AFW is available. The generic
RCP seal LOCA model used in the ASP analysis is too conservative. Specific
comments 30 and 31 provided additional information.

Response 3:
'

The ASP seal LOCA model for Westinghouse plants has been retained in the analysis,
because questions raised during the NRC's ISAP review concerning the legitimacy of the 4

50 gal / min / pump maximum seal leakage have not been resolved. While the ASP seal LOCA
model assumes a higher seal leakage than 50 gal / min / pump, one HPI pump still provides
success. The ASP model assumes that the RCP seals will begin to fail one hour after loss .
of seal injection and thermal barrier cooling instead of the one-half hour assumed by the
licensee. This is offset by the assumption that ilPI is required within one-half hour of the

'

seal failure for core cooling success.
,

E.1.1.2 Specific Comments Regarding Haddam Neck Design and
.

Operation !

Comment 1:
Numerous specific comments and clarifications (comments 1-12, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 28,
29, 32, 33, and 34) were provided regarding the decision to test the MCC-5 ARF,
component power supplies, " training" of systems and system design, plant-specific
nomenclature, feed and bleed capability, plus changes made at the plant because the event
occurred that reduce the dependence on MCC-5, improve its reliability, and reduce its
importance to risk.

Response 1:
The analysis documentation has been revised to incorporate licensee clarifications to the

*

extent practical, when those clarifications were considered appropriate. A separate
,

paragraph describing plant changes because the event was added at the end of Additional

| Event-Related Information.
,

!
' Comment 2:

Haddam Neck Specific Comment 13. Component cooling water flow to the RCP seals is
not lost upon loss of MCC-5 alone, provided instrument air (via service air) is readily
restored. However, for a LOOP, neither the charging pumps nor the component cooling -

water pumps are automatically started. Emergency operating procedures direct the operator 3

!

AIT 213/93-80, LER Nos. 213/93-006, -007
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to start the charging and CCW pumps. Once the CCW pumps are started, no other action
is needed to re-establish RCP seal cooling. IIence, restoration of RCP seal cooling is not
a " recovery" action, but a proceduralized step (step 13 of procedure E-0). On the time
frame to implement step 13, given a LOOP and RCP trip (several minutes), thermal shock ,

I!s not expected.
Response 2:

Response to lladdam Neck Specific Comment 13. The analysis has been revised to delete
the discussion of thermal shock to the RCP seals. Recovery of CCW has been addressed
in conjunction with recovery of MCC-5 (see general comment 1).

Comment 3:
lladdam Neck Specine Comment 14. Start of the second service water pump is desirable
but not necessary for safe shutdown loads, given service water isolation valves SW-MOV-1
and SW-MOV-2 are both closed.

Response 3:
Response to liaddam Neck Specific Comment 14. The analysis description has been revised
to clarify the requirement for manual closure of SW-MOV-1 and SW-MOV-2.

Comment 4:
lladdam Neck Specific Comment 18. Based on best-estimate transient analyses, the
pressurizer PORV setpoint will not be challenged on a loss-of-offsite power with auxiliary
feedwater available. Therefore, RCS pressure relief is not necessary absent unusual )
circumstances. ;

|Response 4:
Response to Haddam Neck Specific Comment 18. The current ASP models assume the
PORV challenge rate is 0.04 following a LOOP, which would address PORV lift only under
unusual circumstances.

Comment S:
lladdam Neck Specific Comment 21. The equation [p(9C I i1C) + . ] appears to be in
error. The second term should include p(EDG A) rather than p(9C | llc).

Response S:
Response to liaddam Neck Specific Comment 21. A typographical error was made in the
equation. The second term should include p(EDG A).

Comment 6:
lladdam Neck Specific Comment 24. There are three air compressors powered by MCC-5.
The success criterion based on post-trip control air loads is one of three compressors. The
instrument air equipment failure probability is insignificant given MCC-5 recovery.

Response 6:
Response to lladdam Neck Specific Comment 24. The analysis has been revised to assume
that instrument air is recovered once MCC-5 is recovered.

Comment 7:
Iladdam Neck Specific Comment 25. The nominal failure rates used in the ASP analysis-

are conservative with regard to plant-specific data incorporated into the PRA/IPE.
Notwithstanding the EDG failure at 22 h, the EDGs have been very reliable at lladdam
Neck. Per the IPE, the combined EDG failure to start, failure to run, and maintenance
unavailability is 0.04 per demand verses 0.05 and 0.057 in the ASP analysis.

AIT 213/93-80, LER Nos. 213/93-006, -007
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Response 7:
Response to lladdam Neck Specific Comment 25. The second EDG failure probability
(0.057) used in the ASP program is the probability that the second EDG will fail, given
failure of the first EDG. The product 0.05 x 0.057 (2.9 x 10~3) thus incorporates dependant
failure effects. Utilizing an independent failure probability of 0.04 along with the common

cause failure to start (l 06 x 10") and failure to run (1.8 x 10'3) from Table 3.3.4-1 of the
lfaddam Neck IPE results in an overall failure probability for both EDGs of 3.5 x 10~3 '

,

slightly higher than the failure probability used in the ASP analysis. The ASP failure
probability has been retained.

Comment 8:
Haddam Neck Specific Comment 26. Using an EDG failure probability of 0.04 for both

EDGs, [the expression in the section "EP-Emergency Power"] is requantified as (0.04 x

0.04 x 0.8) + 2.4 x 10'3 = 3.7 x 10~3
Response R:

Response to Haddam Neck Specific Comment 26. The licensee requantification ignores
dependent failure effects as described in the response to comment 25. T1.e overall

*

emergency power failure probability developed in the ASP analysis addresses dependent
failure effects.

Comment 9:
lladdam Neck Specific Comment 35. The conditional core damage probabilities (included
in the preliminary analysis) have been requantified. . The results of Northeast Utilities'

4reanalysis indicate the conditional core damage frequency to be approximately 1.7 x 10 ,
4about two orders of magnitude below the preliminary ASP value of 2.4 x 10

Response 9:
Response to liaddam Neck Specific Comment 35. The preliminary ASP analysis has been
revised based on these and other comments. The revised core damage probability in
included in the analysis provided in this report.

E.1.2 NRC Comments

Reference: Memorandum from G. M. Ifolahan, Director, Division of Systems and Safety
Analysis, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to C. E. Rossi, Director, Safety
Programs Division, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data,
September 9,1994.

Comment 1:
The last term of the equation developed in the analysis for the failure probability of the
AIIT should include p(EDG A)instead of p(9C | 1IC).

Response 1:
A typographical error was made in the equation. The second term should include
p(EDG A).

Comment 2:
The probability of not recovering a LOOP in the short term (0.24) does not appear to have
been addressed in the analysis.

AIT 213/93-80, LER Nos. 213/93-006, -007
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Response 2:
This probability was omitted from the preliminary analysis. The conditioning event tree
used to model LOOPS in the final analysis specifically addresses this prol ability.

Reference: Note to L. Nicholson, Region 1, from Il Raymond, Senior Resident inspector,
Region I, dated August 26,1994.

Comment 1:
Bus 5 is the MCC-5 preferred power source unless Bus 8 is not operable. The ABF selector
switch was not normally positioned to Bus 6 if EDG-2A was the only component out of
service.

Response 1:
The analysis description has been revised to reflect this comment.

Comment 2:
Clarifications were provided concerning the operation of front-line systems described in
Additional Event-Related Information.

Response 2:
The analysis description has been revised were applicable.

Comment 3:
EDG failure is not expected to occur (because of insufficient service water flow if only one
EDG starts). Insufficient EDG cooling could occur if river temperatures are high, and there
is a failure to isolate turbine building loads.

Response 3:
The analysis description has been revised to reflect this comment.

Comment 4: |

The AITT design [at the time of the event] included a 0.25 see time delay to give preference
to one supply in the event both diesels loaded simultaneously.

Response 4:
The analysis description has been revised to reflect this comment. This has essentially no
affect on the analysis due to the variance in EDG loading times.

G, nment 5:
Manual actions to restore power to MCC-5 would take 10 min "or less." A realistic
estimate is less than 5 min.

Response 5:
A median recovery time of 10 min has been retained in the analysis, as described in the
response to licensee general comment 1.

Comment 6:
The statement under "MCC-5 Failure and Restoration" in Modeling Assumptions
concerning the equal likelihood that bus 5 or bus 6 will reach rated voltage first does not
take into account the circuit time delay relays.

Response 6:
The fact that time delays existed in the AIIT circuitry has been included in the analysis !

description. This has essentially no affect on analysis results because of the variance in
EDG loading times. 1

I

|
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Comment 7:
The probability of failing to reestablish control air following a loss of MCC-5 may be too
high, if it is based on the assumed failure of a single air compressor. Success of two of the
three air compressors at Haddam Neck will provide system requirements.

Response 7:
The revised analysis assumes instrument air is reestablished when MCC-5 is recovered.
The impact of multiple air compressors failing to start is considered small compared with
the probability of not recovering MCC-5.

Comment 8:
This comment provided information concerning the effect ofloss of MCC-5 on AFW flow
control and the potential for SG overfill.

Response 8:
Based on comments provided by the licensee concerning the potential use of the
hydraulically-powered AFW turbine pump steam admission valves for AFW flow control
(licensee general comment 2), AFW flow control following a loss of MCC-5 is considered
to be essentially nominal in the revised analysis.

Comment 9:
MCC-8 can be powered from an emergency bus by local closure of the MCC-8 supply
breakers. Charging is available following a LOOP with an assumed loss of MCC-5 with
local manual actions.

Response 9:
The potential recovery of charging for RCP seal injection has been addressed in conjunction
with the recovery of MCC-5, as described under " Seal LOCA" in Modeling Assumptions.

Comment 10:
Feed and bleed with the charging pumps and pressurizer safety valves can be established
following a LOOP with loss of MCC-5. Local actions to repower MCC-8 and align MOVs
would be required.

Response 10:
Feed and bleed using the charging pumps and pressurizer safety valves is not believed to
be viable. This was confirmed in licensee specific comment 32.

Comment 11:
liigh pressure sump recirculation using the charging pumps is possible with a LOOP
coincident with a loss of MCC-5. Local manual actions would be required to realign MOVs
from the charging injection phase to the sump recirculation phase.

Response 11:
The ASP analysis assumes llPSI and charging are unavailable for llPI following a LOOP
with a loss of MCC-5 unless MCC-5 is recovered or MCC-8 is repowered. High pressure
sump recirculation is assumed available ifIIPI is recovered.
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E.2 LER No. 265/93-010, -012

E.2.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: Letter from John L. Schrage, Commonwealth Edison, to William T. Russell,
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated September 8,1994.

Comment 1:
ASP sequences 67 and 69 appear to be invalid despite modification of the models to address
the potential use of the SSMP and RCIC for high-pressure makeup. These sequences appear
to assume that low-pressure systems are unavailable because long-term ac power recovery
occurs too late to prevent core damage. However, the analysis assumes that the Unit 2 EDG
was available for an average of 7.5 h before failure, and the use of ADS and LPCI as an
alternate to high-pressure injection would be possible.

Response 1:
Sequences 67 and 69 in the ASP models assume that recovery of ac power is required for
successful ADS and use oflow-pressure systems for injection. Even iflow-pressure injection
was initially successful, it would be lost once both EDGs failed.

Note that sequences 67 and 69 for case 2b incorrectly considered the use of the SSMP for
high pressure makeup in the preliminary analysis, although bus 14-1 is not powered for |
this case. The probabilities for sequences 67 and 69 have been revised to reflect the
unavailability of the SSMP (this had no effect on analysis results).

Comment 2:
The preliminary analysis used an average lifetime of 7.5 h for the Unit 2 DGCWP during
the 7-month period based on the assumption that the pump was failed after the last
surveillance run. This assumption is conservative because the pump may have been capable |

|of continuing to run, but an accurate estimate of the pump's remaining life following the
surveillance run does not appear to be feasible.

Response 2:
The assumption regarding average lifetime may or may not be conservative, depending on
the actual oil consumption during the monthly tests compared to that during an extended
run. The assumption is considered reasonable for a probabilistic risk assessment-type
analysis.

Comment 3:
The preliminary analysis assumes for the dominant sequence (case 2b, sequence 83), that
recovery of offsite power must occur before battery depletion (at 11.5 h) to prevent core
damage. The preliminary analysis for the dominant sequence uses probability estimates of
0.66 and 0.23, respectively, for failing to recover ofTsite power in the short-term and before
battery depletion. .. these values appear to have been multiplied in the calculation to give
a total probability of 0.15 for failing to recover offsite power before battery depletion This
value appears to be overly conservative, however, when compared to the value calculated
using site-specific data for the Quad Cities IPE.

The analysis for the Quad Cities IPE, based on NUREG 1032, gives 0.03 as the probability
of failing to restore offsite power within 11.5 h (attachment B to the Commonwealth Edison

LER No. 265/93-010, -012
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comments provided additional details). .. Use of the value of 0.03 for the probability of
failing to restore offsite power would appear to significantly reduce (by a factor of 5) the i

calculated core damage probability for the dominant sequence.

Furthermore, the assumption that recovery of offsite power must occur before battery
depletion to prevent core damage is conservative. At 11.5 h, decay heat would be reduced.
... water level would not drop to the top of active fuel until ~14.6 h after initiation of the
event. .

Response 3:
The likelihood of failing to restore offsite power in the ASP model for Quad Cities is also
estimated using data from NUREG-1032. The plant-centered, grid, and severe-weather
groups and their recovery groups are the same as used in the Quad Cities IPE. The ASP
model assumes an extremely severe weather group SS3, however, with an initiating event
frequency of 0.002/ site-year. This frequency is higher than the frequency oflong-duration
LOOPS (0.001/ site-year at 19 h) included in NSAC-166, " Losses of Offsite Power at U.S.
Nuclear Power Plants through 1990"(1991), but NSAC-166 does not include the long-term
unavailability of offsite power at Turkey Point following hurricane Andrew in 1992. The
assumption of an extremely severe weather group SS3 along with the abo'/e groups places
Quad Cities in cluster 2, which is similar to the IPE.

The ASP analyses distinguish the different type of LOOPS (plant-centered, grid-related,
etc.) and estimate LOOP frequencies and nonrecovery probabilities for each type in terms
of Weibull distributions developed from data in Appendix A to NUREG-1032 for each
LOOP type instead of from the cluster data. This allows different types of LOOPS observed
in operating experience to be specifically addressed.

Cases 2a and 2b in the ASP analysis consider dual-unit LOOPS. These are predominantly
caused by grid- and weather-related LOOPS, which have lower frequencies but also lower
probabilities of recovery than an " average" LOOP represented by the cluster frequency
distributions. This is why the LOOP nonrecovery probability at 11.5 h is higher for cases
2a and 2b and why the LOOP nonrecovery probability for case 1 (which considers more
easily recovered plant-centered LOOPS) is lower than that estimated using cluster 2 data
directly. The LOOP nonrecovery probabilities for cases 1, 2a, and 2b are considered
appropriate and have been retained.

The ASP analyses assume that core damage occurs at the time of battery depletion, because
ofloss of control and instrumentation power for plant monitoring, turbine pump control,

; and breaker operation. Although ac power may be recoverable after battery depletion, such
'

recovery would involve substantial difficulty. The assumption of core damage at the time
of battery depletion is considered reasonable.,

!

t Comment 4:
'

The preliminary analysis assumes a probability of 1.0 for operator failure to restore cooling
; water to the 1/2 EDG. This is based on a cited paper that gives an estimated probability of
'

O.26 that an auxiliary operator would report to the DG room within 10 min of an EDG trip
while running or starting.

.

| The model cited does not appear to b. mpletely applicable to the problem with the
' 1/2 DGCWP failing to start, however. The LER noted that " Operators, as part of

training, dispatch personnel to the diesel generator whenever it is autostarted. This dispatch

LER No. 265/93-010, -012
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increases the likelihood that the inoperable DGCWP condition would have been promptly
corrected." For these reasons, the probability of an operator reporting to the 1/2 EDG room
within 10 min is estimated to be greater than the value of 0.26 given in the cited paper.

Response 4:
The likelihood of an operator reaching the 1/2 EDG room (which is remote from the control
room) and restoring the 1/2 DGCWP within 5 to 10 min following a LOOP to prevent EDG
failure frorn overheating is admittedly difficult to estimate. In this event, after reaching the
EDG room and determining that the DGCWP had not started, recovery would require first
moving the feed power selector switch to the bus 18 position (which would not start the
pump) and then to the bus 28 position. While recovery may be possible if the EDG can
run for 10 min without damage, it is not expected to be reliable. Although the model in the
cited paper may not be completely applicable to Quaa Cities, the low recovery probability
that is implied is considered indicative of the likelihood of 1/2 DGCWP recovery if a LOOP
had occurred (in the cited paper, the median response time is estimated at 12 min).

1

In addition, in the dominant sequence, the 1 EDG is also failed following a dual-unit LOOP.
'

This failure would compete with the 1/2 EDG for resources and further lessen the chances
for recovery success. For these reasons, the nonrecovery probability used in the preliminary
analysis is considered reasonable and has been retained.

E.2.2 NRC Comments

None

|
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E.3 LER No. 289/93-002 ;

;

E.3.1 Licensee Comments |
!
'

Reference: Letter from T. G. Broughton, GPU Nuclear to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
dated July 8,1994.

Comment 1:
The SBLOCA initiating event frequency used in the preliminary ASP analysis... appears
to have been the BWR frequency... instead of the PWR frequency.... The Generic SBLOCA

!initiating event frequency is based on data for the early 1980s and is not specific to TMI-1.
The TMI IPE uses a SBLOCA mean frequency of 6.7 x 10 /h (5.87 x 10'3/ year)...

.

4
i

Assuming a 3 h unavailability of HPR and 0.43 conrecovery probability... use of the TMI-l
SBLOCA initiating event frequency... would result in a core damage frequency of

4
8.6 x 10 ...

Response 1: ,

The PWR SBLOCA frequency of 1.5 x 10-2/ year was used in the analysis. The ASP I

program employs grouped data for infrequent events, such as SBLOCA. Applying the ASP - .

!

nonrecovery probability of 0.43 for PWR SBLOCA results in a nonrecoverable frequency

of 6.5 x 10'3/ year, very close to the 5.9 x 10'3/ year frequency used in the TMl-1 IPE. In !

the ASP program, a yearly frequency estimate is corrverted into an hourly estimate by
!

dividing by an average number of critical hours / year (assumed to be 6132 h/ year). The i

following calculation illustrates the calculation of the SBLOCA frequency and SBLOCA ,

I
probability for this event.

;

1.5 x 10-2 SBLOCA/ year x l/6132 operating h/ year

x 0.43 (fraction of'SBLOCAs that are not recoverable) =

41.05 x 10 nonrecoverable SBLOCA/ operating hour.;

4 i
1.05 x 10 SBLOCA/ operating hour x 3 h =

3.2 x 104 (SBLOCA probability used in the analysis of this event).

Comment 2:
Initiation of RB sump recireclation is not expected to occur until 3 to 10 h after the start
of a SBLOCA . .. Since recovery from the cooler (ES) bypass would have taken < 30 min,
the action would have been completed by the time actual recirculation ns initiated.
Therefore, the SBLOCA probability should be applied to 2.5-F . e wailability ofIR 3. instead

of 3.0 h-
Response 2:

ASP analyses address a potential initiator during the entire un ' , lability period. iile this
-

may add some conservatism to an analysis, it has little effect on the overall results in this
case.

LER No. 289/93-002
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Co. Aent 3:
[O]perators are trained to assess the status of ES systems in the event of an accident. If
there had been a LOCA during the time that the DH Service Coolers were isolated, it is
likely that the control room (if not the individual who isolated the coolers) would have
recognized immediately that a surveillance had been started which could have affected the
Decay Heat Closed Cooling Water System (DCCW) .

Response 3:
,

) Experience indicates that inappropriate alignments of safety systems will not always be
detected promptly under accident conditions. It is not obvious that a more rapid
identification of the incorrect alignment would occur under the stress and confusion
associated with an accident. For this reason, nonrecovery assumptions made in ther

'
preliminary analysis have bea. retained.

Comment 4:
Assuming an allowable response time of 2 h based on continuous operation of HPR and an .-

actual recovery tir.se of 20 min to correct the valve alignment (during the actual event), the
nonrecovery probability would be reduced to 0.01. Although GPU Nuclear is unable to
provide what we would consider to be the appropriate nonrecovery probability within the
time constraints allowed by your schedule, we believe that 0.43 is too high.

Response 4:
The value "0.43" is the Probability of nonrecovery of the initiating event. This value is
applicable to the SBLOCA initiating event frequency, as described in the response to
comment 1.

Comment 5:
The TM1 plant design utilizes three HPI pumps that would be running following ES
actuation with offsite power available. The third HPI pump would not have been affected
by the simultaneous bypass of cooling water to both DIIR Service Coolers .

Response 5:
The ASP analysis assumes HPI (pre-recirculation) is not impacted by the bypassed DHR
service coolers. The analysis assumes llPR is alTected becasue of the impact of the
unavailable coolers on the LPI and HPl pumps during piggyback operation, as described
in comment 6.

Comment 6:
LPI pump operation at elevated process water temperature is not a concern. The LPI pumps

are designed for operation at 300 F. Evaluation of the LPI pump operation at elevated
cooling water temperatures indicates that the pump and bearings would hase continued to
operate for at least 2 h. Motor operation under these conditions would need to be confirrned.
GPU Nuclear has decl:ned to pursue further evaluation of the LPI pump motor because of:
the vendor's estimate of five to seven weeks to complete the work, the cost, and the other

4
factors . . which result in a [GPU estimated] core damage probability below 1.0 x 10 .
Ilowever, based on engineering judgement, we feel that it is likely that LPI pump motor
operation would continue for some period of time under LOCA conditions.

Response 6:
The ASP analysis assumed HPR would be unavailable following initiation of sump
recirculation. The ASP analysis assumed that recovery of the bypassed DHR service coolers
would be unlikely, since (a) the operators would not be cee.i to detect the misalignment
until the heat exchragers were required to provide DilR durmg recirculation, (b) following

LER No. 289/93-002
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switchover to sump recirculation, radiological protection requirements would make it more
dimcult to access and realign the necessary valves, and (c) operation of all the components
required for liPR for the post-recirculation mission time (20-22 h) without component
cooling is by no means assured.

Comment 7: |
As a result of accounting for (the factors described in comments 1-6) including 2 h '

unavailability of LPI which is not confirmed, GPU Nuclear has calculated that the core
damage probability for this event would be 1.7E-8, which is well below the ASP threshold |

of 1.0E-6. Without confirmation of LPI pump motor operation under LOCA conditions, |
our calculations . . still result in a core damage probability below 1.0E 6.. '

Response 7:
See the responses to comments 1-6. The Modeling Assumptions section of the analysis i

documentation has been revised to clarify the assumptions used in this analysis. I

E.3.2 NRC Comments

None

|
l

1

|
1
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E.4 LER No. 293/93-004 ;

!

!

E.4.1 Licensee Comments j

Reference: Letter from E. T. Boulette,;PhD, Boston Edison, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory I
Commission, dated June 17, 1994, BECo Letter 94-071. ;

:
,

Comment 1:
,

The scram was caused by a switchyard flashover, not a LOOP. Preferred offsite power was |
available for 42 min following the scram. The scram occurred as a result ofload rejection ;

caused by switchyard insulator flashovers due to wind-packed snow deposited during a !

severe coastal storm. The actual LOOP did not occur until 42 min after the scram event, i

during which time the SUT remained available. !

Response 1:
Typically the ASP Program has selected events for analysis as a LOOP if the LOOP required
the EDGs to be relied on for safeguards power for an extended period of time. In this event,
only the preferred offsite power source was lost; the 23 kV line was available throughout ;

the event. The 23-kV line is atypical because it is not utilized until an EDG has failed to .{
load. Although the 23-kV line was available, it was not used because an EDG did not fail. |
The plant response was typical of what most plants would experience during a total LOOP. j
The ASP event tree for a LOOP is appropriate and was used with one modification; the j
23-kV line was treated as another source of emergency power. ;

i

Although the LOOP occurred 40 min after the trip, the system success criteria remain |
unchanged. Therefore, the LOOP moi? vsed is appropriate for the event.

I,.

Comment 2: ;

No credit was given for manual starting of the EDGs before losing the SUT. The EDGs !

were started 27 min after the scram in anticipation oflosing the SUT. No credit for this '

action appears in the NRC analysis.
Response 2: <

Although the EDGs were started and loaded 15 min before the actual loss of the 345-kV
lines, the EDG probabilities were left at their nominal values. This was done because the i

same basic failure mechanisms are in place regardless of whether the EDGs are started !

before or immediately after the LOOP. In either case, the EDG has to start. The only
difference between the manual start and the potential automatic start from the LOOP is the
elimination of the potential failure of the automatic signal. It was assumed that this did not
significantly affect the EDG failure probability. It was also assumed that insufficient time
was available between the time that the EDGs were started and when the LOOP occurred
for significant recovery actions to be performed. As a result, the mean-time-to-repair of
the EDGs was assumed to be unafTected by the 15-min period. Had the EDGs been started

early enough that significant recovery actions could have been performed before the LOOP
event, a modification of the EDG mean-time-to-repair could have decreased the conditional
core damage probability for the event. However, the potential for an EDG paralleled to the
grid to trip following the LOOP would also need to be addressed.

,

|
!
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Comment 3: ,

Offsite power remained available from the 23-kV source as automatic backup to the EDGs.
The design capability of the SDT to automatically backup the EDGs is not included. The
SDT remained available throughout the event.

Response 3:
The 23-kV line is unusual because it is used after the EDGs fail to start. The original
analysis reviewed by the licensee did not include this mitigation feature in the modeling.
The Pilgrim IPE indicates 18 failures of the 345-kV lines between September 13, 1975, |

and February 21,1989. Of these 18 LOOPS, 7 were caused by severe weather (as was the j
modeled event). In three of these severe-weather-induced LOOPS, the 23-kV line was also ;

lost. Therefore, the conditional probability that the 23-kV line is lost, given that the 345-kV
lines were lost due to a severe-weather-induced LOOP, was set to 0.43 (3/7). Because the
23-kV line would close in automatically following the failure of the EDGs, the EDG
nonrecovery value was modified to include the 23-kV line. It was assumed that breaker
failures and control system failures were not significant given the high unavailability of the
line under these conditions.

Comment 4:
Only RHR is credited for providing long-term core / containment cooling, whereas the main
condenser could have been recovered. In extreme cases, the direct torus vent is available

for use. ,

Response 4:
Incorporation of suppression pool venting into the model (which was done for all BWR .

models) reduces the conditional core damage probabilities for those sequences involving
long-term cooling by 2 orders of magnitude. As a result, these sequences no longer
contribute to the overall conditional core damage probability for the event. Therefore, the
recovery of the main condenser and use of firewater were not addressed in the revised
analysis.

Comment 5:
The ASP analysis is dominated by a LOOP-initiated Station Blackout sequence, sequence
83. This sequence is considered unlikely due to the LOOP not being the initiating event,
the manual loading of the EDGs not being credited, and the automatic capability of the
SDT to provide backup to the EDGs.

Response 5:
I

The use of the LOOP model is addressed in response to comment 1. The modeling of the
EDGs is addressed in response to comment 2. The modeling of the SDT is addressed in
response to comment 3.

Comment 6:
Sequence 55 involves a stuck-open SRV, followed by loss ofIIPI and failure to depressurize.
If an SRV sticks open, depressurization would be accomplished in time to prevent core
damage whether or not ilPI is successful. This was verified through use of the Modular
Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) as referenced in our IPE report sent to the NRC on ~ i

September 20,1992. Therefore, this sequence is not a core damage sequence.
Response 6:

On page'114-3 of the Pilgrim IPE it states that the success criterion for the automatic
depressurization system (ADS) is three out of four valves. On page C.4-30 the failure rate
for depressurization, given an inadvertent open safety / relief valve (IORV) and a stuck-open
relief valve (SORV), is reduced because fewer valves would be required to open. This [

LER No. 293/93-004
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indicates that depressurization is required in this situation. On page C.4-27 the modeling
of the two unpiped safety valves is described. It indicates that the response for the inadvertent
opening of these two valves is similar to that of a medium-break LOCA. On page C.3-5
the description of the medium-break LOCA indicates that " breaks within this size range
will depressurize the reactor slowly enough to require high pressure injection during the
short term to avoid core damage (without depressurization and low pressure
injection . . ). "

Subsequent to the issuance of the IPE, the licensee performed a Modular Accident Analysis
Program (MAAP) analysis of a trip with one SORV and all HPI systems inoperable. The
results of this analysis indicate that the reactor vessel will depressurize rapidly enough to
allow LPI systems to inject, and as a result, prevent core damage. The licensee indicated
that the previous analyses performed for the IPE were overly conservative. Because one or
more SORVs will perform the same function as the ADS system, the ADS failure rate for
sequences 49 through 55 was set to zero.

Comment 7:
Sequences 67 and 69 deal with loss of HPI leading directly to core damage. Neither
sequence challenges the depressurization function nor the subsequent LPI function.
Depressurization would have been initiated if HPI had failed in this event. In fact, sequence
69 is not applicable for the same reason as sequence 55 because depressurization would be
successful for a SORV.

Response 7:
The ASP event tree for this event requires HPI success if(l) offsite power is not recovered
in the short term and (2) emergency power fails. This is the case in both sequences 67 and
69. n these two sequences, offsite power is not recovered in the short term (first half hour),
and the EDGs/23-kV line has failed. Offsite power will not be recovered until at least one
half-hour into the event. Although long-term offsite power recovery appears in the event *

tree before the HPI systems to decrease the number of sequences, the HPI systems would
have to operate before long-term offsite power recovery. In addition, no low-pressure
systems are available in the first half hour because they are dependent on ac power.
Therefbre, in the first half hour, only llPCI and RCIC are available. They must operate to
prevent core damage until offsite power is restored.

Incorporation of the 23-kV line results in the probability of sequence 67 and 69 dr>pping
by a factcr of 2.3. This results in these s:quences having no significant impac. on the
conditional core damage probability for this event.

E.4.2 NRC Comments

Reference: Memorandum for Gary M. Holahan, Director, Division of Safety Programs, Office
for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, from Martin J. Virgilio,
Acting Director, I)ivision of Systems and Safety Analysis, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, dated June 16, 1994.

Comment 1:
The Additional Event Related Information section mentions thet the two safety-related
4160-V ac buses can receive power from the 23-kV offsite power line or the blackout diesel
generator. The analysis includes the BODG but not the 23-kV line.

LER No. 293/93-004
i
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Response 1:
The 23-kV line is unusual because it is used after the EDGs fail to start. The original *

analysis reviewed by the licensee and the NRC did not include this mitigation feature in the
modeling. Because the 23-kV line would close in automatically following the failure of the
EDGs, the EDG nonrecovery value was modified to include the 23-kV line.

Comment 2:
The Pilgrim IPE does not take credit for the control rod drive pumps as a source of
high-pressure makeup to the vessel.

Response 2:
In this event, the assumptions concerning CRD pump viability as a source of high-pressure
makeup do not significantly impact the overall conditional core damage probability.
However, information from the licensee indicated that although the CRD system was not
credited in the IPE, subsequent evaluation has determined that it is a viable source of
high-pressure makeup to the vessel.
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E.5 LER Nos. 293/93-013, -014

The existing ASP models do not include the potential use of containment venting for decay
heat removal if both RHR/SPC and RHR/SDC fail. The modeling for all BWR events was
revised to incorporr.e this potential mitigation strategy. This was done by revising the
dominant sequences mvolving failure of both the RHR cooling modes to also include failure
to vent the containment.

Incorporation of suppression pool venting into the modeling of this event reduced the overall
4conditional core damage probability to < 1.0 x 10 . This is below the cutoff value for

precursors used by the ASP Program. Therefore, the event was not inciulled in the report.
Incorporation of licensee and NRC comments may have further. revised the overall

,

conditional core damage probability for this event. Because the overall conditional core
damage probability was already less than the cutoff value, specific responses to these
comments were not developed.

E.5.1 Licensee Comments .

!

Reference: Letter from E. T. Boulette, PhD, Boston Edison, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated June 17, 1994, BECo Letta 94-071. .

Reference: Letter from E. T. Boulette, PhD, Boston Edison, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated September 6,1994, BECo Letter 94-096.

E.5.2 NRC Comments

Reference: Memorandum for Gary M. Holahan, Director, Division of Safety Programs, Office
for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, from Martin J. Virgilio,
Acting Director, Division of Systems and Safety Analysis, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, dated June 16, 1994.

Reference: Memorandum for Pat O'Reilly, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational
Data, from Neal K. Hunemuller, Events Assessment Branch, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, dated August 4,1994.

LER Nos. 293/93-013, -014
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E.6 LER No. 293/93-022

!

The existing ASP models do not include the potential use of containment venting for decay
heat removal if both RHR/SPC and RHR/SDC fail. The modeling for all BWR events was -

revised to incorporate this potential mitigation strategy. This was done by revising the ;

dominant sequences involving failure of both the RHR cooling modes to also include failure
,

to vent the containment.
P

Based on information contained in the Pilgrim IPE, the existing ASP model was revised to -
,

incorporate the BODG and the 23-kV offsite power line. t

incorporation of suppression pool venting, the BODG, and the 23-kV line into the modeling ,

4of this event reduced the overall conditional core damage probability to < l.0 x 10 . This :
'

is below the cutoff value for precursors used by the ASP Program. Therefore, the event
was not included in the report. Incorporation of licensee and NRC comments may have
further revised the overall conditional core damage probability for this event. Because the !

overall conditional core damage probability was already less than the cutoff value, specific
'

;

responses to these comments were not developed.

E.6.1 Licensee Comments !

Reference: Letter from E. T. Boulette, PhD, Boston Edison, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory i

Commission, dated June 17, 1994, BECo Letter 94-071.

Reference: Letter from E. T. Boulette, PhD, Boston Edison to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory {

Commission, dated September 6,1994, BECo Letter 94-096. |
t

E.6.2 NRC Comments '

Reference: Memorandum for Gary M. Ilolahan, Director, Division of Safety Programs, Office
for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, from Martin J. Virgilio, j

Acting Director, Division of Systems and Safety Analysis, Office of Nuclear |
Reactor Regulation, dated . lune 16,1994. |

|

LER No. 293/93-022
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E.7 LER No. 313/93-003

E.7.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: Letter from Dwight t' Mims, Entergy Operations Inc., to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated September 14,1994 (Letter No. LTR-lCAN099403).

(Background) LER 313/93-003 reports that, when DHR/LPI pump B was placed in service
for DHR, motor bearing temperature rose excessively. On testing, the bearing temperature

rose to 190 F, and the pump was shut down and declared inoperable. The mota aan was
found to be mispositioned along the shan axis resulting in excessive load on the motor
bearing. It is reported that the shafl had been mispositioned during maintenance 3 months
earlier. It is also reported that thermal expansion of the pump shaft contributed to the shan
mispositioning and loading of the motor bearing and that this problem would not have arisen
while pumping ambient-temperature water during LPI operation. The redundant A train
pump was unavailable for a total of 14 h when the B pump shaft was misaligned.

Comment 1:
(Summary) The combination of the shafl mislocation and thermal expansion of the pump
shaft during recirculation would have caused failure of B pump perhaps 2 h into
recirculation. During a small-/ medium-break LOCA, recirculation might not be initiated
until more than 7 h into the event.

During the 14 h that the A pump was declared inoperable, its breaker was racked out and
tagged to permit routine maintenance activities, including "meggering" of its motor and
oil sampling /changeout. During a small-break LOCA or other event demanding LPI pump
operation, time would have been available to restore A pump to service before failure of
B pump.

Response 1:
The ASP Program generally considers equipment as being unavailable during the time that
it is reported as inoperable, unless information is available that identifies a specific shorter
time period. Recovery of inoperable equipment is credited according to the methodology
described in Sect. A.I.3 of NUREG/CR-4674, Vol.17, Precursors to Potential Severe
Core Damage Accidents: 1992 A Status Report.

It is possible to outline scen'arios in which it would be simple to return an inoperable piece
of equipment to service, but it is also possible to outline scenarios in which it would be
more diflicult. The IPE for ANO indicates that during a small-break LOCA, "[h]igh
pressure recirculation requires recirculation to occur in as little as approximately one
hour... " It is not clear that. during a small-break LOCA, the first priority of maintenance
workers would be to restore LPI pump A to service; presumably, the incipient failure of
B LPI pump would not be detected until recirculation operation was begun. It is possible,
then, that only I or 2 h would be available for the restoration of pump A.

The ASP analysis of this event found that the failure appeared recoverable at the failed
equipment and assigned a nonrecovery probability of 0.34. This value seems consistent
with ANO individual plant examination values for ex-control-room recoveries that are
somewhat complex and that must take place within 1 or 2 h.

LER No. 313/93-003
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E.7.2 NRC Comments

Reference: Memo from T. Koshy, Events Assessment Branch, OfTice of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, to P. D. O'Reilly, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational
Data, dated August 8,1994.

No response required.

LER No. 313/93-003
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E.8-1
:

E.8 LER No. 316/93-007

!

E.8.1 Licensee Comments |
Reference: Letter from E. E. Fitzpatrick, American Electric Power, to W. T. Russell, Director,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, i
dated June 28,1994, AEP:NRC:1214.

Comment 1: ,

The problem with the AFW flow control valve was easily diagnosable from the control !
room, and the requisite recovery actions were proceduralized; therefore, a lower AFW i

nonrecovery probab;iity is in order: "A nonrecovery factor of.04 should be applied to the ;

specific auxiliary feedwater pump failure, (' ASP Models,' Appendix A to
NUREG/CR-4674, Vol.17, page A-5), since the recovery action occurs in the control
room and is directed by the reactor trip response procedure...."

Response 1:
The approacn used in the ASP Program to address observed degraded systems (e.g., a ,

single failed train) does not revise the system nonrecovery probability because the additional
components that could fail (resulting in a complete system failure requiring recovery) are ;

not specifically enumerated in the ASP train-based models. This is different than a fault-tree !

based analysis, where specific components that could be recovered are identified on a cut-set |
hy cut-set basis.

To explore the possibility that additional recovery credit could be provided using a fault
tree modeling approach, a: fault tree for the AFW system was developed. This fault tree
assumed that AFW flow was required from one pump to two SGs, consistent with the Cook
IPE. Assuming typical ASP conditional probabilities of 0.3 and 0.5 for failure of the third
and fourth control valve to operate correctly (the Cook IPE multiple greek letter values are
0.23 and,0.69) and assigning a nonrecovery probability of 0.04 to cut-sets that consisted

t predominantly of control valve failures results in a conditional AFW system failure !

probability higher than that estimated using the normal ASP approach for degraded systems |

(up to a factor of 6 higher, depending on the treatment of cut-sets containing more than
four control valves). For the purposes of this analysis, the normal ASP approach to modeling ;

'

degraded systems has been maintained.

Comment 2:
Only two of the four MSIVs experienced the drifling reported in the LER, and therefore
the steam supply to the MFWPTs was not threatened: "Ilad both of these [ drifting MSIVs]
eventually closed, steam still would have been available to supply the main feedwater
pumps."

Response 2:
The probability of failing to recover main feedwater was revised to consider the probability
that the remaining two MSIVs would have drifled in addition to the probability that the
operators failed to reopen the valves. This results in a nonrecovery probability of 0.076,
slightly higher than the nominal ASP value, 0.07.

E.8.2 NRC Comments
None

LER No. 316/93-007
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E.9-1

E.9 LER No. 331/93-010 i

E.9.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: Memorandum from K. D. Young, IES Utilities, to William T. Russell, Director, ;

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, i

dated June 23,1994.

:

Comment 1:
Licensee comments indicated that the "B" loop of the residual heat removal system (RHR)
was operable during the event. The license event report (LER) stated that the plant was in
a Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) for planned maintenance on'the RHR system.
The LER did not state what maintenance was in progress. Plant staff confirmed that the
maintenance involved the testing of MO-1940 ("B" RHR heat exchanger bypass valve). 1

The maintenance had been completed and the valve returned to service ~31/2 h before the ;

scram occurred. However, the RHR system was not administratively cleared from the LCO
condition because the postmaintenance testing had not yet been performed. Subsequently, i

the testing was completed successfully.
Response 1:

Based on the information supplied by the licensee, the event no longer meets the criteria
for a precursor event. Therefore, an analysis of the event was not included in the current
report. .

E.9.2 NRC Comments :

i
Reference: Letter from Martin J. Virgilio, Acting Director, Division of Systems and Safety

Analysis, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to Gary M. Holahan, Director, -
Safety Programs Division, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational
Data, dated June 23,1994.

No response required. Event is no longer a precursor based on the information supplied
by the licensee.

i,

LER No. 331/93-010
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E.10-1

E.10 LER No. 334/93-013

E.10.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: 1.etter from J. D. Sieber, Duquesne Light Company, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated July 5,1994.

1

Comment 1 ,

The tree structure does not take into account the Umt 1 Appendix R DAFWP, This pump
is powered by the Emergency Response Facility Diesel Generator and can provide water to |

the steam generators during a station black.out coincident with failure of the steam-driven .

AFW pump. This would only affect sequence 55. Therefore, with credit for the DAFWP, {
4

the core damage frequency for sequence 55 would be reduced by about 54% to 5.5 x 10 . |

using the IPE data; the overall conditional core damage probability for the event would be

reduced by ~10% to 5.6 x 10-5 ,

Response 1:
The modeling of the event was modified to include the Unit 1 Appendix R DAFWP.
Back-calculating from the data that the licensee provided, the failure probability of the
DAWFP was 0.46. Using this value, the overall conditional core damage probability for

the event would be reduced by ~10% to 5.6 x 10-5 , ,

E.10.2 NRC Comments
None

!
!
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E.11-1

E.11 LER No. 339/93-002

E.11.1 Licensee Comments

Peference: Letter from James P. O'Hanlon, Virginia Electric and Power Company, to U.S.
'Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated August 30,1994.

Conunent1:
No significant additions or corrections to the evaluation.

,

Response 1: !

No response required. ;

E.11.2 NRC Comments i

None

;

I

i
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E.12-1 !

E.12 LER Nos. 341/93-014, -015

:
The existing ASP models do not include the potential use of containment venting for decay
heat removal if both RHR/SPC and RIIR/SDC fail. The modeling for all BWR events was

<

revised to incorporate this potential mitigation strategy. This was done by revising the !
dominant sequences involving failure of both the RilR cooling modes to also include failure
to vent the containment.

!

Incorporation of suppression pool venting and the standby feedwater system into the i

modeling of this event reduced the overall conditional core damage probability to ,
4

< l.0 x 10 . This is below the cutoff value for precursors used by the ASP Program.
- Therefore, the event was not included in the report. Incorporation of licensee and NRC '

comments may have further revised the overall conditional core damage probability for this !

event, Because the overall conditional core damage probability was already less than the
cutoff value, specific responses to these comments were not developed. '

E.12.1 Licensee Comments ;

Reference: Letter from D. R. Gipson, Senior Vice President Nuclear Generation, Detroit
Edison, to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated August 12, 1994.

;

E.12.2 NRC Comments ,

None -

1

|

LER Nos. 341/93-014, -015
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E.13-1

E.13 LER No. 370/93-008

E.13.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: Letter from T. C. McMeekin, Duke Power Company, to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated September 5,1994.

Comment 1:
Duke uses a probability of 0.025 for PZR PORV failing to close (essentially the same value
used in the precursor analysis). The contractor multiplied its failure probability by a factor
of 4 to account for the multiple PORV lifts during the LOOP event.- However, it should be
noted that the failure probability has already been calculated based on the number of PORV
failures per number of pressure relief demands. A " demand" consists of a varying amount
of cyles (based upon system conditions at the time of the eventi Therefore, multiplying' I

this failure rate by some factor to account for valve cycling das not seem reasonable.

In addition, ORNL combines the PORV and SRV valve failures into a single event and thus
fails to take credit for operator action to isolate a failed PORV. This is an expected and
required operator action.

Response 1:
The Duke probability of 0.025 is the failure rate for one of the three PORVs to close.
Therefore the failure probability of one of the three valves to close used in the IPE is
approximately 0.075 (other failure mechanisms are not incorporated into this value). The
PORV/SRV failure rate used in the ORNL analysis was multiplied by factor of 4 to account
for the excessive number of cycles the PORVs underwent during the event (> 21). Based
on data derived from observed events, the exact increase in the failure to close probability
is not known. The factor of four increase was based on consultation with a nuclear industry

data analyst. The value of 0.12 used in the analysis is similar to the value used in the
McGuire IPE.

The PORV/SRV reseat nonrecovery probability includes both hardware recovery and
operator recovery actions. This would include the operator closure of the PZR PORV block
valves following the failure of a PORV to close.

Comment 2:
Regarding the SGTR analysis, the contractor used some generic industry data per
NUREG-0844 to calculate the tube rupture probability. Westinghouse has performed a
McGuire specific analysis and has estimated that for most tube crack-growth rates, the
probability of an individual tube burst at differential pressures greater than 2335 psid is
about 0.1%. When all crack-growth rates are included, the probability is about 0.5%. The
analysis also uses recent tube plugging data of five tubes per unit (or 1.25 cracked tubes

per steam generator). Hence, the rupture probability becomes 5.5 x 10" (most growth

rates) and 2.8 x 10-3 (all growth rates).

Response 2:
The comment does not discuss the distribution of the 5 tubes per unit that were found to
be cracked. Because the distribution of tubes was not available, it was assumed that all five
tubes were in the exposed SG. Pa was modified from 2600 psid to 2335 psid. This results
in a Ci value of 0.011 instead of 0.014, which was used in the preliminary analysis.

LER No. 370/93-008 |
1
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Comment 3:
Duke considers the probability of 0.003 for failing to cooldown R11R to be too conservative.
More credit for operator action should be taken because, based on our M AAP code results,
they would base 10 h or more to respond to this event. Considering the large amount of
time available and recognizing that several plant personnel would be involved in the event
response, the human error probability should be considered negligible.

Response 3:
Due to the complex nature of establishing RilR in this circumstance, the probability of
0.003 is reasoaable. This action would occur after the operators were unable to isolate the
ruptured SG with the MSIVs. Therefore, the operators are in a situation where cooldown
to RilR is more difficult. Therefore, the 0.003 value is felt to be appropriate.

Comment 4:
It is too conservative to assume that a loss of RIIR leads to core damage, as shown in the
ORNL event tree. Numerous options are available to the operator at this point (e.g.,
feed-and-bleed cooling, refilling of the BWST, etc.). These are given in the McGuire loss
of RilR procedures.

Response 4:
Although numerous options are available, this would occur after the operators were unable
to isolate the ruptured SG with the MSIVs. According to the McGuire IPE, human operator
failure rates for the types of action cited in the comment are in the 10-2 range. Therefore,

the value of 8.1 x 10-3 appears to be reasonable.

Comment 5:
We believe that the dominant accident sequence for this event is the classic blackout
sequence with failure of the diesel generator, the SSF, and the recovery of offsite power,

4with an estimated conditional probability of ~3 to 4 x 10
Response 5:

This is consistent with the results of the ORNL analysis. Sequence 49, the dominant
sequence, involves a blackout sequence with failure of the diesel generator, and failure to
recover otTsite power. The SSF failure, which affects the seal failure probability does not
affect the results of the calculation due to the short battery lifetime assumed for McGuire
(1 h) The ASP program assumes that core damage occurs when battery depletion occurs.
Since battery depletion would occur at the same time a seal LOCA is assumed to occur,
the seal LOCA probability is set to 0.0. As a result, sequence 48, the sequence that matches
the dominant licensee sequence, does not occur in the calculational results.110 wever, the
seal LOCA occurrence is consistent with the ASP calculational results.

E.13.2 NRC Comments

None

LER No. 370/93-008
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E.14-1

E.14 LER Nos. 373/93-002, -003 :

The existing ASP models do not include the potential use of containment venting for decay
heat removal if both RHR/SPC and RHR/SDC fail. The modeling for all BWR events was ;

revised to incorporate this potential mitigation strategy. This was done by revising the 7
'dorninant sequences involving failure of both the RHR cooling modes to also include failure

to vent the containment. I

Incorporation of suppression pool venting into the modeling of this event reduced the overall !
4conditional core damage probability to < 1.0 x 10 This is below the cutoff value for ;

precursors used by the ASP Program. Therefore, the event was not included in the report. ;
.

E.14.1 Licensee Comments
;

None
'

,

E.14.2 NRC Comments

None +

,
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E.15-1

E.15 LER No. 373/93-015
I

The existing ASP models do not include the potential use of containment venting for decay
heat removal in the event that both RHR/SPC and RHR/SDC fail. The modeling for all

'

BWR events was revised to incorporate this potential mitigation strategy. This was done by
revising the dominant sequences involving failure of both the RHR cooling modes to also
include failure to vent the containment. ;

E.15.1 Licensee Comments |

None

E.15.2 NRC Comments ;

None

,
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E.16-1 1

|

E.16 LER No. 410/93-010 |

E.16.1 Licensee Comments i

i

Reference: Letter from B. R. Silvia, Niagra Mohawk, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, dated June 23,1994, NMP2L 1478.

Cominent 1:
(Summary) The preliminary ASP analysis bounded the significance of the event by assuming
that 11PCS would not be available if demanded because of potential low control voltages.
This was done because no information was provided in LER No. 410/93-010 concerning
expected control voltages during the 11PCS vulnerability period. Measured 4.16-kV bus |
voltrges over an extended period of time were obtained. Approximately 2% of these '

measured voltages were below a bus voltage of 4.14-kV, the minimum voltage to ensure I

!1PCS operability for the conditions observed. Some data were also available regarding ;
'

vohages on the 600-V ac HPCS bus. Examining both the 4.16-kV and 600-V measurement
data sets, it was concluded that voltages were too low ~1 to 2% of the time.

Response 1:
Revision of the liPCS failure probability to reflect the 4.16-kV measured bus voltages

4results in an estimated core damage probability to < 1 x 10 , which is the cutoff for events
identified as precursors. The liPCS unavailability described in LER No.410/93-010 has
been removed from the set of 1993 accident sequence precursors. i

E.16.2 NRC Comments

Reference: Letter from Larry E. Nicholson, Region I, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to
P. D. O'Reilly, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, dated
May 23,1994.

Comment 1:
Add "under certain low-voltage conditions" to end of the last sentence in Sect. O.1.2.

Response 1:
After evaluating the additional information provided by the utility concerning this event,
the event has been removed from the set of 1993 accident sequence precursors.

Reference: Letter from OEAB, to P. D. O'Reilly, AEOD, dated May 23,1994 (EAB Action
Assignment 94-39).

,

No response required.

LER No. 410/93-010
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E.17-1 ,

E.17 LER No.'412/93-012

E.17.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: Letter from J. D. Sieber, Duquesne Light Company, Beaver Valley Power Station, to
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated July 5,1994.

;

Comment 1:
For Case 1, the operator failure rate of 0.34 to manually load the ESF equipment and reset j

the MCCs appears to be too high. The ESF pumps can be loaded directly from the control
room, and all of the Unit 2 emergency MCCs can be reset at the 480-V ac substations ,

located in the emergency switchgear rooms. Based on this, we have a high confidence that
power to the MCCs can be restored at one location, and it would not be necessary to go to
each individual MCC. Therefore, the ASP recovery class R3 operator failure rate of 0.12 )

appears to be more reasonable to use. By using the 0.12 operator failure rate, a reduction !
of 45% in core damage probability would result, and the total Case I conditional core !

damage probability for this event would then be 7.4 x 10 . )4

Response 1:
Due to the complex nature of the operator response required in this situation, a value of ;

0.34 appears reasonable. Following the transient-induced LOOP with a LOCA in progress,
operators must manually start and' align all of the ESF equipment. This must be done in a
particular order to prevent damaging the EDGs. Cooling to the EDGs would be a top priority
and would have to be accomplished in a few minutes. Following the start of the SW pumps,
the HHSI pumps would need to be started. Other equ:pment would have to be manually
realigned and started without overloading the EDGs. Given the number of actions required,
with many of the actions outside of the control room, the short period of time to accomplish
the actions, the high stress level that would encountered during a LOCA/ LOOP event, and
the high degree of coordination required, the 0.34 value may be optimistic.

Comment 2:
For Case 2 the event tree structure and the timing of the modeling assumptions are incorrect.
For Unit 2 LOOP initiators resulting in a PORV/SRV LOCA, final safety analysis report
analyses show that the time required for the RCS to increase to the PORV set point and
then decrease to the SI set point following the opening of a PORV is ~50 s. This is based
on a review of the LOOP and inadvertent relief valve opening analyses that conservatively
take no credit for steam dump valves opening. This would provide adequate time for the
EDGs to start and sequence on the charging /HHSI pumps, Si valve MCCs, EDG cooling ;

!valves, and AFW pumps and valves before the Si reset sequencer failures would occur.
Therefore all essential equipment would have electrical power available and would either i

be running (pumps) or would actuate (valves) when the SI signal is either automatically
generated or manually initiated for feed-and-bleed. Manual loading of only minor ESF; ,

loads that are not required until much later in the event (LHSI pumps) would be required. i

Response 2: j

The analysis was revised to incorporate the starting of the HHSI pumps by the blackout
sequencer. When this is done, neither of these scenarics significantly contributes to the
overall conditional core damage probability for the event. The calculation for Case 2 from
the preliminary analysis was removed from the final analysis.

LER No. 412/93-012
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E.17.2 NRC Comments

Reference: Memorandum from Martin J. Virgilio, Acting Director, Division of Systems and
Safety Analysis, Oflice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to Gary M. Hof.ahan,
Director, Division of Screty Programs, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of
Operational Data, dated June 16, 1994.

Comment 1:
The licensee's test data indicated a failure rate of 0.33.

Response 1:
The analysis assumed a failure rate of L0 for the sequencers. The test conditions may not
adequately simulate the conditions that the relays may experience during actual conditions.
The licensee comments on the event did not indicate that this assumption was overly
conservative. Therefore, it was not revised.

Comment 2:
Our experience with reported reactor conditions indicates that there are occasionally Si
signals generated during LOSP (loss-of-offsite power) events. Based on a search of the
Sequence Coding and Search System, there were 9 cases of Si signal generation during the
55 LOSP events reported from 1987 to present. We, therefore, estimated the frequency of

4occurrence for the conditions ofconcern to be the LOSP frequency,3.6 x 10 / year, times
dthe fraction 9/55, giving a frequency value of 5.8 x lo / year.

Response 2:

A review of the nine events noted in the comment revealed that not all of the events were
actual conditions requiring Si to actuate. The following summarizes the nine events.

323/88-008 Diablo Canyon 2 - PWR

Reactor Trip and Subsequent S1 Following an Electrical Ground on a Connector to Reactor
Coolant Pump 2-2 due to Calling on the Threads of an Aluminum Stud

A reactor trip occurred due to electrical faults associated with reactor coolant pump 2-2 at ;

0717 hours. At 0746 hours (29 min aller the trip) startup power was lost. The diesel
generators started and loaded onto their emergency buses. At 0757 hours (40 min afler the
trip) an SI signal was initiated on SG 2-3 high steam-line pressure difTerential. At 0807
hours (50 min after the trip), the SI was terminated.

249/89-001 Dresden 3 - BWR
Turbine Trip and Reactor Scram on Stop Valve Closure Due to Slow Transfer of Ilouse
Loads During Loss-of-offsite Power

1

At 0133 hours, a fiiutt occurred within the 345-kV switchyurd power circuit breaker (PCB)
8-15. As a result, the Unit 3 reserve auxiliary transformer was deenergized, causing a
LOOP to Unit 3. The auto transfer of a 4-kV bus did not occur fast enough to prevent
undervoltage trips of a reactor feed pump and a recirculation pump. When the standby
recirculation pump started, reactor water level rose to the point that it generated a reactor
trip signal. The main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) were closed. At 0138 hours, the
isolation condenser and flPCI systems were manually placed in service for reactor pressure
control. ADS and core spray were also available. Power was available from offsite via the
unit auxiliary transformer. (The search results were interpreted such that initiation of the
isolation condenser was counted as an Si initiation.)

LER No. 412/93-012
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324/89-009 Brunswick 2 - BWR 4

Manual Reactor Scram in Accordance with I&E Bulletin 88-07 due to Loss of Both Reactor
Recirculation Pumps Following a Unit 2 Loss-of-offsite Power

At 2047 hours on June 17,1989, a manual reactor scram was initiated on Unit 2 due to a
loss of both reactor recirculation pumps. Both pumps tripped when troubleshooting on Unit j
2 startup auxiliary transformer (SAT), which supplies power to the pumps, caused the SAT
to trip. The diesels automatically started and loaded. Reactor pressure was controlled by
the SRVs, the high-pressure coolant injection system (llPCI), and the reactor core isolation ;

cooling (RCIC) system. The HPCI system was manually actuated at 2053 hours. (Manual :

actuation of the RCIC and HPCI systems met the search criteria specified.) |

l

2_37/90-002 Dresden 2 - BWR
Reactor Scram Following Condensate Booster Pump Failure and Subsequent Loss-of-offsite
Power

At approximately 1724 hours on January 16, 1990, an automatic Unit 2 scram occurred
on a low reactor water level. At 1725 hours, the main turbine tripped. At 1726 hours, the
reserve auxiliary transformer tripped due to an internal fault. Normal offsite power was '

lost when the generator tripped. The Unit 2 and 2/3 diesel generators automatically loaded
on their buses as designed. By 1728 the MSIVs were closed. At 1930 hours, the isolation
condenser was placed into service for pressure control. At 2000 hours, llPCI was manually i

placed into service to assist with pressure control. |

029/91-002 _ Yankee Rowe - PWR
_

Reactor Scram / Turbine Trip and Loss-of-offsite Power due to Lightning Strike

At 2350 hours, a lightning strike resulted in the destruction of a lightning arrestor on the
No. 3 Station Service Transformer and flashover of an insulator. As a result, all offsite
power was lost, an automatic reactor scram and turbine trip occurred, and all three EDGs
operated as designed. While attempting to normalize the emergency busses, an inadvertent
Si actuation signal was initiated at 0155 hours. No injection of S1 water occurred.

219/92-005 Oyster Creek - BWR
Reactor Scram and Engineered Safeguards Features Actuations Caused by Offsite Fire

A reactor scram and subsequent ESF actuations were caused by a turbine load rejection
due to faults on the 230-kV transmission line at 1326 hours. The EDGs started and loaded.
Two low-level alarms were received, and the isolation condensers were actuated. At 1329
hours, the reactor low-low level alarm was received and initiated both core spray systems.
Offsite power was recovered at 1331 hours. Ilowever, the safety-related buses were not
transferred to offsite power until the system reliability could be assured.

261/92-017 Robinson 2 - PWR
Unusual Event due to Loss-of-offsite Power and Reactor Trip

At 1007 hours a LOOP occurred due to a trip of the startup transformer. At 1009 hours, a
turbine and reactor trip occurred. The EDGs started and loaded properly. A manual SI was
initiated at 1018 hours due to the decrease in the pressurizer level. SI was terminated at

1037 hours.

LER No. 412/93-012
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293/93-022 Pilgrim - BWR
Loss of Preferred Offsite Power and Automatic Scram Resulting from Load Rejection at
100% Power

At 1134 hours a simultaneous loss of preferred offsite power and an automatic scram
occurred as the result of a load rejection caused by an electrical storm. The EDGs started
and loaded as required. At i135 hours, the RCIC and 11PCI systems were placed in service
for pressure control.

334/93-013 Beaver Valley 1 - PWR
Unit 1 P.: actor Trip and Required Shutdown, Dual-Unit Loss-of-offsite Power

Unit I was operating at 100% power, and Unit 2 was in a refueling shutdown condition.
At 1507 hours, ten switchprd breakers opened. Unit I tripped as a result. Both Unit 1
EDGs started and loaded. The Unit 2 standby component cooling water pump started. The
Unit 2 train A EDG started and loaded available loads, including the LilSI pump. The
pump did not inject water into the RCS because valves were closed for refueling conditions.
The B EDG was removed from service for refueling.

In the five events that occurred at BWRs, the isolation condenser or HPCI was placed into
service to control system pressure. The systems were placed into service manually. In the
four PWR events, the SI was not needed in three of the four events. At Diablo Cangn, the
system was initiated on steam-line pressure differential pressure caused by the reactor
coolant pumps tripping at different times. The Si system was not required to prevent core
damage in this case. At Yankee Rowe, the system was inadvertently actuated when restoring
offsite power. In this case too, the SI system was not required to prevent core damage. At
Beaver Valley, the unit that had the SI actuation was defueled at the time. During the ,
Robinson 2 event, the SI system was required to restore pressurizer level following an
overcooling of the RCS and was manually placed in service. However, the SI system only
operated for a short period of time (20 min). Long-term SI would not be required in this
condition.

During the initial LOOP response at Beaver Valley 2, the blackout sequencers would operate
(because they were not affected by the relay problems) and would start the EDGs and load
most safeguards equipment, including the HHSI/ charging pumps. Because the switchover
to the recirculation mode would not be required, no additional operator actions would be
needed in this situation. Therefore the sequencer " lock-up" problem is not a concern in
this situation. For plants where the HHSI pumps are not started by the blackout sequencer,
this situation could contribute significantly to the conditional core damage probability.

The event analysis was revised to incorporate a discussion of this issue, but due to the factors
'

noted above, the conditional core damage probability was not revised.

Comment 3:
The LOSP-initiated sequences do not provios for any recovery ofoffsite power. The nominal
values should be used.

Response 3:
Revision of the event analyses based on licensee comments, removed the LOSP-initiated
case from the final report.

LER No. 412/93-012
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E.18 LER No. 413/93-002

E.18.1 Licensee Comments i

Reference: Letter from D. L. Rehn, Vice President Catawba Nuclear Station, Duke Power, to
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated August 1.1994.

i

Comment 1:
Duke Power disagreed with the selection of the dual-unit LOOP as the initiating event that
would lead to the functional failure of ESW. The licensee selected a failure of the operating
"2A" ESW pump as the initiating event to analyze. In support of this selection, the licensee
provided the following information:

e the ESW pump discharge valves are closed when their associated pump is not
operating,

i

e the ESW pump discharge valve does not complete a closure stroke if commanded I
to open during the valve closure,

- e the ESW pump discharge valve takes about 55 s to complete a closure or open
stroke,

e the "2A" ESW pump had operated for 1015 h during the 7-month period of |
interest,

|
e a table of ESW pump operations indicated that each ESW pump is operated for

about a week at a time each month during plant operations.

Response 1:
The event was initially modeled as a postulated dual-unit LOOP based on information
concerning ESW valve operation included in the FSAR. Based upon he additional
information provided by the licensee, the initiating event was changed to the failure of the
"2A" ESW pump while the plant had offsite power available.

Comment 2:
The licensee stated that a nonrecovery factor for opening an ESW pump discharge valve
obtained using an HCR Model would be about 0.1 instead of the 0.34 " generic" ASP value.
The HCR Model was based upon having a total of 50 min of time available to perform
recovery actions requiring about 20 min to complete.

Response 2:
The nonrecovery factor of 0.1 was incorporated into the analysis based on the HCR Model
value proposed by Duke Power.

k

Comment 3:
The SSF failure probability used in the preliminary analysis was applicable to station
blackout conditions. For conditions where offsite power is available, a more appropriate
value is 0.06 (from Appendix A. I8 of the IPE).

Response 3:
The SSF failure probability was revised to be consistent with the new modeling assumptions
and utilized the licensee-developed value of 0.06.

LER No. 413/93-002
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E.18.2 NRC Comments

None

,

|

I

|
|
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E.19 LER No. 440/93-011, -010

E.19.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: Letter from R. A. Stratman, Centerior Energy, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, PY-CEI/NRR-1838 L, dated August 5,1994.

1
E.19.1.1 Analysis' Case 1-Unavailability of Suppression Pool Cooling |

Comment 1:
More credit should be given to containment venting for decay heat removal. The failure to
vent the containment was modeled in the Perry PRA. For the Perry PRA, the probability
of human error (associated with containment venting) was assumed to be the same regardless
of sequence or initiating event. Failure to align containment venting was more dependent
on equipment than human error. For transients and small LOCAs, the estimated failure

probability for containment venting was 1.1 x 10-4 For loss-of-offsite power, the failure
probability was 1.4 x 10'3

Response 1:
llecause of the high stress expected to be associated with a requirement to vent the
containment, the ASP analysis assumed that operator error would be the dominant failure
mode associated with venting and used a failure probability of 0.01. Use of this value is
supported by the human error probabilities utilized in a number of BWR PRAs:

j

Plant Probability of operator error
associated with venting

Fermi 3.1 x 10-2

Limerick 4.4 x 10-3

Nine Mile Point 2 6.0 x 10'3

Washington Nuclear 2 1.6 x 10d (c,nservative value)

A human' error probability of 0.01 for failure to vent the containment has been retained in
the ASP analysis. Ilowever, the conditional probabilities for sequences 13 and 41 were
reduced to reflect the availability of injection sources separate from the suppression pool
for RPV makeup before venting. [It should be noted that the nominal value for the combined
operator error probability associated with failing to initiate RilR and containment venting

0in the ASP models is 1.0 x 10 Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Internal Events
Methodology, NUREG/CR-4550, Vol 1, Rev. 1, January 1990, estimates a median

4
probability of approximately 1.0 x 10 ' for this action with an error factor of 30 (lognormal

#
distribution). The resulting mean value is 8.5 x 10 ', quite close to the combined value
used in the ASP analysis.] ; 1

|

Comment 2:
For transients and small LOCAs. several alternate injection systems are available to the
operators in the esent that emergency-core-cooling systems (ECCSs) fail. A |

LER No. 440/93-011, -010
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motor-driven feedwater pump starts on loss of the turbine-driven feedwater pumps. As the
pump does not use steam, loss of the power conversion system (PCS) will not cause failure i
of the motor feedpump. . . . The source of water is the condenser and condensate system. !

The probability of failure of RPV injection with the motor feedpump was estimated (in the

PRA) to be 9.5 x 10'3 (including human error).
'

,

For loss-of-offsite power, the B emergency service water (ESW) pump or diesel-driven fire
pump can be used for RPV injection following successful short-term ECCS injection. -

Consideration of such injection sources should re4ce the core damage frequencies for
sequences 40, 41, 49, and 65. ,

Response 2:
The ASP BWR models utilize a failure probability for main feedwater (MFW) which was ;

developed from industry average initiating event categories included in NUREG/CR-3862. {
This allows failures of the condenser and condensate system, which would result in the ,

unavailability of all feedwater, to be addressed in the MFW failure probability. The :

frequency ofreactor trip and the probability of PCS and MFW failure have been recalculated
,

for Perry to address the potential availability of the motor-driven feedwater pump. Grouped ;

initiator data (BWR Group T2, T3A, and T3B) from the Perry IPE were used to estimate i

the frequency of a transient with offsite power available (7.07/ year) and the probability of !
i

loss of PCS (0.23).
i

The frequencies o' .nitiator subgroups listed in Table 3.2-3 of NUREG/CR-4550, Vol l, i_

Rev.1, were used to estimate the probability ofloss of the condenser or condensate system j

given loss of PCS (0.28)(frequencies for BWR initiator subgroups are not provided in the !

Perry IPE; however, the frequencies for BWR initiator groups are very similar to those :

provided in NUREG/CR-4550, Vol.1 Rev.1). Because the condenser and condensate {
system must be operable for motor-driven feedpump success and because the motor-driven !

feedpump is expected to be quite reliable (p(fail) ~ 0.01), the probability of condenser or !
,

condensate system failure can be used as an estimate of the probability that all MFW is :|

unavailable (including the motor-driven pump) given loss of PCS. (Note that the ASP {
i models assume that PCS success results in successful core cooling. The ASP models are, j

itherefore, somewhat optimistic because the core damage sequences associated with BWR
initiator groups T3A and T3B are not addressed.) f

The potential use of alternate injection sources such as the B ESW pump or the diesel-driven f:
fire pump are addressed in the ASP models under the branch heading "RIIRSW or
OTilER." In the sequences noted in the comment, RPV injection is provided using HPCI ,

or RCIC. ;

E.19.1.2 Analysis Case 2--Service Water Break with Loss of Motor ;

Feedpump and Control Rod Drive (CRD) Problems |
|

Comment 1:
Case 2 should include venting of the containment in the same manner as described above ;

for Case 1.
Resyonse 1:

See the response to Comment I for Case 1. j

it

|
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E.19.1.3 Analysis Flooding Sensitivity Study for Case 2

Comment 1:
As in Cases 1 and 2, additional credit for containment venting would decrease the core
damage frequencies in sequences 12 and 22.

Response 1:
See the response to Comment 1 for Case 1.

Comment 2:
The Perry IPE considered flooding of the corridor on th: 568-ft elevation of the auxiliary
building. Although instrument racks for RilR A, B, and C and LPCS are located in this
corridor, flooding of the racks was deemed not to affect the system's ability to inject water
into the RPV. Therefore, more credit should have been given to short-term ECCS injection
capability. This would have an effect on all four of the most significant sequences.

In addition, alternate injection using suppression pool cleanup in the short term followed
by either ESW/RIIR B or fire protection along with containment venting for the long term
would decrease the core damage frequency for sequences 19 and 27.

Response 2:
Along with the auxiliary building, the 574-ft level of the control complex was also flooding;
water in the control complex also reached a height of 5 in. A control complex flood height
of 22 in. would fail the ECC pumps and result in loss of cooling water for the RHR pump
seals and the RCIC, LPCS, and RHR pump room coolers. The combined effects of flooding
in both the auxiliary building and the control complex would be the eventual loss of RCIC
and the low-pressure injection pumps. The LPCS pump would presumably be the least
vulnerable to failure, because only its room cooling would be lost if flooding of the
instrument racks in the auxiliary building does not impact low-pressure ECCS pump
performance. To reflect this, the flooding sensitivity analysis has been revised to consider
the LPCS pump to be operable for injection. This had little affect on the sensitivity analysis
results.

The potential use of alternqte injection sources is addressed in sequences 17,18, 25, and
26.

E.19.1.4 Analysis IIPCS Sensitivity Study for Case 2

Comment 1:
The core damage frequency for sequence 13 would be decreased if credit were taken for
alternate injection using either ESW/RHR B or fire protection for long-term injection
following the failure of RCIC due to suppression pool heatup or strainer fouling.
Containment venting should also be modeled . . to remove decay heat.

Response 1:
The probability of containment venting failure in sequence 13 has been revised to 0.01 to
reflect the potential realignment of RCIC suction to the condensate storage tank befbre
venting. Sequence 13 assumes RCIC provides successful RPV makeup.

-

LER No. 440/93-011, -010
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E.19.1.5 Analysis Flooding and HPCS Sensitivity Study for Case 2 |
t

Comment 1: i

Items I and 2 for the flooding sensitivity study and item I for the IIPCS sensitivity study
apply also to the si;nsitivity study performed for flooding effects and ilPCS combined.

Response 1:
>

See the responses for comments I and 2 to the flooding sensitivity study and comment 1 ;
to the HPCS sensitivity study.

(

E.19.2 NRC Comments i
.

Reference: Memorandum from G. M. Holahan, Director, Division of Systems Safety and
Analysis, OITice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to C. E. Rossi, Director, ;

Division of Safety Programs, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational
;

Data, September 26,1994. '

.

No response required.
|
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E.20 LER Nos. 498/93-005, -007

E.20.1 Licensee Comments

Reference: W. T. Cottle, llouston Lighting and Power, to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Letter No. ST-HL-AE-4815.

Comment 1:
(Summary) South Texas reviewed the ASP analysis and performed similar calculations using
its IPE models. South Texas obtained a total conditional probability of core damage that
was lower than the ASP value by approximately a factor of 6. This was attributed to (1)
credit given for use of the PD charging pump, powered by the Technical Support Center
(TSC) EDG, to provide an alternate source of reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injection;
(2) the assumption that TDAFWP control, as well as necessary monitoring and control of
other plant functions, could be maintained after loss of all de control power; and (3) smaller
electric power and TP' WP nonrecovery values.

Response 1:
The analyis has been revised to address the potential use of the PD pump and the TSC EDG
to provide RCP seal injection in the event of a station blackout.

The ASP models assume that core damage occurs once the batteries are depleted, because
Lcontrol power for breaker operation and TDAFWP control, as well as RCS instrumentation,

is then unavailable. It is not;d in the comments that loss of de power is assumed to preclude
EDG start during blackout sequences. The analysis has been resised to address potential
de bus load shedding, which could substantially prolong battery lifetime.

The ASP analysis has been revised to address the use of the PD charging pump for seal
injection and also to consider the possibility of shedding de loads to prolong battery life.
Electric power nonrecovery has been adjusted to better model conditions at South Texas
according to the ASP methodology. Values for operator nonrecovery of equipment were
maintained consistent with ASP methodology. Consideration of these factors results in

0reduction of the estimated core damage probability to 1.2 x 10 , which is somewhat closer
to the conditional core damage probability estimated by llouston Lighting and Power.

E.20.2 NRC Comments
i

None |

1

LER Nos, 498/93-005, -007
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E.21 LER No. 529/93-001 !
"

!

E.21.1 Licensee Comments !

i
IReference: Comments received via fax from Arizona Public Service (Palo Verde), to U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, on August 18 and September 15, 1994.
;

I

. Comment 1: i

In an SUfR, 5 h is an acceptable time for depressurization and the use of LPSI following |
a loss ofIIPSI, with no operator action. This is in lieu of the 15 min assumed in the IPE. ,

in an earlier fax APS noted that this revision in the timing associated with depressurization !
was the result of analyses performed after the March 1993 tube rupture. j

Resp <mse 1: !
The analysis has been revised to address the additional time available for depressurization. -

|

Comment 2: i

Other comments were noted but were determined to have minimal effect on analysis results, i

in an earlier fax, APS noted that the IPE assumed that even if the SGTR was detected and i

isolated, throttling of 11 PSI or RWT refill would be required for success. This would i
increase the core damage probability by 7.7 x 10-6,

Response 2:
The ASP analysis assumes operator actions to throttle llPSI are associated with the branch
RUPTURED SG ISOL (success). 'No change to the analysis is considered necessary. ;

i
e

E.21.2 NRC Comments !

None !
:

I
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E0 Introduction

This appendix contains the licensee event reports (LERs) and augmented inspection team (AIT) reports that
are cited in appendixes A, B, and C. The LERs are ordered by docket and LER number. The AIT reports
follow the LERs and are ordered by docket number. Table El lists the LERs and Table E2 list the AITs
contained in this appendix. The associated plant, the title of the LER or AIT, and the associated precursor
designator is also included in the tables.

Table El List of LERs

Event No. Plant LER No. LER Description

213/93-S01, " Haddam Neck * 213/93-006 Emergency Diesel Generator Failure
213/93-006, Resulting From Diode Assembly Short
213/93-007 213/93-007 Pressurizer PORV Emergency Air Supply

Pressure Decay Test Failure

265/93-010, Quad Cities 2 265/93-010 1/2 Diesel Generator Cooling Water Pump
265/93-012 Failure To Start Due To Original Design

Deficiency

265/93-012 U-2 Diesd Generator Cooling Water Pump
inoperable.

289/93-002 Three Mile 289/93-002 Bypass of oth Decay Heat Service Coolers
Island Unit 1 Due to Personnel Error

293/93-004 Pilgrim 293/93-004 Automatic Scram Resulting From Load
Rejection at 100 Percent Reactor Power

313/93-003 Arkansas 313/93-003 Low Pressure Injection Pump Potentially
Nuclear One, Incapable Of Performing its Recirculation
Unit i Mode Function Due To improper

Pump / Motor Coupling Which Resulted
From inadequate Procedural Guidance

316/93-007 Cook Unit 2 316/93-007 Reactor Trip from Spurious Turbine Exhaust
Hood High Temperature Trip

334/93-013 Beaver Valley 334/93-013 Unit 1 Reactor Trip and Required Shutdown,
Unit 1 Dual Unit Loss of Offsite Power.

339/93-002 North Anna 339/93-002 Automatic Reactor Trip initiated from a
Unit 2 Turbine Trip Due to an Over Excitation of

the Main Generator

370/93-008 McGuire Unit 2 370/93-008 A Unit 2 Reactor Trip Occurred Due To A
Loss Of Offsite Power Caused By A Possible
Unanticipated Environmental Interaction,
Vendor Fabrication Deficiency, Deficient
Documentation, Inadequate Surveillance
Program, And An inappropriate Action.

373/93-015 LaSalle Unit 1 373/93-015 Unit 1 Scram and Loss of Off-Site Power
Due to Bus Duct Water Intrusion

Introduction
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Event No. Plant LER No. LER Description

412/93-012 Beaver Valley 412/93-012 Emergency Diesel Generator Sequencer
Unit 2* Circuit Deficiencies

413/93-002 Catawba Unit 1 413/93-002 Technical Specification 3.0.3 Entered Due to
Inoperable Pump Discharce Valves

440/93-01), Perry * 440/93-010 Reactor Shutdown Due to Service Waer ,

I440/93-010 Pipe Rupture

440/93-011 Excessive Strainer Differential Pressure
Across the RHR Suction Strainer Could
Have Compromised Long Term Cooling
Durine Post-LOCA Operation

498/93-005, South Texas 498/93-005 Standby Diesel Generator 13 Failure to Start )
498/93-007 Project, Unit 1 498/93-007 Technical Specification Required Shutdown

due to the Inoperability of an Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump

529/93-001 Palo Verde 529/93-001 Manual Reactor Trip Following a Steam
Unit 2 Generator Tube Rupture

*An AIT Report is also included for this event. See Table E2.
"AIT Report 213/93-80.

Table E2 List of AITs

Event No.' Plant AIT No. AIT Description

213/93-S01, Haddam Neck 213/93-80 Inspection of Two Loss of Offsite Pmver
213/93-006, Events and a Loss of Motor-Control-Center-5
213/93-007

412/93-012 Beaver Valley 412/93-81 NRC Augmented Inspection Team Regarding
Unit 2 the Failure of the Emergency Diesel

Generator Load Sequencers

440/93-011, Perry 440/93-06 Perry Unit 1 Service Water Pipe Break
440!93-010

*See Table E I for LERs associated with these events.

Introdtaction
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ABSTRACT

on May 25, 1993, at 1330 hours, with the plant in Mode 6
(Refueling) the "A" Emergency Diesel Generator was manually shut
down after 22 hours of a planned 24 hour endurance run at full
rated load. Erratic diesel output and abnormal kilowatt, kilovar
and ampere. indications prompted the unplanned shutdown.
Investigations within the generator excitation cabinet revealed |

that two voltage suppression devices (selenium rectifiers) had
shorted and that the cabinet exhaust fan was not running. The
root cause of this event was lack of adequate cooling inside the
excitation cabinet, resulting in the failure of the selenium
rectifiers which initially led to an abnormal field voltage
condition and ultimately a loss of generator field. Initial
corrective action included the installation of new diode
assemblies and ventilation fan motors for both generators. This
is being reported under 50.73 (a) (2) (vii) since it was an event
where a single cause or condition caused two independent trains
(EG2A and EG2B) to potentially become inoperable in a single
system (onsite AC power) designed to mitigate the consequences of
an accident,
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BACKOROUND INFORMATION

The purpose of the two Emergency Diesel Generators (EIIS Code: EK)
is to provide emergency power to ensure vital engineered
safeguards availability in the event normal station service power
is lost. Each unit is capable of attaining synchronous speed,
full voltage, and ready to accept load within 10 seconds of
receiving a start signal and is capable of supplying full (2000
hour rating) power of 2850 kilowatts (kW) and 1750 kilovars
(kvar)- at 4160 volts, 3 phase 60 cycles - within 30 seconds after
receiving an emergency start signal.

During normal operation the emergency buses are supplied from the
incoming 115 kV system. The emergency diesel generators are in
standby. Low voltage on either emergency bus will initiate
automatic actions that will isolate the emergency bus from offsite
power, strip and lockout all nonessential loads, start the
emergency generators, connect them to their respective emergency
buses, and energize selected emergency loads. The emergency
diesel generators will also automatically start on a Safety
Injection Actuation Signal to ensure that power is available for
safeguards equipment. They will auto' start, run up to full speed
and voltage but will not connect to the emergency bus unless a
degraded voltage condition also occurs.

During monthly surveillance tests, the units are manually slow
started. Then, once the field is manually flashed, they are
manually synchronized and loaded in parallel with offsite power.
During semi-annuc1 tests, the units are given a fast start with
simultaneous field flashing and then manually synchronized and
loaded in parallel with offsite power.

The excitation cabinet is not attached to the unit but is located
nearby within the engine cubicle. This cabinet contains diesel
generator controls and indications including bus voltmeter,
generator voltmeter, generator ammeter, generator kilowatt meter,
generator kilovar meter and generator frequency meter. The
selenium rectifiers are located within the cabinet on an upper
rear supporting shelf. This shelf is mounted about 12 inches
below the cabinet ventilation fan housing. The selenium
rectifiers are mounted on adjacent heat-sink plates along with the
AC to DC inverting diodes And are electrically in parallel with
them. They provide voltage suppression protection to the diodes.
Six of these assemblies make up a three phase full-wave bridge.
This bridge network (along with control power current transformers
and power transformers and related controls) provides the DC power
for the generator field. The two rectifiers which failed were in
a common phase of the bridge.

* * = * . u a um . :.. u..u
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The 24 hour test was a licensee initiated test based upon NUMARC
,

guidance and industry recommendations. Aggressive load profiles <

were selected to exceed our accident requirements in both real
power kW) and reactive power (kvar) level. This was considered a
shakedown test to verify long term operability of the machine.

,

EVENT DESCRIPTION j
*

On May 25, 1993, at l' 'O hours, with the plant in Mode 6
(Pefueling) the "A" En~rgency Diesel Generator (EDG) was manually
shut down after 22 hours of a planned 24 hour full rated load
endurance run in parallel with the grid. Operators at a location
remote from the diesel building noted a sudden change in the sound
of the EDG as well as cyclic area lighting dimming in synchronism |

with the engine drones. They quickly responded and upon arrival ;

to the EDG. room they observed that the unit sounded stable but
appeared to be running somewhat slower and loaded down. A burning ,

smell similar to propane was noted. The local meter indications-
showed approximately 1000 kW (down from a previous 2850 kW) and |
reactive power exceeding 2000 kvar IN (versus a previous 1750 kvar
OUT) and amperage exceeding 800 amps (versus a previous 440 amps).
The generator output breaker was immediately tripped and the
engine was shut down. The abnormal condition is believed to have ,

existed for less than one minute. |
tTest department personnel found the generator exciter field (AC

supply) breaker tripped and very warm. After a general inspection i

of the assorted equipment in the room, the engine was restarted ;,

and an attempt was made to excite the generator. When the field
was flashed, output voltage only reached about 2000 volta versus a !

nominal 4160 volts and then dropped to zero. The propane-like .

smell was again noticed in the area of the excitation cabinet. [

Two (of six) selenium rectifiers were'found shorted in a common I
'

phase of the three phase bridge which converts AC to DC to supply
the generator field. The excitation panel ventilation fan was |

lfound to be not running.

The "B" EDG excitation cabinet ventilation fan was inspected at
0900 on May 26, 1993 and also found failed. The "B" unit was I

declared inoperable until its rear exciter cabinet covers were |
removed to provide adequate ventilation. The "B" EDG was returned
to operable status at 1840 on May 26, 1993.

...n...... . . .
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The "A" EDG scheduled maintenance activities then proceeded while
'

further investigations and component testing relative to the
failures continued. The manufacturer,of the voltage regulator /
excitation equipment and a generator design consultant were
contacted for recommendations on inspections and testing to assess
the existence or magnitude of other damage. Thorough testing of '

generator and excitation system components revealed no other signs
of overheating or breakdown of other components.

During the course of troubleshooting activities and
investigations, potential contributors toward the selenium
rectifier failures were identified. Some areas within the
excitation cabinet, including the vent fan motor and some of the *

rectifiers had accumulated a significant amount of dust. By
original design, the fan is always energized and running, i

Additionally, there are no filters associated with the cabinet
'

'intake louvers. This results in continuous unfiltered air
circulation which over time can accumulate dust on electrical and
mechanical. components. This may have lead to changes in thermal,
electrical, and/or mechanical characteristics which, when
combined, may have precipitated the f ailure of the rectifiers.'

.

Another potential contributor is the conduit configuration between
the generator housing and the excitation cabinet. These conduits ,

route generator output and field cables to and from the excitation
;

cabinet, but also provide a pathway for warm air to be drawn into ;

the base of the excitationicabinet by the cabinet ventilation fan. |

This air would enter the conduit at temperatures somewhat higher
than ambient, thus contributing to the elevated temperature in the
vicinity of the rectifiers. ;

i
:

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The root cause of this event was lack of adequate cooling inside i
the excitation cabinet, resulting in the failure of the selenium
rectifiers which initially led to an abnormal field voltage
condition and ultimately a loss of generator field. The failure
mechanism is postulated to be the result of the combination of ,

excessive heat generated due to the high electrical loading of the i

machine along with dust accumulation and loss of forced j
ventilation in addition to the age of the devices. It is

'

uncertain whether both rectifiers failed together or one failed
and overstressed the other until it failed as well. ,

i

,

)

i
i
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This event is considered reportable under the requirements of f
10CFR50.73(a) (2) (vil) as an event where a single cause or !

condition caused at least two independent trains (EG2A and EG2B)
|to pctentially become inoperable in a single system (onsite AC

power) designed to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

To assess the safety significance of this event, a loss of normal ;

power scenario consisting of a loss of offsite power and a single
failure of one EDG was assumed, and the design basis accident ,

electrical loading profile was compared to that of the 24 hour t

test load. It was determined that the required emergency
safeguards equipment loading profile is well under the 24 hour
test levels in real power and reactive power. However, Operations
personnel are allowed to load the EDG up to full load af ter
entering the post-LOCA sump recirculation phase. It was noted
that the power factor was always much better (i.e. closer to 1.0)
than that of the 24 hour test. The heat generated in the
excitation cabinet is direchly related to the power factor of the [

loads. A better power factor requires less field current thus
generating less heat in the excitation cabinet. Despite the
inoperable fan, there would be some natural convection through the
side louvers and the f an vent on top of the cabinet.

Due to the expected lower cabinet temperatures, the EDG would
perform its intended safety function well beyond the successful
test period of 22 hours. If both EDGs operate post-LOCA, then the
resultant load on each EDG would be lower still, and consequently
so would the excitation system heat loads.

This event is considered moderately significant, in that a similar
condition existed in both EDGs that could lead to generator
excitation failure. Since the electrical loading of the 24-hour |
test is more severe than that anticipated during LOCA mitigation 1

I(especially if both EDGs are operating), it is not anticipated
that both diesel generators would f ail in the critical first few
hours.

CCRRECTIVE ACTION
i

Short term corrective action involve the following:

1. Installation of new diode assemblies (diodes, selenium
rectifiers, mounting hardware and heat-sinks) and new
ventilation fan motors for both generators.

. u s w ..u s....
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2. Prior to plant startup from the 1993 refueling outage,
an air stop will be installed in the conduit which runs
f rota the generator' to the excitation cabinet.

3. Verification of fan operation as part of Operations
Department routine activities.

-

Long term corrective actions include evaluation of the following i

1. Modification of the excitation cabinet ventilation fan
control such that'the fan runs only when the generator
is operating.

2. Review of preventative maintenance practices for EDG
exciter cabinet and other instrument and control
cabinets for cleanliness an'd maintenance.

ADDITICNAL INFORiiATION

The diesel generators are General Motors EMD 999 Systems
comprising a Model 645E4 engine and a Model A-20-C2 generator.
The selenium rectifiers were manufactured by International
Pectifier Corporation and are model number 59-7006. The complete
assembly including the selenium rectifier is model/part number 66-
6811 8334736.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

NONE
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ABSTRACT

On May 25, 1993 at 0000 hours, with the plant in Mode 5
(Cold Shutdown) and performing a pressure decay test of the
pressurizer Pilot-Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) emergency air
supply system, it was determined that the pressure decay exceeded
the Technical Specification acceptance criterion of 0.3 psi /hr. The
problem was traced to a leak in the diaphragm assembly of one of the
PORVs (PR- AOV-5 68) . This leak was caused by both the inadequate
sealing of the PCRV diaphragm assembly and the failure of the PORV
air supply pressure regulating valve (CA-PRV-836A). The failure of
the air presse <r regulating valve was caused by corrosion inside the
valve due s water intrusion from the containment control air
="=**;. The moisture in the containment control air system was due
to a malfunction of its air dryer. Corrective action includes the
replacement of the PORV diaphragm assembly with one that has a
configuration for tighter sealing, the replacement of the regulating
valve, the blowdown of the air system to remove any remaining water,
and repair of the air dryer malfunction. It is not known how long
the PCRV had been inoperable prior to this rurveillance, but it is
believed to have been longer than the ACTION time allowed.
Therefore, this event is reportable under 10 CTR 50.73 (a) 0) (i)
(B), since the plant had been in operation with a condition
prohibited by the Technical Specifications.

;, .
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BACKGROUtJD INFORMATION

The primary purpose of the pressurizer Pilot Operated P.elief
Valves (PORVs), (EIIS Code: AB) is to limit Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pressure to below the pressurizer safety valve setpoint,
thus limiting the operating frequency of the code safety valves.
The air operated pressurizer PORVs (PR-AOV-568 and 570) receive
their air supply from the containment control air system (EIIS
Code: LD) and an air accumulator. The control room operators have
the ability to open either PORV manually to establish a " bleed"
path for use in the " feed-and-bleed" method of core cooling (feed
via safety injection and bleed via the PORVs). This is required
when the steam generators are not available for decay heat
removal. The PORVs also open automatically on a two out of three
high pressurizer pressure signal.

The control air system includes a 107 gallon emergency air
accumulator to support PORV ope.* tion for the " feed-and-bleed"
method of core cooling in the essnt of a failure of both non-
safety related cor#ainment air compressors. The air supply lines
which lead to the FORVs (Figure 1) are each provided with a
pressure regulator (CA-PRV-836A & B), (EIIS Code: LD). These
regulators reduce the air pressure being supplied from 120 psig to
65 psig. An air rr. lief valve (CA-RV-838A & B) (EIIS Code: LD) is
provided on 'each PORV operator to protect it from
overpressurization in the event that the supply line regulator
fails open. These relief valves are set to open at 100 psig (the
same as the maximum design pressure of the PORV diaphragms).

The containment control air system consists of two air compressors
rated at 29 CFM at 150 psig which operate in a lead / lag
arrangement. The compressors discharge through a common header to
a 4GO gallon receiver. The air flows from the receiver, through a
coalescing pre-filter, and into a heatless regenerating type
desiccant dryer. The dry air then passes through a particulate
filter and is supplied to the individual containment air loads via
the air distribution piping.

The portion of the containment control air system that supplies
air to the PORVs from the accumulatnr serves a safety related
function. It is isolated from the remainder of the containment
control air system by two safety related check valves,

y -- - ..,n.....,
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

On May 25, 1993 at 0000 hours, with the plant in Mode 5 '

(Cold Shutdown) for a refueling and maintenance outage, while |

performing Surveillance 5.7-187, "PORV Emergency Air Supply Pressure
Decay Test", it was determined that the pressure decay exceeded the
test acceptance criterion of 0.3 ysi/hr. The actual data reflected
a pressure. decay of 2 psi /hr. This surveillance tests the pressure
retaining components of the PORV emergency air supply system

.

boundary as required by Technical Specification 3.4.4, " Relief {
Valves".

. 4

The failure of the pressure decay test was traced to a leak in'the
diaphragm assembly of one of the PORVs (PR-AOV-568), This leak was
caused by both inadequate sealing of the PORV diaphragm assembly and
the failure of the PORV air supply pressure regulating valve (CA-
PRV-836A). The failure of the regulating valve subjected the relief
valve on the PORV operator to a pressure greater than its set lift
pressure creating a primary air leak path, thus decreasing the
availability cf sufficient air in the accumulator. It also
subjected the PORV diaphragm to its maximum design pressure creating
another air leak path through the diaphragm seating surface into the
containment atmosphere, again decreasing the availability of
sufficient air in the accumulator.

The failure of the regulating valve was caused by corrosion inside |
the valve due to water intrusion from the containment control air
system. The diaphragm of the failed brass regulating valve was
covered with a powdery blue-green corrosion product when it was
inspected. This corrosion caused a leak in the diaphragm allowing
air to vent through the regulator eventually causing the pressure to
equalize on both sides.

An investigation into the cause of the water in the air system
ider.tified a malfunction of the containment control air dryer. The
dryer is a model 25HA4 manufactured by Pall Pneumatic Products Corp.
The dryer malfunction was due to a f aulty purge exhaust solenoid
valve. The failure of this valve in turn caused the failure of the
desiccant towers to switch from drying to regeneration. It is not
known how long this condition may have existed. A moisture
indicator is provided on the dryer to detect excess moisture by a
color change. A high moisture indication was not evident since the
indicator was inadve-tently isolated from the outlet of the dryer.
This misled operators during routine monthly containment entries to
believe that the dewpoint reading was acceptable.

!
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Technical Specification 3.4.4 requires that the control air supply
for the PORVs shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18
months by verifying that the control air supply does not drop more
than 0.3 psi in one hour when isolated from the containment
control air system. The actual time of failure is unknown but is ,

'
believed to have been longer than the time allowed by the
Technical Specification ACTION statement. ,

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The root cause of this event was due to a malfunction of the air
dryer. This problem was compounded by a lack of indication of air
dryer performance and a possible error in the valve lineup for the
local instrumentation which could have allowed operators to detect
the dryer malfunction and have it corrected.

'
SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Feed-and-bleed is an available means of cooling the reactor core
to Residual Heat Pemoval (RHR) (EIIS Code: BP) entry conditions in
the event that the steam generators are unavailable to remove core
decay heat. It is postulated that the air Compressors would not
operate in the environment created by feed-and-bleed thus,
emphasizing the importance of the safety related accumulator
emergency air supply.

Although the use of main and auxiliary feedwater is the primary
and preferred method of safe shutdown, feed-ano-bleed remains
critical to meeting the Probabalistic Risk Assessment (FRA) core
melt frequency goal and is credited as an available safe shutdown
method for the following applications:

1. Loss of main and auxiliary feedwater
2. High-energy pipe breaks
3. Internally generated missiles
4. Tornado missiles / wind protection

However, in this event only one of the two PORVs was rendered
inoperable as a result of the regulator failure. *

In a feed and bleed scenario, the relief valve on the PORV air
operator would lift if overpressurized by a faulty air regulator.
The relief valve would then bleed air from the accumulator until
the low accumulator pressure alarm sounded in the control room.
In this situation, the procedures direct the operator to close the
affected PORV and open the other train. This cperatcr action

_

r

would restore the operability of the feed-and-bleed method within
30 seconds. Thus, the saf ety significance of this event is judged ,

to be low.

|

r~- . . _ . . . .
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

Con active actions that have been completed relating to this event
jincluas the following;

1. Rep 1. ement of the PORV diaphragm assembly which has a 12 |

hole co.: figuration with one that has a 24 hole
configuration for tighter sealing.

2. Conducting a thorough blowdown of the air system to
remove any remaining water.

.

Corrective actions that are planned to be completed prior to
startup from the 1993 refueling outage include the following:

1. Replacement of the pressure regulating valve.

2. Repair of the air dryer malfunction and its associated
faulty purge exhaust solenoid valve.

3. Installation of a direct readout dew point monitor with
alarm and control functions. ,

4. Revision of the plant procedures regarding operation of [
.

!the containment control air dryers to provide additional
guidance for proper system operation and performance
monitoring.

i

rADDITIONAL INFORMATION

EvItem cnennent Manu f a ct u re r Model Number

LD Air Regulator ITT Conoflow (I208) GrH25xT2365G
AB FORV diaphragm Copes-Vulcan (C635) 080815
AB FORV cover Copes-Vulcan 080812
AB PORV base Copes-Vulcan 080813 .

LD Air Dryer Pall-Trinity (P050) 25MA4 !

LD Solenoid valve ASCO (A609) 8210G7

|

FREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS
!
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t151MC1.

On April 22,1993, at 1322 hours. Unit Two was in the SHUTDOWN mode at 0 percent of
rated core thermal power. At that time Technical Staff personnel were performing i
4kV Bus 23-1 Undervoltage Functional Test, 005 6500-4. During performance of this 4

surveillance the 1/2 Diesel Generator Cooling Hater Pump (1/2 DGCMP) failed to
start as required. An Emergency Notification System (ENS) notification was
completed at 2145 hours on April 22,1993.

The root cause for the 1/2 DGCWP falling to start is a design deficiency in the Bus
28 breaker close logic that has existe( since the plant was originally designed.
This deficiency causes the breaker to lockup following an undervoltage condition. '

The design deficiency has also existed on the Bus IB breaker control logic since
the installation of modification M04-1/2-83-014 in 1985 However, the lockup on !
Unit One would only occur if the power selector switch was in the Bus 18 position. |

Corrective actions included a modification to add an undervoltage contact in the
'Bus 28 close logic to the 1/2 Diesel Generator Cooling Water Pump
,

This report is being submitted to comply with 10CFRD.73 (a)(2)(11)(B). {
)

i.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:

General Electric - Boiling Mater Reactor - 2511 MHt rated core thermal power.

LyENT IDENTIFICATION: 1/2 Diesel Generator Cooling Hater Pump failure to start due to
original design deficiency.

A. COEITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit: Two Event Date: April 22. 1993 Event Time: 1522 ,
Reactor Mode: 1 Mode Name: Shutdown Power Level: 0%

This report was initiated by Deviation Report D 4-2-93-029.

SHUTDOHN Mode (1) - In this position, a reactor scram is initiated, power to the
control rod drives is removed, and the reactor protection trip systems have been
deenergized for 10 seconds prior to permissive for manual reset.

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

On April 22, 1993, at 1322 hours Unit Two was in the SHUTDOWN mode at 0 percent of
rated core thermal power. At that time Technical Staff personnel were performing
AkV Bus 23-1 Undervoltage Functional Test. 005 6500-4. During perfo:mance of this
surveillance the 1/2 Diesel Generator Cooling Mater Pump (1/2 DGCHP' failed to
start as reautred. After approximately two minutes, the Eaulpment Operator a' the
Unit 1/2 Emergency Diesel Generator [DG) [EK) took the 1/2 DGCMP Fesd Power
Selection Switch from the Bus 2B [BU) position through the NORMAL position to the
Bus IB position and then back to the Bus 2B position. The 1/2 DGCWP started when
the switch was moved from the Bus 28 position. The Unit 1/2 DG was declared
inoperable and troubleshooting began with Electrical Maintenance, Operations and
Tech Staff personnel. At 2145 hours, a design deficiency was identified in the 1/2
DGCHP Bus 2B close logic circuitry that would not allow the pump to automatically
restart if it had been fed from Bus 28 and received an undervoltage trip signal,

An Emergency hotification System (ENS) notification of this event was completed at
2145 hours on April 22, 1993, to comply with the requirements of 10CFR50.72
(b)(1)(11)(B).

Quad Cities Station Interim procedure # 133 was written and successfully performed
on April 23, 1993, to demonstrate the 1/2 DGCMP operability to Unit One. There
were no other systems or components inoperable at the beginning of this event which
could have contributed to the event.
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C. APPARENT CAUSE OF Eyfil;

This Licensee Event Report is being submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73 (a) (2)
(11) (B), which requires reporting any event or condition that resulted in the
condition of the nuclear power plant, including its principal safety barriers,
being seriously degraded, or that resulted in the nuclear plant being in a
condition that was outside of the design basis of the plant.

lhe root cause 'or the 1/2 DGCHP not starting is a design deficiency in the Bus 28
breaker close logic that has existed since the plant was originally designed. This
design deficiency would prevent the 1/2 DGCHP from auto-starting if it was running
on Bus 28, received a Bus 2B undervoltage trip and subsequently power was restored
to Bus 28.

The problem was introduced into the Bus 18 pump control logic during the
installation of modification M04-1/2-83-014 in 1985. This modification added the
1/2 DGCHP Feed Power Selector Switch to address Appendix R concerns. However, the
problem only exists for the Bus 18 feed if the selector sultch is placed in the Bus
18 position. The Bus 18 position of the switch is not the normal lineup for the
1/2 DGCWP.

In addition, the following concerns were discovered during the investigation of
this event:

1. Some electrical prints reviewed were found to be incorrectly or inadeauntely
labeled.

2 Electrical drawing 4E-1351C does not show the internal breaker logic. This
significantly hindered the detection of this design ov'iciency over the years.

D. SAELTY ANALYSI5_ff EVENT:

The safety significance of this event is minimal. At all times the 1/2 DGCHP could
have been started by taking the pump control switch to trip and then back, to the
auto after trip or close position. In addition, the original logic of the
electrical feeds to the 1/2 DGCHP aligned the pump to be fed from Unit One at all
times escept when Bus 18 experienced an undervoltage condition. If Bus 18 was
expertencing an undervoltage condition the feed to the pump would automatically
transfer to Bus 28. If the pump was being fed from Bus 28 and an undervoltage
condition occurred, the Bus 28 breaker would trip and the breaker would lock-up due
to the anti-pump logic. If voltage was restored only to Bus 28, the pump control
switch would have to be taken to the trip position or the power selector switch
would have to be moved to the 18, normal or 28 position to clear the breaker

! anti-pump lockout. "-

|
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Tcsi ccergy Industry Identification system (E!!s) codes are identified in the test as (KX)
Assuming a worst case single failure, the plant design is required to safely handle

.a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) on one unit and provide normal shutdown of the
Iother Unit, coincident with a station Loss Of Offstte Power (LOOP). In the

scenario with a LOCA on Unit Two coincident a loss of the Unit One 125 Volt DC
battery system, the Unit Two Diesel Generator would fall to auto-start because of
the loss of the Unit One 125 Volt DC battery system. The LOCA signal on Unit Two
would cause the 1/2 Diesel Generator to load to Unit Two 4 kV Emergency Bus 23-1.
Bus 28 would be available to power the Unit 1/2 DGCHP, however,' the Bus 28 breaker
would trip on a Bus 28 undervoltage and then lockup due to the anti-pump mechanism.

The cooling water pump would not transfer to Bus 18 because the 1/2 DG is pow'ering
Bus 23-1. The control room would receive annunciator A-4, Diesel Generator 1/2 ,

!Trouble on the 902-8 panel and would dispatch an E0 to the 1/2 DG room as directed
by procedure QCAN 902-8 A-4. In the 1/2 DG room, the EO would find alarm Diesel
Cooling Water Pump Failure OR Diepel Cooling Hater Pump Locked Out and would be
directed by Procedure QCAN 2212-45 C-3 to place the power selector switen to the 28
position and manually start the pump.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

The immediate corrective action was to declare the 1/2 Diesel Generator inoperable
and begin troubleshooting. Permanent corrective actions involved the design and
installation of partial modification M04-0-93-003A which added a Bus 28
undervoltage contact in the close circuit and changed the existing undervoltage
contact in the trip logic to come off of the same relay as the contact installed in
the Close Circuit of the Bus 28 feed to the 1/2 Diesel Generator Cooling Hater Pump.

In addition the following corrective actions will be or already have been
implemented:

1. Modification M04-0-93-003B will be designed to mote the presently installed
Bus 18 undervoltage contact to a common point in the close circuit to clear
the close signal independent of the position of t'.e power selection switch.
This modification will be installed during refuel outage Q1R13
(NTS# 2652D09302901).

2. Caution Cards have been placed on the 1/2 DGCHP Feed Power Selection Switch
until Modification M04-0-93-003B is installed and tested.

3. Caution statements will be added to procedures identifying limitations with
the power selection switch (NTS# 2652009302902).

4 Document Change Recuests veill be submitted to correct drawing deficiencies
(NT5# 2652009302903).

5 Quad Cities Station has in place a Detailed System Halkdown Program (DSHP) to
walkdown systems and correct drawing error / deficiencies.

6. The internal close circuit for both the Bus 18 and 28 feed breakers to the
1/2 DGCMP were verified to be wired per detail "A" of Quad Cities electrical
drawing 4E-2657E on May 11. 1993.
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F. PREV!OUS EVENTS:

There have been two previous event involving inadequate design with the Diesel
Generator.

LER NUMBER TITLE

04-02-92-014 1/2 Diesel Generator Outside Design Basis - Inoperable to Unit
Two

04-02-87-001 1/2 Diesel Generator failed to auto start during C.S. Logic
test from a blown fuse due to an electrical drawing error

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

There was no component failure identified with this event.
>

,

I
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A. G TRACT:

At approximately 1500 hours on June 1,1993 Unit 2 was in the run sode at |
'approximately 7 percent of rated core thermalpower. CECO concluded on June 1

through review of available information that the U-2 Diesel Generator (DG) Cooling
Water Pump (DGCWP) [P3 was inoperable during the period from February 16 to March
15, 1993.

The Unit 2 DGCHP.was inoperable from February 16 to March 15 due to inadeguate
lubrication. The oiler piping was incorrectly assembled due to inadequate
training on how to set and position this type of oiler.

Corrective actions include replacing the U-2 DGCHP, walkdowns to verify the
adecuacy of drawings / instructions used by Operations and Maintenance, and ensure
proper installation of oilers and sightglasses on other plant eculpment.
Corrective actions also include training of Operations and Maintenance personnel,
revision of maintenance lesson plans, and communication of lessons learned to

other CECO facilities. A self-assessment was also chartered to look at craf t
capability, work package detail and other maintenance practices.
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t

PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATIOt

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 MHt rated core thermal power.

EVENT IDENTIFICATION: U-2 Diesel Generator Cooling Hater Pump Inoperable.

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit: Two Event Date: June 1, 1993 Event Time: 1500
Reactor Mode: 4 Mode Name: RUN Power Level: 7T.

This report was initiated by Licensee Report 265/93-012.

8!,3 Moce (4) - In this position the reactor system pressure is at or above 825
psig, and the reactor protection system is energized, with APRM protection and CBM
interlocks in service (excluding the IST high flux scram).

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT-

At approximately 1500 hours on June 1, 1993 Unit 2 was in the run mode at
approximately'7 percent of rated core thermal power. CECO concluded on June 1 i

through review of available information that the U-2 Diesel Generator [DG) Cooling
Water Pump (DGCWP) [P) was inoperable during the period from February 16 to March
15. 1993.

CECO determined on approximately April 22, 1993 that the 1/2 Diesel Generator was f |inoperable prior to this date due to design deficiencies described in LER
|265/93-10.
|
!As such, there were no operable DGs to Unit 2 d'. r.; the peric t it wuary 16 to |March 15. During this period, Unit 2 was in the run mode unt). *e u 6 when Unit i

2 entered a refueling outage. The re mval of fuel from the core was completed on i
March 15.

,

Having no operable DGs during the period February 16 to March 6 while the mode I
-

switch was in run =as contrary to Technical Specification (TS) 3.9.E.1. This TS
states that if tnere are no operable DGs to a given Unit that an orderly shutdown
of that Unit must be initiated and the reactor shall be in a cold shutdown
condition within 24 hours. Having no operable DGs during the period March 6 to,

March 15 while the reactor was in cold shutdown was contrary to TS 3.9.E.3. This,

'

T5 states that when the reactor is in cold shutdown or refueling node a minimum of
one operable diesel is required whenever any work is being performed which has a
potential to drain the vessel, Secondary Containment is required or a core or

t

,

containment cooling system is required. Reeval of fuel from the core on March 15 !
+

eliminated the need per T5 to have an operable DG. The Station had not initiated
any Limiting Conditions of Operation prior to this date, however, since it was not
known as of that time that either DG was inoperable.

#. Jt26s\93 \012.wPr
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On March 25, 1993, the Unit 2 DG was taken Out of Service (005) for scheduled
outage maintenance. On March 29, an Operator while on his routine rounds
cuestioned the height of the Unit 2 DGCNP oiler. Maintenance examined the
etarings for possible damage. Upon removal of the vent cap, metal particles were
found in the bearing housing. Upon disassembly of the pump, approximately one
tablespoon of oil was found in the oil reservoir. This is the expected oil level
Desed on the height of the oiler. The bearing retainer ring, which provides
spacing between the ball bearings, was found in pieces. The races and the ball
bearings were intact, but the bearing and pump shaft had apparent heat damages
The balls were coated with a heavy grease like film.

'he esact date of failure of the bearings is unknown, however, the Unit 2 DG was
last demonstrated operable via 2.5 hour run on February 16 by performing DCOS
6600-1. " Diesel Generator Monthly Load Test". There were also three 15 minute
<uns of the U-2 DGCMP from February 4 through February 13. The February 4 run was
the pump operability surveillance which also obtains Inservice Testing (IST)
v ibr ation data. .No abnormalities were noted.

C. AfpARENT CAUSE OF EVENT:

' bis report is being submitted in accordante with the requirements of
nCTR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B). The cause of the 1/2 DGCWP being inoperable is described

', LER 265/93-10. The Unit 2 DGCHP was inoperable from February 16 to March 15 ,

cwe te inadequate lubrication. The oiler piping was incorrectly assembled due to
*niceouate training on how to set and position this type of oiler.

D. EhrETY ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

The tafety significance of this event is minimal. The U-2 DGCHP may have been
acle te function after February 16 but for an unknown length of time. Ceco cannot
:onclusively determine how much longer the pump could have operated with the
as found condition. The pump continued to function with no abnormalities being
noted up to the time the pump was taken 005 for routine maintenante. In the
opinion cf campany experts. if the bearing did not have adequate lubrication. the
cump would not have operated for longer than a few minutes.

'he safety significance of this event is dependent upon the ability to operate the
2 DG. Under certain 1/2 DG auto-start situations, the 1/2 DGCNP would have

r tted to start due to electrical logic cesign deficiencies. The safetya

|significance associated with the 1/2 DG logic is contained in LER 265/93-10.
i.

Furthermore, the 1/2 DGCWP could have been started by taking the pump control |
'

f 5 witch to trip and then back to the auto after trip or Close position. |
i

i

t
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,

Operators have been trained to identify a loss of power to a DGCWP and would have i

responded to the event in adeguate time to prevent DG damage. Simulator lesson
plans include this scenario. Operators, as a part of tralning, dispatch personnel j

to the diesel generator whenever it is autostarted. This dispatch increases the
'

likelihood that the inoperable DGCHP condition would have been promptly ;

corrected. Quad Cities Annunciator Procedure OCAN 901-1(2)-8 A4 " Diesel ;

Generator 1/2 Trouble", reautres the control room operator to dispatch an operator
to DG local panel of the trouble alarm. This is the first required operator
action.

Operators receive extensive training on the importance of the DGCHP to operability
of the DG in a loaded condition.

Quad Cities Annunciator Procedure 2212-45 C-3, " Cooling Water Pump Failure",
requires the operator at the local DG panel to manually start the 1/2 DGCHP if the
pump is not running. This would be accomplished by first attempting to manually
start the pump by placing the control switch to start. If this did not start the
pump, further action would have required the operator to move the feed power
selector switch to Bus 28 starting the pump.

An Event Tree analysis was performed to describe the operators' actions during
this scenario.

The Event Tree analysts indicates that it would be reasonable to conclude that
actions necessary to restore power to the 1/2 DGCMP would have been accomplished
in 5 to 10 minutes from the event initiation. Therefore, even with problems with ,

a period of indeterminate operability of the Unit 2 DGCWP it is reasonably likely '

that the 1/2 DGCWP would have been started in time to prevent a complete loss of
t

onsite power on Unit 2. It is also significant that the probability of a LOCA
coincident with a loss of all offsite power is approximately 10 E-08/yr.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
,

The corrective actions associated with the 1/2 DGCWP inoperability is described in ;

LER 265/93-10.
i

Corrective actions for the imDroper assembly of the U-2 DGCMP oiler piping include
the following. The Unit 2 DGCHP was replaced, and the pump operability
survelliance 0005 66DO-6, *0uarterly Diesel Generator Cooling Water Pump Flow Rate [Test", was performed and the pump declared operable on April 10, 1993.

!
The Technical Staff performed walkdowns on safety related and nonsafety related
eculpment sightglasses and oilers in the plant to ensure proper installation.

The Operations Department held discussions on how to determine proper oil level
during operator rounds.

,

To address the inadecuate training of maintenance personnel on oiler piping,

assembly, a detailed training session was held by the Master Mechanic with the'

1
I mechantCs using the actual DGCMP hardware that was improperly positioned as a '

! mockup and training guide.
t
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|

Operations and Maintenance have jointly conducted plant walkdowns to further
clarify the drawings / Instruction used by Operations and Maintenance concerning
sightglasses and oilers. A matrix has been developed on the different styles of
sightglasses and ollers in the plant. An action plan has been developed to
address the results of the walkdowns and how they relate to enhanced training,
botn Operations and Maintenance lesson plan revisions, and the marking of ;

sightglasses. (NTS #2651809301201) will track implementation of the action plan)

A self-assessment was chartered utilizing corporate groups and onsite Quality
Vertftcation (OV) to look at craft capability, work package detail and other
maintenance practices. Upon receipt of the report from the task force. the
Maintenance Superintendent will review the reconnendations for applicability and
implement an action plan by September 1. 1993. (NTS 2651809301202).

,

By July 1, 1993 a followup * Lessons Learned Green Border Notification" will be
issued to all CECO sites describing this event, its causes, and corrective actions
(NTS#2651809301203).

F. PREVIOUS EVENTS:

A search was performed for previous events.

See LER 265/93-010 for previous events involving inadequate design of the elesel
generators.

,

No previous events were identified involving low oil level due to sightglass or
ellers being installed improperly.

An NPRDS Search identified 4 previous occurrences in industry involving bearing
failures related to incorrectly installed or adjusted ellers.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

The U-2 DGCHP was manufactured by Ingersoll Rand (1075), Model 558.

,
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BYPASS OF BOTH DECAY HEAT SERVICE COOLERS DUE TO PERSONNEL ERROR

THI-l was operating at 100% power. On January 29, 1993 during the performance of
a weekly procedure. not required by Technical Specifications (TS) the Auxiliary
Operator (AO) failed to follow established operator work practices and established
a valve lineup which caused river water to bypass-both Decay Heat Service Coolers
(DC-C-2A/B) simultaneously. When discovered, the proper alignment was imediately
restored. The root cause of this event was personnel error.

TS 3.3.1.1.d requires two Decay Heat Removal Coolers (DH-C-1A/B) and their cooling
water supplies, including coolers DC-C-2A/B. during plant operation. With' both
coolers bypassed. TS 3.0.1 was applicable. This condition is reportable under
50.73.a.2.i.B and also under 50.73.a.2.vii.

Bypassing both coolors simultaneously had no immediate safety significance during
the event because the equipment was not called upon to be in operation. In the
event of a worst case Loss of Coolant Accident. the safety systems would have
fulfilled their intended function.

Management has reviewed this event with the affected crew. Procedures will be
upgraded. Each Operating crew will review the event. j

= , - - -

t
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BYPASS OF BOTH DECAY HEAT SERVICE COOLERS DUE TO PERSONNEL ERROR ]
1

1. Plant Operating Conditions before Event: |
!

THI-I was operating at 100% rated power. ;

|

11. Status of Structures, Components, or Systems that were Inoperable at the
Start of the Event and that Contributed to the Event:

None

!!!. Event Description:

i

Operations Surveillance OPS-S227, 'DR-P-1A/B Periodic Operation,* is a
weekly non-Tech Spec surveillance normally performed by the operating
shift between 11:00 pm and 7:00 am. The purpose of this surveillance is
to a'sure that each Decay Heat River Water (DR) Pump [Bl/P) operates fors

at least one hour per week to avoid the potential for silt buildup' at the
|

pump suction. During the early 1980s, when the facility was in extended
shutdown and core decay heat levels were extremely low, OPS-5227 providedi

guidance for bypassing a Decay Heat Service Cooler (DC-C-2A or DC-C-28)
[BI/CLR] if there was a concern for a themal transient (extreme cooling)
on the Decay Heat Removal (DHR) System or the Decay Heat Closed Cooling,

Water (DCCW) System. The option to bypass coolers in accordance with
OPS-5227 has not been needed since restart in 1985 after the six year
shutdown.

During the perfomance of OPS-S227 on January 29, 1993, the non-licensed ;
Auxiliary Operator (AO) failed to follow established operator work
practices and bypassed both DC-C-2A and DC-C-28 simultaneously at about
0100 hours. The DR System was not required to be in operation, so neither
DR Pump was operating.

'

Control Room personnel were unaware that both coolers were bypassed until
about 0330 hours when a licensed Control Room Operator (CRO) discovered
this condition while attempting to detemine the status of preparations
for perfoming OPS-5227. During a later critique of the event, the A0
stated that after bypassing both coolers he reported the condition to the
Control Room so the surveillance could proceed. However, Control Room
personnel do not remember receiving the report. When the CR0 discovered
that the D4 valves (DR-V3A/B, and DR-VSA/B) [BI/V] were not in the
reoutred position, he immediately informed the Shift Supervisor who
directed the crew to restore and independently verify the required
Engineerec Safeguards (ES) valve alignment. Realignment of the coolers

. . . . .
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and independent verification were completed by approximately 0355 hours.

DCCW is a closed loop cooling water system which rejects heat to river
water (ultimate heat sink) through the Decay Heat Service Coolers
(DC-C-2A/B). DCCW cools the Decay Heat Removal System (DHR) Coolers
[BP/CLR) and the following safety related pumps:

1. DCCW Fumps bearings [CC/P] (TS 3.3.1.4.c),
2. DHR Pamps motor and bearings [BP/P] (TS 3.3.1.1.c),
3. Reactor Building Spray (BS) Pumps motor and bearings [BE/MO)

(TS 3.3.1.3.a), and
4 Makeup Pumps (MU-PIA and C) motor [CB/MO), gear reducer [CB/RGR), and

bearings (TS 3.3.1.1.b).'

Technical Specification (TS) 3.3.1.1.d requires two DHR Coolers
(DH-C-1A/B) [BP/CLR) and their cooling water supplies, which includes the
Decay Heat Service Coolers (DC-C-2A/B), during plant operation. One train
e allowed to be removed from service for up to 72 hours. With both
cc,alers inoperable (bypassed), TS 3.3.1.1.d was not met. TS 3.0.1
(comparable to STS 3.0.3) was applicable. This condition was reportable
under 50.73.a.2.1.B as an event or condition prohibited by the Plant's
Technical Specifications, and also under 50.73.a.2.vit as an event where a
single cause or condition caused two independent trains to become
inoperable in a single system designed to remove residual heat or mitigate
the consequences of an accident.

The root cause of this event was personnel error. The A0 bypassed both
coolers at the same time in violation of established operator work
practices. The A0 failed to operate the equipment in accordance with
Administrative Procedure (AP) 1029, " Conduct of Operations," which would
have required authorization from the Shift Supervisor, Shift Foreman, or
CR0 prior to manipulating the valves. Additionally, operation of both
trains of ESAS components was in violation of operator work practices.
Further evaluation will determine to what extent communications, work
preparation, and work control by the shift personnel contributed to this
event.

To a lesser extent, clarity of the procedural guidance also contributed.
The instructions in OPS-5227 did not provide guidance for determining if a
thermal transient would occur, did not specify that only one cooler at a
time should be bypassed and that bypassing a cooler rendered the train out
of service and started a TS time clock. However, the instructions in
OPS-5227 that contributed to this event could have been eliminated

Makeup Pump MU-PIB is cooled by Nuclear Services Closed Cooling Water I'

(NSCCW) and was unaffected by this event. |

._
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entirely since they are not applicable to an operating station. if the
guidance had been contained in the appropriate Operating Procedure,
exposure to the biennial review process could have resulted in either
enhanced presentation to clarify the use of this option or removed it
entirely.

IV. Component Failure Data:

None.

V. Automatic or Manually Initiated Safety System Responses:

No safety system responses were involved in this event.

VI. Assessment of the Safety Consequences and Implications of the Event:

Bypassing both coolers had no immediate safety significance during the
event since neither train was called upon to be in operation.

GPU Nuclear has completed calculations which predict the temperature and
pressure versus time for the containment during a Large Break Loss Of
Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) with DR not available. The analysis was
performed using single train availability and other standard FSAR
assumptions regarding ambient conditions, core decay heat, Reactor
Building (RB) initial conditions and equipment operability. The
calculations were performed with Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST)
temperature at 120*F, as well as at the actual temperature at the time of
the event (70*F). The assumption of single train availability results in
a time for switchover from the BWST to sump recirculation of about 72.5
minutes following an accident. Assuming all pumps are operable, the time
to switchover would be about 30 minutes (minimum time).

GPU Nuclear has concluded that if a worst case LOCA were to occur with OR
isolated, the core and containment response would be unaffected prior to
sump recirculation. Following sump recirculation, the core and
containment cooling would be continued since sufficient Net Positive
Suction Head (NPSH) would be available to the Low Pressure injection (LPI)
and BS pumps and the Reactor Building Emergency Cooling (RBEC) fan coolers
[BK/FCU) would remove decay heat from containment. The automatic Control
Room a' arm on Main Annunciator Panel C-2-8 [IB/TA) actuates almost
immediately after starting RB sump recirculation at a Decay Heat Service
Cooler. DCCW outlet temperature of 100*F.

The remaining concern is to provide continuous DCCW cooling to assure long '
term LPI and BS pump component cooling. The exact time period over which

.. -
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these components would continue to operate without DR flow through the
coolers has not been determined by quantitative calculations. GPU Nuclear
engineering . judgement indicates that at least 30 minutes would be
available for operator action to restore the DR valve alignment after
receiving the alarm in the Control Room (i.e., at least one hour.after the
start of the event). If the conservatism of this evaluation was removed,

~

it could be shown that the safety function of DCCW components could be
sustained longer, perhaps indefinitely.

On receiving the alarm in the Control Room, the operators are directed to
investigate reduced OR system flow and verify the DR System valve lineup.
With the installed alam actuated on DCCW high temperature followed by the
individual high bearing temperature alarms on these components, GPU
Nuclear concludes that, in accordance with procedure instructions,
operator action to reopen the isolation valves would be taken promptly to
successfully reestablish full DCCW cooling prior to component degradation.

Based on the above, GPU Nuclear concludes that the safety function of
mitigating the consequences of an accident and of removing core decay
heat, would have been achieved if a LBLOCA had occurred while the coolers
were bypassed.

Vll. Previous Events of a similar Nature:

None.

VI!! Corrective Actions Taken:

The Operations Director has reviewed this incident with the crew involved
to ensure that they recognize the errors that were committed and their
significance.

IX. Corrective Actions Planned:

1. Administrative Procedure (AP) 1016 will be revised to exclude from
the Operations Surveillance Program tasks which operate a system or
component outside the envelope of the approved system Operating
Procedure.

2. Operations Surveillance Procedures similar to OPS-$227 will be
revised to ensure that detailed procedural guidance for evolJtions
that can potentially affect safe plant operations are removed and
placed in approved Operating Procedures. Initial review of the
program has identified three surveillances that are similar to

..
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OPS-5227. A comprehensive review is in progress and it is expected
that only a small number of procedures will be affected. These I

Operations Surveillance Procedures will reference approved Operating
Procedures for proper guidance. This will assure that such j
activities receive a periodic review through the biennial procedure 1

review process. )

3. Each operating crew will review this event to ensure their
understanding of the errors that were committed and how similar |

errors can be avoided. Conformance to the Administrative Procedure |
guidance on verbal communications, work preparation, and work control )will be emphasized. ,I

4. A more comprehensive review of the human performance aspects involved
in this event will be conducted to include the roll of supervision,
communications, and what improvements in work practices and controls
are indicated.

These actions will be completed by May 1993.

* The Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS). System Identification (SI)
and Component Function Identification (CFI) Codes are included in brackets,
"[SI/CFI]*, where applicable, as required by 10 CFR 50.73(b)(2)(ii)(F).

1

. . ~ _
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13, 1993, at 1628 'e v 15 seg e spacea typearmen hnesi 416) hours, an automatic scram resulting from a load rejectionyABSTRACT .* f t: sax smes e acorooma
On Marchn occurred during a severe coastal storm while at 100 percent reactor power. The loadr

rejection included a trip of the Turbine-Generator, transfer of station electrical
loads, and brief opening of one Main Steam relief valve. The 120 VAC safeguards Buses
'A' and''B' de-energized. The Reactor Vessel (RV) pressure-temperature (P-T) limit was
exceeded G ring subsequent cooldown.

The load rejection was caused by 345 KV switchyard insulator flashovers due to wind,

packed snow deposited during blizzard conditions. Corrective actions taken included an'

inspection of the switchyard and insulators. The cause of exceeding the P-T limit was
a RV pressure increase that occurred after the HPCI System, that was being used for RV

|
pressure contro.1, was removed from service due to high Suppression Pool water level,
The P 7 condition was evaluated. The evaluation concluded the RV did not exceed thei

The cause of the de-energized' safeguards
q allowable limits of ASME sections III and XI.

buses was trip settings that were too low. The trip settings were subsequently
|

increased. Other corrective or preventive actions were taken or are planned. The unit,

i returned to commercial service at 0459 hours on March 17, 1993.

This event occurred near the end of the fuel cycle during power operation with the
reactor mode selector switch in the RUN position. The RV pressure was 1025 psig with
RV water temperature at 525 degrees Fahrenheit. |
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BACKGROUND
.

A period of sustained easterly onshore winds began on March 12, 1993, and continued | |
through March 15, 1993. The winds were due to a severe coastal storm. The winds I
were accompanied by snow until the early evening on March 13, 1993, when a change to <

sleet, later followed by a change to heavy rains, occurred. Snow accumulations |
quickly increased with distance from the coast. Intermittent electrical power i

outages occurred in some offsite transmission systems and offsite emergency
conditions were declared by Comonwealth of Massachusetts officials due to some i

'

coastal flooding and snow related effects of the storm. i l
~

l

Seaweed was transported to the intake Structure as a result of the winds and |
unusually high tides. Operation of the traveling screens that are part of the i

Circulating Water System was necessary because of the seaweed. !

[ Just prior to the event, plant operating conditions included the following. The
reactor mode selector switch was in the RUN position. The reactor was at 100 percent
power and near the end of the fuel cycle. The Reactor Vessel (RV) pressure was 1025
psig with the RV water temperature at approximately 525 degrees Fahrenheit. The RV

'water level was approximately +27 inches.
| The Recirculation System motor-generator sets / pumps ' A' and 'B' were in service with

each loop in the local manual control mode. Reactor core flow was approximate 1y 70
million pounds per hour. The Condensate System and Feedwater System pumps were all
in service. The Feedwater Level Control System was in the three element control
mode. The Salt Service Water (SSW) System Loops 'A' and 'B' were in service with one |
pump operating in each loop. The Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW)
SysteELoops 'A' and 'B' were in service with one pump operating in each loop.

The 345 KV transmission lines 342 and 355 were in service. The Startup Transformer -I

(SUT) was in standby service with ACBs 102 and 103 closed. The 345 KV switchyard |
ring bus was energized with ACBs 104 and 105 closed. The Emergency Diesel Generators 4

(EDGs) 'A' and 'B' were in standby service. The 4160 VAC Auxiliary Power i

. Distribution System (APDS) was energized from the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT).
.

I The Shutdown Transformer was in standby service with the 23 KV distribution system !

I energized. Located at the end of this report is a figure depicting a simplified, !

| single line diagram of the switchyard, including the ACBs and 345 KV transmission
lines.'

| The Main Turbine auxtliary oil pumps 'A' and 'B' were in standby service.

i :
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

On March 13, 1993, at 1628 hours, an automatic Reactor Protection System (RPS) scram
signal and scram occurred while at 100 percent reactor power. The scram signal
occurred as a .'esult of a load rejection. The event was initiated when ACBs 104 and
105 automatically opened, thereby isolating the Main Transformer from the switchyard.
The opening of ACBs 104 and 105 resulted in an automatic trip signal to the 4160 VAC
Buses and Generator it,.d rejection.

The source of 4160 VAC power for the APDS automatically fast-transferred from the UAT
to the SUT. Except for nonsafety related 4160 VAC Bus A3, the transfer occurred as
designed. Nonsafety-related Bus A3 became de-energized because switchgear breaker
152-303, that was closed and powering Bus A3 from the UAT at the time of the event,
opened automatically for the transfer but switchgear breaker 152 304, that feeds Bus
A3 from the SUT, did not close. The de-energization of Bus A3 resulted in the

,

following designed responses
,

i ! |The drive motor of the Recirculation System Loop 'A' motor-generator (MG) { i|
*

j set de-energized. Meanwhile, the Loop 'B' MG set / pump automatically ran I j

back to minimum flow and continued forced circulation in the RV.'

l

The motor of the Circulating Water System Train 'A' pump de-energized.e

The 480 VAC Bus 83 and related loads including RPS Bus 'A' de-energized. |*

' |

The le 5 of power to the circuit breaker that powers the motor of the j*

P.ain Turbine auxiliary oil pump 'A'. 1
-

The Generator load rejection resulted in the opening of the Generator field breaker,
| acceleration of the Turbine Generator, and trip of the acceleration relay. The trip

included the following responses:

Loss of oil pressure to pressure switches (PS-37/38/39/40) that resulted.

; in the RPS scram signal (control valve fast closure due to load reject).

Automatic closing cf the Turbine Stop Valves and Combined Intermediate*

Valves, and the trip of the Turbine lockout relay (286-2).
I

I Automatic closing of the four Turbine Control Valves. |*

The three hydraulically-operated Turbine Bypass Valves gradually closed f| *

because the Main Turbine shaf t driven oil pump pressure gradually i
decreased and the Turbine auxiliary oil pump 'A' could not start. Pump i

'B' did not start because of its interlock with pump 'A'. |
1

N
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The Main Steam /RV pressure increased because the Turbine Bypass Valves were clohed. i

The pressure increase caused the Target Rock two-stage Main Steam relief valve RV-
203-3A (pilot s/n 1049) to briefly lift for pressure relief.

The 120 VAC safeguards Bus 'A' Panel Y3/31 and Bus 'B' Panel Y4/41 became de-
energized during the event. The loss of power from Panels V3 and Y4 resulted in the
de-energitation of related equipment including some normally energized relays that
are part of the Primary Containment Isolation Control System (PCIS) and Reactor

|Building Isolation Control System (RBIS). ;

Meanwhile, the RV water level decreased in response to the scram and RV pressure
increase that resulted in a decrease in the void fraction in the RV water. The RV
water level eventually decreased to approximately -20 inches. The decrease in RV
water level to less than the low RV water level setpoint (calibrated at approximately

! +12 inches) resulted in trip signals to the portions of the PCIS and RBIS that had
.

I already actuated. E0P.01 (Rev. 1), *RPV Control", was entered because the RV water i

j level was less than +9 inches,

fThePCISactuationresultedinthefollowingdesignedresponses;
h

~

1

-hAutomatic closing of the inboard and outboard Primary Containment Systemi e

; (PCS)/ Reactor Water Sample isolation valves A0-220-44 and -45.
{

|* Automatic closing of the inboard and outboard PCS Group 2. (two) ' isolation |
|

valves that were open.

|* The PCS Group 3/ Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System Shutdown Cooling suction |
|

piping isolation valves MO-1001-47 and -50 remained closed. !

I I
i* The PCS Group 3/RHR System Low Pressure Coolant Injection mode valves NO 1001-
! 29A/B remained closed,
l

!* The PCS Group 6 (six)/ Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System isolation valves
I closed automatically.

The RBIS actuation resulted in the automatic closing of the Reactor || Building / Secondary Containment System (SCS) Trains ' A' and 'B' supply and exhaust |i ventilation dampers and automatic start of the SCS/ Standby Gas Treatment System '

i (SGTS) Trains 'A' and 'B'. |

! |

| i |
| g !

r !!
s.~....,
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initial Control Ruom operator response was orderly and included the following. The
reactor mode selector switch was moved to the SHUTDOWN position in accordance with
procedure 2.1.6, * Reactor Scram *. The insertion of the control rods was verified.
Indications of the de-energizing of Bus A3 and Panels Y3 and Y4 were noted.

At 1635 hours, the High Pressure Coolant injection (HPCI) System was put into service
in the flow test mode for RV pressure control. This action was taken in accordance
with E0P-01 because the Turbine Bypass Valves, that would normally operate to provide
a pathway from the Main Steam piping to the Main Condenser, were closed. At 1637
hours, an RHR System Loop 'A' pump was put into service in the Suppression Pool
Cooling (SPC) mode because of the expected addition of heat from the HPCI turbine
exhaust steam.

At 1640 hours, ACB 102 opened automatically and the 345 KV transmission line 355 de-
energized. The opening of ACB 102 removed line 355 as a source of power to the SUT.

At 1650 hours. Bus A3 was re-energized f rom the SUT via switchgear breaker 152-304
j The Turbine auxiliary oil pump ' A' was started af ter Bus A3 was re-energized. The

start of pump ' A' provided hydraulic oil pressure to the Turbine Bypass Valves. The
Turbine Bypass Valves re-opened and provided a steam path to the Main Condenser.

At 1654 hours, the HPCI System e a returned to standby service because the Turbine r

Bypass Valves were controlling RV/nain Steam pressure.

At 1655 hours, the Emergency Diesel Cenerators (EDGs) 'A' and 'B' were manually ,

started and loaded onto 4160 VAC Emergency Buses A5 and A6, respectively. This

precauyonary action was taken in accordance with procedure 2.4.144, ' Degraded
Voltage . A potential transformer (PT) fuse failure alarm occurred while starting
EDG 'B'. The alarm was not caused by a PT fuse failure and the loading of EDG 'B'
was not affected. Subsequent investigation revealed the alarm was caused by the EDG
'B' voltage balance relay 160 609 auxiliary relay 'XA'.

At 1656 hours, Panels Y4/Y41 were re-energized in accordance with procedure 5.3.19
(Rev. 9), * Loss of 120 VAC Safeguards Buses Y4 and V41*. Panels Y3/Y31 were re-

| energized in accordance with procedure 5.3.18 (Rev. 9), ' Loss of 120 VAC Safeguards
! Buses Y3 and Y31*, at 1657 hours.

I, At 1100 hours, RPS Bus ' A' was re energized via the standby RPS transformer that was
| powered from Bus A5 via 480 VAC Buses B1/B6 and MCC-BIO. This precautionary action

!'wastakentoprecludetheclosingoftheMainSteamIsolationValves(MSIVs)ifRPSBuses 'A' and 'B' were to become de-energized.
I

i At 1705 hours, the RPS was reset.
|

,

| I

m .: , _ . .
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At 1710 hours, ACB 103 opened automatically and 345 KV transmission line 342 de- i

energized. The onening of ACB 103 removed line 342 as a source of offsite power to
|the SUT. The opening of ACB 103 in conjunction with the previous opening of ACB 102,

resulted in the loss of power to the SUT. The nonsafety-related 4160 VAC Buses Al,
A2, A3, and A4 became de-energized as a result of the loss of power to the SUT. '

Emergency 4160 VAC Buses A5 and A6 and related loads remained energized via EDGs 'A'
and 'B'. The loss of power to Bus Al and A2 de-energized the motors of the

; Condensate and Feedwater. Systems pumps and resulted in a loss of feedwater flow to
the RV. The loss of power to Bus A3 and A4 de-energized equipment including:

The motors of the Turbine auxiliary oil pumps. This resulted in the loss I
*

of oil pressure to and closing of the Turbine Bypass Valves. '

.

The drive motors of the Recirculation System loop 'A' and 'B' motor- |
I *

generator sets. This resulted in the loss of Recirculation System Loop
'B' flow and, in conjunction with the previous loss of Loop 'A' flow,

resulted in the loss of forced circulation in the RV.,
,

i i

| The motors of the Circulating Water System Train ' A' and 'B' pumps. ThisI*

resulted in a loss of seawater flow to the Main Condenser and the heat 1

| sink function of the Main Condenser.
,

i '

i 480 VAC Buses 83 and B4 and related electrical loads including RPS Bus*
,

| 'B'. RPS Bus 'A' remained energized via the standby RPS transformer. -

;

The MSIVs remained open as designed.

At 1711 hours, the Reactor Core isolation Cooling (RCIC) System was put into service !
in the' injection mode for RV water level control. At 1712 hours, the HPCI System was
put into service in the flow test mode for RV pressure control because the Turbine
Bypass Valves were closed. These actions were in accordance with E0P-01. i

| '
At 1715 hours, the RV pressure and water temperature began to decrease because of the

| continued removal of steam via HPCI turbine and RCIC turbine operation. Procedure
j 2.1.7 (Rev. 27), 'RPV Temperature and Pressure Checklist", was initiated, j
,

| At 1730 hours, the MSIVs were closed in accordance with procedure 2.4.49 for a loss |
| of condensate flow. The outboafd Main Steam line 'B' MSIV A0-203-2B exhibited a dual

position indication (open/ closed). The in-series MSIV A0-203-1B was tagged closed in i
| accordance with Technical Specification 3.7.A.2.b. Followup investi;ation revealed

the valve was closed. The indicated position was due to a limit switch that wasi

i later aligned.
.

1
-

,

| At 1739 hours, an RHR System Loop 'B' pump was put into service in the SPC mode for !increased Suppression Pool cooling.
] ;

,

i <

!
-

i
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At 1742 hours, E0P-03 (Rev. 1), " Primary Containment Control", was entered because
the Suppression Pool temperature was greater than 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The
temperature ultimately reached 95 degrees Fahrenheit.

At 1755 hours, procedure 2.1.5 (Rev. 41) Section E. " Maneuvering to Cold Shutdown
with MSIVs Closed", was entered,

j At 1815 hours, the Post Accident Sampling System Hydrogen-Oxygen Trains ' A' and 'B'
' were put into service in accordance with E0P-03. J

At 2005 hours, the SGTS Train ' A' was put into service to reduce Torus atmosphere
pressure and maintain the Drywell-to-Torus atmosphere differential pressure. Train
'A' was returned to standby service at 2112 hours. l

| \
At 2155 hours, 345 KV line 342 was re-energized and ACB 103 was reclosed in 1,

| accordance with regional power authority (REMVEC) direction. The closing of ACB 103 | 1

; re-energized the SUT. |

At 2208 hours, Bus A3 was re-energized from the SUT and Bus A4 was subsequently re- I'

energized from the SUT. The Turbine auxiliary oil pumps ' A' and 'B' were started at
2212 hours.,

At 2227 hours, the RPS Bus 'B' motor-generator set was started and related circuitry !

! including RPS Channel 'B' was re-energized. The source of power for RPS Bus 'A' was ,

transferred from MCC-BIO to the RPS Bus 'A' motor-generator set at 2233 hours.
,

,

; At 2235, hours, 345KV ACB 104 was closed per REMVEC direction.

fat 2237 hours,theRCICSystemwhsreturnedtostandbyservice.

!At2244 hours,theRPSwasreset.
|
| At 2255 hours, 345KV ACB 105 was closed per REMVEC direction. j

At 2300 hours, the HPCI System, in the full flow test mode for RV pressure control, )
! was returned to standby service. This action was tak n because the HPCI pump supply

'

valves M0-2301-35 and -36 in the suction piping frc the Suppression Pool opened. i'

The valves opened because the Suppression Pool level had increased to approximately |
|

+3.5 inches. As a result of the opening of the valves, the HPCI pump supply valve j
i MO-2301-6 in the suction piping from the Condensate Storage System closed and the
i HPCI test valves M0-2301-10 and -15 closed. The closing of valves M0-2301-10/-15 |

eliminated the use of the HPCI System in the flow test mooe for RV pressure con'rol.
The HPCI System injection function was not affected. |

|
1

i
'
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The RV pressure began to increase approximately 10 psi per minute because the RV was I,

isolated. j

h By 2303 hours, activities were completed to return the Radwaste System to service. !
|| The letdown of Suppression Pool inventory to the Radwaste System was initiated via i

'
'

the RHR System SPC mode.
*,

At 2320 hours, the RV pressure was 510 psig while the RV bottom head metal ;

temperature was 110 degrees Fahrenheit. This condition was later identified as :

having exceeded the Technical Specification Figure 3.6.2 pressure-temperature limit. [
The condition was identified on March 19, 1993. |

is

, At 2326 hours, Buses Al and A2 were re energized and the RWCU System put into service |I
| for RV water rejection to the Main Condenser. ;

f; At 2330 hours, the RV water level was approximately +48 inches. The level was
greater than the high RV water level trip settings of the HPCI System, and RCIC ;
System, and PCIS Group 1 (MSIVs). ronsequently, the RCIC and HPCI Systems were not j
available for service and the HSIVs could not be opened. 4

s

At 2336 hours, an automatic RPS scram signal occurred when the RV pressure reached.

the scram setpoint (calibrated at approximately 572 psig) while the MSIVs were
closed. i,

i 4

!,
At 2338 hours, the Grouc 6/RWCU isolation valve MO-1201-2 closed automatically. This i

nonsafety-related isolation occurred because of a sensed high water temperature at I

the outlet of the RWCU System non-regenerative heat exchanger. |

By 2344 hours, the Suppression Pool water level had been lowered sufficiently to
allow the use of the HPCI/RCIC System for RV pressure control.

At 2355 hours, the Group 6 portion of the PCIS was reset and the RWCU System was put
into service for RV water rejection to the Main Condenser.

. At 2348 hours, the Condensate System pump 'C' was started as part of preparations for 1
returning the Main Condenser to service as a heat sink. |'

I
?

On March 14, 1993, at approximately 0015 hours, the shift Nuclear Watch Engineer and |
Chief Operating Engineer discussed the use of the Main Steam relief valves to resumei

! the RV cooldown and lower the RV water level. This use of the relief valves is
allowed by E0P-01. The relief valves were not used at that time because of the,

following considerations:,

i'

,

i

.. . . >.m o ,,
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The RV heatup rate was controlled.*

RWCU System letdown operation might reduce the RV water level to less than +48*

inches prior to exceeding the high RV pressure scram setpoint and E0P-01 i

pressure limit of 1085 psig, thereby precluding the use of the relief valves. l

|
The RV pressure had stabilized at approximately 660 psig. The opening of a' *

relief valve could possibly result in a rapid RV depressurization cooldown.

Consecuently, the decision was made to monitor RV pressure and level, and determine (

pressure / water level and thereby preclude the opening of a relief valve. The RV I |if HPC1/RCIC System operation and/or the opening of the MSIVs could reduce RV
1

water level and pressure were monitored. By 0050 hours, monitoring indicated that |
, RWCU letdown operation was not sufficient to preclude the use of the relief valves I,

| and the RV pressure had gradually increased to approximate 6y 820 psig. |
!

At approximately 0100 hours, the Main Steam relief v;1ves RV 203-3B/C/D/A were;

individually opened to reduce RV pressure and RV water level in accordance with ,

i E0P-01. The last relief valve was reclosed at approximately 0105 hours. This ,

reduced the RV pressure to approximately 650 psig and reduced the RV water level to |,

| less than the high RV water level trip settings of the HPCI and RCIC Systems, and the
high RV water level isolation trip setting of the M51Vs.i ;

| i
At 0111 hours, the Group 2 portion of the PCIS and the RBIS were reset. The SGTS was i

returned to standby service and the Reactor Building ventilation system was returned !

to service. Meanwhile, the Main Steam relief valve RV-203-3B was opened and RV !

pressur15 (then 700 psig) decreased to approximately 600 psig.

At 0121 hours, the HPCI System was put into service for RV pressure control. The
RCIC System was put into service for RV water level control.

|
\

By 0140 hours, the RV pressure was 450 psig and the HPCI System was returned to|

standby service.

At 0202 hours, the RCIC turbine barometric condenser condensate pump P-221 overload
I alarm occurred while the RCIC System was in the flow test mode for RV pressure

control. Actions taken were in accordance with alam response procedure ARP-904L and
.

RCIC System procedure 2.2.22. The alarm did not affect the operability of the RCIC |

System. I

!

At 0205 hours, the HPCI System was put into service for RV pressure control.

|
!

p

. . . _ , ,
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At 0236 hours, the RCIC System was put into service for RV water level control and j ;

was returned to standby service at 0242 hours. '
i
t

IAt 0245 hours, the RV P-T limit was no longer exceeded because the RV pressure was
320 psig with the RV bottom head' temperature at 92 degrees Fahrenheit. |

'

At 0300 hours, the RWCU System was removed from service. At 0305 hours, the SGTS |
Train 'B' was put into service and Train 'A' was subsequently put into service. The i

I'actions were taken as part of preparations for tne subsequent transfer of power
supplies.

|

' ;
|

At 0320 hours, 480 VAC transfer Bus B6 was transferred from Bus Bl to Bus 82. The !
Isource of power to Bus AS. which is the source of power to Bus Bl was transferred

from EDG ' A' to the SUT at 0322 hours. EDG 'A' was returned to standby service at .

0331 hours and Bus B6 was transferred from Bus B2 to Bus Bl. The source of power to ,

i Bus A6. which is the source of power to Bus B2, was transferred from EDG 'B' to the- !,

' SVT at 0345 hours. EDG 'B' was returned to standby service at 0357 hours. j
>

'

At 0404 hours, the RPS was reset.
7

|At0415 hours,theSGTSTrains'A'and'B'werereturnedtostandbyservice. j f
At 0430 hours, the Post Accident Sampling System / Hydrogen-Oxygen System was put into i
service in accordance with E0P 03. i e

!
At 0448 hours, the MSIVs in the Main Steam lines 'A', 'C', and 'D' were opened. | !

e,

At 0522' hours, the RWCU System was put into service. | I
I

At 0857 hours, E0P-01 and E0P-03 were exited and the Hydrogen-Oxygen System was i
returned to standby service,

j At 0858 hours, the RHR System was secured from the SPC mode of operation and returned [
| to standby service. ;

|At0905 hours,theSGTSTrain'B'wasputintoservicetoreducetheTorusatmosphere
{; ,

; j pressure and was returned to standby service at 1030 hours. ,

l
'

! !
At 1035 hours, an RHR Loop ' B' pump was started in the SPC mode to reduce the ! ['Suppression Pool level and was returned to standby service at 1050 hours. |' r

' :
;

,

}
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At 1051 hours, a sensed high RWCU System flow condition resulted in a PCIS Group
6/RWCU System isolation. The isolation occurred wh)le adjusting the position of the

.

RWCU valve MO-1201-85 to increase the flow from the RV bottom head drain piping. The 6

event is separately reported in LER 93-005-00. The PCIS Group 6 circuitry was reset
and the RWCU System was returned to aervice at 1100 hours.

At 1444 hours, the RHR Loop ' A' was started in the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) mode with
one pump in service. .

;

Cold shutdoen was achieved on March 14, 1993, at approximately 1522 hours, when the [
RV water temperature was less than 212 degrees Fahrenheit. The RV head vent valves |
were subsequently opened at 1530 hours.

! Problem Report (PR) 93.9082 was written to document the event. The NRC Operations
' (enter was notified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 at 1900 hours on March 13, 1993.

PR 93.9083 was written regarding the Bus A3 transfer problem. PR 93.9084 was written
| regarding the de-energi2ation of Panels Y3 and Y4. PR 93.9086 was written regarding

|'the position indication of MSIV A0-203 2B. PR 93.9089 was written regarding the EDG
! 'B' fuse alarm. Other problem reports were written to document other observations or I

' occurrences related to the shut down.
;

A post trip review of the event was initiated in accordance with procedure 1.3.37, | !
" Post Trip Reviews".

On March 19, 1993, the RV PT relationship was identified as having exceeded
Technical Specification Figure 3.6.2 during the March 13-14, 1993 cooldown. PR

93.909B was written to document the discovery. '

A followup notification to the NRC Operations Center was made at 1341 hours on
March 29, 1993, to update the March 13. 1993, notification regarding the loss of
power from Panels Y3 and Y4.

CAUSE

| I
i The cause of the load rejection at 1628 hours was the environmental effects of the

storm (wind driven snow packing against the 345 KV switchyard insulators). A storm-
induced fault on ACB 105 phase 'C' resulted in the automatic opening of ACBs 104 and ,

105 and consequent load rejection. ;'

I !

! :
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The opening of ACB 102 and line 355 de-energization at 1640 hours was due to a ,

flashover on the energized side of ACB 105. The flashover initiated the Line 355 :

| Primary Ground Fault Detection Relay 67N and ACB 105 Column Fault Overcurrent Relay |
- 64/5. Relay 67N initiated the opening of ACB 102. Relay 64/5 initiated the ACB 105 i

lockout relay 86/5 which initiated a trip signal to ACB 102 and a transfer trip ;

signal to switching devices at the remote end of line 355. These protective relay ;

operations caused the opening of ACB 102 and de-energization of line 355. !,

| The opening of ACB 103 at 1710 hours was due to a flashover on the energized side of
ACB 102. The flashover initiated the ACB 102 Column Fault Overcurrent Relay 64/2. !,

| Relay 64/6 operation initiated the ACB 102 lockout relay B6/2 that initiated a trip i

signal to ACB 103 and transfer trip signal to switching devices at the remote end of
I line 342. These protective relay operations caused the opening of ACB 103 and de- ,

I energization of line 342 and. together with the previous operation of protective !
relays that opened ACB 102, resulted in the loss of power to the SUT. At the i

approximate same time of the opening of ACB 103, the ACB 103 stuck breaker circuit
operated that initiated the operation of the ACB 103 lockout relay B6/3. The affect

i of the ACB 103 stuck breaker circuit operation was negligible because ACBs 102, 103, j
104, and 105 were cpen.

i The cause of the loss of power to Bus A3 could not be determined with certainty. Bus,

i A3 is designed to transfer to the SUT. The Bus A3 fast transfer function was enabled
at the time of the event. The switchgear breaker 152-303 contact 52BB, that is part |;,

,

of the circuitry that provides a permissive function to close breaker 152-304 was t'

i found to be misaligned. The 52BB contact is connected in parallel with contact 528. L
Therefore, even with the misalignment of contact 52B8, breaker 152-304 should have ;

' closed automatically after breaker 152-303 opened. Contact 5288 was adjusted and no I

| other 'tircuitry problem was found during troubleshooting. Breaker 152-303 was
'

| { manufactured by the General Electric Company, type AM-4.16-250-BH, serial number
| 0209A2839-016.
t
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The cause of Panels Y3/31 and V4/41 becoming de-energized was the trip of '.he me.'n
input breakers of the voltage regulating transformers X-55 and X-56, respectit.ely.
The transformers with the main input breakers, that are inside the tran :forinrt '

|cabinets, were installed during the last mid-cycle outage (MCO 92) via PDL 91-59r .
The previously installed fixed-tas transformers were not regulating type transicriners .

and did not have an internal input circuit breaker. The trip of the input circuit
breakers was caused by low instantaneous trip settings. The as-found nominal

! settings of the breakers was '2' (900 amperes) and '3' (1000 amperes), respectively.
I The trip settings were set at #5' (1200 amperes) and tested at the supplier's
I f acility in accordance with the approved dedication plan test instructions. Supplier
|testdocumentsindicatethesettingswereleftat'5'. The receipt inspection of X55
. and X56 included documentation, physical damage, identification and/or marking,
fprotective covers and seals, cleanliness and electrical tests. The receipt
i inspection did not include a requirement to check or verify the trip settings. After

X55 and X56 were pre-operationally tested (TP 92-58). The testing .

([, installation.included voltage regulation, input breaker contact resistance, current leakage, j

initial startup and energization, transformer ratio, relay and alarm functional |

tests. The testing did not include a requirement to check or verify the trip i,

i settings since there were no installation or testing activities that would have |

! caused the settings to be changed. The root cause analysis concluded the most likely '

cause of the low trip settings was an unauthorized change to the trip settings. The ,
i

jp root cause analysis could not determine when the change occurred. Based on root
i cause analysis findings and review of Pilgrim Station corrective action program
[ documents and LERs, the unauthorized change is believed to be an isolated occurrence.

Transformers X55 and X56 were manufactured by Rapid Power Technologies, Incorporated
,

~ (model number PWTAB015120E). The transformers were supplied by EcoTech/ RAM-Q,
I numbers ,E/R-2163-15-1 (X55) and E/R-2163-15-2 (X56).
|

| The cause of not conducting an engineering evaluation of the RV P-T condition prior
' to the subsequent startup was that the condition was not identified until af ter the

startup.

The cause of not identifying the RV P-T condition during the post trip review had not
been identified with certainty when this report was prepared. When this report wasi

prepared, the focus of the root cause analysis was the post trip review procedure
1.3.37 that did not require a comparison of the RV P-T relationship during cooldown
to the P-T limit. j

|'
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

N IAfter the storm winds and rain subsided, the switchyard was walked down for evidence -n

i of flashover. Evidence of arcing was found at an ACB 102 phase 'A' current
transformer bushing and at an ACB 105 stack #1 (Phase 'C') insulator. No cleaning or i,

! other corrective actions were necessary as a result of the findings. A washdown of j' switchyard insulators was not necessary because of the heavy rains that followed the .

snow and sleet. [!

[ The trip settings of the main input circuit breakers for voltage regulating '

! transformers X55 and X56 were increa'.ed. The change was implemented via FRN 93-02-03 j
on March 15, 1993. The new trip settings include additional margin and will preclude ;,

a recurrence. The original design trip setting ('5') was sufficient to prevent an

f'
i

unnecessary trip of the input breakers. !

The unit returned to commercial service at 0459 hours on March 17, 1993. I
b

visual inspections of selected electrical equipment will be conducted. The purpose bj

[ of the inspections is to provide additional assurance that the unauthorized change of I
the trip settings was an isolated occurrence. This report will be supplemented if [i

significant corrective action is necessary as a result of the inspections, p
! Previous scram reports have been reviewed. The review focused on esents involving RV F
[ pressurization with no forced circulation. The review identified no previous event |
q or condition involving a pressurization with no forced circulation in the RV. l.

!

Operations Section procedures 2.1.7 (currently Rev 27) and 2.4.24 (currently Rev. 8), i
i "Reacter Vessel Cold Water Stratification'', are being evaluated for improvement. The .

I focus of the evaluation is to provide additional operator guidance to preclude a j
; recurrence of exceeding a RV pressure-temperature limit. Procedure 1.3.37 (currently

,
. Rev. 27) will be revised. The focus of the revision is to specify a check of
! transitory parameters governed by applicable Technical Specifications. i
| '

i PREVENTIVE ACTION ;

A switchyard events recorder to monitor voltages, currents, and ACB positions will be
i

! installed. The recorder will aid in troubleshooting if a switchyard event occurs in j
the future. This action was previously identified and is being tracked via LER t

'

92 016-00. This is the third plant trip caused by flashover since the insulators |

were treated with a Sylgard coating in the Summer of 1987. An evaluation of |
switchyard performance was previously identified and is being tracked via LER '

,

! 92-016-00.
!
f i
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Appropriate nuclear organization personnel have been made aware of the root cause of i

| the trip of the input circuit breakers that de-energized Panels V3/31 and V4/41. In |

| addition, to heighten the awareness of personnel to the potential for mis-adjustment .

'' of adjustable trip settings, engineering personnel have been reminded to include in-
| process verification of adjustable trip settings, when appropriate.
! SAFETY CONSEOUENCES

I The events and RV P-T condition posed no threat to pubiic health and safety.

| The load rejection with subsequent loss of bypass experienced during this event is
; bounded by the transient analysis described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis

Report section 14.4.3. * Generator Load Rejection Without Bypass * The opening of+

I! some or all of the Main Steam two-stage relief valves is an expected response to a
'load rejection with bypass at greater than 45 percent power. For this event relief

, valve RV 203-3A (pilot s/n 1049) opened. The other relief valves RV-203-3B (piloti
i

s/n 1040)/-3C (pilot s/n 1025)/-3D (pilot s/n 1207) did not lif t because RV-203-3A
lif ted and reduced the RV/ Main Steam pressure before the pressure could increase to b,

<

the setpoint of the other valves. t

The Technical Specification 3.6.D.1 setting for the Main Steam System / Pressure Relief .

System (PRS) relief valves is 1095 to 1115 psig with a tolerance of +/- 11 psi. The .

setpoint of the relief valves is 1115 psig. Therefore, the setpoint range of the I

relief valves including tolerance is 1104 psig to 1126 psig. During the event, the
highest RV/ Main Steam System pressure that occurred was approximately 1118 psig. ,

|'

The Technical Specification 3.6.D.1 setting for the Main Steam / PRS safety valves is !'

1240 t/- 13 psi. During the event, the highest RV pressure that occurred was
approximately 122 psig less than the safety valves' setpoint of 1240 psig.

The scram signal was the designed response to a load rejection with the Turbine first '

stage pressure at approximately 735 psig which is greater than the scram bypass
I setpoint (calibrated at 108 psig +/- 3 psig) corresponding to 25 percent of the i

! normal first stage pressure. The maximum turbine speed that occurred was i

approximately 1863 RPM and was less than the speed corresponding to the emergency !
;

' trip setting of approximately 1980 RPM. ,

The decrease in the RV water level was the expect ed response to the scram and
[ accompanying shrink in the RV water. The PCIS and RBIS actuations were initiated by

the de-energization of normally energized relays powered from Panels Y3 and Y4 The
,

actuations are also the expected designed responses to a low RV water level condition j

(i .e., less than +12 inches).
l
,
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j The Technical Specification 2.1.1 limiting safety system setting for actuation of the |
! Core Standby Cooling Systems (CSCS) is -49 inches. During the event. the lowest RV j

water level that occurred (-20 inches) was approxic;ately 26 inches above the CSCS ;
setpoint. In addition, the level was approximately 107.5 inches above the level that

|corresponds to the top of the active fuel Zone.

The C5CS consists of the HPCI System, Automatic Depressurization System (ADS). Core
- Spray System, and RHR/LPCI mode. Although not part of the CSCS. the RCIC System is i

! capable of providing water to the RV for high pressure core cooling, similar to the
I

| HPCI System. The ADS is a backup to the HPCI System and functions to reduce RV ;

pressure to enable low pressure core cooling provided independently by the Core Spray
i System and the RHR/LPCI mode. The CSCS and RCIC System were operable.
l

I The RCIC overload alarm that occurred while the RCIC System was in service did not !I affect the operability of the RCIC System. The device that senses an overload
j condition provides an alarm function only and does not provide a trip function to ipump P.221. '

,

j The lowest RV water level that occurred was greater than the setpoint (calibrated at
approximately -46 inches) that initiates the ATWS System functions for a

| Recirculation Pump Trip (RPT) and Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI). The highest RV
i pressure that occurred was less than the setpoint (calibrated at approximately 1175
i that initiates the ATW5 System RPT and ARI trip functions and the setpoint
| psig)(calibrated at approximately 1400 psig) that initiates the ATWS System function for a
i Feedpump Trip.
I

!

| The highest RV water level that occurred was approximately +65 inches.The level was
less than the level (approximately 112 inches) corresponding to the bottom of the

j| Main Steam piping. j

| !
j The highest Suppression Pool bulk water temperature that occurred was approximately : >

95 degrees Fahrenheit. The temperature was less than the maximum water temperature j,

! (120 degrees Fahrenheit) specified by Technical Specification 3.7. A.I.h during RV
! isolation conditions.

i

i
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Technical Specification 3.7.A.I.m specifies the Suppression Pool / Chamber be
maintained between +6 to -3 inches which corresponds to a downtomer submergence of {

3.00 and 3.25 feet, respectively. The highest Suppression Pool water level that | !
'

occurred was approximately +3.5 inches (136.5 inches on Ll/LR-1001-604A/B). The ,

level was less than the level corresponding to the maximum Suppression Pool volume of ,

94.000 cubic feet specified by Technical Specification 3.7.A.I.b. A Suppression Pool ,

volume of 94,200 cubic feet corresponds to a level of +6 inches (LR-503B/5049) or 139 i

inches (LI 1001 604A/B). The level was equal to the settings of level switches :
'LS-2351A/B that control the Suppression Pool /HPCI pump suction valves. The automatic

jtransfer of the HPCI pump suction from the Condensate Storage System to the i

Suppression Pool occurred as designed. ; ,

The safeguards Panels V3/31 and Y4/41 were de-energized for approximately 2B minutes. I h
The source of power to Panel Y3/31 is Bus A5 via load center Bus B1 and MCC B17. The |

!

I source of power to Y4/41 is Bus A6 via load center Bus B2 and MCC-BIB. The source of !
{| power to Buses A5 and A6 consist of the UAT (during power operation), the SUT. EDG <

! 'A' (Bus AS) and 'B' (Bus A6), the Shutdown Transformer, or Station Blackout Diesel j4

Generator (Bus A5 or A6). The. Pilgrim Station electrical design includes the re- { ij
energiration of Bus A5/A6 within approximately 13 seconds if a loss of offsite power i i,

and a design basis loss of coolant accident occurs. During the extra period of time '
,

Panels V3 and Y4 were de-energized. the SSW System Loop ' A' and 'B' pumps and RBCCW !

System Loop ' A' and 'B' pumps would not have been capable of automatically starting ;

ias assumed in the design. The manual start function of the puipps was not affected ;

while the panels were de-energized. The significance of the simultaneous tripping of ,

the input breaxers to transformers X55 and X56 was assessed. The assessment
| concluded the loss of power to Panels Y3/31 and/or Y4/41 is detectable. the actions

,

<

,

i

to re-energize the panels is proceduralized, immediate safety functions are not ! ,
'

adversely affected, and the Panels V3/31 and/or Y4/41 can be repowered in sufficient
time to support longer term safety functions. | :

!'

Technical Specification Figure 3.6.2 identifies the RV P-T limits for subcritical !
heatup and cooldown. The P-T limit was exceeded during the cooldown on March 13-14 ; ,

1993. The effects of exceeding the limit was evaluated. The evaluation concluded | ;

the RV did not exceed ASME section !!! structural limits nor did the RV exceed ASME ! i
,

section XI fracture toughness limits. ,

!
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Technical Specification 3.6.A.1 specifies the thermal and pressurization limit shall '
.

not exceed 100 degrees Fahrenheit per hour when averaged over a one hour period i

except when the RV temperatures are above 450 degrees Fahrenheit. The limit was j !
neither exceeded when the temperature was greater than nor was it exceeded when the | |
temperature was less than 450 degrees Fahrenheit. Moreover, the specification also |
specifies the RV flange to adjacent RV shell temperature differential shall not !

exceed 145 degrees Fahrenheit. The limit was not exceeded. |
|

I

This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) because the |attuation of the RPS, although an expected designed response to the load rejection at !

100 percent reactor power, was not planned. This report is also submitted in .

accordance with subpart (a)(2)(iv) because the PCIS and RBIS actuation, although a
|;

designed response to the de-energizing of relays energized from Panels Y3 and Y4, was j r
not planned.

| j
6,

This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) because an
,

i
engineering evaluation for exceeding the RV P-1 limits was not conducted prior to the

g|subsequent plant startup. +
,

This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B) because the de- I
.} energization of safeguards buses 'A' and 'B' for greater than approximately 13 . b f

j seconds is a condition that is outside the Pilgrim Station design bases. This report. || |i is also submitted in accordance with subpart (a)(2)(vii)(B) because the de- !

|l energitation of 120 VAC safeguards Panels Y3 and Y4 affected the automatic pump start
ifunction of Loops 'A' and 'B' of the SSW and RBCCW Systems. [

,

SIMILARITY TO PREVIOUS EVENTS | ;

A review was conducted of Pilgrim Station Licensee Event Reports (LERs) submitted isince January 1984. The revtew focused on LERs submitted in accordance with |10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) that involved a load rejection or similar scram. The review ii

identified similar events reported in LERs 50-293/85-025-00, 90 00B-00 91-024-00, i e

and 92 016-00. l
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For LER 85-025-00, an automatic scram occurred on September 1,1985, at 0521 hours,
while at 32 percent reactor power. At the time of the event, the Main Condenser was |being backwashed and a live washdown of the 345 KV switchyard insulators was being .

performed to reduce arcing due to salt from a coastal storm. A 345 KV phase 'B' ;

insulator, located on the Main Transformer side of ACB 104 disintegrated and i

resulted in a load rejection. The scram was caused by high RV pressure that resulted
Ifrom the load rejection. The cause of the event was due to the forces of nature

(i.e., high winds and salt air). Please note the event occurred while at 32 percent
ieactor power. At that power level, the Turbine first stage pressure was |
approximately 200 psig. An RPS scram signal due to a Turbine Control Valves Fast (

| Closure or Turbine Stop Valves closure would have occurred if the Turbine first stage i

pressure had been greater than 280 psig (i.e., the scram bypass setpoint for 45 |i

f percent of the normal first stage pressure). The scram bypass setpoint was changed i

from 280 psig to 108 psig via modification PDC 87 48 during RF0 #7. (
;

| For LER 90-008 00, an automatic scram due to a load rejection occurred on ;
May 13, 1990, at 1603 hours, while at 100 percent reactor power. The load rejection !'

| was caused by a momentary fault on the offsite 345 KV transmission system. The , ;

! Generator's Loss Of Field Relay 240 detected the fault and immediately tripped the |

Generator without an expected 15 cycle time delay because one of it's components, the 1

I telephone relay coil, was defective. The relay had been calibrated and functionally
&j

I tested on October 26, 1989. At that time, the operation of the cotl was tested in
j accordance with the technical manual. The relay's time delay was built-in and not
| adjustable and was not required to be timed. The relay was installed during plant
j construction (c. 1972). The cause of the open coil was investigated and believed to

i

be a random or age-related failure. The relay is the only one of its type f'

{ (Westinghouse type KLF-1) installed at Pilgrim Station and was replaced with another i

i type KU-l relay having an adjustable time delay. The relay's calibration sheet was
'

revised to include a calibration of the adjustable time delay.
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For LER 91 024 00, a loss of preferred offsite 345 KV power occurred while shut down
on October 30. 1991, at 1942 hours. The event occurred during a severe coastal storm
(i.e., a northeaster). The loss of preferred offsite power occurred about two and *

one half hours af ter a shut down. The loss of preferred offsite power resulted in
designed responses including automatic actuations of the RPS, PCIS, RBIS, and EDGs .

'A' and 'B'. The cause of the loss of preferred offsite power was the flashover of a | ,

345 KV switchyard ACB 104 insulator column and separate cperation of a stuck breaker ! L

circuit. The - flashover was the result of environmental conditions (i.e., salt !
deposited on the insulator) due to a period of sustained dry northeasterly onshore j
winds. The storm that produced the dry winds was rare but more noteworthy was the -

period of sustained dry northeasterly onshore winds. The flashover caused switchyard '

ACBs 103, 104 and 105 to open. ACB 102 opened about 1.4 seconds later and as a
,

result of the actuation of the ACB 105 stuck breaker circuit even though ACB 105 t

opened as designed. The most probable cause of the stuck breaker circuit operation i
was 345 KV electrical noise coupled into the stuck breaker circuit. . Corrective |
actions taken included a washdown of switchyard insulators and the installation of a ! !
high speed recorder to monitor the ACB 105 circuitry. A loss of the secondary source '

' of off site power occurred at 1953 hours and an Unusual Event was declared at 2003
hours. The cause of the loss of 23KV secondary offsite power was also storm related
when a tree fell onto a 23 KV line. Preferred offsite power was restored at 2142 i

hours and the Unusual Event was terminated at 2230 hours.

|For LER 92-016-00, an automatic scram due .to a load rejection occurred on
December 13. 1992, at 1723 hours, while at 48 percent reactor power. At the time of ,

;

the event, the Main condenser was being backwashed because of seaweed transported to I

the intake Structure as a result of severe coastal storm winds and lunar tides. The j
load rejection was caused by 345 KV switchyard flash? vers due to salt deposited ;

durinf the storm. A flashover on the portion of the 345 KV bus located between the '
' !Main Transformer and ACBs 104 and 105 was the most probable cause of the event. A

walkdown of the switchyard for evidence of flashover revealed evidence of arcing on
three bushings installed on the phase 'C' busbar. located between ACBs 102 and 105.

,

'

The bushings were hand cleaned. The salt deposits were removed from 345 KV !switchyard insulators by washing. The unit was returned to consnercial service at
,

{ 1350 hours on December IB, 1992.
!

| ! A review was also conducted of Pilgrim Station LERs submitted since 1984 involving an j

| i unauthoriz?d change of a trip setting. The review identified no instance of a ;

similar event / condition.

|| A review was also conducted of Pilgrim Station reports submitted since 1972 involving
;

1 a RV pressure event with no forced circulation in the RV. The review identified no
| similar event or condition.
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ENERGY INDUSTRY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (EIIS) CODES

The Ells codes for this report are as follows: j
'

\

COMPONENTS CODES j

Circuit Breaker, AC 52 f
Insulator INS ,

Switchgear SWGR ;

Vessel, Reactor RPV j

I
SYSTEMS

l
|

!l Closed / Component tooling Water System (RBCCW) CC
'

! Condensate System SD

| Condenser System SG

| Containment Isolation Control System (PCIS. RBIS) JM

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System JE
,

{ (PCIS, RBIS, RPS)
Feedwater System SJ I-'

[',BJj High Pressure Coolant injection System
Low-Voltage Power System (600V and it s) EC

1 '
SB

| Main Steam SystemMain Turbine System TA

Medium Voltage Power System EA

Plant Protection System (PRS) JC
! Pos* Accident Monitoring System IP t

React e Core Isolation Cooling System BN
.

Reactor Recirculation System AD |
'

Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System CE

Pesidual Heat Removal System (SPC. SDC Modes) B0 !

Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) BH ;

Switchyard System (345 KV) FK ;

Ultimate Heat Sink System (SSW) B5

! !
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h On Septemaer 30.199L with the plant m cold shutdown, an engineennt evaluation was completed which indicated that the 'B'
| Duay Wat Remm aldew Pressure inrection pump (P-34Bi sught have been incapable of pertorming sia recirculation onde function

h!!owing a. Lor.s c Coolant Accident (LOCA). This condition may beve eusted from May 24.1993, while the plant was at power. F
useil plant abuid , on September 9,1993. On September 9, P-34B was declared inoperable due to high awtor end imanng I
temperature. R ngmeencg evaluation to deternune pass operability had been mittated on September 10 after identifymg that the |

couptmg bub on tue pump shaft was mitalled approumately 0.316 anches suo far toward the motor dunng the previous refuciang
outage (IR10). The esaluation cornluded that a greasmg evolution of the couptmg bub on May 24. In conjunchon with the coupimg
reusabrnment, created the degraded pump condihon. P-34B was repaired and returned to service on September 10. The root cause

| of ttus condenon u as deternuned to be inadequate procedural guidance. Correchve actions include reuewmg and revtsing y
; erprepnaie maintenance pusedufes. as necessary.
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A. Plant Statum

As the t me tius condinon was sdentified. Arkanus Nuclear One, Unn One i ANO-1) was in ColJ Shutdow n Reactor
Coolant System (RCS)[ AB) pressure was 210 psig and temperature we 160 degrees. Refuelmg outage IR11 ou ut
progress

B. Event Deanpuun

On September 30, 1993, an engmeenrg evaluauon was compleieJ whah mJicated that the *B" Decay Heat Rsmosal Loa
Prenure injecuan (DHR/LPh [BP] pump t P-34B) might have beca mcapable of perfortrung us recirculation mode function
following a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). His conddion may base ensted from May 24,1993, while the plant was
at power, unut plant shutdown on September 9,1993.

He DHR/LPI sy sicm is designed to remove decay heat from the core and sensible heat from the RCS dunny the last stages ;

of cooldown. It aho proudes a means of automaucally injecting borated water into the reactor sessel for coolmg the core
m the esent of a LOCA Junny powes operanon. Duner operauun, the LPI system maintatns core coolmg t'or large breaks
and operates independent of, and m aJJaion to, the Egh Pressure injecuon System (HPI) [BG|. Normal suction for LPI
o from the Borsted Water Storage Tank (BWST) u nh an alternate suenon from the Reactor Buildmg (RBI sump. This
fnf* the 4 stem the abihty to proude long-term core coolmg in the rectreulanon mode followmg a LOCA af er the BWST,

has been empued

j At 0432 on September 9, w nn RCS temperature at ISO degrees. DHR pump P-34B was placed in operanen in parallel wnh *

i P-34 A, which was already operaung to support RCS cooldown for refuelmg outage [R!l. At 0530, the uuttvarJ mater
| beant g for P 34B alarmeJ on high temperature (180 degrees) anJ the pump u as secureJ_ he pump was run bnefly to
! senty itw the od siinger nng was funcuanmg properly and an oil wmple was analyzeJ which mdicated na abnormal wear
| prwJucts. P-34B was started at 1224, but the outbuard motor beanng temperature again began to increase. At 1430. after

( the pump had been operating for approaimately 2 hours and wtth beanng temperature approactung 190 degrees P-34B wa>
secured and declared moperable. The Techrucal Specifications did not reqmre both DHR pumps to be operable under the

j esisting plant conditions and P 34 A remamed un service. P-34 A had been started at ON2 and had been used conimuously
for RCS cooldown from 280 degrees with no abnormalindicauons. Therefore, its operabihty was not ut question.

| /roubleshootmp effons revealed that there uas no beanng damage and that the pump and motor were not properly
coupled An engineenng evaluauon was iniuateJ to detertrune if any past operabildy concerns taisied P 34b was
reputed and returned to scruce on September 10.

>

Dunny troubleshoonnt efforts. it uas identified that the couphng bub on the pump shaft was mstalled approximately
0 316 inches tao far towarJ the motor. His condinon caused the motor to be pushed off of its snagnetic center in the
cumuarJ Jirecuon. Since the pump thrust beanrg is on the opponne side of the pump from the motor, thermal expanuon
et the pump shaft while pumpmg hot flu Js wou1J push the shaft couphog fartner an the outboarJ direcuorn creaung g

c: :w n:a IN
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mcreased thrust loadmg on the outboarJ motor beanng. Senp charts of outboard motor beaneg temperature response
durmg operauon and sur eJlance teump from 1R10 unul IRll were reviewed to deternune what the beanng's final
stabihzauon temperature woulJ be dunng pump operanon. Motor beanng temperatures are not require J to be matutored
dunng surveillance tentmg by the A5ML code; however, they are recorded and mamtamed by ANO. The nuncillan <>
were successfully dmpleted in s.cordance with procedures before beanng temperature stabilized; however, the atnp chart
J4:4 wa- uscJ to analytica|ly Jetermine subdiz.suon temperature. The data mJacated normal and conmtent beanng
temperatures untd May 24.1993. Dus meluded pump operation at the end of IRIO with RCS temperatures at
approximately 160 degrees. The @uteted beanng stabibzanon temperatures for surveillances conducted after this date
were higher (but acceptablel than thune for survedlances conducted before May 24. A review of mamtenance record.
rescal.J that there had been a spiem mmi-outage on May 24. The on!> work performed on P-34B Juring the outage that
cou!J possibly affect the pump or motor shaft was greasmg of the couphng. This evoluuon consisted of pumpmg grea>e
into the couptmg.11 should be pointeJ out that the couptmg was ' hand packeJ' danng the IRIO assembly. Due to the
mcortocaly installed couphng hub, a nunor assal displacement or "stiffenmg* of the couplmg's asial freedom as a result of
the May 24 greasmg evolution could have been enough to cause the motor shaft shoulder to come mto close prominu'y with
the beanng, subjectmg it to thrust loading which would cause overheatmy of the beanag. The available data indwaies that
P.34B was operaNe and capaNe of periornung all of its design funcuans pnor to May 24.1993, and capable of
performmg its LP! function thereafter. Houes er, the pumps abihty to funcuan in the recirculanon moJe while pumping
hot water from the RB sump is questionaNe after May 24.1993.

C. Root Cause

in order to present thrust loaJ.ng of the motor bearing. it is necessary to couple the motor to the pump with the motor in
its magneuc center. Egnen,: cemer is the posinun the motor would naturally seek if runnmg uncoupleJ. The best way to
deternune magnenc center in to run the mo;or uncoupled. The plant procedure governmg mamtenance of P.34B mstructs
the craf t ta 'menbe the motor shaft in mark magnetic center * pnor to disassembly. At this pomt, the pump and motor are
std) toupleJ, bt not runrung, and there is no guaramee that the notor is actually at sta magneuc center. The unembly
pasuun of the procedure directs the craft ta set the motor shaft to magnetic center before couptmg. The procedure did not
prouJe the necessary guidance for accurately deternutung the motor's magnenc center. Therefore, the root cause of this
condinon was maJequase procedural guidance.

D Correcuve Actions

The P 34B pump and nutor were properly coupled and the pump w as returned to serwce on September 10,1993.

The procedure whsh governs ma.ntenance of the DHR/LPI pumps was reused to melude arpropnate guidance for
iJenutying the momr's magneue center and correctly couphng the pump to the motor.

A reucu of the Jeugn et the Contamment Spray { bel and Rgh Pressure injecunn 'BQ) pumps was conducted whuh
s erified thei (ney were nat tu!neraNe to 1 Jure as a resuh of pump shaft thermal growth resultmg f rom operauun m the

reareulation mode.

Appbcab!c honzontal pump pro,.cJurcs for ANO.I and AM 2 uill be reuewed and changes maJe as necessary to i:!anty
tta cone t method for duerminmg motor magnenc center. This namn udi be completeJ bv January 30.19W ,

< - 3ua n.cn
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I; Safety Sigmficance i

The muni ulet) . igm 6 cant role of the DHR /LP! sy siem is in the event of a LOCA. where one train can produce suf6cient
flew to cool the core m either the mjection or rearculauon mr de.

P-34B wan dciermined to base been capable of performms its LPI function throughout the preuous fuel cycle and canable
of performing its recirculanon mode tunetion unul at least klay 24.1993 However, engineenng evaluation.concludeJ

t
that the pump's ability to perform its re4irculation mode funcimn for longer than two hours subsequent to htay 24 wan-

quesuonable. Subsequent to blay 24. the *A* LPl pump was only unavailable for a short uma durmg one de Ibr ,

suneillance testmg and mmor mamtenance. Since P-348 haJ been proven operable prmt to ilus surveillanse and w4. ;
. capable el perfornung sis mjection funeuen as well en at least two hours in the recirculation numle (as demonstrated on
September 9). ample time woulJ have been available to restore P-34A to operable status. Considermg that there was no i
penud of ume that both LPl pumps were unava.lable to perform their design funcuons as a result of this condition, its !
safety sagruficance is considered to be low.

.

AJJitional mformation regardmg the reliability of ANO 1 Emergency Core Coolmg Systems will be included in LER '

50-313'93 005-00. which dacunes deficiencies associated with the RB aurrp.
.

|

T. Basis For Reportability
|

Tc6hmcal Speci6 canon 3.3. I requires that two LPl pumps be operable wheneser Contamrnent integnty is requireJ. |
Techmeal Speutieanun 3.3.6 requires that it the condinons of 3.3.1 cannot be met, reactor shutdown shall be truusted and j

the reactor shall be in has shutJown conJition withm 36 hours and m colJ shutdown within an additional 72 hours. Sm e
P-34B has been consen ain ely considered moperable from hlay :!4.1993 unul September 9,1993 m hile contamment *

mierney u as requireJ and reactor shutJnwn was not mitiated tha condition is considered reportable pursuant to !

10CfR50.73 tag:)(o(Bs as operanon prohibited by 'lechnical Speci6 canons. l

.
1

G. AJJiuonal information !

There have been r.o previous sinular events reported where de6cient maintenance procedures have resulted in the I
mnperability of a safety related pump as a result ofimproper pump to motor coupling.

,

Energy Industr3 Informaimn system (Ells) codes are idenu6cd in the text by [XX).
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On August 2, 1993, at 1226 hours, the Unit 2 reactor tripped as a result of a
main turbine trip, caused by a spurious actuation of the Exhaust Hood High
Temperature Trip switches. Investigation revealed that eight of nine Exhaust
Hood High Temperature Trip Switch serpoints were found to be significantly
below the normal trip setpoint. Investigation of the event determined that
the method used to calibrate the switches may have caused the setpoint to be
arteadjusted, and that vibration can cause a downward shift in the setpoint.
These factors, combined with a slight increase in hood temperatures and
vibration levels which resulted from the removal of a main condenser half from
service, are believed to have caused the spurious trip.

To prevent recurrence, the Main Turbine Enhaust Hood high temperature turbine
trip was disabled. Written instructions for a manual turbine trip on receipt
of a verified Main Turbine Exhaust Hood Extreme High Temperature Alarm have
replaced the defeated automatic trip.
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i
conditions Prior to Occurrence

Unit 2 was operating in Mode 1 at 70.5 percent of Rated Thermal Power. l

Condenser '8' North water box had been removed from service within the
previous 15 minutes.

Descrirtion of Event

on August 2, 1993, at 1226 hours, the Unit 2 reactor (E115/JE) tripped as a
recult of a Main Turbine (E!IS/TA) Exhaust Hood high temperature trip.

Following the turbine / reactor trip sequence, Iturbine (E128/TA-TRS) trip,
opening of the resetor trip breakers (E118/JE-BKR), insertion of reactor
controi rode (EIIS/BA-P), and automatic start of the auxiliary feedwater pumpe
(EIIS/BA-Pi], Operatione personnel immediately implemented Emergency Operating
Procedure 2 OHP 4023.E-O to verif y proper response of the automatic protection
systems and to assess plant conditions for appropriate recovery actions.

Abnormalities noted during the event included:

Feedwater valves (E!!S/BA-FCV) from the East Motor Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump
(E!IS/RA) throttled further than expected af ter receiving a flow retention
signal, requiring operator action to maintain correct flow rates. The
Aurillary Feedwater (Arw) flows from the other motor-driven and turbine-driven
pumps .<ere not affected and delivered flow in excess of that required for
safety analysis concerns. Flow switches were subsequently recalibrated and
flow retention intermediate valve positions were reset.

Main Steam Isolation valves (Ells /SB-!SV) started drif ting closed following
the reactor trip. The valves were promptly reopened. A review of several
past trip reports indicates that this is not unusual and is an expected
consequence following a trip due to actuator design. No corrective actione
are planned.

Cause of Event

The turbine trip was initiated by a spurious actuation of the Turbine Exhaust
Hood High Temperature Switches. Eight of nine switch actuation setpoints were
found to be significantly lower than as-left condition recorded in August,
1992 when they were last calibrated.

i
i

The investigation of this event found that the calibration accuracy is
affected by the ability to position the switch for bench calibration precisely
as it will be pcsitioned in the field. Any difference will affect the
accuracy of the calibration. Calibration accuracy is also susceptible to the
method by which heat is applied to the switch sensing element. The method
used in the previous calibration (application of heat using a heat gun) may
have allowed a dif f erence to exist between the temperature sensed by the j

i

- . - .
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cause of Event fCont*di

sensing element of the switch and that sensed by the calibration standard. It
was also demonstrated by test that vibratien can cause the switch to actuate
below its setpoint.

Just 15 minutes prior to the event. cooling water to the "B" North Low
Pressure Turbine (LPT) Condenser half was isolated to permit inspection for
tube leakage. Demoval of a condenser half from service has the effect of
increasing hood temperature on the associated LPT and can also increase
vibration levels. Although slightly elevated, both vibration and hood
temperatures remained well within operating limits. However, the slight
increase in these parameters, combined with the lower than normal as-found
switch setpoints and the tandency of the switches to actuate prematurely when ,

subjected to vibration, is believed to have caused the spurious trap.

Analysis of Event

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph
(a)(2)(iv), as an event that resulted in an unplanned automatic actuation of
the Engineered Safety Features, including the Reactor Protection System.

The automatic protection responses, including reactor trip and its associated
actuations were verified to have functioned properly as a result of the

,
reaeter trip signal. Feedwater valves from the East Hotor Driven Aumallary
Feed Pump, which throttled f urther than expected, were under the control of'

the reactor operator, and readjusted se required in accordance with the
reactor t r ap response procedure (E-0). The main steam isolation valves, which
started drifting closed, were reopened promptly. Based on the above, it is
concluded that the event did not Anvolve an unreviewed safety question as
defined in 10 CFR 50.59(a)(2) nor did it adversely impact the health and
safety of the public.

punctive Actions

A revaew by AEPSC and ABB personnel determined that the Turbine Exhaust Hood
, high temperature trap served no safety-related function. The trip had beenI

craginally installed as a means of tripping the turbine in the event of
generator motoring, to prevenij damage to the turbine generator. Following
this review, the automatic main turbine trip from high exhaust hood
temperature was disabled and replaced with instructions for a manual main -
turbine trip. On receipt of a Main Turbine Exhaust Hood Extreme High
Temperature Alarm, and after verifying the extreme high temperature condition
per the revised annunciator response procedure, the operator will trip the

I turbine.

| The calibration method for the Turbine Exhaust Hood high temperature trip has
i

been modified to use a water bath for heat application to provide assurance of

f a uniform heat medtum.
\

. . . . ~ . .
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corrective Actions (Cont'd)

Balance weights were added to the main turbine during unit startup to reduce
vibration levels.

The East Motor Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump flow switches were recalibrated and
flow retention intermediate valve positions were reset.

Failed comoonent Identifica @
Plant Designation Low Pressure Turbine Exhaust Hood

Temperature Switch Thermal Sensors
Manufacturer Mercoid Corp.
Model DA-37-804-6
E!!8 Codes EIIS/TA-TS

Previous Similar Events

None
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on 10/12/93 Unit I was operating at 100 percent power and Unit 2
was in a refueling outage with all fuel removed from the reactor
vessel. At 1507 hours, Unit i experienced a large loss of offsite
load when ten offsite feed breakers in the Beaver Valley switchyard
opened as a result of an inadvertent underfrequency system
separation actuation. The load reduction caused the Unit 1 turbine
to trip on mechanical overspeed and resulted in a High Flux Rate

j
t Reactor Trip. The opening of the switchyard feed breakers and the

resultant Unit 1 generator trip resulted in a loss of offsite power
to Units 1 and 2. Both Unit 1 Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs),
and the required Unit 2 EDG, started and supplied their required
loads. Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater actuated due to Low-Low Steam
Generator Levels resulting from the Reactor Trip. Unit 1 was

a stabilized using the Emergency operating Procedures. Following
realignment of switchyard breakers, offsite power was restored to
both units by 1522 hours. On 10/13/93, following a Unit 1
containment inspection, a Reactor Coolant Sie tem Pressure Boundary
Leak was discovered on the Loop 1A cold leg vent valve RC-27. A
Technical Specification Required cooldown was initiated and Mode 5 .

was entered at 0304 hours on 10/14/93.
I
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{ DESCRIPTION OF EVENT I

IOn October 12, 1993 Beaver Valley Unit I was operating at 100
: percent power with normal station loads being supplied from the

|' unit station service transformers. Unit 2 was in the Fourth
Refueling Outage with all of the fuel removed from the reactor

1 vessel and stored in the spent fuel pool. Required Unit 2
k electrical loads were being supplied from offsite power via
[ backfeed through the main unit transformer. Power was also

available to Unit 2 via the 2A system station service transformer.
I The 2B system station service transformer was removed from service

for maintenance.

it 1507 hours, Unit 1 experienced a loss of the majority of its,
'

stectrical load when ten offsite feed breakers in the Beaver Valley
y svitchyard opened unexpectedly. The loss of these offsite
! bre.akers , which it.cluded the in-service Beaver Valley Unit 2 main
j> output breaker (PCB 362) and one Unit 1 output breaker (PCB 341),

caused Unit 1 generator load to dro from approximate 1 810 not MWe
to 85 net MWe. The loss of oad caused the tur ine speed to
increase until the turbine tripped on mechanical overspeed
(setpoint 1998 rpm). The Turbine Overspeed Protection (OPC) trip

! actuation operated but was not required since the turbine had
already tripped on mechanical overspeed. Historical computer data
from the event indicated turbine peak speed at 2051 rpm. The
increased turbine speed caused an increase in generator output
frequency forcing a corresponding increase in the Reactor Coolant

'
Pump (RCP) speed. A transient Reactor Coolant System flow increase
resulted from the RCP speed change. This flow transient translated

[ into a positive reactivity change leading to a High Flux Rate
Reactor Trip. All Control Rods inserted fully,-

i

r Following the Unit 1 Reactor Trip, the No. 1 Emergency Diesel
d Generator (EDG) auto-started, due to Train A Emergency 4KV bus (AE)

undervoltage; however, the. undervoltage condition was not,
- sufficient to require the AE bus to shed its loads and cause EDG

sequencing. All three Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Pumps (two motor
driven and one steam driven) auto-started due to the shrink in
steam generator levels. All three Reactor Coolant Pumps tripped on
bus underfrequency as the Main Unit Generator speed reduced.
Thirty seconds following the turbine trip, the generator output
breakers opened as designed. The Unit 1 Main Unit Generator had
been the only normal power source for Unit 1 and Unit 2 electrical
loads since the underfrequency separation scheme actuated. When
the Unit 1 generator tripped, Unit 1 and 2 both experienced a loss
of offsite power.

|
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Following the loss of offsite power, Unit I normal 4KV busses I

I

de-energized and shed their loads, and the Unit 1 No. 2 EDG
started. Both Unit 1 EDGs then properly sequenced loads on their

| respective busses as designed, including charging, river water, |
I

| component cooling, and AFW pumps. Unit 1 operators stabilized the I
! plant using the Emergency Operating Procedures (ECPs). Initially,
l a natural circulation cooldown was established as no power was
I available for the Reactor Coolant Pumps. The Main Steauline
|

Isolation Valves were closed manually, in accordance with Emergency
operating Procedure E-0, as there was no position indication

;

; available for the Reheater Steam Supply Isolation Valves during the
loss of offsite power. Operators then utilized Steam Generator
Atmospheric Steam Release Valves to remove decay heat and control
the cooldown. At 1517 hours, the Duquesne Light Company System
operations Department restored offsite power by re-closing the
switchyard breakers. The Unit 1 control room crew then ertablished
forced Reactor Coolant System cooling by starting Reactrer Coolant;

i Pump 1C. The AE and DF emergency busses were realigned to offsite
power and the EDGs were secured.

!f At the initiation of the event at Unit 2 (prior to the loss of
| !- offsite power) the standby Primary Component Cooling Water Pump
| ( 2 CCP-P21C) auto-started on low header pressure, the Unit 2, 2-1H i

i t Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) started on degraded bus voltage, (

[ and the 2A and 2B normal 4KV busses transferred to offsite power. i

i The dual unit Control Room Emergency Pressurization System actuated ]
' due to a loss of voltage to the Control Room Area Radiation Monitor j
h 2RMC-RQ201. Following the Unit 1 main unit generator trip and the

resultant loss of offsite power, the Unit 2, Train A emergency 4KV
bus (2AE) shed its loads and the Unit 2, 2-1 EDG properly sequenced
all available loads. Low Head Safety injection Pump 2 SIS-P21A
auto-started via the EDG sequencer as designed, but no water was
injected since the discharge valves were closed for refueling. The
pump was secured eighty-four seconds after it started. The Unit 2
Train B emergency 4KV bus (2DF) and associated 2-2 EDG had been
removed from service for outage related maintenance and were not
repired to be operable. Following restoration of offsite power at
Unit 2 (1522 hours), the 4KV system was reenergized and the Train A"

normal to emergency 4KV tie breakers were closed. The Unit 2, 2-1
EDG was unloaded and output breaker opened at 1535 hours.

Following the Reactor Trip, Unit I was in Hot Standby, Mode 3. At
0345 hours, on October 13, 1993, a Unit I containment entry was"

made to perform routine, post trip, leak inspections. During this
inspection, a leak was identified at the Loop 1A Cold Leg Vent
Valve (RC-27). This valve is also used as a connection point for
disc pressurization for isolating the 1A reactor coolant loop. A
subsequent entry was made to perform more detailed inspections. A
review of photographs and discussion by Mechanical Maintenance and
operations, led to the conclusion that potential Pressure Boundary
Leakage existed.
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[ Unit 1 then commenced a cooldown to Cold Shutdown per Technical
Specifica*'on 3.4.6.2.a, and declared an Unusual Event per the

; .

Emergency Preparedness Plan. Unit 1 entered Mode 5 at 0304 hours
on October 14, 1993 and the Unusual Event was terminated at that

t time. Upon inspection, RC-27 was found to have a through-wall crack

[ at the fillet veld, verifying Pressure Boundary Leakage.
i.

li

) CAUSE OF EVENT

|| The cause of the loss of offsite power event was personnel error,
o A three man Electrical Maintenance crew, consisting of a Crew
P Leader, an Electrical Maintenance Technician, and a Senior
[ Engineer, were performing scheduled outage maintenance on Unit 2
y Main Output Breaker PCB 352. During the verification of auxiliary

contact alignment of the PCB 352 breaker, an inadvertent'

application of 125 Volt DC actuated an underfrequency separation!

; scheme in the Beaver Valley switchyard. This resulted in the
| opening of seven 345 KV feed breakers (including Unit 1 Main Unit

Output Breaker PCB 341) and three 138 KV feed breakers, initiating"

the loss of electrical load at Unit 1.i

r

n A cracked mechanical linkage, for the center stack auxiliary
' contacts of breaker PCB 352, was replaced the morning of October

12, 1993. At 1400 hours, during timing tests of the breaker's
mechanism, the Beaver Valley Relay Group Supervisor notified the
maintenance crew that reset relays associated with PCB 352, located !'

in the Unit 2 Relay Room, were overheating. It was determined that
h the auxiliary contacts [n located in the center stack of a three

stack assembly, were the wrong position. This caused the'

operate and reset coils of the reset relays in the relay room to be
resulting in overheating. The

simultaneouslyksually checked the auxiliary contacts ofenergized
h. maintenance crew then y

PCB 352 on the stack where the cracked arm was replaced. They
,

determined that the stack's shaft was rotated out of position. The
problem was corrected and the auxiliary contact linkage
reassembled. Using a multimeter on continuity scale and site j
electrical prints, the crew then started checking the three 1

auxiliary contacts connected to this linkage for other possible
misalignment problems. During this verification, underfrequency
tripping relays were actuated when 125 Volt DC from one set of
contacts was inadvertently connected to another set of contacts in
the underfrequency separation scheme, via the multimeter.

,_
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j The cause of the Unit 1 Pressure Bount'.ary Leak was determined to be fdue to a fillet weld failure. Samples of pipe removed from RC-27
i were sent to a laboratory for failure analysis. The results

indicated that the weld failed due to the presence of an imbedded'

flaw that propagated inward and outward, causing a through-wall
I crack. RC-27 was inspected during the last refueling outage (9R)
j in response to a vendor recommendation concerning disc ;

pressurization line socket weld cracking. A linear indication was i
found at that time and was believed to have been satisfactorily;

I repaired. A minor design change was also implemented in 9R to
reduce the pipe length, thereby reducing the probability of pipe,

i failure due to cyclic loads.
.

f'
- CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
.

The following corrective actions have been initiated as a result of |

the event: j

1. Detailed root cause analyses were performed to determine the !*

cause of the switchyard transient and Reactor Coolant System |

leak.

2. Interim administrative controls over work performed in the
Beaver Valley switchyard were issued that require Operations
Department approval of all work activities in the switchyard. |

3. Long term administrative controls governing work in the
switchyard will be established by the managers responsible for
switchyard activities.

4. The Underfrequency System Separation scheme in the Beaver
Valley switchyard has been disabled. At the time the

y

separation scheme was implemented, there was sufficiente

electrical load available in the local vicinity to maintain
Beaver Valley Unit 1 on-line and separated from the rest of
the system. As a result of load changes, this separation
scheme is no longer valid.

5. Unit 1 Loop 1A Cold Leg Vent Valve (disc pressurization
connection) RC-27 was removed, plugged, capped, and Velded.
All other disc pressurization taps penetrating loop stop
valves were inspected at both Beaver Valley units and found to
be satisfactory. Samplen removed from RC-27 indicate that the ,

failure was due to an imbedded flaw. Further evaluation will I

be performed to determine the need for additional corrective i

aetions. !
i

!
,
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i REPORTABILITY

Beaver valley Units 1 and 2 reported the Reactor Trip and Dual Unit
Loss of offsite Power to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, via the
Esergency Notification System, at 1843 hrs on October 12, 1993, and.

Unit I reported the Unusual Event at 0811 hours on October 13,
| 1993. The Unit 1 Reactor Trip and Dual Unit Loss of Offsite Power

were reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72.b.2.ii. (Reactor'

Protection System and Engineered Safety Feature Actuations) and the
Unit 1 Unusual Event was reported in accordance with the Emergency
Preparedness Plan and 10 CFR 50.72.b.1.1.A. (Technical,

i Specification Required Shutdown). This written re50.73.a.2.iv. port is being, submitted in accordance with 10 CFR and 10 CFR
! 50.73.a.2.1.
|

! SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
t

i There were minimal safety implications at Units 1 or 2 as a result
of this event. At Unit 1 the Reactor Protection System functioned,

as designed and actuated a reactor trip. The operating crew,

successfully stabilized the plant following the reactor trip using
the Emergency Operating Procedures. Normal post-trip evaluations,

were performed and all ESF equipment was determined to have,

'

functioned as designed. The event is bounded by the following" Updated Final Safety Analysis (UTSAR) Sections and plant response
! was deemed to be within the analysis results and conclusionst
| f 14.1.7 (Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip),

14.1.8 (Loss of Normal Feedwater), 14.1.11 (Loss of Offsite Power
to the Station Auxiliaries (Station Blackout)), 14.1.12 (Turbine -

| Cenerator Accidents), and 14.2.9 (Complete Loss of Forced Coolant
y Flow).
I Unit 2 was in a Refueling Outage with all of the fuel removed from
p the reactor vessel and stored in the spent fuel pool. The 2-2
b Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) and the Train B emergency 4KV bus

were on clearance. On the loss of off-site power all required +Train A station loads were properly sequenced by the 2-1 EDG. AtUnit 2 the event was bounded by UFSAR Section 15.2 6 (Loss of
Nonemergency AC Power to the Plant Auxiliaries (Loss of Offsite
Power}}.

t There were also minimal safety implications to the public as a'

result of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary leakage. All
leakage was contained inside the Containment Building. Recent'

Reactor Coolant System Water Inventory Balance Tests, prior to the
event, had shown .inidentified leakage at less than 0.1 gpa. This
event was bounded by Unit 1 UFSAR Section 14.3.1 (Loss of Reactor
Coolant Frca Small Ruptured Pipes or From Cracks in Large Pipes

| Which Actuates Emergency Core Cooling System). Emergency Core'

| Cooling was not actuated for this event.e

. . _ ,
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b DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY

. Soth Unit i emergency diesel generators and the operable Unit 2
emergency diesel generator, properly started and sequenced all'

| available loads at the proper times as designed for a loss of
. offsite power. The following is a summary of the past 20, 50 and
i, 100 start and load demands for Unit 1 and 2 emergency diesel
! generators, trended in accordance with NUMARC 87-00 Rev. 1,

h Appendix D (Data as of September 30, 1993):

Number of Valid Failures
Rallability = 1 - Rdaber of Valla Demands

Unit 1

Past 20 Start Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/20
Past 50 Start Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/50
Past 100 start Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/100

Past 20 Load Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/20
Past 50 Load Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/50
Past 100 Load Demands: 0.99 = 1 - 1/100

Unit 2

Past 20 Start Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/20
Past 50 Start Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/50
Past 100 Start Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/100

Past 20 Load Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/20
Past 50 Load Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/50
Past 100 Load Demands: 1 = 1 - 0/100

Note: Subsequent to this summary, Unit 2 experfenced relay failures
on both diesel generators, which are not listed above but wouldsafety inject 1on signal.have prevented sequencer loading on a
These will be reported in a subsequent Unit 2 Licensee Event Report
on the diesel generator failures.
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i. PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS |
i

No similar events have previously occurred at Beaver Valley Units 1 !
e
I and 2 involving a reactor trip and loss of offsite power. j

Unit i has previously reported two events involving a required ||
plant shutdown due to Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure j

Boundary leakage

I 1. LER 1-88-016 " Unit Shutdown Due to Pressure Boundary
Leakage." This event involved a failed weld on the line near !
an RCS seal injection drain valve.

i 2. LER 1-91-002 "Reactetc Coolant System Pressure Boundary Leakage i,
Results in Plant Shutdown." This event involved the failure [
of a socket weld on the Loop 1B Cold Leg Vent Valve (disc |-
pressurization connection). .
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1993, at 0717 hours with Unit 2 in Mode 1, 100 percent power, an

- . .e
On April 16,
automatic reactor trip occurred as a result of a turbine trip. Emergency
procedures were t u ared and insnediate actions were perf ormed. Subsequent 1 ,,

the operating crese became concerned with the reactor coolant system (RCS)
coo 1Bown when temperature decreased to approximately 540 degrees r. To reduce
the Steam Generator feedwater addition rate and stabilize the RCS temperature
the ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry was reset and the Auxiliary
Feed Water (ATW) pumps were secured before steam generator levels were
restored above the automatic start setpoint. Defeating the automatic start
capability of the Arv pumps is prohibited by Technical Specifications. A 4
hour report was made to the NRC at 1055 hours pursuant to 10CFR50.72
(b) (2) (ii) 6 (iii) ( A) . Th9 event is reportable as an Engineered Safety
Feature System actuation pursuant to 10CrR50.73 (a)(2)(iv) & (v).

The cause of the turbine trip / reactor trip was a malfunction in the main
generator voltage regulator circuit ry. The cause of defeating the ArW system

during the event was a result of personnel error.

No sir 31ficant safety consequences resulted from the reactor trip because
reactor protection saf ety systems responded as designed. Disabling the AFW

pumps did not present a significant safety consequence because the heat sink
was maintained throughout the event. Therefore, the health and safety of the

public were not affected at any time duiing this event.
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on April 16, 1993, at 0717 hours with Unit 2 in Mode 1, 100 percent power, an
,

automatic reactor trip occurred f rom a turbine trip due to a malfunction in |

the main generator voltage regulator circuitry (EIIS System TB, Component TG).
)Energency procedures were entered and immediate actions were performed. The
i

Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (ArW) (EIIS Systen BA, Component P) automatically |
started on Lo Lo Steam Generator (SG) (EIIS System AB, Component SG) level. |
During subsequent recovery actions of the reactor trip response procedure it i

was noted that the reactor coolant system (RCS) was experierncing a cooldown
due to feeding the SGs with relatively cold wate r f rom the Arw system. The

j
operating crew became concerned with the RCS (EZIS System AB) cooldown rate j

when temperature decreased to approximately 540 degrees F. To reduce the SG ;

feedwater (EIIS System SJ) addition rate and stab 111 e the RCS temperature,
the ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (EIIS System JC) was reset, and
the AFw pumps were secured in a manner that rendered them inoperable before SG
1evels were restored above the automatic start setpoint.

After securing the ArW, Main reed Water (KrW) was the makeup water source for
the SGs. Subsequently, approximately 19 minutes later, the emergency
procedure reader noticed that the ArW pump status did not conform to the
appropriate emergency procedure step and immediately notified the Shift
Supervisor ($$) who directed the pumps to be returned to AUTO. Defeating the
automatic start capability of the ATW pumps is prohibited by Technical
Specifications. A 4 hour report was made to the NRC at 1055 hours pursuant to
10CTR50.72 (b) (2) (ii) & (iii) (A) . The event is reportable as an Engineered
Safety Feature System actuation pursuant to 10CTR50.73 (a) (2) (iv) & (v).

?_c sic-nin eme* Kafety crn..%.nr,= m m4 Teitratinn,

No significant safety consequences resulted from the reactor trip because
reactor protection safety systems responded as designed. No significant
safety consequences resulted f rom disabling the ArW pumps for approximately 19
minutes because the heat sink was maintained throughout the event. The ArW
pumps could have been made available inmediately by manual operator action.
The ArW system was always under the cognisance of Licensed Operator. Main
feedwater was also available throughout the event and used to provide makeup
t o t he SGs . Therefore, the health and safety of the public were not affected
at any time during this event.

3_0 Pau.e cf the rvent

The cause of the turbine trip / reactor trip was the result of a malfunction in
the main generator voltage regulator circuitry. An exciter fleid fdtcing
condition, which led t3 the trip, was attributed to a combination of erratic
behavior of the Minimum Excitation Limite r (MEL), and/or voltage Error
Detector (VEO) and failure of the damping card due to a corroded gain

,

( potentiometer wit hin the logic drawer of the voltage regulator.
|

I
l

|

|

|
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The cause of defeating the Arw system was personnel error. Insufficient
command and control of the unit trip response and inadequate consnunications {
between the operations crew members resulted in defeating the Arw pump, when a
valid start signal was present, ,

i
The policy associated with defeating equipment or system automatic safety ,

functions was ad s unde r s tood. In addition, management expectation of
comanunications and problem solving using all crew members was not ef fectively |
conveyed. F

4_o ' = <t t a m enreert4v. areinn.

An inspection of the turbine / generator was perf ormed to determine the extent ,

of the voltage regulator malfunction. operating parameters from the voltage !

regulator were gathered for analysis. ;

i
rollowing the reactor t rip Emergency Procedure 2-E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety [
Injection, was entered and the immediate actions performed. The Shift 1

Supervisor immediately directed that the Arw pumps be returned to the i
automatic position when the condition was identified.

%_o 1444 t t enm1 enrr retwe Ameinns

i

Troubleshooting pf the voltage regulator circuitry determined that the MEL,
'

vr.0, and damping cards were not operating properly and were replaced. In

addition, an imbalance on the firing circuit drawers was corrected and the
overencitation protection set point was recalibrated. The vendor electtical r

maintenance procedure was enhanced to include preventative paintenance i

activities.

The individuals involved with the Arw pump condition were coached on the i

station's policy for defeating equipment automatic functions. These |
individuals were removed from licensed daties and received remediated training 6

designed to enhance their control room communication skills and their
understanding of the control room command and control structure during
emerger.cy procedure implementation. ;

)
i(_0 Artienn te Prevene Perurrence

The actions taken regarding the voltage regulator are suf ficient to preclude |
,(|recurrence.

poquirements are in place to ensure the event is discussed in the Licensed
Ioperator F.equalification Program. A root cause was performed and corrective

actions are being reviewed by management f or implementation as appropriate. |

The training reviews and the actions taken regarding the individuals involved j
are sufficient to preclude recurrence.

I

-
.

|

|
J
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LER N2-66-006-00 identified a reactor trip f rom a turbine trip as a result
actuation of a maan generator differential lockout relay upon loss of an '

excitation field signal. The signal was caused by failure of the permanent
o.agnet generator in the main generator eacitation system.

e_0 m itinen1 inf m atinn

Component failuree resulting from the automatic reactor trip included: Source
Range Channel N31 failed low, IA Feedwater Hester relief valve lifted and
would not reset until the feedwater heater was isolated and depressurized, and
the "B* MFW Pump breaker indicating lights did not work in the Control Room.

Corrective actions inc3uded replacement of the Source Range Channel detector,
1A reedwater Heater relief valve, and the "B" MFW Pump breaker lights.

Unit I was in Mode 3, hot standby, returning to power operationJ following a
refueling outage and war not affected by the event.
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McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 2 05000 370 1 OF 19

TITLE (4)A Unit 2 Reactor Trip Occurred Due To A Loss Of Offsite Power Caused By A Possible
Unanticipated Environmental Interaction, vendor Fabrication Deficiency, Deficient
Documentation. Inadecuate Surveillance Procrare. And An Inacerocriate Action.
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On December 27, 1993, Unit 2 experienced a loss of bus line 28 due to a failed
insulator. This was followed by a f ailure of the Unit 2 Turbine Generator to runbeck.
Bus line 2A subsequently tripped on an overcurrent condition. A Peactor Trip o. curred
at 2207 due to a Power Range High Flum Rate signal, followed by a Turbine Generator
trip and the opening of the 2A Generator breaker. This resulted in a loss of Unit .
offsite power. The subsequent cooidown resulted in a Safety Injection and Main Steam
(SM) line isolation at 2214. Valve 2SM-5, EM Isolation valve Steam Line B, failed to

close fully, resulting in the 28 Steam cenerator emptying. Control Rocsa personnel
declared an Unusual Event at 2222. As a conservative measure, CPS Control Room
personnel activated the Technical Support Center, Operatione Support Center, and
staffed the Emergency Operations racility. Offsite power was restored to Unit 2 at
approximately 2343. Causes of Possible Unanticipated Environmental Interaction, Vendor
fabrication Deficiency, Deficient Documentation, Inadequate Surveillance Program, and
inappropriate Action are assigned to the event. Unit was in Mode 1 (Power Operation)

at 100 percent power, prior to the event. Corrective actions included repairs to the

failed SM isolation valve and replacement of the failed bus line insulator. Unit 2
returned to Mode 2 (Startup) operation on January 6, 1994, at approximately 2200.

-.r. ...
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I

:

l

EVALUATIOIs

| ,

Becaground |

|
'

|

McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 2, consists of the generating unit and auxiliary equipment. ! {
The unit generates power at a voltage of 24KV that is deliveres through two half-size i

'

step-up transforloere [EIIS XMFR] to the McGuire $25KV switchyard [EIISIFK] Dy overhead
transmission lines. The output of the unit is then delivered into the Duke transmission

system through switchyard power circuit breakers (PCB) (EIIS 52] in a breaker and a half (
configuration and transmission lines. !

! !

The f ollowing discussion describes the intended response of the turbine [EIIS TRB] I
#

generater after a loss of one bus lines

| I

In the event a fault occurs in one of the two independent circuits, the switching |
station PCB and the generator PCB in the affected circuit trip. The 6.9KV Normal |

Auxiliary Power System switchgear assemblise normally being fed f rom the af fected !
circuit automatically transfer to the full-size auxiliary transformer supplied from j

the other independent circuit. The generator automatically runs back to half load,
,

thereby maintaining non-interrupted ties between the transmission system and the
r

6.9KV Normal Auxiliary Power System, which is supplied from one auxiliary
transformer during this per .od.

!
t

Main steam (SM) (EIIS 58] isolation valves (MSIV) [EIISs!SV] are provided in each Steam
Generator (S/G) [EIIS SG) stents line immediately downstream of the code safety valves
[EIIS RV) to isolate each individual S/G in the event of a steam line rupture. The MSIVs
close on high-high Containment pressure ana/or on high steam line pressure rate of change

'or low steam line pressure as the result of a SM line rupture between the S/G and the
'Turbine (EIIS TRS] steam stop valves [EIIS V).

i

Description of Rvent j

!On December 27, 1993, at 2206, Unit 2 Operations (OPS) Control Room (C/R) [EIISsNA)
personnel received an annunciator [EZIS: ANN] alarm [EZIS ALM] for loss of bus line 28. At * *

|; the ti.me the annunciator was received, Unit 2 was operating in Mode 1, at 100 percent
I

power. The only significant equipment not in service at the time of the event was valve
*SV-7, "C" SM Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV), which was tagged out for implementation '

|
|

!

| |

'
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of a Nuclear Station Modification (NSM). At the time 2B bus line was lost, OPS C/R

personnel observed that the Turbine / Generator (T/G) [EIIS TG] was not running back as i

|designed.
|

While OPS C/R personnel were in the process of initiating a manual T/G load reduction, but
prior to any actual manual load reduction, bus line 2A was also lost. A Reactor trip

occurred due to a Power Range High Flux Rate signal. The Reactor trip was followed by a
T/C trip and the opening of the 2A generator breaker. This resulted in a loss of Unit 2
offsite power. At this point CPS C/R personnel laplemented the Unit 2 emergency
procedures, beginning wiah procesure EP/2/A/5000/01, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection.

The loss of power to 4.16KV essential busses 2 ETA and 2ETB caused the Train 2A and 2B
Blackout logic to be initiated. Emergency Diesel Generators (D/C) [EIISs EK] 2A and 25 were
automatically started as designed and when the D/G 2A and 2B breakers closed, both Unit 2
4.16KV vital busses were re-energized. The Reactor Coolant (NC) [EIIS AB] Pumps [EIISsP), |

wnich are supplied f rom non-vital power, coasted down. Plant cooldown proceeded by

natural circulation.

Both the Train 2A and 2B Mt- r |EIISsM0] Driven (MD) Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) 0,IIStBA]
pumpe, along with the Turbine Driven (TD) CA pump, started and supplied water to the s/Gs.

NC system temperature and pressure quickly dropped below no load values following the
Reactor trip. This was due to the introduction of CA system flow into the 8/Go and steam
demand. Those steam demands include various steam line drain valves which are downstreats
of the MSIVs, that fail open on a loss of power, and valve 25M-15, SM supply to Moisture
separator Reheaters Block, which failed as is on a loss of power. An NSM had been
implemented to allow the steam line drains upstream of the MSIVe to f ail closed upon a
loss of power.

NC system temperature and pressure continued to decrease and by 2214, a Safety Injection
(SI) on low Pressuriser (PIR) [EIISIPIR) pressure occurred. The low PIR pressure SI
signal was followed immediately by a low steam line pressure sI signal. With steam line
pressure at the low pressure setpoint, a SM Isolation signal was also generated at 2214,
to isolate the steam lines.

Following the SM isolation the NC system cooldown continued due to continuing CA system
flow and decreasLng steam pressure. CPS C/P personnel, while responding to the cooldown,

Appendix F LER No. 370/93-008
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t

noted that valve 28M-5, MsIV Steam Line 8, was not fully closed. It was later determined

that valve 2sH-7 MsIV steam Line A, exhibited some leakage, although to a much smaller

degree than valve 28M-5. At approximately this same time personnel were dispatched to

attempt to manually close valves 2sM-5, 2sM-15, along with valves 2sM-83, 89, 95, and 101

(A,8,C,D SM Line Drain). Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel subsequently placed |
air line jumpers on valvas 2sM-83, 89, 95, and 101, in an attempt to close these valves. I

It was later determined that this action actually opened valves 2sM-83, 89, 95, and 101,

rather than closed them. This action had no appreciable effect on the cooldown rate.

At 2222 the OPS Shift Supervisor declared a Notification of Unusual Event (NOUE) in !

accordance with the McGuire Nuclear Station Emergency Plan. During the notification

process the state / County notification form from procedure RP/0/A/5700/01, Notification of

Unusual Event, was also sent to the NRC. Procedure RP/0/A/5700/10, NRC Inusediate i

Notification Requirements, was not completed at that time. |

At 2223 CA system flow was stopped to all four S/Gs in accordance with the emergency

procedures, and with valve 2SM-5 partially open, 28 S/G began to empty. OPS C/R personnel
;

I "subsequently isoisted CA system flow to 28 S/G. At 2224, valve 2SM-15 began to close.

These actions caused the NC system cooldown to began to stabilite. At 2225. OPS C/R j

personnel had transitioned through the emergency procedures to procedure EP/2/A/5000/3.1, {

$1 Termination Following Excesolve Cooldown.
1

i
Setween 2228 and 2249 the PIR PORVs cycled to control increasing PIR pressure which was i

fdue t o the mass addition to the NC system resulting from the 81. Later in the event. OPS
C/R personnel took manual control of a PER PORY to reduce the differential pressure across i

I !the 28 $/G tubes to 1600 psid in accordance with the emergency procedures. During the
'

process of reducing NC system pressure, at approximately 2326, the PER Relief Tank (PRT)

{EIIS TK) Rupture Diske relieved to prevent overpressurisation of .the PRT. The release of ;
pressure from the PRT resulted in a Unit 2 lower compartment pressure increase, which [
caused the opening of a number of lower Ice Condenser [EIIS NF) doors. This was indicated [
by increasing Ice Condenser temperatures at 2330.

At 2342 bus line 2'A was re-energized and offsite power was restored. On December 28,
| f

1993, at approminately 0011. OPS C/R personnel made a decision to activate the McGuire | .

Technical support Center (TSC) and Operatione Support Center (CSC); and to staff the f ,

mergency Operations racility (eor), to provide assistance to OPS C/R personnel. This

,[:tivas ton was not requ red fcr a Not&fication Of Unusual Event.
|

i

i
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At 0018, 4.16KV essential bus 2rTS was re-energized from offsite power. Essential bus

2 ETA was re-energized from offsite power at 0032. At 0137, NC pump 2A was started,
restoring forced flow through the Unit 2 Reactor core.

At 0330, the Tsc reached a decision to take Unit 2 to Mode 5, Cc'1 shutdown.

At 1201, sampling 6f 28 s/G was completed, confirming there was no primary to secondary
leakage indicated. The TSC was deactivated on Decent;r 28, 1993, at 1245.

,

Conclusion

This event is assigned causes of Possible Unanticipated Envirorumental Interactica, vendor |
Fabrication Deficiency, Deficient Documentation, Inadequate surveillance Program, and
Inappropriate Action.

A cause of Possible Design, Manufacturing / Quality Assurance Deficiency, Unanticipated
Environmental Interaction is assigned to the f allure of the 525KV switchyard underhung
insulator (E1IS INS).

Analysis of the f ailed insulator revealed that s fracture of the multi-cone insulator
occurred through the uppermost cone of the insolator, flush with the top of the second

swelling of the coment over the secoM cone may have provided the axial tensilecone.

stress which apparently initiated the failure. Cseent growth is a time and moisture
dependent process. It appeared that an old radial crack in the top cone may have allowed
moisture into the pocket of cement over the second cone, However, other diffusion based
methods of snoisture influx are also possible.

As a result of this insulator failure the following corrective actions were initiated

>

a) Underhung insulators on of fsite bus lines 2A and 28 were replaced.
I

b) The damaged Y phase of bus line 2B disconneet was removed and replaced with
cable jumpers.

c) The X and E phase of the 28 disconnect switch were closed and the operators |
were disaoled so the switches cannot be opened. |

i

|

P
!
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d) The Y phase of PCB disconnect switch 62R, which was damaged in the event, was

r.pa1r.d.

e) Two damaged insulators on PCB disconnect switch 62R were replaced. I

|
4

f) A Nuclear Network bulletin discussing the insulator failure was issued on j
December 31, 1993.

It should be noted that bus line 2A could have been re-energized immediately following the

opening of the Unit 2 generator breakers on December 27, 1993. However, the Senior Staff
|

Engineer responsib'io for the secondary side of the plant decided that since the Unit 2
emergency D/Gs had successfully started and re-energized the Unit 2 4.16Itv vital busses, a

walkdown inspection of bus line 2A should be completed prior to returning the bus line to

service. This walkdown was necessary to ensure the integrity of bus line 2A. The welkoown
was completed, verif ying no damage to bus line 2A. Bus line 2A was re-eaergized at 2342.

cause of Vendor Fabrication Deficiency is assigned to the failure of the Unit 2 T/C to

runback f ollowing the loss of the 28 of fsite bus line. This cause is assigned because
. ;

jumpers on Digital input slave Module (Ds101) which configure the module for either 24VDC |

or 125VDC operation were mispositioned by the vendor during the setup of the new Digital |
Electro-Hydraulic (DEN) system .

[

Investigation into the failure of the T/C runback revealed burned resistors on Digital

Input slave Module (Ds!01). one of the t.arned (failed) resistore prevented the runback
,

signal from being recognised. The other failed resistor prevented the " Breaker closed" [
input frorn responding.

The resistor failures were due to " Input Voltage Select" jurpers which were not properly b

positioned for 125VDC operation, as required. Instead, the jumpers were configured for

24VDC operation. This caused an excessive current through a current limiting resistor in i

each of the input circuits. The excessive current resulted in overheating of the j
resistors, and after a period of time, the f ailure cf the resistors.

A search of the equipment history for the new CEH system, which was installed in 1987, f
indicated the jumpers had not been examined or changed since their original installation i
by the vendor. It was also determined that previous testing of the circuits would not ;
have detected the probles, prtor to the complete f ailure of the resistors. It is known i

s
i

t
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|

that the Unit 2 T/G runback circuit was functional as recently as June 28, 1991, at

approximately 0836. At that time an event occurred, which was documented in LER 370/91-

05, that initiated an automatic runbac:a to 56 percent load.

As a result of the Unit 2 T/G runback failure, the following corrective actions were

initiated:

a) The failed D8101 module was replaced with a new module which was properly

configured for 125VDC operation. The new module was tested to verify that all

inputs through the module operated and responded properly.

b) All other modules of this type on Unit 2 were verified to be properly

configured for 125VDC operEtion.

c) All modules of this tvp on Unit I were visually verified to be properly

configured for 125VD0 operation.

d) Additional preventive maintenance checks (PMs) will be set up to ensure field
digital inputs to the CEH system are tested and verified to operate each

refueling outage,

e) The DEH system vendor, Bailey Instrument Company, was notified of this
pre *slem.

A cause of Inadequate surve111ance Program is assigned to the failure of valve 2sM-5 to
fully close. The existing surveillance program for the MSIVs specified full stroke
testing of the valves following modification nr maintenance. In the past, these tests

have been perfor1ned with the valves at ambient temperature. This was done to avoid
potential inadvertent sis upon reopening the MSIVs at operating temperature and pressure.
This test method did not ensure the valves would meet the timing and stroke requirements

at normal operating teroperature.

A cause of Deficient Documentation, Incomplete Documentation is also assigned to the

failure of valve 2sM-5 to fully close. An investigation into the failure of valve 2sM-5

to fully close revealed that inadequate clearance existed between the yoke rods and the
yoke rod guides for the valve actuator. This inadequate clearance resulted in binding,
which prevented valve 2SM-5 from fully closing. -

I

i
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A search of the equipment history for valve 2SM-5 revealed that the clearances had been

set in accordance ith the applicable maintenance procedure, which instructed technicians

to restore the clearances to the as found condition following maintenance.

At the request of Engineering personnel the vendor had provided a general manual update.

This update included the correct clearances and installation instructions for the yoke rod

guides. This information had not been incorporated into the vendor manual because it was
still under review, since the vendor manual is used as the reference document for

maintenance procedure development, the clearances and installation instructions were not

included in the maintenance procedure.

During the testi. 3 of the Unit 2 MSTVs in accordance with procedure PT/2/A/4255/03c, MSIV

runctional Test And Closure Verification, on January 5, 1994, it was found that valve 2SM-
,

7 did not fully seat because of an adjustment probles on a different set of guide pins
|

from those which were adjusted at cold conditions.

These guide pins were adj set ed on 2SM-7. These same pins were rechecked and adjusted

wnere needed on the other U. sit 2 MSIVs. All four Unit 2 MSIVe were then ratested and

verified to close properly.

The as found condition of valve 2SM-7 during testing on January 5, 1984, would have caused

the internal pilot valve to be off its seat, although the main body of the valve would

have been on its seat. The small flow path associated with the unseated pilot valve is

consistent with the response of the 2A S/G af ter the SM isolation during the event.

To correct the problems with the maintenance and testing of MSIVs and the control of ;

vendor information, the following corrective actions were initiated:
.

a) Unit 1 and 2 MSIV yoke rod guide clearances were measured and reset at normal

operating temperature. This was completed by January 6, 1994.

b) A new periodic test procedure, PT/2/A/4255/03C, was written to verify full

closure of the MSIVs at' full temperature and SM pressure >/= 900 poig.
i 5

| c) The Unit 2 MSIVs were initially stroke tested per procedure PT/2/A/4255/03c on

January 5, 1994.

,

l
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!

i

d) The vendor manual for MSIvs will be revised to include yoke rod guide

installation procedure and yoke rod to yoke rod guido clearances (Problem
Investigation Process (PIP) 2-M93-1324).

i

e) The Unit 1 M51ve will be stroke tested at operating temperature and pressure !

at the first opportunity.

f) A Nuclear Network bulletin discussing the MSIV failure was issued on December
31, 1993.

2

!

In addition to these actions, an evaluation was conducted to identify any needed short
term procedure changes associated with safety related equipment, based on pending g ,

tecnnical bulletins, vendor manual re-issues, etc. No items were identified which j ,

required attenticn prior to Unit 2 startup (PIP 2-M94-0025).

As a resulc of the SI and SM isolation following the loss of of f site power, a Project Team !

was formed, under the leadership of the MNS System Engineering Group. This team will l

develop planned actions that will reduce the probability of a 51 following a loss of i

i
offsite power.

9

A cause of Inappropriate Action, Failure To Follow Procedure is assigned to the
inadvertent failure to initially complete procedure RP/0/A/5700/10. This cause is
assigned because the OPS shift Supervisor did not ensure the required NRC 1 hour
notification was completed in accordance with the procedure RP/0/A/5700/10.

Later in the event, on December 28, k993, at approximately 0100, the Dedicated NRC
Communicator in the TSC discovered that a copy of procedure RP/0/A/5700/10 had not been
completed. The NRC Dedicated Communicator executed a procedure RP/0/A/5700/10
notification at approximately 0132.

As a result of the failure to complete procedure RP/0/A/5700/10 the following corrective
acetons were initanted:

I

!

l
4
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1

a) An immediate training package (Training Package 94-001) was issued by
Operations which requires the Shif ts to designate an SRO to ensure proper
notifications to offsite agencies are performed. In addition, emphasie was

placed on the timeliness and accuracy of the information provided to offsite
agencies.

b) Procedure RP/0/A/5700/10, NRC Inesediate Notification Requirements was revised
to include approval by the Shift Supervisor / Emergency coordinator prior to
transmittal of information.

During this event the Technical specification 3.4.9.1 cooldown rate of 100 degrees F per j

hour was exceeded. The cause of this excessive cooldown rate was the failure of valve
2sM-5 to fully close, resulting in excessive heat removal from the NC system via the 2B |

S/G. An operability Evaluation was conducted and documented in PIP 2-M93-1341. This
| ,

evaluation concluded that the integrity of the Unit 2 NC system piping, Reactor Vessel,
and s/Gs were not challenged f rom a f atigue point of view and are operable. s

As a result of the failure of 2SM-5 to fully close, S/G 2B was emptied. An operability j

Evaluation for s/G 28 was conducted and documented in PIP 2-M93-1319. This evaluation I ;

concluded that the transient did not adversely effect the tube integrity of s/G 28. The

evaluation also determined that no tube inspections were necessary as a result of the
transient.

I

During the event the PRT Ruph-* Disks relieved to prevent overpressuritation of the PRT.
An operamility Evaluation for the PRT was conducted and documented in PIP 2-M93-1323.

|
This evaluation concluded the PRT Rupture Disks functioned as designed and that the PRT
remained operable. Prior to restart both PRT Rupture Disks were replaced. Visual

|inspections of the PRT nossle welds, steam deflector supports, mechanical snubbers and the ;

first normally closed diaphragm valves off the PRT were conducted. No problems were
identified.

Following relief of the PRT Rupture Disks, steam and water were released into Unit 2 Lower
Containment. An operability Evaluation to assess the envirorunental impact of the release
was conducted and documented in PIP 2-M93-1321. In conjunction with this evaluation

,

various equipment was inspected and no problems were identified due to moisture iatrusion.
"he results of the evaluation and the inspections indicated no problems existed as a

| r

result of the event. '

I .
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|

An additional result of the relief of the PRT Rupture Disks was the opening of several
*Lower Ice Condenser Doors. An Operability Evaluation was conducted to ensure the Ice
*

Condenser was operable following the PRT Rupture Disk event. This Operability Evaluation

was documented in PIP 2-M93-1327. The evaluation concluded the Ice Condenser was operable
based upon the completion of all applicable Technical specification surveillance
Requirements. This included the weighing of ice baskets under work order 93093240.

During the event ops C/R personnel requested IAE personnel to close valves 2sM-83, 89, 95,
and 101. Actions taken by IAE personnel to air line jumper these valves closed actually
resulted in the opening of valves. This problem was documented and thoroughly
investigated in PIP 2-M93-1338.

A search of the Operating Experience Program (CEP) data base for reportable events |

occurring during the 24 months priog to this event was conducted. The search revealed no j {

events attributed to Deficient Documentation, or an Inadequate Surveillance Program. |

The search revealed one event attributed to a Possible Design, Manufacturing,
Construction / Installation Deficiency, which was documented in LER 370/92-04. LER
370/92-04 specifically assigned a cause of Possible Installation Deficiency, while this

is assigned a cause of Possible Design Deficiency, due to an una.nticipatedevent

environmental interaction. The root causes of the two events are different; therefore,
the two events are not considered to be similar.

The search revealed one event attributed to a Vendor Fabrication Deficiency, which was
documented in LER 369/93-01. While the two events share the same root cause, neither the ;

equi;msent nor the vendor are the same.
|

!The search revealed one event attributed to Inappropriate Action, Failure To Follow
Procedure, which was documented in LER 369/92-07. While the two events involved the same

I
group, the specific root causes are different. The event involved a failure to properly
f ollow the correct procedure due to an interpretation of a procedure step. This event
involved a failure to follow a procedure when one existed. The root causes are not the
sames therefore, the two events are not considered to be similar.

This event is not considered to be recurring.

This event is Nuclear Plant Belisbility Data System (NPRDS) reportable.
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I

There were no radiation exposures or uncontrolled releases of radioactive material as a |
result of this event.

CDRRSCTIVE ACTIOsIS:

T w istes 1) Operations C/R personnel responded to the event in accordance with Unit

2 Ernergency procedures.

2) Of f site power was restored to Unit 2 through the 2A bus line on December

27, 1993, at 2342.

3) Unit 2 was cooled down to Mode 5, Cold shutdown for repairs. ! h
| I

|
subsequents 1) site Management initiated a Recovery Team to manage recovery plans and i

implernent corrective actions associated with the Unit 2 Loss of Of f site

Power.

2) Site Management activated a significant Event Investigation Team to
,

investigate the event.

3) Mechanical Maintenance (MM) and Engineering (ENG) personnel adjusted the

yoke guide rods on valve 2SM-5 to allow the valve to fully close.
,

4) Mechanical Maintenance personnel measured yoke rod guide clearances for [

Unit 1 and 2 MSIVs at full operating temperature in accordance with | [
'procedure MP/0/A/7200/11, MSIV And Valve Actuator Corrective

Haintenance. |

t

5) Procedure PT/2/A/4255/03C uns written to verify full closure of each

MSIV at full temperature and steam line pressure >/= 900 poig.
r

6) Unit 2 MSIVs were stroke tested in accordance with procedur1

PT/2/A/4255/03C on January 5, 1994.

!

|
.

,

!

,

.
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.

i

7) In accordance with Minor Modification (MM) 5400, Power Delivery .'

Department (PDD) personnel replaced the failed insulator and the other
underhung insulators on 28 bus line and repaired PCB disconnect switch ,

!
62R.

8) In accordance with MM 5401, PDD personnel replaced underhung insulators
on 2A bus line.

9) A visual inspection of Unit 1 bus lines was performed by PDD personnel
to verify that insulators installed in the cantilevered position had ,

4

been previously replaced with Lapp Catalog number J-51688 insulators.
There are no underhung insulators in the Unit 1 (210KV) switchyard. 1

'

10) PCBs 61 and 62 were inspected and cycled by PDD personnel on December
I

30, 1993.

11) Instrument and Electrical personnel replaced the f ailed Digital Input ! !

Slave Module D5101 and the T/G runback circuit was functionally verified
,

under work order 93092661. All other siJnitar modules on Unit 2 were
examined to ensure correct jumper configuration. Unit 1 modules were
also verified to have the correct jumper configuration. ;

12) Engineering personnel contacted the DEH system vendor, Bailey Instrument
Company, and notified them of the problems with mispositioned jumpers. ,

13) An immediate training package (Training Package 94-001) was issued by
operations personnel which requires the CPS Shif ts to designate an SRO

'
to ensure proper notifications to of f site agencies are performed. In
addition, emphasis was placed on the timeliness and occuracy of the
information provided to offaite agencies.

14) Emergency Planning personnel revised procedure RP/0/A/5700/10, NRC ,

Inunediate Notification Requirements, to include approval by the shif t
Supervisor / Emergency Coordinator prior to transmittal of information.

l.

.
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15) Instrument and Electrical personnel were briefed on this event and the

importance of attention to detail, along with the use of VTO drawings.

Documentation of the briefing to IAF Supervision by the IAE Manager will

be maintained in the IAE support area

16) Engineer * y personnel red marked C/R and Shift Office Vital To Operation
(VTC) drawings (flow diagrams and electrical one-lines) to reflect all

changes resulting froe each MSM. This included all extraneous

information such as piping classification, cable number, etc. These

drawings will be used for troubleshooting and conssunicating complete

information among groups.

17) Engineering personnel perfortmed an assessment of the current state of
updates to safety reisted documents and procedures due to vendor
information changes (PIP 1-M94-0025). No items were identiftsa which

needed to be considered prior to Unit 2 startup.

19) Testing of the Unit i runback circuitry was added to the trip list

20) A Nuclear Network bulletin discussing the insulator failure was issued

on December 31, 1993.

21) A Nuclear Network bulletin discussing the MS!V failure was issued on

December 31, 1993.

22) Engineering personnel revised the vendor manual for MSIVs to include
yoke rod guide installation procedure and yoke rod to yoke rod guide
clearances.

Planned: 1) Engineering personnel will setup PMs to ensure all DEH runback circuit
field inputs are functionally tested each refueling outage.

t

2) The Unit 1 MSIVs will be stroke tested at system operating temperature

and pressure as soon as practical. ;

I

|
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3) As a result of the SI and SM isolation following the loss of ofreite

power, a Project Team was formed, under the leadership of the MMS system i

Engineering Group. This team will develop planned actions that will |

reduce the probabil'ty of a SI following a loss of of f site power.

SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The event w-hich occurred, e loss of of f site power to one unit, coincident with a failed |

Main steam Isolation Valve, is bounded by events described in chapter 15 of the Final I

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Specifically, it is bounded by the Coenplete Loss of j

Reactor Coolant Flow and the Steam Line Break events. i

t
i

Following the loss of the 2B bus line, the 6.9kV switchgear, which is normally supplied {
from this source, successfully completed an automatic transfer to the 2A 'us line. }o

However, the f ailure of the Unit 2 T/G to runback caused the 2A bus line to subsequently |

trap due to an overcurrent condition. A Reactor Trip occurred, as designed, prior to |
reaching any of the established Reactor Core safety limits. The main generator tripped, |

causing a complete loss of Unit 2 auxiliary power.

The flywheel of the NC pumps performed its design function and extended the Coast down
tiJne of these pumps and thus established the proper conditions to initiate natural
circulation flow through the Reactor core. The natural circulation flow, which is
maintained due to density changes in the NC system, allowed heat to be removed from the
Reactor core and transferred to the S/Go as designed. The operation of the SM Line PORVs
allowed the excess heat to be dissipated to the environment, as designed, from the
secondary side of the S/Gs. With the automatic initiation of Auxiliary Feedwater, which
initially supplied several hundred gallons per minute of feedwater flow to each s/G, Umt

2 was in a condition to maintain best removal from the NC system indefinitely.

During this event, electrical power was supplied to the safety related equipnent by
emergency D/Gs. These D/Gs started automatically due to the loss of of fsite power, and
supplied power to the 4.16kV busses until of f site power was restored. The D/Gs operated
as designed through out ti.is event and electrical power for the safety related equisznent
was not a concern daring the event.

!
!

!
!
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|

|
|

This loss of power event was complicated by an excessive cooldown which has been
| |

attributed to the large amount of Auxiliary Feedwater flow and to various steam leakage |

paths. This cooldown led to the initiation of Safety Injection due to low pressurizer I

pressure. The safety Injection signal initiates system realignments and actuation to

provide a source of make up water to the NC system. The Safety injection systems
functioned as designeo in this event. The excessive cooldown also resulted in a signal to

,

isolate the SM lines. This isolation was not completely soccessful due to the failure of

2SM-5 to completely close. With this valve not fully closed the cooldown continued until

the 2B s/G was emptied and CA system flow was throttled. The rate at which the NC system |
'was cooling down was slowed by actions taken from the C/R to limit the ef fect of the

transient. j

l

|
The Technical Support Center, which was activated as a precaution during the event, took
an active role to ensure that once the 2B 5/G was empty, no water was reintroduced. This

measure prevented the creation of thermal stress in the 25 S/G, which could have led to
;

damage of the S/G tubes. This event did not result in any leakage of primary coolant (NC r
Lsystem) through 25 S/G tubes.
t

f

The overall response of the plant, from a safety point of view, was satisfactory through *

out the event. There were equipment failures which initiated the transient and failures

which contributed to the severity of the event. However, at no time during the event was I

there a challenge to Reactor Safety and the safety system response was sufficient to

prevent degradation of the event to a more serious level. During the event, plant

parameters did not exceed any safety limit as defined by Technical Specifications.
.

V

All radiological releases associated with the release of steam daring the event were well
within acceptable levels and all NC system releases were maintained inside the primary
containment structure. There were no radiological consequences associated with the event. ;

!

This event was not significant with regard to the health and safety of the public.
.

,

I

i

>

>
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ADDITIos:AL INPopuO. TION:
r

!

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS i

Key to Data Sources

;

ER Evento Recorder, Time to Hil11 seconde

AS Operator Aid Computer (OAC) Alarm Sununary, Time to the second 3

fm OAC Transient Monitor Data Plots, Time to seconds
|CRI Control Room Indication

SR9 Senior Reactor operator (SRO) Logbook Entry Times
BE Best Estimate based on Engineering / Operational Judgment
APD All Points Data Base - OAC Data Archived Every 5 minutes

1

12/27/1993

22:06 Received loss of BL28, observed T/G not running back (SRO)
I

|22:06:31.588 Generator Breaker 28 open (ER)
!22:06:31.757 PCB 61 tripped (B Buse) (ER)
f22:06:32.025 PCB 62 tripped (B Buss) (ER)
1

22:07:00 NIS N41 Power - 100.079% (TM)
22:07:00.161 PCs 58 tripped (A Buss) (ER)

22:07:00.179 Unit 2 OPC Operation *ER)
22:07:00.292 PCB 59 tripped (A Buse) (ER)

22:07:00.343 Unit in rull 1.oad Rajection (ER)

22:07:01 All Ture. Covernor Valves, Intercept valves, Closed.
SB-9 & 21 (Steam Dumps) started to open (AS)

22:07:07 Par PORVs NC-34, NC-36, NC-32 open (AS)

22:07s07.992 NIS Hi Plus Pate Power Range Rx-Trip (ER/BE)

22:07:08.079 Reactcr Trip Breaker A open (ER)
22:07:08.095 Reactor Trip Breaker a open (ER)
22:07:08.221 *urbine Trip (ER)

22:07:08.325 cenerator Breaker 2A open (ER/BE)

22:07:08.398 2 ETA, 2ETB Undervoltage alarms IER)
- .505
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McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 2 05000 370 93 08 0 18 cr 19

|

| t

22:07:08.511 Train A Blackout logic initiated (ER)

22:07:08.515 Train B Blackout logic initiated (ER)
;

22:07:08.547 Starting Diesel Generators 2A, 2B (ER) I

22:07:09 Pzr PORVs NC-34, NC-36, NC-32 closed (AS) *

22:07:13.125 Manual Reactor Trip train A (ER) I

22:07:13.149 Manual Reactor Trip train 8 (ER)

22:07:16.813 2A Blackout logic actuated (ER)
22:07:16.887 2 ETA Load Shed (ER)
22:07:16.906 D/C 2B Running (ER)
22:07:16.909 2B Blackout Logic Actuated (ER)

22:01.4t.992 2ETB Load Shed (ER)
22:07:17.279 D/C 2A Running (ER)
22:07:18.018 D/G 2A Breaker Closed (ER)
22:07:18.072 D/G 2B Breaker Closed (ER),

I 22:07:25 2A & 28 FWPT Tripped (AS)
22:07:29 TD CA flow starts and reaches ~210 gpm per S/G <

22:07:44 A and B CA Pumps Start (AS)
*2:07:50 CA Pumps A&B On (AS/TH)

i

22:07:50 SA-49 opened (AS)

22:08:37 SA-48 Opened (AS)
22:10:04 3 PORVs (SV-1, 13, 19) closed (AS)

2 code Safety Relief valves (SV-2, 14)

! closed (AS)
I 22:14 Rer elved LI on "1D PER PRESS" (SRO)

22:14:04.056 Pressuriser low pressure safety injection (ER)
22:14:05.759 Steamline B 10 pressure safety injection (ER)
22:14:11 ND pumps A and 8 on (AS)

22:14:11 Ni pumpe A and 8 on (AS)

22:14:11 SM-1, SM-3 and SM-7 Closed (AS)
22:14:14 N1-9 & NI-10 (BIT dischg. Isol.) (AS)
22:14:35.912 Steamline C lo pressure safety injection (ER)
22:15 Ice condenser temperature increase (CR1/BE) |
22:15:07.819 Steamline A lo pressure safety injection (ER) |
22:15:34.075 Steamline D lo pressure safety injection (ER) |
22:22 Declared NOUE " Notification of Unusual Event" (SRO) |

22:23:17 SA-48 Closed (AS) ;

22:23:20 CA flow stopped to all four S/G's (TM)

|
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22:24:29- sM-15 Indicated Closing (AS)

22:26:33 CA flow started for S/G B (pegged high off (TM) scale)

22:28 - 22:49 Ptr PORVs cycled about once per min. (AS)/(TM)
22:29:57 CA flow started for S/G A (TM)

22:32:00 CA flow stopped for S/G A (TM)

22:36:29 CA flow stopped for S/G B (TM)

22:36:45 CA flow started for S/G A (TM)
22:40:21 SM-15 Closed (AS)
22:41:09 ND pump B off (AS)

22:41:10 ND pump A off (AS)

22:41:14 N1 pumps A and 8 off (AS)~

22:43 Max. Iower containment ancient (AS)
22:45:49.939 S/G B lo level reactor trip (ER)

22:49:52.850 Per Safety injection Reactor Trip signal (ER)

22:51:44.186 Pzr Safety injection Reactor Trip signal (ER)

22:56:36.247 Unit 2 Condenser vacuum low trip (ER)

23:01:35 PRT Pressure -50.3 psig (AS)

23:06:05.573 Pzr Safety injection Reactor Trip signal (ER)

23:23:19 PRT Pressure -52.3 poig (AS)

23:26:44 PORV NC-36 open (AS)

23:26:49 PRT Pressure - 7.6 psig, (AS/BE)
23:27:23 PORV NC-36 Closed (AS)
23:30 (Approx.) Several Ice Condenser Temperatures increasing (CR1/BE)
23:42 Re-energized BL2A (SRO)
23:42:03 offsite power restored (ER)

12/28/93

00:18 2ETB Pe-energtred from Offsite (SRO)

00:32 2 ETA Re-energized from Offsite (SRO)

01:37:18 Reactor Coolant Pump A on (AS)

07:37 SM pressure equalized in all four (TSC)
12:55 Secured from Notification of Unusual Event (SRO)

l
1
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F.12-3

LICEN5EE EVENT REPORT (LER) 2.0

Facility hame (1) Docaat haaber (2) Pane (3)

I ef!*!7d alle Cou*tv 5 ation Uait 1 * 15 10 10 la li 17 f3 r 1$

noe (d)

241 1 Scram and Less tf Off-$lte Power Due to Bus Duet Watee Intrusten
Other Facilities Involved it)Eveat Cate (5) I lfe N>mber (f) Rooort Date (71 '

/ /// Revision Month Day Year Facility Names Decket Numberfst
,/,/, 5eouent ialmonth Day Year Tear ,,j
/// kJmber |// NJebtr

LaSalle Unit 2 0 15 10 10 10 f3 17 14 ,

01 9 11 4 91 3 91 1
~

011!! 010 1 10 if 2 91 1 0 15 10 10 10 f I !~

OPERA U NG fCheet one er core of the fellowine) fil)
1 20.402(t0 ,,,,, 20.405(c) 1 50.73(a)(2)(iv) ._ 73.71(b)

Pow (R _ 20.405(a)(1)(1) 50.36(c)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v) _ 73.71(c)
_ _

f101 1 !0! _ 20.405(a)(1)(10 50.36(c)(2) _ 50 J3(a)(2)(vii) _
Other (SpecifyLEVEL _

HHHHHHHSHiiHillii -

'* **'" H U U")
- " '' " " * H " )

_ 50.73(a)(2)(vlii)(A) in AbstractO
_ 20.405(a)(1Hiti) 1 50J3(a)(2)(t)

- " ' " M * H "" ' H * ' * * ~ * " ' ' "
'au

HHHHiHHHHHHHHS * *""'"'' """u'u"0 *""n'u=>
LICEN5ff CONTACT FOR THIS tfp (12)

Name 'fLIDH3NE #f)M2fp

AREA CODE |
sea Daoa* Svs tem Enaineer tuee rviser. Estention 2241 811 1 5 f3 15 17 1 -15 17 !

COMPtfTt ONE LINE F0e EACM Cop 0N arf f attuot Of 5CPlef0 IN TMf1 Pf PORT (13)

CAJ5E|$YSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTA8LE j/ CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MNUFAC. REPORTABLE

I .
TUpfe 70 NFR05 / 7URER TO N##E,,,,

fM lIfL !r ir tw le G 10 ft 12 Y h y a|D f I tV L 12 10 10 W
'

s !E I r 1 ! tw to G 10 13 13 y } ! I i i t t |
raePtt"[NTAL RfPORT fvPECTED ria! Espected Month ! Dav l Year

Submission

l'en fId ves. co-elete f retCTED $UBw!$$ ION Oaf f) Y!WO 1 fi !

ABSTRAC1 (Ltmit so 1400 spaces, i e, approstmately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)
<

06 September 14 1993 Unit I was in Opersoonal Condition 1 (RUN) at 1001 power. At 1147 hours the System
Availiary Transf ormer (SAT) esperienced a dif ferential current auto-trip due to water intrusion in the
4 1 kV cuttwora and a f ast transfer of loses to the Unit Ausiliary Transfo'*er (UAT) occurrec. During the
t,us transient the 4.1 kV bus esperienced lower than nors.a1 voltage. This low voltage condition caused the
Feeo-ater Control System f or the IB Turtine Driven Reactor Feed Pump (TDRFP) to lock up. This caused speed

and flow tB decrease to aero. The 1A TDRFP was unable to make up the loss in flow, and the reactor scramed
on 10- reactor water level. Following the Scram the UAT was lost when the Generator separated from the
Grid. This resulted in a loss of offsite power. All three diesel generators auto started and picked up the
l'u s s e s ,

seu tor waie, ievei .as ,esio,e. an. coat,oned inican, ., Reutor Core isoisuon Cooung (RC C), and iste,
., to. Pressv,e Co,e 5,,a, m C5>. Reuio, p,ess ,e was cont,on ed ., RC C and the Saf et, Reu se vaives
<5 % Oue to a f anu,e o, the i Reu ., ,,otocon 5, stem m5) = tor senerator tsaanons .ere .nane io j
.e ,e c o.e ,ed , n n , a n , . ue Un4t was iater ,i u ed in C o d Shotd .

,

1

I

inis event is being reported pursuant to:

1 10C#R50.73(a)(2)(iH8) due to not meeting the limiting condition of operation (LCO) of Technical
5pecification 3.4.4

2. 1CCFR50.73 tot 2H t HC) due to oeviating f ree plants technical Specifications per 50.54(s) when LaSalle
General Plant Annormal Procedures (LGA) LGA-Cn-Cl and LGA-VP-01 were invoked.

3. 100FR50 73(aH2)(tv) ove to the actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature System (E5F) and the automatic
Iactuation of RP5.
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LIctN$tt tytNT PtP0pt f ttR1 f tXT C0h'Tf tsJAT10N Fe'm Rev 2.0

FACILITY hAMI (1) 00CKET s# M ER (2) Ltp w t m Pane m

// Sequential //jj/ Revision
,/j/

* Vear
7 f
// Masbe r /// husee r

tasalle countv station 1 015IOl010f31713 913 - 01115 - 0 ,10 0f2 Of 1 (7
1

TEK1 (norgy Industry !aentification System (t!!5) codes are identified in the test as [XX)
|

PUNT AND sv1Tru fDENTffftaf!0N: |

General Electric - Solling ater Reactor

i

Energy Industry Identification System (E!!$) codes &re identified in the test as [XX). j

I

a. CONDIT!DN PRIOR 70 IvtNT |

Uni t( s): 1 Event Date: 9/14/93 Event Time: 1147 Mours |
1

|
Reactor Mode (s): 1 Mode (s) kame: Run Power Level (s): 32, i

|

i

5 DESCRIPTION OF fytNT |

On September 14. 1993 Unit I was in Operattenal condition 1 (Run) at 100% power, At 11:47 hours a fault
occurrec en the Unit 1 System Ausiliary Transformer (SAT. MP) [[L). An automatic fast transfer of loads
f rom the SAT to the Unit Aus41.ary Transformer (UAT) occurred, as designed. Durin0 tne f ault and bus
transfer several events occurred:

(1) The la and 18 Turbine Driven Reactor feed Pwnps (TDRFP, FW) [5J) were on line. Control power was
momentarily lost to the fees. ster Control System (FV) []K). The 18 TDRFP lost its control signal
causing its speed (and flow) to decrease. The la TDRFP flow increased but was unable to increase
enough to maintain reactor water level at>ove the low level scram setpoint of 12.5 inches. A Unit 1
scram occu red at 19 seconds af ter the loss of the SAT due to low reactor water level. After ther

scram, reactor water level was rapidly recovered, resviting in a high water level trip (55.5 inches)
of the TDAFP's and the Main Turbine resulting in a Main Generator (TG) [T8) trip cn reverse power at
11:49.

Generator (DG) [[K) started as designed on undervoltage and loaded onto its(2) Tne Division 3 f =

bus. Division 3 owes not have a power feed f rom the UAT.

(3) TR6 Reactor But1 ding Ventilation Dampers (VR) [vA) closed as well as some Primary Containment
(PC)[JM) Isolation Valves as espected. A manentary less of voltage will cause this to occur,

idl The Unit 1 Station Air (SA) [LF) Compressor tripped as espected. This was also due to momentary
drop in control power voltage.

m Re-ior ate, nean.p (xU. n) [Co t,4p,ed d e to 4soiaoon esive oos re. This .as ca sed .y

momentary drop in instrument power voltage.
.

See Aitu,.eni A f or a se ence of eve,,ts.

we su soc nes ...e, to the siaoon f rom t.,e grid and the un s.,pues ,ower to the sia on f,om the

4,n Generator. m th the ioss of the Su doe to the favii and the Main cenerator i,1,. Unit i was in a

toss of Ofs s,te Po.or n 00,) condto on. n o ot,er t.o .me,,ent, oiesti Gene,ators for Unit i

a.to siaried on .ndervoitage an. icaded onto thei, ,es,ec o.e ..sses. m s ,etor,,ed ,o.or to u- t i

e rgeec, usses. ide o nan ,. the reovired second offsite ,.e, so.,te to unii i ..s avan a ie from
tre umi 2 c,oss oe .re.ne,s and .as energi,ed at i2:57 fo, oivision 2 and i3 oA fo, Division i io
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tf ttMitt EVfwT pf PORT (ttti TfYT C0pffitATION Fem 9ev LD

FACILITY NAMI l) DOCKET DRMER (2) Lfe NLMBER ff!) Pane f31

ff
Sequential g// Revision//* Year

/// htsd>e r /// Ntambe r

LaSalle Countv Station 1 0 t 5 1 0 f 0 1 0 f3 17 13 gI3 - Ot1 IE - 0 Io O 13 or 1 17 j

T[XT (norgy Industry Identification $ystem ([]!$) codes are identified in the test as [XX) )
|

8. DESCRIPTION OF TVEsif CONT!NUCD

allow unloading and securing the Diesel Generators. Additional 4.1 kV busses which cov1d be powered |
from the DG or un'.t 2 were ensrgized as needed during the period when the UAT and $AT were de-energiaed. I

LaSalle SAT and DAT provide 4.1 kV ano 6.9 kV for station loads. The Emergency DG and the other Unit
only supply 4.1 kV power. Therefore, the 6.9 kV busses remained de-energized. The 6.9 kV bustes supply
power to balance-of-plant equipment. Unit 2 was in a refueling outage at the time and receiving power |

from its $AT which was unaffected by this transient-
1

Upon the loss of the UAT additional events occurred:

(1) The Reactor Protection System (RPS. RP) [EF) and the Primary Contaiment Isolation $ystem (PCI$, PC)
[kH] logic initiated due to the loss of RPS bus power. The major effects were: Main Steam ! solation ,

Valves (MSIV. MS) [$8) closure which removed the Main Condenser as the heat sink, a Primary
'

Cf,ntainment chiller isciation, a loss of low pressure Drywell Instrument Nitrogen (!N) [Lf} and a j
Standby Gas Treatment ($8GT, VG) [BH] initiation for both trains. The RP$ busses were re-energized

'

f rom their respective Motor Generator (MG) sets to enable isolation recovery, but at 12:17
(approximately 30 minutes into the event). the 18 RPS MG set tripped. The alternate RPS power
supply is f rom a 6.9 kV bus weich cannot be fed f rom the DG or Unit 2. This resulted in the
inability to easily recover f rom the isolation. Subsequently, at 19:07 a temporary power feed was
installed f or the 8 RPS bus weich enatiled isolation recevery.

(2) The Unit 2 $tation Air Compressor tripped da to the loss of Unit 1 Turbine Buildian Closed Cooling
water (TBCCE WT) [xB). Unit 178CCW was cross-tied supplying cooling water to the Unit 2 Station
Air Compres sor. Unit 1 TBCCW Pumos are powered f rom electrical switchgear which are supplied f rom
6.9 kV busses. The Unit I and Unit 0 Station Air Compressors became ur.available because their
control power is supplied by Unit 16.9 kV busses.

This caused a lew Instrument Air (IA) pressure condition on both Units and allowed air operated
valves to go to their f ailed positions. The unst 2 Scram Discharge volune ($DV) vents and drains
closed causing a $ cram signal to be generated on Unit 2. Unit 2 was in the refuel mode with all
c$ntrol rods fully inserted and the reactor core partially unloaded prior to the event. !A was
restored at approntmately 14:04.

(3) The Unit I and 2 Fuel Pool Cooling $ystems (FC) [CA) were lost due to a loss of filter /demin control
power which is supplied f rom a Unit 16.9 kV bus. A temporary power feed was established and Fuel
Pool Cooling was restored at 14:54. An increase in pool temperature of less than 5 degrees occurred
on Unit 2. The Unit 1 Fuel Pool did not have any fuel in it at the time.

As a conservative measure and to ensure that all available help needed was assembled, the $tation
Manager declared an Emergency Classification Alert condition. The proper notifications to the $ tate and
the NRC we,e made, as ,eovi,ed.

Saf ety Relief Valves ($RV, PS) [$5) were used to control reactor pressure and asactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC. RI) (BN) was used for level and pressure control. The 'K' $RV opened fi rst, however it
is not in tne first group of lowest pressure $#Vs. Due to the less ' ehe low pressure Drywell
Instrument nitrogen. several Automatic Depressurination $ystem (AD$. * ;$8) $RVs were operated using
the inssalled tecrup Hign pressure bottled nitrogen supply. At 17:11 Low Pressure Core spray (LPC$. LP)
t.m was st.rted fo, ,eacto, waie,ievei coat,oi. At t*is time reactor ,ressure had decreased to the
point w ere LFC$ could inject.n
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FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET 8&petR (2) ttR taJesER f6) Pane of
* Year / 5eopential /, ,/ 8evision

/, Naber // humber

tata11e feu tv statten 1 0 f 6 ! O I e 1 0 13 17 f3 gi3 - Of1 I% - O f0 0 la DF 1 17
TEXT Energy Industry Identtf tcation $ystem ((!!5) codel are identified in the test as [KK) ;

8. DESCR3PT10N OF EVENT CONT!sfJ[0

Residual heat Removal (RHR, RH) [63) Shutdown Cooling was estabitshed at 04:59 on Septoseer 15, 19g3 and
Unit I achieved Cold $hutdown at 11:50. At 15:15, the uAT was re-energised and at 16:56, all busses |
were re-energised by backfoeoing through the UAT. The Emergency Plan ' Alert" classification was f

terminated at 16:48. (

Other component f ailures, indication problems, or items of note that occurred during the transient are*

(1) 'E' SRV failed to fully open. 'O' SRV would not open. Other SRVs had position indication problems.
!

(2) The RCIC and LPC5 injection Check valves failed to indicate fully closed af ter injection was secured.

(3) Reactor coolant samples reevired due to the loss of the Continuous Conductivity Monitor were not
able to be taken within the reoutred ' Sours per Technical Specification 4.4.4.c.1. The sample line

,

f or both niethods of reactor water sampitng was isolated due to the loss of the O RP5 bus. These
|

sample lines are used for both the continuous monitor and the grab sample. Technical Specification
,

4 4.4.c.1 reout res that a grab sample be taken within 4 hours of the loss of the continuous monitor. |
The coattnvous montter was lost at 11:4g and a sample was taken at 20 00 which escoeced the 4 hour

|Itmit. Sample results showed no fuel failuee indications,
i

|
i

f 4) Reactor coolant samples required for a 155 power change per Technical Specielcation 3.4.5 Action c j
were not able to be taken due to the loss of sample points. The Unit entered not Shutdown +

imeciately f ollowing the Scram and the PSIV closed on the PCIS isolation. This met the I

reavirements for Technical Specification 3.4.5 action a.

(5) Jumpers and Itf ted leads were osed to bypass PC isolation signals as reovired per LaSalle General
Plant Abnormal (LGA) Emergency Doerating Procedures (EOP). The installation of these jumpers and
lifted leads reavited, by proredere. tavoking 10CFR50.fs(s).

This event is being reported pursuant to:
1. 10CFR50.73ts)(2)(i)(B) ove to not meeting the limiting condition of operation (LCO) of Technical

5pec nication 3.4.4
2. 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(C) due to deviating f rom plants Technical Specifications per 50.54(s) when LaSalle

General Plant Abnormal Procedures (LGA) LGA-C86-01 and LGA-VP-01 were invoked.
3. 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(tv) due to the actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature System (EST) and tha automatic

actuation of RPS.

I
C. APPAR[siY CAUSC OF EVENT !

The actual reactor Scram on unit I was caused by low (12.5") reactor water level due to the loss of the
18 TDeFP The individual failures that led to the loss of the TDRFP and the reactor scram, along with
fativres that occurred after the scram. are discussed ladividually below.

Less es t m, sat: The unit I fit auto-tripped on dif f erential current. This was a +sd * p ea4er
4nleenage into the bus evet through degraosd ductwork joint seals. This leakage M cee h es e

vert.cai ducivor, run to a surge su,p esso, com a,tmen 4n which a sufficieni ovani.t, of waier arted

.,
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FACILITY hAME (1) DOCKET Ic.pBER (2) tre aupalER f M Pane (3)

fj/j/ Sequential /// Revision/* Year
p/// N&er/// k&e r

tasalle f ount, statioe 1 0 I 5 l D f 0 I D 13 f7 13 9f3 - Ol1 f5 - 0 10 0 f5 or 1 IT

TEXT Energy Industry Identification Systes (E115) codes are teentified in the test as [KX)

(. APPARENT CAUSE OF (VENT CONT 1sOED

the bus bars. An inspection revealed water marts and corrosion which indicated that the in16akage had
been occurring over an eatended period of time. The root cause of the but bar short has been attributed
to inace*, ate preventative maintenance on the ductwork seals. A contributing f actor was a desisi which
did not include low point dreies in the vertical duct run,

tess of 18 TEff: Isunediately folloding the $AT f ault, voltage on busses fed f rom the 4.1 kV side of
the 5AT esperienced a rapid and significant decrease. For 120 Vac equipment, voltage may have been
reduced to less than 72 Vac and remained degraded for a period of at least 200 masc. Based on testing
eerformed af ter the event, this voltage level would initiate a escrease in the Electric Automatic
Positioner (EAP) position. The EAP Controller raises or lowers turt>ine speed depending on the deviation
between the desired speed f rom reactor water level control logic and actual speed. Therefore, the EAP
position continued to decrease to try to sero the deviation untti the lockout of the TDRFP occurred.
Since the 18 TDAFP loss of signal lockout occurs at a relatively low supply voltage, the lockout is not
espectad to have occurred until near the end of the 200 esec time interval.

The decrease in LAP position resulted in a reduction in the 18 TDRFP speed and flow. Based on pump
head / flow curves and computer data f rom the time isonediately prior to and af ter the is TDRFP flow
reduction, an EAP induced speed reduction of the 15 TD8FP of at least 1300 rpm was neeoed for flow to
drop to aero. This amount of speed reduction is considered reasonable given the amount of EAP motion
noted during testing.

Lest e8 the 19 ePS MO set: The IB RPS MG set lest power following the main generator trip. It was
restarted without prod 1 ems and subseeuently tripped due to a motor f ault 30 minutes later. The motor
wtadtag was found to have a heavy layer of dirt on both ones of the winding. The winding was found to
have esperienced e turn to turn short at the first coil of a phase group. The most probable cause of
this f ailure is a current spike through the anoter winding caused by a transient or switching action due
to teterruption of power. The motor windings were also degraced from the abrasive action of the dirt on
the winding insulation.

Mtv Relied Valves ($RV1:
s

1. 'n' SRV opened prior to '$' and 'U' which have lower setpoints. *$' and 'U' setpoints are 1076 psig

with allowable tolerances of 1069 to 1099 asis. *K' setpoint is 1096 psig with allowable tolerances
of 1089 to 1119 psig. 'A' setpoint was found at 104 psig 1 psig out of tolerance, but within the
range to operate before '$' and 'U'.

2. 'O' srb failed to open. The less of power event resulted in a loss of low pressure drywell
instrument nitrogen to the $RV accumulators, and 'O' $2V actuation was not reQMired for over 2 hours
after the loss of nitrogen. This was considered sufficient time for the accisnulator to have blod
cown through the actuator block gasket leaks which were found. The ADS Accumulator was not
affected. This non-safety related occumulator was not previously tested. The leaks waru of
suf ficient cuantity to prevent operation of this valve as the event occurred.

3 'I' SRV showed dual indication when cycled f rom the [ontrol Room. The valve stroke was determined
to be 0 700", outside the acceptable value of la The spindle nut was f ound not tightened down
proc 5erly with the lead plate, This prevented the disk f rom going full open when stroked by the
actuate-

-n
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TEXT Energy Industry leentification System (t!!5) codes are identtfled in the test as (KK)

C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT CONT!hAf(0

4 The 'C' and 'U' SRV position indication developed problems late in the event. It was determined

that the valves did strone full open, but due to the neber of times these valves were cycled, the
position indic.tian L.c cc U-calibrated.

Pentter eeeirculatica (RP) f aD1 Pume bett en valve f1213-FC23ah This valve f ailed to fully close when
given a close signal f rom the Control Roam. The valve was then reopened and closed normally when given
a second close signal. Testing revealed that the 1833-rC23A problem was related to either torque switch
or seat-in contacts, or actuator lubrication. It is believed that the valve may have esserienced a
minor internal loadin0 problem.

e:Ir and LPCS Check Valve eenition Indication Prob 1ses:

1 The LPC5 Check valve (1E21-F006) did not indicate full closed following shut down of the LPC5
System. LPC5 was used for vessel level control following the scram. The check valve was found in
the full closed position, but the closed limit switch cam was loose, due to a stripped setscrew,
resulting in improper position indication.

2 The NCIC Check Valve (It51-r065) did not indicate full closed following the shut down of the RCIC
System. The chect valve was found in the partially open position as shown by the local position
t'aication. The valve was taken full c10 sed by rotating the esternal limit switch cam by hand.
There was no escessive binding or internal interference preventing disc movement. The check valve
is the upstream member of a pair of sectes check valves in the injection line. It has been
previously identtfied and accepted that in this cesign, the second of the two check valves may
receive insufficient dif ferential pressure (dp) to close once the first valve has seated. f ollow-up
has shown that the valve easily closes by hand and would have closed if subjseted to a do. Further
review of the events identif 6ed that the other chece valve (1E51-F066) esperienceo an indication
problem during the event. This proolem is a loosi 1*-it switch cam caused by the oesign of the disk.

$A'etv Parametre titola. Svitem (SPr$1 Failure:

During the alert, the SPD5 monitor on the unit 1 Reactor Operator Desk as well as the SPD5 Monitor above
Contrti Room Panel IM13-P603 failed. The f ailure was noted early during the event, though the precise
time cancot be established. The SPD5 monitors were available in the Unit 2 Control Room and in the
Technical Supocet Center at all times. Othe monitors in the Control koom never lost their ability to
display data. This verified that the Process Computer and other eenituts in the Control Room had not
failed. Also, it was verified that the UP5 power to the monttors in the Control Room had not failed
during the event.

The SPOS Monitor above Control Room Panel 1H13-P603 was powered f rom pomote Lighting Cabinet (RLC) 12.
a field walkoown to detemine the power source of the SPD5 Monitor on the Unit 1 Reactor Operator Desk,
oetermined that it was also being powered f rom an RLC circuit, though the enact PLC circuit was not
vertfled.

all RLC circuits are powereg from non-lafety related busses. During the loss of Off-site Power, the
no~ safety tiusses on Unit 1 would have load shed to allow the DGs to come online. The non-safety busses
were not restored until tne busses were ennually restored. Control Room Personnel noted that the SPD5
M0 niters were opergttog as usual 3 few hours irlo the event.
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tata11e Couetv station 1 0 1 5 f 0 1 0 t D 13 17 f 3 9l1 - 0I115 - O f0 01 7 0F 1! ?

TEXT Energy Industry Joentificatten Systwo (E!!5) codes are identified in the test as [XX)
>

D. SAFETY AhaLY515 0F EVEwt
.

Reactor water level dropped to below the scram point 12.5" (level 3) but did not challenge the High ,

!Pressure Core Spray (MPCS)/RCIC initiation point of -50 inches (level 2). Reactor pressure increased to
the automatic osantre setpoint o* an Sav in the reitef mode (approstmately 1070 psig), and pressure was
controlled using RCIC and manual;y operating 5tV's. Yhts is the normal method of level / pressure control
following a scram with a M51V closure condition. The suppression pool temperature increased to
approntmately 124 segrees and level to approximately +3.5 feet due to the steam discharge into the
Suppression Pool f rom RCIC and 5RV's. ,

i

A LOOP due to a SAT favit is describes in Updated Final $afety Analysis Review (UF5AR) section 15.2.6 as
a moderate frequency event. This event did not significantly differ from that described in the UFSAR.

i

A Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) was issued af ter this event.
!

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

On-site review 93-048 was initiated and approved to address issues related to this event. A summary of .

the corrective actions is provided below. The immediate actions taken after the scram are identified in !

the Description of Ivents.

Less ef the SAT: 04. samples of the SAT were taken for analysis to cetermine if damage occurred to the
5AT. A seggar of the transformer and a transf ormer turns ratie test was performed. The 4.1 kV bus- ,

connections were disassembled, cleaned, and reassembled, The 6.9 kV bus bars were wiped down and
Iconnections retoreved. Both 4.1 kV and 6.9 kV bus duct enclosures were resealed and the bottom cover

filter drain / vents replaced. Moles were drilled in the bus duct channel supports to prevent the buildup ,

'

of water above the sealed connections to the internal insulator supports. The transformer low side
surge suppressors of both the 4.1 kV and 6.9 kV were permanently removed. Inspection of the duct
sealing tape was completed. Procedures LEP-AP-101/201 f or f ransformer Bus ovct Inspections wd1 be
reviewed *er clarifications and enhancements. Action item Record (AIR) 373-240-93-04828 w H1 traca this.

Less ef le 7 tere: Testing revealed that the TORFP's operated as designed as a result of the sudden
voltage transient. Dahl (Manuf acturer) EAP testing on the 18 TDRFP determined that a low voltage level
would increase the EAP position. The new Lovejoy TDRFP Control System Modification for Unit 1, which is ,

p1saned for installation during L1dO6, will be evaluated for the impact of the same voltage transtant.
AIR 373-240-93-04801 will traca this evaluatten. Unit 2 70RTP Control System is powered by an UPS and
would not have been susceptible to this type of event.

18 #eS MG set: The 19 RP5 % motor was sent out for refortiishing and was replaced. The 1A ector was
also sent out f or cleantng and rewarnishing of the windings. AIR 373-240-9344808 was issued to revise
the cleanieg frequency and method of cleaning. Unit 2 RP5 E sets 2A and 28 were also inspected and
found to be in an acceptable condition,

$Dvst One of 'R' SRV pressure switches was recalibrated within its tolerance. The 3 other 'n' SRV
pressure switches were found withir. tolerance. This $1ngle drif t out-of-telerance condition is
s u e,ianie. 0 5., si, ieass were repaired and the waiv, was successfun , sirosed. 1,,e othe, 5,vs

.e,e iested satisf acto,o,. A ,e, iodic it.s test of i,,e non-A05 SRV accu.wi. tors wm be ,e,f ormed as !
preventive maictenance. AIR 373-240-93-04805 will traca thin action.

!
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f. CORRICTIVE ACTION 5 CONTINUED

The 'U' SRV Lif t Indicating Switch Assembly (LISA) was replaced, and both t%e 'U* and 'C' $8V LISAs were
recalibrated and restroked successfully. The loose spindle nut on 'E' SRV was tightened to make contact
with the loading plate and backed off one turn per vendor prc:edure. The other SRVs were inspected and
found to be acceptable. The metbod of tightening the spindle nuts was revised to ensure the loading
plate was secured prior to locking the spindle put in place. AIR 373-240-9344802 will track this item.

1E33-FC23a: A current signature trace was performed and showed no new signs of valve degradation. The
torque switch, which was fevnd dirty and tarnished, was cleaned and raised to its manimum allowable
setting in addition, the valve stem and anti-rotation oevice were lubricated. A procedure deficiency
was written to change the * preferred * valve to shut during Shuteown Cooling (SDC) operation f rom the
1(2)B33-F023A/8 suction valve to the 1(2)R33-F067A/8 discharge valve. 1833-F023A internals will be
inspected f cr wear or damage during L1R06. AIR 373-240-9344829 wiil track this inspection.

PCIC nad LPCs theek valve eetition indiention: Dve to the problems with the can set screws, all RCIC.
RHR. and Emergency Core Cooling System (ECC5) Check valves Cass were inspected. This inspection
included replacing all the limit switch set screws, cleaning the internal threads (or drilling a new tap
hole if the hole was stripped), and cleaning of the can snaf t with an emery cloth prior to tightentag
the new setscrews. AIR 373-240-93-04612 includes the inspection of both Units.

1PIi; The SPD5 Monitor above Control Room Panel IM13-P603 was rewired to be powered of f an UP5 Power
Source. The 5P05 Monitor at the unit 1 seactor Operators Desk was rewired and is being powered f rom an
UP5 power source. Unit 2 will be rewired prior to Unit 2 5 tart-up under Modification P01-0-90-008.

Additionally, the Fuel Pool Cooling control design will be reviewed and the corrective actions will tie
reviewed for applicability to Unit 2. AIR 373-240-93-04815 will traca this rewtew.

F PRfVIDV5 (VEN15

LlR N#48[# TITLE

373/87-014-00 seactor Scram Due to Transformer 141 Differential Current Trip

374/90-037-01 Loss of System Ausiliary Transformer Caused by a Fire Protection Deluge of the
Transformer Due to a Short in the Deluge Manual Pull Station Switch

374/92-012-00 Aeactor Scram Due to a Main Turbine Trip Caused by a Thrust Bea<ing bear Detector
Sigral

373/82-007-03L-0 RCIC Testable Check Valve Indication Failure

373/91-006-00 seactor Scram On Low teactor Vessel Level Due to Loss of *A'' Turbine Driven Reactor
Feed ster Pomo Caused by Control valve Closure

i

!
|

1

|
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ftXT (norgy Industry Identification System (E!!5) codes are identified in the test as [KX)

G. COMPow[NT FAILURE DATA

MAMJFACiuntR NOMENCLATUR[ MDD[L pU g[R MFG PART Mpg [3

Leaeral Electric System Availla y N/A $er{al M-M1285
fransformer

General flectrit Motor 5(326AN2608P N/A |
|

Liriterque Valve $MS O h/A |

|

,
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)

ATTAC>m Dff A
'!

9/14/93 1

11:47 33 Unit 1 System Aus Transformer (SAT) lockout (trip) due to
low (4160 Kv) bus duct f ault. This causes voltage drop on
transformer output,

j

Fast transfer of busses 152,142Y.142K and 141Y from the

SAT to the Unit Aus Transformer (UAT) occurs as espected.

DA diessi fire pJmo (DFP) starts due to transformer deluge,
e

8 Reactor Recirc Flow Control Hydraulle Power Unit (HPU)
Isolation valves close due to momentary power loss.

U1 Service Air Compresser ($AC) trips due to momentary loss
of control power.

Division 3(HPC5) SWGR 143 losses power. There is no DAT
feed to Division 3.

Reactor Building ventilation (Vfd secondary containment
dampers close.

37 Division 3 Diesel Generater (DG) running sue to Bus 143
undervoita,e -

di Reactor lo= level (level d. +31.5") alarm ;

42 RWOU trip 6
f

44 Division 3 bus 143 energized by the Division 3 (18) DG

52 Reactor $CatAM Ice water level (level 3. e12.5"). This is
an LGA-01 (EOP) Entry Condition.

.

Reactor recirc (RR) pumps downshif t to slow speed at
reactor level 3 as designed.

11:48 25 Operator closes 18 Turbine Driven Reactor Feed Pump 18
discharge valve. 1 FWD 108 as espected post scram action.

>

f

i

,

4

e
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t

ATTAC80lf9ff A CONTINUED

!*

d6 Reactor level increases above Level 3,

50 Operator closes 1A Turbine Ortwen Reactor Feed Pump 1A
,

discharge valve. IFWO10A as an espected post scram action.

Motor Orleen Reacter Feeewater Pump (MDRFP) aute starts as
espected.

56 Reactor level lacreases above Level 4.

t11:49 30 Reactor level increases above high level alare (level 7
+41.5*)

04 8esctor level incesases above high level main turbine and
feeowater pump trip point (Level 8. +55.5")

05 Seavence of twents Recercer memory FULL. This occurs when ,

a large number of alarms are received in a short perted of
time.

06 Main turbine trips due to high reactor level 8.

MDATP trips ave to high reactor level 8

12 Main Generator trips due to reverse pnwer as espected.

All busses lose power due to loss of the Unit Ausiliary
Transformer (UAT) wh6ch is powered directly f rom the main

'generator.

l
R,5 busses lose power due to loss of power to MG set. 1

1

0 Diese) Generator ENERGIZ[$ Bus 141Y, lA Diesel Generator
(NERG1215 Sus 142Y.

Msive ciese d.e io ions o< Res b.sses.

In 50 er .ar, containneet .coie,s ev,3 chiiiod weier
,soiaii n vaives .soiate d e to ions e, R,s eusses.

A RH4 Service Water pumps started manually for Uppression
pool cooling.

i

i
.

l

.
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*
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its1 Energy Industry Identification System (E225) codes are identified in the test as (KX]

ATTACHMENT A CONT!NUED

Drywell Inste enent httrogen (!N) is lost due to closure of
conta.netr.t ..olation valves due tu less of RPS busses.

11:51 Both 58GT fans start due to less of RPS busses.

A RHR started manually for suppression pool cooling.

11:52 Reacter high pressure alarm occurs (1020 poig)

11:53 K Safety / relief valve (SRV) opened and closed on
pressure. This is not the espected first SRV to open on
pressure.

A/B RP5 MG sets restarted.

U SRV opened manually.
I

11:54 5 Saw opened me,vally.
!

Low-lew set (LLS) tattistes dwe to two SRVs open as
!

espected.

Reactor high pressure alarm clears (1C20 psign I

18 RPS bus re-eaergised

11:55 la RPS bus re-energized

11:56 Instrument air (IA) receiver air pressure low alarm
received.

T1:57 Suppression Pool temperature high alarm (105 degrees) This
is an LGA-C3 entry condition.

11:58 5 $RV closed

11:58 U SRV aute closed by LLS logic, with the SRvs closed.
Reactor Level shrinks due to the collapse of voids below
level 8 trip

MCC 134V 480vac normal (Frem 147Y .4.16KV bus)
i

ACIC manually started for injection into the core

Appendix F LER No. 373/93-015
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#ACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET M ER (2) JEe NLDf f# (6) | Pace (3)
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* 5etruential

,
voar

shaber /// swater

LaSalle County stattge 1 0 1 a 1 D 1 0 f 0 13 17 '1 9!3 - 0I1l5 - 0 10 11 3 0F 1! 7
TEXT Energy Industry Identificatten System ([!!5) codes are identified in the test as [XX)

ATTACPO4ENT A CONT!stJED

HPC$ pump manually started to place a load on 18 DG. HPC$
placed in f ull flow test. Division 3 bus has no desig3ed
crosst6e.

12:00(-) LGA4m01 ju wers installed per LGA-03 (EOP)

12:02 Suppression Pool temperature reaches 110F due to SRV's and
RCIC.

12:03 8 RH8 5ervice Water manually started to support suppression
pool cooling-

12:04 8 RHA pump was placed in suppression pool cooling.

12:06 The Main Condenser low vacuum alare occurs.

12:08 Primary Containment Pressure increases above 1.0 psig.

'RCIC placed in full fic test and injection is secured.

12 09 Drywell air temperature reaches 135F. Another LGA43 entry
condition,

12:11 The IB VP (primary containment chillers) loop isokation
valves opened.

12:12 The 1A VP loop t eclation valves opened.

12:13 Restored Sus 158 to normal manually.

72:14 Primary Containment pressure drops below 1.0 psig.

12:17 8 RP5 Motor Generator Set tripped the second and final time
f rom motor f ault.

12.20 Power restored to busses 131X and 131Y Manually.

5RV cyc16ag in alphabetical s' ovence continues throughout the eventv
to control / reduce reactor pressure. Reactor level shrink and swell

accaripany the 52V cycles. RCIC is used to control reactor level and
,ressure.

>
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tfffM5ff EVENT REPOWT f ttt) TEXT CONTfsEJATION Fe m Rev 2.0
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* Year /// Seevential Revision !fff
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taialle f auetv station 1 015101010131713 9I3 - 011IE - 0 IO 11 4 Or 11 7 '

TEXT Energy Industry leentification System (E!!$) coees are identified in the test as [KX)

l

Aff AC44Dif A CONT!stAfD
i

i

12:20(-) LGA-VP-01 jmpers installed to allow Drywell '

Chiller isolation to be reset per LGA-03,

12:25 hat $ phone call made to report the Alert Condition. EAL 9.C.
;

was cited.

12:47 [N$ hetification Made

12:51 Bus 137X/Y fnergised manually.

12:57 Service water (WS) Pump Olscharge Pressure Normal {{ndicative of
W$ Pumps back on line.

12:57 Division 1 4.1 kV bus crosstled to Unit 2. 0 Olesel Generator
$hatdown, placed in Standby.

13.04 Division 2 4.1 kV bus crosstied to Unit 2.1A Diesel Generator
Shutsown, placed in Standby, Unit 2 Station Air Compressor '

Started. Unit 2 Turbine sutiding Closed Cooling Water System
Started to support Air Compressor Operation.

13:18 C suppression chamber to drywell vacuum breaker opens, as
espected due to SRV and RCIC adding inventory to suppression
9001.

13:35 LGa-C2 (EOP) Entered due to High Main $ team funnel Temperature.

13:45 Control transferred to TSC.

14:02 Unsuccessful attempt to open 0 $4V.

I14:04 Instrument Air pressure hermal.

14:16 Reactor pressure at 500 psig.

RCIC Cheet valves appear to have not full closed.

14:54 1emporary power to fuel pool cooling (FC). Unit 2 FC system
started.

i
15.47 Started Turbine Building Ventilation #

I.

!
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f[XT Energy Industry Identification System ([115) codes are identified in the test as (KX)

t

ATTACwerf A C0sff!NU(D

17:04 to 19:17 Ustag AD5 high oressure air to open SRVs.

17:00 Primary Containment Pressure High alard, 1 psig.
i

17:11 LPC5 Pump DN, and is now used for level control. RCIC is !

used to a lessor entent from here on. LPC5 Injection valve f
opened and closed to maintain level.

19:07 temporary Feed Established to O RP5 Bus from Alternate
Feed. Isolation can be reset. .

!

19:23 Dry-ell instrument air crosette to station instrument air

established. Regulator Supply alarm clears

19:26 A/8/C/D M5tv Accumulators hermal Pressure. Instrument air I

established to drywell.
{

19:50 RWCU isolation valves opened.

19:52 1G33-F034 closed |

19:53 RCIC Injection valve closed and RCIC Injection chect valve
1E51-F066 Closed. This is the final use of RCIC, and the '

r

it51-F065 doesn't f ull close. ;

20:07 Preparing to start RWCU as indicated by valve manipuistions.

20:10 RWCU started per Operations Director log.

20:11 LPC5 Injection valve Open - Indications of testable check i
*- valve indication probloes.

20:25 RCIC Steam Pressure Low, reactor pressure has dropped to
,

approutmately 57 psig. '

21:25 CRD Pump on, suction lined up to Condenser Hotwell

21:27 Cycled vacuum Breakers per surveillance due to 58V usage.

Ji '. 5 CLAM Reset
1

i

|

|

1

1

l
i
i
i

|
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ATTACHMENT A CONTINUED

22:43 Suppression Pool Temperature Drops to less than 110 degrees
F

22:44 A RHe Pump shutdown to prepare A RHR system f or Shutdown
Cooling. J

9/15/93

0:44 Shutdown Cooling Line Temperature high alare received
i

(indicative of Inne ware up in preparation to establish '

shutoown cooling.)

04:40 1833-FC23A fails to close on first attemot, closes on
second attempt.

04:59 a RHa Pump ON - Shutdown Cooling Established

09 48 Bulk Suppression Pool Temperature horeal, 105 degrees F.

10:46 Suppression Pool Bula Temperature horeal Div 2

11:03 Suppression Pool Bulk Temperature hore.1 Div 1

11.50 Operating Condition 4, Co1d Shutdown is reached. LGA-41 is
esited.

13:20 Unit 2 Reactor Building ventilation is started.

13:22 Unit 1 Seactor Building ventilation is started.

93:30 (sit LGA-C2
,

14:24 LPCS pump shutdown

15:15 UAT Energised- Power Available

16:44 Division 1 4.1 kV fed from Daf.

16-48 6.9 6v Bus 151 Picked up, along with 480 volt auteusses

16.48 CSEP Alert Terminated and ENS notification made in this
timeframe.

1

Y
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ffXT Energy Industry Identification System (t!!5) codes are identified in the test as [KX)

ATTAC mfNT A COMT! Nut 0

16:56 6.9 hv Bus 152 Picked up, along with 480 volt sub-busses

16:58 NARs for termination issued.

17:05 TSC secured.

9/16/93

19:40 Erit LGA-03
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On 11/04/93 a test to venfy the automauc loading capability. on a Safety hyecuc,n Signal (SIS). for the 2-1
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) failed. The Unit was in Cold Shutdown at the tLme of the tesung. The test
venfies that all loads mil deencrgue on the respecove safety related em rgency busses and that the EDG
sequencer circuitry win automaucally load safety-related loads at specfted time intervals, follo ing s'arung of thew

I EDG On 11/06/93, the 2 2 EDG also failed its respecuve test for automatic loading capabihty. The cause of the

| test failures was the nusoperauon of a d2gital (rmeroprrmmr based) sohd state tuner associated with the Lead
Sequencer circuitry An inducuve voltage surge was produced by the decriergizauon of aux 1hary relays witVnthe

f. Load Sequencer ciretut dunng the SIS reset of sequenar operauon. His caused the timer to nusoperate resultmg
I an the failure of the sequencer Voltage suppresson daodes were added to the auxibt'y relays within the

N sequencers* circuit to chnunate the voltage surge. This event consututed a common mode failure which could

I have safety implicauons dunng an event involving a loss of offsite power and safety injecuon actuatren. Operater

| s,etaon may have been required to manually sequence E mergency Diesel Generator loads.
I
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j DESCRIPTION OF MTNT

On November 4,1993, with the Urut in Cold Shutdown, a sitrveillance test to venty the automatic loading
capabahry, on a Safety injecuan Signal, for the 21 Emergency Diesel Generator fatted. He survet11ance test,

{ performed on a refuchng frequency, verifies that all loads will deenerpze on the respectsve safety-related 4160 Volt
I and 480 Volt emergency busses and that the Emergency Diesel Generator ctreintry will automaucally load the

safaty-related loads onto the emergency busses at specfm! time intervals folloutng starung of the emergency &ese!'

generator The emergency diesel generator 21 sequencer failure was ongsnally deternuned to have been a safery,

i anjectson relay matfuncuan The safety mjecuon relay was replaced and the emergency diesel generator was re-

|
tested sausfactorily on November 5,1993.

| On November 6,1993, at 1357 hours, the 2-2 Emergency Diesel Generator failed its respecuve survetilance test for
automauc loa &ng capabihty. He actual cause for both emergency 6esel generator sequencer failures wasi

'
deternuned to be the m ernunent misoperauon of a &gital sohd state timer relay associated with the individual.

&esers load sequencer etreuitry Auuhary relays wittun the sequencer developed inducuve voltage surges whichi,

,
. caused the sohd state umer relay circuitry to misoperate, prevenung the required contact closures to energize

|! aushary relays wtuch would start safety-related loads. The 2-1 and 2 2 cmcrgency ceact generator sequencen ,

f were vertfied to operate correctly an response to an undervoltage con &uon (lass of Offsste Poetr). Since Safety |
; injecuon and Conuunment isolauon Phase 'B"(CIB) actuauon are not required to funcuon diaring Cold Shutdown,

the 21 Emergency Diesel generator was maintained operable by defcaung the safety injecuon and CIB taput j
| signals to the diesel generator etrcuitry. >

f1 Post < vent bench temng of the &gttal sohd state umer relay identified the intermittent nusoperauon con & tion. '
'

he a ssoperauon occurred an approumately tlurty three (33) percent of the bench test cycles Circuit !
modifiouons to add voltage transient suppressor & odes in parallel math the aunhary relay cosis (See Figure 1) on (
both emectency 6esel generator sequencer circtuts were performed Dese voltsge suppressor daodes suppress the j,

soltage sure created when the atuuliary relay coil as deenergtzed. !
'
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h' A problem with the start ciraut for the 23 A Motor Dnven Auchary Feedwater Pump ns idenufsed dunng post- j
.'odification testing of the 21 Emergency Diesel Generator Sequencer ctraut. Anuhary relays operate to start j

sai ty related components dunrig sequencer operauon. Tlus start etmut has a set of parallel contacts wtuch are
'

cloni by vanous start circuiu, (See Figure 2 below) Followirig these contacts there is another set of paralle!4

[ contacts assoctated atth the auchary relsy sequencer circuitry. The contacts for the aunisary relays in the

L component surt etrcuits are closed The sequencer causes one set of parallel contacts to open, effecuvely blocking
component operauon unul the specified step at the prescnbed sequencer time anterval. The remauung paralleli

contact as also closed and is opened by the sequencer umer retty and subsequently re closed at the specified time

i interval caustng the respecuve component to start. The addauon of the voltage supressor dsodes on the aunhary
relsv coil for the 23 A Motor Driven Aumhary Feedwater Pump start cunut caused the dropeut tune (the length of'

ume required for relay contact opening) to increase a shght amount. This resulted in the relay contacts retnmining
,

closed upon truuauon of the the first sequencer intens) operauon Tlus caused the 23A Motor Dnvco Aunharyi

k Feedwater Pump to start earher in the loading sequena.
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Ms problem was corrected through addiuonal wiring changes (See Figure 3 BeloO. Es moddiction was ,
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The 2 1 Emergency Diesel Generator was funcuonally tested and returned to semce on November 16,1993. The 1

2-2 Emergency Diesel Generator was funcuanally tested and returned to semce on November 17,1993. !
'

l

| cal'SE OF THE EVENT
I
'

he cause for the emergency 6esel generator (EDG) failures was idenufied as inadequate design understan&ng
prior to unplementauon, and insuffacient post mo&ficauon tesung following the installauon of the digital
(rrueroprocesser based) sohd state timers. De design changes were made to the EDG Imad Sequencers dunng the

1 Second Refuehng Outage and also followtog &gital sohd state umer circuit mo&ficauons performed dunng the
' nird Refuehng Outage. ne tesung conducted did not adequately vahdate the design change from electro-
[ mechanscal to trucroprocessor based sohd state umers An mducuve voltage surge was produced by the
y deenergizauon of auuhary relavs within the load sequencer circuitry which caused the sohd state timer to
'

nusoperate. The umer relsys are Automaue Tinung & Controls Company, Model 365-A. Long Range Timers.
Rese timers were recommended by the manufacturer as direct replacements for the ongsnal electo-mechamcal
umers, w here improved unur.g accuracy is desired.

I

REPORTABfUTY {

nas event was reported to the Nuclear Regulatory Comnussion on November 6,1993, at 1527 teurs,in i

accordance with 10CI%50.72 b.2.1, as a condiuon found wlule the reactor is shut down, that had at been found j
ulule the reactor was in operauon, would have resulted in the nuclear power plant being in an unanalyzed :

con &uon Tius wTitten report is being subnutted in accordance m1th 10CFR50 73.a.2 v, as a con & tion that alone !
| could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety funcuan of systems that are needed to nuugate the consequences

i

of an accident Ad&uonally is it being reported in accordance with 10CFR50.73.a 2.vti, as an event where a single j
cause or condauon caused at least one train to become inoperable in a single system designed to miugate the,

|
consequences of an accident

' CORRICTBT ACTIONS
'

!

b Tuc folloutng correcuve actions have been taken as a result of tius event: I

1
I I Voltage supression diodes have been added to the anchary relays to ehnunate the effects of the
! voltage surge [

!
2 The motorwirwen aculiary feedwater pump start carttutry has been modded to ensure |

correct operauon dunng the emergency &esel generator sequencer operauon. [

3 The 24 Emergency Diesel Generator was funcuonally tested and returned to semcc on
November 16.1993 The 2-2 Emergency Diesel Generator was funcuonally tested and returned [
to semcc on November 17,1993

[
!
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4 Since the digital sohd state timets had been purchased commeretal grade and qualified for
Class IE use, other sohd state relay replacement components in Class IE circuits that mere

i quahficauon tested were evaluated to verify that they are qudified for their specific apphcanon.

f 5 An evaluauon of the post-moddicauon program pracuces will be conducted Until completion
i of thss evaluauon. Engineenns Assurance and System Engineers will review modificauon

,

,

packages pnor to mstallauon and concur with the mod 6cauen testing requartments,

6 Engineenng guidehnes will be developed wtuch address engineenng requirements for the
apphcauon of digital sohd state components as replacements for electro-mechamcal or
non-sohd state components

! S AFETY IMPLICATIONS i

i

T1us event consututed a common mode failure wluch could have safety amphcauons dunng an event involving a
loss of offsite power and safety injecuan actuatson. Operator action may have been required to manually start
Emergency Diesel Generator loads.

I

.|

. PREVIOl'S OCCt'RRFNCES
!

'i LER 9244W involved the failure of the Emergency Diesel Generator Sequencer Timer Relays due to the
|apphcapon of excessive voltage to the clock circuat.
j

f
L

lDIESEL CENERATOR RFLN !;

! The following as a summary of the past 20,30 and 100 start and load detnamh for the Unit 2 emergency diesel
j generators, trended in accordance with NUMARC BM0 Rev.1. Appendix D (Data as of November 6,1993):
i

i Urut 2

Start Failures Load Fa11 ares Iglal Tntrer

|Past 20 Site Demands 0/20 2/20 2/20 3/20 ,

j Past 50 Site Demands 0/50 2/50 2/50 4/50 i
p Past 100 Site Demands 0/100 2/100 2/100 5/100 i'

EDG 21 Past 25 Demands 0/25 1/25 1/25 4/25 i
EDG 2 2 Past 25 Demands 0/25 1/25 1/25 4/25

i

'
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On February 25.1993, at 1431 hours, with Unit 1 in Mode 1, Power Operation, at 100 percent
power, and Unit 2 in No Mode, Defueled, "B" train Nuclear Service Water (RN) System pump
discharge valves (l(2)RN3BB) failed to open during RN pump start. At 1745 hours, Unit I
encored Technical Specification (TS) 3.0.3 due to both trains of RN being inoperable due to "A"
train having a potential for similar problem. At 2205 hours, valve IRN38B was declared
operable and Unit i exited TS 3.0.3. Failure of the RN pump discharge valves to open has been
attributed to a lack of (etailed information in the motor operated valve (MOV) torque switch
setup procedure, sizing variables that are possibly inadequate for these specific applications
and/or a potentially degraded valve subcomponent. Corrective actions include adjusting valve
settings for both Unit i and Unit 2 valves, evaluating similar valves in other applications, and
further Engineering evaluation and testing. During this event, Operations failed to perform a
Power Availability Test within one hour of declaring the Diesel Generators inoperable due to
RN being inoperable. This resulted in a TS Surveillance being missed. ' Die mised TS

'

Surveillance is attributed to policy guidance that was not well defined or understood. Corrective
actions included perfriming the TS Surveillance, developing a TS Interpretation, and training.
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BACKGROUND

llackcround for RN Syst_tm

The discharge valves [ Ells:V] that failed to open and are the subject of this repon are in the
Nuclear Service Water [ti.IIS:Bl] (RN) system. A simplified flow diagram of the RN system is
included in the report as Attachment A. The flow diagram will help to understand the
arrangement of the components discussed in this report.

The Nuclear Service Water System (RN) provides essential auxiliary suppon functions to
Engineered Safety Features (T3F) of the station. The system is designed to supply cocling water
to various heat loads in both the safety and non-safety ponions of each unit. Provisions are
made to ensure a continuous flow of cooling water to those systems and components necessary
for plant safety during normal operation and under accident conditions. Sufficient redundancy
of piping and components is provided to ensure that cooling is maintained to essential loads at
all times.

Functionally, the system cor.sists of four se,tions which serve to assure a supply of water to
vanous station heat loads and retum the heated effluent back to its heat sink. These sections are
the source and intake section. the RN pumphouse section, the station heat exchanger [EIIS:HX]
section, and the main discharge section.

Lake Wylie is the normal source of nuclear service water. A single transpon line conveys water
from a Class I seismically designed intake structure at the bottom of the lake to both the A and
B pits of the RN pumphouse serving the RN pumps [EIIS:P]in operation. Should Lake Wylie
be lost due to a seismic event in excess of the design of Wylie Dam, the Standby Nuclear
Service Water Pond (SNSWP), formed by the Class I seismically designed SNSWP Dam,
contains sufficient water to bring the station safely to a cold shutdown condition under all
normal, transient, and accident conditions. The SNSWP has an intake structure designed to
Class I seismic requirements, with two Class I seismic, redundant lines to transpon water
independently to each pit in the RN pumphouse. Automatically upon loss of IAke Wylie (as
detected by RN pump pit level instrumentation),12ke Wylie double isolation valves are closed
and the SNSWP valves are opened to both pit A and pit B.

i RN pumps I A ahd 2A take suction from pit A and discharge through RN strainers [ Ells FLT]
.

'

( lA and 2A respectively. The outlet piping of the 1A and 2A RN strainers then join back I

together to form the train A supply line to train A components in both units. RN pumps IB and'

i

sa: sc*u a a e sa |
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2B take suction from pit B, discharging through RN strainers IB and 2B respectively. The
outlet piping of strainers IB and 2B join together to form the train B supply line to train B
components in both units. The operation of any two pumps on either or both supply lines is
sufficient to supply all cooling water requirements for unit startup, cooldown, and refueling and
post-accident operation of two units. However, one pump has sufficient capacity to supply all
cooling water requirements during normal power operation of both units or during post-accident
conditions if the unaffected unit is already in cold shutdown. All four pumps are started during
a postulated combined accident and loss of normal power. Durieg an accident, a safety injection
signal automatically starts all four pumps. .

Nuclear service water is used in both units to supply both essential and non-essential
components. Essential components are those necessary for safe shutdown of the unit, and must
be redundant to meet single failure criteria. Non-essenti.d components are not necessary for safe

i shutdown of the unit, and are not redundant. Each unit has two trains of essential heat
; exchangers designated A and B, and one train of non-essential heat exchangers supplied from

either A or B and isolated on Engineered Safety Features actuation. The following components
or services are supplied by each essential header of the RN system:

- RN pump motor cooler
- RN strainer backilush
- RN pump bearing tube injection water
- RN pump motor upper bearing oil cooler
- Diesel Generator (D/G) engine jacket water cooler
- Diesel Generator building essential fire water ,

- Diesel Generator engine starting air aftercooler
- Component cooling heat exchanger

'

- Assured auxiliary feedwater [EIIS:DA](CA) supply
Assured fuel pool makeup-

- Assured component cooling (Ells:CC] (KC) system makeup
j - Containment spray [ Ells:BE] (NS) heat exchanger
I - Control room area chiller condensers (fed by Unit I essential headers only)

| - Auxiliary shutdown panel air conditioning units
- Assured conuunment penetration valve injection [E!!S:JM] (NW) system makeup

|
There are two main discharge headers with train l A and 2A components returmng flow to the
A header, and train IB and 2B components returning flow to the B header.

f
p I

i I

.e v , w .w
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The RN system is designed to supply the cooling water requirements of a simultaneous LOCA i

on one unit and cooldown on the other unit assuming a single failure anywhere on the system, :

loss of offsite power, and loss of Lake Wylie. Upon complete train separation, both units are ;

assured of having a source of water, at least one pump capable of supplying required flow on ;

its associated train, and at least one essential header to provide cooling water to components !
served by RN. i

'

RN Pumo Discharce Isolation Valves IRN28A. 7RN28A.1RN38B. and 2RN38B

These valves are Basic In Flow (BIF) butterfly valves required to be open when their respective f
nuclear service water pump is operating. The valves are interlocked to open when the associated [
RN pump is running and close when the pump is tripped. The valves do not directly receive !

| an ESF signal themselves; however, the pumps are started on a safety injection signal from
j either unit or loss of offsite power. There are no control switches in the control room for these

';
! vs.lves.
|

The pertinent RN system Technich Specification (TS), 3.7.4, requires that at least two >

independent RN loops shall be operable: *

a) With both Units in Mode 1, Power Operation, Mode 2, Startup, Mode 3, Hot
Standby, or Mode 4, Hot Shutdown, each loop shall contain two operable RN
pumps and associated emergency diesel generators, two essential equipment i

supply and return headers, and a supply and discharge flow path capable of being L

aligned to the Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond (SNSWP).
,

b) With only one unit in Mode 1,2, 3, or 4, each loop shall contain at least one
,

operable RN pump, associated emergency D/G, and the essential equipment i
supply and return header associated with the unit in Mode 1,2,3, or 4, and a :
supply and discharge flow path capable of being aligned to the SNSWP.

Since both trains of RN on Catawba Unit I were dctermined to be inoperable, ~13 3.7.4 could
not be met because there is no action statement which addresses both trains of RN being

.

inoperable. With both trains of RN inoperable, Unit I entered TS 3.0.3.

TS 3.0.3 is required to be entered when the Umt is operating m a condicon not permitted by i1

| Technical Specifications. This condition exists when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not ;

j met except as provided in the associated Action Requirements. It requires thr.: within one hour
,

'

i
i

i

!
i

n - . ., ,
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action shall be initiated to place the Unit in a Mode in which the specification does not apply
by placing it, as applicable, in:

i

a) At least Hot Standby in the next 6 hours,

b) At least Hot Shutdown within the following 6 hours, and

c) At least Cold Shutdown within the subsequent 24 hours.

The Catawba Nuclear Station TS 3.0.3 interpretation states that the purpose of the one hour is

| to allow for preparation of an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in plant operation.
It further states that if the equipment problem can be resolved within three hours, no load
reduction is necessary. The remaining four hours leaves sufficient time to shutdown in a

,

| | controlled and orderly manner, and well within the specified maximum cooldown rate and within
i the cooldown capabilities of the facility assuming only the minimum required equipment is
j operable. The Unit i RN pump discharge valves were returned operable before any load
' reduction was required.

|

The Unit 1 RN pump discharge valves were setup in accordance with the requirements outlined j

in Generic letter (GL) 89-10 which requires licensee to implement a program to ensure that all I

* safety-related" gate, g|obe, and butterfly valves are selected, set, and maintained to ensure

| ability to operate under their design basis conditions. This requires review of the design basis
I operating requirements and the actuator sir.ing calculation to determine the operating

tqque/ thrust required to operate each valve, fr.dividual valves are then diagnostic tested to
measure and ensure the calculated torque / thrust is being delivered to the valve during a baseline
or " static * (no pressure and flow conditions) test. A validation of the sizing calculation is then

,

required within the timeframe of the 89-10 commitments by operating the valve against
conditions of flow and pressure, or by providing some means of alternative justification. After
initial validation, each valve is then periodically tested and maintained to ensure continued ability
to operate. Unit 2 RN pump discharge valves are scheduled to be GL 89-10 tested during
2EOC6 outage in May 1994.

I
Backeround for Missed TS Surveillance

| Since the RN system supplies cooling water the Diesel Generators (D/Gs), the loss of both trains
of RN affected both D!Gs causing them to also become inoperable. The pertinent TS regarding

i

i

l l

1 i
i

~ ~ , , , ,
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power source availability is TS 3.8.11. "Ihis TS requires that as a minimum, the following A.C. ;

electrical power sources shall be operable in Modes 1,2, 3, and 4: )

a) Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and
the Onsite Essential Auxiliary Power System, and i

!

b) Two separate and independent D/G's.

If both D/Gs are inoperable, the appropriate action to be taken is to demonstrate the
,

OPERABILITY of two offsite A.C. circuits by performing Specification 4.8.1.141a within 1 )
hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least one of the inoperable D/G's to i

OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore both D/Gs to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next |
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

,

Periodic test FT/1/A/4350/03 (Electrical Power Source Alignment Verification) is performed to
verify proper breaker [ Ells:BKR] alignment, breaker operability, and power availability at the
switchyard,6900 V switchgear,4160 V switchgear,600 V essential load and motor [ Ells:MO)
control centers,120 VAC vital buses, and 125 VDC vital buses. This particular activity was
not performed within one hour of declaring Unit 1 D/Gs inoperable.

EVENT DESCRWrlON

To fully understand the event that occurred on February 25, 1993, the history of the torque
switch settings (TSS) for the RN pump discharge valves is provided as well as a detailed event
description. A diagram is included as Attachment B to aid in the understanding of the previous
TSS and operability of the RN pump discharge valves. Also, a simplified flow diagram of the
RN system is included in this report as Attachment A.

In October 1988, PIR 0-C88-0314 was originated to address the problem associated with
butterfly valves 1(2)RN-148A failing to open under high differential pressure (DP) conditions. |

' The cause of the valves not opening was attnbuted to significant hardening of BIF seat materials.
The seat hardening causes the valves to open at a higher ur: seating torque than the valves were

| setup to at the time. Corrective action identified fifty-six valves that needed to have their "open":
l ; torque switches reset to the maximum allowable TSS. Four of the fifty-six valves were the RN

| pump discharge valves.
i

i
|

! I
. - . - . . .
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in July 1989, the corrective action of PIR 0-C88-0314 (seat hardening problem noted above) was ,

performed on the RN pump discharge valves. De Unit I and Unit 2 RN pump discharge valves
were to be adjusted to maximum "open* TSS (3.0). Unit 1 RN pump discharge valves were
actually sc. to the maximum TSS. Unit 2 RN discharge valves TSS were inadvertently left at
1.5. The " closed * TSS was adjusted to maximum TSS (3.0) instead of the "open* TSS. The
four RN pump discharge valves were part of the fifty-six valves noted above in PIR 0-C884)314

In December 1989, PIR 0-C89-0376/LER 413/89-029, was initiated because component cooling
system (KC) valves IKC-81B and 2KC-56A may not have sufficient torque output to overcome
additional friction due to seat hardening. Corrective action was to modify the KC valves with
an open torque switch bypass.

In March 1990, NRC issued IEN-90-21 which addressed increased seat. friction on butterfly
valves due to seat hardening. This document was issued based on the Catawba event discussed .

!in PIR 0-C89-0376/LER 413/89-029.
,

in August 1992. Unit 1 RN pump discharge valves v" setup per GL 89-10 criteria. The TSS
for Unit 1 RN discharge valves were changed from 3.0 to approximately 2.0 for the "open*
position because the required torque to open the RN pump discharge valves equates to a TSS of
approximately 2.0. Unit 2 valves are scheduled to be setup to GL 89-10 during 2EOC6 outage
in May 1994. Their TSS remair.M at 1.5 for the "open" position.

The TSS described above indicates the status of the RN pump
discharge valves prior to this event. De following information
describes the specific event that lead to the discovery of the RN
pump discharge valves problem.

On February 25, 1993, Unit I was in Mode 1. Power Operation, at 100% power, and Unit 2
in No Mode Defueled, with RN pump 1 A running to si.ipply necessary cooling v ater.

At i140 hours, RN pump IB was started to perform an Inservice Pump Test (IWP). He "A"
and "B' train headers were isolated due to train crossover valves being closed. This action

| depressurized *B* train header.

t

!

1
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At 1424 hours, RN pump 1B was shutdown upon ecmpletion of the IWP test. RN pump 2B was
;

then started to perform its IWP test. Upon starting RN pump 2B, discharge valve (2RN38B) l

failed to open. The header downstream of the valve was depressurized, so this valve was trying
to open against maximum different pressure.

At 1426 hours, RN pump 2B was shutdown and RN pump IB was restarted to verify that its
discharge valve would open. The discharge valve (IRN38B) for IB RN pump also failed to

; open with the header downstream of the valve depressurized.

At 1430 hours, Operations opened the RN crossover valve, which pressurized the "B" train
header and allowed valve IRN38B to open. RN pump IB was shutdown. Operations contacted
Engineering to ask for assistance in resolving the failure of RN discharge velves to open.
Operations also initiated work orders to investigate why the 'B' train RN pump discharge valves
did not open during RN pump start.

At 1432 hours, RN pump 2B was restarted and discharge valvc 2RN38B opened which
previously failed to open with the *B* train header depressurized.

At 1600 hours, a meeting was held with Operations and Engineering personnel to review the
status of the investigation into the failure of the RN pump discharge valves.

At 1730 hours, after reviewing Engineering information and the results of the inspection of the
RN pump discharge valves. Engineering concluded that the failure of the 'B' train valves was
due4o higher than expected torque to open the valves with the header downstream of the valves
depressurized. Engineering also determined that the "A* train RN pump discharge valves had
a similar setup and therefore potentially had a similar problem. Based on the conclusion,
Engineering recommended that both trains of RN on Unit I be declared inoperable. Engineering
also advised Operations of an immediate corrtetive action which was to open the RN pump
discharge valves and then remove power. Once the RN pump discharge valves were declared
inoperable, Station Management continued to discuss potential reportability requirements.

f At 1745 hours, Operations entered Unit I into TS 3.0.3 due to both trains of RN being
I inoperable based on input from Engineering.
|

| At 1805 hours, Operaue,is opened RN pump discharge valves and then removed power to the
valves in order to assure the RN pumps would be available.

!

i
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At 1845 hours, the Electrical Power Source Alignment Verification Test (PT/1/A/4350/03)
should have been performed within one hour of declaring the Diesel Generators inoperable due
to both trains of RN being inoperable.

At 2015 hours, following further discussion with Engineering, Station Management concluded
,

|
that a one hour notification to NRC per 10CFR50.72(b)(ii)(B) was required due to RN system
being "Outside Design Basis"

At 2030 hours, the one hour notification was made to the NRC.

| At 2035 hours. Operations performed Electrical Power Source Alignment Verification Test
(PT/1/A/4350/03) to meet the requirements of TS Surveillance 4.8.1.1 la.

At 2048 hours, based on Engineering's evaluation, Operations restored power to Unit I and Unit ,

2 RN pump discharge valves in preparation for changing the setup on the Unit I valves.
'

Engineering determined that the Unit I discharge valves should be placed 20 degrees opened so
that the valves would opea against full differential pressure.

At 2130 hours, valve IRN38B was positioned at 20 degrees open and was tested with the RN
header downstream of the valve depressurized. Valve IRN38B opened when IB RN pump w2s
started and was declared operable. At 2205 hours, Unit i exited TS 3.0.3. Operations then i

entered TS 3.7.4 which requires returning one train of RN within 72 hours. |
1

On Eebruary 26,1993, at 0030 hours, following Engineering evaluation, valve IRN28A was-
|msitioned at 20 degrees open. 1 A RN pump was staned and valve IRN28A opened against full
differential pressure and was declared operable. At 0115 hours, Unit i exitedthe 72 hour TS
Action Statement.

On February 27,1993, while working to return Unit 2 valves to operable status, Engincednt,
discovered that the torque switch settings for valves 2RN28A and 2RN38B were reversed whcn
they were setup in 1989. The Unit 2 RN pump discharge valves were adjusted to the maximum
TSS (3.0). The valves were tested with the header downstream of the valves depressurized and

}
the valves tested successfully. Valves 2RN28A and 2RN38B were declared operable.

r
The following actions were taken after Unit 2 valves were returned
to operable status on February 27,1993.

,
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DP tests were performed on RN pump discharge valves (IRN28A and 1RN38B) to measure
unseating and dynamic torque loads under flow and pressure conditions. He unseating and
dynamic torque load were higher than was predicted by the manufacturer sizing calculations for
the valves.

A DP test was performed on the as found TSS (1.5 'open") position of valve 2RN28A with the
header depressurized. Valve 2RN28A actuator tripped and reset several times while trying to
open. The valve finally opened but it took twenty-five additional seconds. The test results
concluded that valve 2RN28A was operable as setup with TSS of 1.5 *oper," with the header
depressurized. Tbt. valve 2RN28A was considered operable since 1980.

Engineering evaluated BIF motor operated valves in other applications. Valves 1(2)RN28A,
1(2)RN38B, 1(2)KC56A, and 1(2)KC81B were tested under DP conditions and tested

| successfully. These valves have a required safety function to open. Engineering also reviewed
'

the manufacture 's sizing calculations for the RN pump discharge valves.
.

Valve 2RN38B was replaced with a new valve of different design and manufacturer. He new
valve was a Fisher posi seal butterfly valve. He valve was tested and tested successfully.
Engineering reviewed the test data and found the results to be acceptable.

Engineering is continuing to analyze the data from diagnostic tests and is continuing to conduct
testing to identify causes of higher then expected torque requirements.

CQNCLUSION

Conclusion of RN Pumo Discharre Valves

ne period of time from August 1992 through February 1993, three of the fou RN pump
discharge valves (IRN28A and 1(2)RN38B) were unable to open agsirc full differential
pressure. nis results in a potential loss of RN to both Catawba Nuclear Station (CNS) units
assuming a single failure of the one operable RN pump discharge valve. !

,

{ Failure of the Unit I discharge valves IRN28A and IRN38B to open has been attributed to
| sizing variables that are possibly inadequate for a reason unique to these specific applications

| and/or a potentially degraded valve subcomponent. Corrective actions included setting the Unit
I discharge valves to 20 degrecs open, setting Unit 2 valves to maximum TSS (3.0), evaluating
BIF motor operated valves in oth'er applicatbns, reviewing of the manufacturing sizing,

!

!
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calculations, analyzing data from diagnostic testing and conducting additional testing to iden'ify
'

causes of higher than expec:ed torque requirements.

Data recorded after the event from DP testing of valves IRN28A and IRN38B indicates that
both unseating and dynamic torque loads under flow and pressure conditions are higher than was
predicted by the manufacturer sizing calculations for these valves. Detailed review of the sizing
calculation has identified a number of factors or assumptions that can not easily be validated or
may not be addressed specifically in the calculation. Seat hardening can increase the required
unseating load, but there is not any well known method to predict the magnitude or potential for

|
this occurrence. Factors are included for gearbox efficiency and turbulence in the system, but
these also have some degree of assumption involved. Packing or bearing frictions beyond those

j assumed in the calculations will also result in higher than expected loads required to operate the

| valve.

|
! He presently available technology for di. agnostic testing of butterfly valves limits the ability to

perform " separate effects" testing. ,Only the total load can be measured, so it is not possible toI

| determine the portion that each of these individual factors contribute under in-plant testing

i
conditions. Advances in technology and additional testing will likely be required to fully
understand the significance of each factor in predicting the total load required to operate these
valves.

i

Failure of IRN28A and IRN38B following setup per the GL 89-10 design calculation does not i

appear to indicate a generic problem with the BIF siz.ing equation since other BIF valves have
been successfully operated under DP conditions. Both IKC56A and 1KC81B were setup per the
GL 89-10 sizing calculation during the IEOC6 refueling outage (Summer '92), and successfully

j tested near their design basis conditions. Measured loads under the DP teft conditions are

|
bounded by the values predicted in the sizing calculation and used in the field setup. Sizing of

! these valves used the same basic equations as the RN system valves to predict the operating
torque requirements. Major differences in these applications is use of raw water for RN versus
a treated watar system for KC Also their design calculations included different factors selected
by the manufacturer with the intent pf addressing application specific conditions such as valve
location relative to a pipe bend or pump. De successful operation of the BIF valves in the KC

| application indicates that the methodology used in the BlF calculation is valid. Any deficiency
| with this process would appear to be limited to the proper selection of application specific'

;
factors, or the possible degradation of components such that the initial factors no longer model I

,

the application. The attempt to ensure proper selection and subsequent validauon of fattors used

I

. . - - -
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in sizing calculations is the basis for implementation of a GL 89-10 Motor Operated Valve
(MOV) program.

Failure of the Unit 2 discharge valves (2RN28A,2RN38B) to open has been attributed to a lack
of detailed information in the motor operated valves (MOVs) torque switch setup procedure
(IP/0/A/3820/04). Enclosure (11.1) that provided a diagram of the actuator, did not specify
which adjusting screw was for the *open" or "close" switch and the switch itself was not clearly
marked for this purpose. The technician could have mistaken these two switches during the TSS
adjustments made in 1989. Procedure IP/0/A/3820/04 was revised on April 18,1990 and March
4,1991. During these revisions the enclosure showing a diagram of the actuator was updated
to identify the *open* and " closed" adjusting screws for the torque switch, nese changes were
made due to a concern identified by technicians when trying to identify "open* versus "close*
setting adjustmen's. The procedure was revised as an enhancement prior to discovery of the

! switches being reversed. Corrective actions include setting the Unit 2 valves to maximum TSS

| (3.0) and verifying the TSS on similar valves to ensure they are properly adjusted,
i

,

! Review of additional BIF valve applications has indicaud that all remaining valves are set to
meet their operating requirements. The valve design is such that the closing direction of the
valve is assisted under flow and pressure conditions, so only valves with a function requiring
them to open are of any concern for this potential problem. Of the GL 89-10 safety related,
active valves, with open required function, 1(2)RN28A, 1(2)RN38B,1(2)KC56A, and

,

t

1(2)KC81B are the only BIF valves. All of these valves have been verified to operate under DP
conditions at their present settings and are considered operable. Six additional non-safety valves
in4he Auxihary Feedwater (CA) system are included in GL 89-10 with function to open;
however, these valves operate at a maximum DP of approximately 5 psi and have their *open"
torque switch setting at the maximum allowable position. With this low operating DP and
maximum torque switch setting, these valves are considered to be capable of opening. Rese
valves will be further addressed under the GL 89-10 program.

Additional non GL 89 10 BIF valves which function to open were includeo in the review of BIF
valve application; however, these are contained in air systems which operate at conditions ofless
than i psi. Dese low operating conditions would cause no more additional load on the valve
than is seen during normal operation. These valves are considered acceptable from previous

,

'

strokes at normal conditions.
|
'

All remaining BIF valves have been confirmed to require operation in the closing direction only.
Some of this population have been setup under GL 89-10 design calculations; however, no DP

'

I
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testing has yet been conducted for this group. DP testing or some other means of validating
these valves setup will be performed in accordance with GL 89-10. These valves are considered
operable at their present setup due to the low torque requirement for closing the valves, and the
fact that flow and pressure conditions assist in closing the valve. He assumption of low torque
required for closing the BlF valve was confirmed by review of the DP test data taken for the i

Unit i KC valves.

Conclusion for Missed TS Surveillance

The failure to perform the TS Surveillance is attnbuted to policy guidance which was not well
defined or understood. Shift personnel did not recognize the need to perform the surveillance
test when RN was in TS 3.0.3. Shift personnel considered surveillance requirements for TS
3.0.3 to be more re:;trictive than TS Surveillance requirements for 4.8.1.1.la, so they thought
they did not have to perform the power availability test.

Corrective actions include preparing a TS Interpretation to address TS Surveillance requirements
of TS 4.8.1.1.la when TS 3.0.3 is entered. Training will also be pmvided to operators on the
TS Interpretation.

|

A review of the Operating Experience Program (OEP) database for the past 24 months prior to
this event did not identify any reponable events attributed to policy guidance not well defined
or understood concerning missed TS Surveillances involving power alignment surveillances. No ]
reportable events were attributed to information in procedures being too generic, or analysisi

de.[iciency involving RN system. Both of these events are considered not to be recurring.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

SUBSEQUENT

1) Adjusted discharge valves (IRN28A and IRN388) to 20 degrees open per work
order 93016033-01 and 93016077-01. Successfully tested the valves with header
downstream of the valves depressurized.

2) Adjusted discharge valves (2RN28A and 2RN38B) to maximum TSS per work
order 93016227-01 and work order 93007497-01. Successfully tested the valves
with the header downstream of the valves depressurized.

i
,

!
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3) Evaluated BIF motor operated valves in other applications. |

4) Reviewed the manufacturers sizing calculations for the RN pump discharge
valves.

5) Valve 2RN38B was removed on March 20, 1993 and replaced with a valve _L
designed by a different manufacturer per work order 93020922-01. The valve ,

was tested per work order 93020922-02 and the valve tested successfully. [
Engineering reviewed test data and found the results to be acceptable.

PLANNED !

1) Engineering is continuing to analyze the data from diagnostic testing and to {
conduct additional testing to identify causes of higher than expected torque j
requirement.s. i

:

2) Compliance will prepare a TS Interpretation concerning TS Surveillance !
requirements of TS 4.8.1.1.la when TS 3.0.3 is entered.

3) Training will be provided on the TS Interpretation.

f.

SAFETY ANALYSIS
,

;

|*

Safety Analysis for Inocerable RN Pumo Discharre Valver

. .

His event has been evaluated by considering station response to design basis events. He period
to be considered is from August 1992 through February 1993. The Past Operability evaluation )
for PIR 0-C93-0126 indicates that this is the time period when three of the four RN pump ;

discharge valves (IRN28A and 1(2)RN38B) were unable to open against full differential i,

pressure. This results in a potential loss of RN to both CNS units assuming a single failure of Ii

the one operable RN pump discharge valve.

!
A review of CNS design basis events indicates that the bounding event during the time period j,

, stated above would be a simultaneous less of Coolant Accident (LOCA) on Unit 2, less of L
: Offsite Power (LOOP), and worst case failure of RN.
I

!:i

1.

i

;
c.w u mu
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'ne worst case RN failure is one that wculd depressurize the RN system such that the I A, IB,
and 2B RN pumps would be isolated from the supply header. RN pump 2A and the associated
isolation valve 2RN28A were capable of operating to pressurize the shared RN supply header

I if one of the other three pumps fai/ed while running, Assume only RN pump 2A is running

| prior to a LOOP. A failure of DIG 2A to start would have been the worst case single failure
and would have resulted in a loss of all RN.

|

A seismic event would not further impair the RN system 1.nd is not considered.

Ijmitine Desien Basis Event

Assume a loss of all RN (failure of D/G 2A) simultaneous with a LOOP and large break LOCA.
Three D/Gs would have started and powered the respective Essential Buses. Reactor Trip and ,

Safety injection is initiated automatically. The three idle RN pumps would have started and |

achieved dead head against the respective isolation valves.

Per the Safety Injection procedure, the Control Room (CR) would verify Reactor trip, Tuitine
trip, AC power, and safety injection. The procedure then requires verification of safety injection
equipment alignment using the Monitor Light Panel. Indicators on the Monitor Light Panel for
IRN28A and 1(2)RN38B would be dark, alerting the CR to the loss of RN event.

All ESF response would occur as designed with the exception assumed single failure of the 2A
DG. The KC system has sufficierit heat capacity to support accident mitigation untilinitiation
of cootainment sump recirculation. Given the worst case LOCA scenario of a double ended
guillotine pipe break at the Reactor Coolant pump suction and one train of Emergency Core
Coeling System (ECCS) in operation, sump recirculation will not begin sooner than 28.3 minutes
into the event.

j After 6 minutes, the D/G annunciators would begin to alarm due to high D/G Cooling water
[EIIS:LB) (KD) system temperature.i

I

d At approximately 10 minutes past event initiation, the expected Control Room operator response
would be to secure one of the operating Unit 1 D/Gs and the only operating Unit 2 D/G. In

g
addition, the Control Room operator would also dispatch an non-licensed operator to the RN

9

g pump structure to manually align one or more RN pump discharge valves.

[
b

!

I
,

-,_u
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A loss of all A/C would have occurred on Unit 2 from approximately 10 minutes into the event
until RN could be manually aligned and D/G 2B restarted. I

1

i i

RN pump discharge valves would be manually aligned in less than 15 minutes from the time an !

operator is dispatched from the CR. Given that an operator is dispatched to the RN pump !
structure 10 minutes into the event, then at least one RN pump discharge valve would have been '

manually aligned 25 minutes into the event.

Assuming a less of all A/C power at 10 minutes into the event and D/G 2B restart at 25

|
minutes, a period of 15 minutes exists when there would be no ECCS available. Duke analysis ,

indicates that core damage during this period is a possibility, but is inconclusive as to whether,

I core damage would have occurred. We have taken a conservative approach using NUREG 1465
source term technology in further analyzing the dose consequences of this event. !

l
| Were severe core damage to occur, the contaire.nent hydrogen concentration is predicted to reach

values that could initiate a burn in,some compartments when power is recovered. Hydrogen,

j concentrations and resulting hydrogen burn containment pressure spikes are estimated to be of
I a magnitude which would not have threatened containment integrity.
i

; The Westinghouse limiting case LOCA analysis under which CNS is currently operating

| indicates that ice bed melt out will occur 69 minutes into a large break LOCA event. Peak
containment pressure is expected to occur at 122 minutes into the event. Since the loss of all

| A/C power occurs during ice melt out and prior to sump recirculation, long term containment
presere is not affected. Therefore, long term containment integrity is not threatened by the
limited loss of RN event.

Dose analysis has been p rformed for the event described using NUREG 1465 source term
technology and the offsite dose limits are within 10CFR100 limits.

SrJety Analysis Conclusion

| During the seven month period beginning Augwt 1992 through February 1993 the Nuclear
Service Water system could not have responded automatically to mitigate the consequences of
Design Basis events considenng the unlikely failure of RN pump 2A while running. Sufficient
system redundancy exists to maintain the station in a safe condition following all credible events,

until RN could have been restored by manual operator actions. The Limiting Design Bases
j Event (simultaneous LOOP, LOCA, and Loss of RN) may have resulted in core damage, but .

i :
i

m._,,,
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10CFR100 dose release limits would not have been exceeded. The postulated worst case RN
failure described in the Safety Analysis did not actually occur at CNS. The health and safety
of the public were not affected by this event.i

I

| Safety Analysis for Missed TS Surveillance

I

On February 25, 1993, between 1745 hours and 2035 hours, the operability of offsite power'

sources was not verified as required by TS 4.8.1.1.la. Offsite power was verified operable at
2035 hours by performance of Electrical Power Source Alignment Verification Periodic Test
(PT/1/A/4350/03). No problems were discovered while performing the test. Offsite power j
source was available between 1745 hours and 2035 hours. In the event of a loss of offsite |
power, annunciators would have alerted the CR personnel. No related alarms were received ;

during this time period. Therefore, it is apparent the redundant AC power sources were i

available the entire time D/G 1 A and IB were inoperable due to RN being inoperable. The |

| health and safety of the public were not affected by this event. (
l

'

i l

1
i
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!
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On March 26. 1993, at 1525 hours, a manual reactor scram was inserted due a rupture
in a 30 inch section of underground Service Vater piping. Prior to the event, leak |

isolation was in progress to determine the source of water which was earlier reported l

coming from the ground near the Water Treatment Building. An Alert was |

conserv3tively declared at approximately 1535 hours due to flooding in plant areas I
vhir.h potentially posed a threat to safe shutdovn equipment.

All plant equipment functioned as designed during the plant shutdovn with the
exception of several minor equipment anomalie., No safety related equipment was
affected as a result of the flooding.

The cause for the piping failure was attributed to induced axial piping stress caused
by pipe bending as a result of a localized loss of soil support. Appropriate
corrective action to effect repairs to the Service Vater piping vill be completed
prior to plant startup. Additional corrective measures vill also be taken to
minimize vater entry into plant buildings.

I
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I. Introduction

On March 26. 1993, at 1524 hours, a fast reactor shutdown was initiated due a
,

rupture in a 30 inch section of undergroind Service Vater piping. Prior to the jevent, the plant vss in Operational Condition 1 (Power Operation) at 100 percent
of rated thermal power. At 1535 hours an Alert was declared due to flooding of

4

j
plant areas.

|

The following NRC notifications were completed to satisfy the applicable
reporting requirements:

Reporting Requirement Description

I10 CFR 50.72(a)(1) Il hour | To report the Alert declaration
!

10 CTR 50.72(b)(1)(v) [1 hourJ To report difficulty manning the Technical
Support Center (TSC) due to flooding

10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii) [4 hour) To report the manual shutdown of the reactor
10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(11) [4 hour) To report various ESF actuations

10 CrR 50.72(b)(2)(vi) [4 hour) To report a news release concerning the Alert
declaration

l
The 10 CFR 50.72 notification to report difficulty in manning the TSC was later i

determined to be not required since no loss of emergency assessment capability I
actually occurred. )

This event is additionally being reported in this LER to satisfy the
corresponding requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) regarding the initiation of
a manual reactor shutdown and EST actuations. ;

Additionally, a Region III NRC Augmented Inspection Team was dispatched to the
site between March 27 and April 2, 1993 to review the circumstances surrounding
this event.

II. Description of the Event

At 1315 hours on March 20, 1993 vater was reported coming from the ground near
the Water Treatment Building |Mlf) at an approximate rate of 75 to 100 gallons |per minute (gpm). Valkdowns of plant buildings in the surrounding areas were i
performed to identify any abnormalities. Concurrent with this activity, '

attempts were made to determine the source of the leak by systematically
i isolating potential vater sources in the area. At 1328 hours, the Emergency

Service Water (ESV) IBI] B loop was secured with no effect on the leak. The ESV
A and C loops were not operating at that time. Between 1411 and 1447. similar
isolations were performed on the Two Bed Demineralizer and Mixed Bed i
Demineralizer systems which also had no effect on the leak.

4
4

c. -
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At 1521 hours, the Service Vater (KGl pump discharge header low pressure alarm
was annunciated in the Control Room. The Control Room personnel responded by
throttling the Nuclear Closed Cooling (NCC) (CC) heat exchanger [HX] bypass ,

valve and starting the idle Service Vater pump as directed by plant procedures.
'

Shortly thereafter, plant personnel in the vicinity of the leak indicated that
the amount of water coming from the area had substantially increased. At 1525
hours, the Shift Supervisor, who was at the leak site, directed the Unit
Supervisor in the Control Room to commence a fast reactor shutdown in
preparation for terminating Service Vater flow. At 1526 hours the reactor was
manually scrammed from 66 rsrcent reactor power.

Control Roos personnel entered Plant Emergency Instruction (PEI)-B13. " Reactor
1527, v'en reactor vessel water level dropped belovPressure vessel control" at n

Level 3 (178 Jnches above the top of the active fuel) due to level shrink after
the scram. The lowest vessel level reached during the transient was 157 inches. l

At 1530, a plant cooldown was commenced using Reactor Core Isolation Cooling for j

level control and Bypass Valves for pressure control.
.

The plant had previously entered Off-Dormal Instruction (ONI).P41, " Loss of |

Service Vater" prior to the fast reactor shutdown and continued with prescribed j

actions to stab 111 e the balance of plant systems supported by the Service Vater
System.

At 1535, an Alert was declared due to reports of significant flooding in plant
buildings. The Service Vater System was shutdown at approximately 1540 hours.
At 1645 reactor vessel pressure control was shifted to the Safety Relief Valves ;

(SRVs) |RV) due to the impending loss of condenser vacuum. Control Room |
Optrators began closing Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) [ISV]. Main |

Condenser vacuum was manually broken at 1655 hours. An MSIV isolation signal
was generated at 1658 as a result of the low condenser vacuum. All MSIVs and
inboard drain valves had been manually closed prior to the isolations therefore i

only the outboard drain valves repositioned in response to the isolation signal.
Shutdown cooling utilizing Residual Heat Removil (RER) A loop was established at
2014 hours on ), arch 26 with the plant reaching cold shutdown (Mode 4) at 2210.
At 0150 hours on March 27, 1993, the Alert was tsreinated and the recovery phase
initiated.

III. Apparent Cause for the Pipe Failure

f The eventual catastrophic f ailure of the 30 hk Kervice Vate pipe is believed
to have resulted from axial pipe stress caused by pipe bending due to a~

{ localized, loss of soil support. The loss of soil support was caused by erosion
tte leak

$
from an existing leak on the underside of the pipe. It appeared thate

J

had existed for an considerable period of time prior to the complete failure of
j the affected pipe section on March 26.
i

.~.m...
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The exact cause for the initial leak may never be definitively determined due to
the loss of fragments of pipe material during the event., However. It is f
believed that the leak may have been the result of several contributing factors, .

These include an axial strength which was adequate for normal system service
,

loads, but was insufficient to accomodate possible additional locallred
loads / stresses due to items such as laminate degradation over time, fabrication
'def ects. cr other similar deficiencies. An ongoing evaluation will continue to
investigate potential causal factors associated with the initiating leak. ;

IV. Equipment M lfunctions and Anomalies

The following summary includes equipment problemn which appeared to be directly .

*associated with the March 26 events

As stated previously. PEI-B13 was initially entered at 1527 on March 26. Entry (
into PEl-B13 requires that the hydrogen analyzers be placed into service. Vhen
the lineups were completed for placing the instruments in service. they
indicated a hydrogen concentration c f 2.5 percent for the drywell head and 1.5
percent for the containment dome requiring entry into PEl-M51/M56 "Drywell And
Containment Hye ogen Control", Subsequent chemistry analyses confirmed that the ;

8instruments were giving false high readings and PEI-M51/M56 was exited.

Vhile performing procedural steps directed by ON1-P41. a misinterpretation on
the part of an operator resulted in a premature shutdown of both condenser
hotvell pumps. The termination of condensate flow caused steam to be discharged
directly into the Ofigas System [VF] without being condensed. Necessary
corrective actions to seturn the system to service will be completed prior te ,
plint startup.

|

The pump casing for the A Service Vater $creenwash Pump split at some time j,

during the event. Tha cause for the material failure is unknown at this time.'

The ongoing investigation for this occurrence will determine if the cause vas
associated with the pipe rupture.

Additional equipment related items include minor cavitation noted for the

Control Rod Drive (CRD) {AA| Pump A due to loss of suction during the event. An
investigation did not reveal any evidence of damage resulting from the

,

cavitation. A glycol skid in the offgas building was wetted during the event
'

causing problems with the associated electrical controls and indications. The
extent of damage will be determined from followup corrective actions.

|
i

!
:.~...
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V. Safety Analysis

As stated earlier, no safety-related equipment was affected as a result of this
event and there were no radiological consequences associated with this event.

In the design for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, an underground break of Service
Water piping was not considered a significant threat for internal flooding of
the plant or a challenge to the design capacity of the Underdrain System.
Therefore, neither of these aspects are directly addressed in the Perry Updated
Safety Analysis Report (USAR).

The Plant Underdrain System is designed for a postulated break in the 12 foot i

diameter Circulating Unter, System piping or failed expansion joints occurring
inside the turbine building through flow from a fracture in the building
basemat. The Underdrain System capacity is sised to accommodate the total

'

volume of water from the design basis accidents (DBAs) described above, while
maintaining the underground water level belov Elevation (El.) 590-feet (ground
level is El. 620-feet). *

Although the internal and external pathways taken by the water during the
March 26 Service Vater System break were not specifically considered in the USAR
Underdrain System analysis, the event was bounded by the DBA flooding scenarios.

!

A majority of the water inside the plant entered thtough spare conduits near the
ceiling of Control Complex El. 599-feet. The conduits previously contained 1

plugs which were expelled by the incoming water. The conduits are housed in an |
'

clectrical penetration which originates in Electrical Manhole (EM) 1. EM 1,
vntch is adjacent to the areas where the pipe rupture occurred, was not sealed
thereby allowing vator to establish a gravity drain path through the electrical
penetration and associated conduits. !

Other buildings affected by internal flooding include the Auxiliary Building. |
Radvaste Building. Turbine Building, Intermediate Building Turbine Power
Complex and Emergency Service Vater Pumphouse. Vater in these buildings entered
primarily through doors or electrical penetrations. Vater levels in the
buildings varied between I to 8 inches. below levels which could compromise the
operability of any safety-related equipment. Therefore, since the flooding did
not result in any safety related or safe shutdown systems being adversely
affected this event is not considered to be safety significant.

.=: .o mu u,
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VI. Similar Events

A previous event involving a catastrophic rupture of fiberglass piping occurred
on December 22,1991.The[991eventwasreportedtotheNRCinLER91,027and
the Perry response to Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) 91-016A.
( PY-CEI/0IE-0388 L) dated February 3,1992.

1

The cause for the 1991 event was attributed to a pre-existing construction
defect, combined with a degraded pipe support, resulting in undesirable loading )

Istresses being placed on a fiberglass elbow. The December 1991 event involved
;

an above ground transition point between the fiberglass and steel piping for an 1

auxiliary condenser. The specific causal factors associated with the recent
event involving the Service Water pipe rupture appear to be unique and unrelated
to the previous failure of the CircJlating Vater System piping.

Vatar intrusion into plant buildings occurred through similar pathways in both
events. Corrective actions from the December 1991 event involving the sealing
of conduits and manhole covers had not been fully implemented at the time of the
March 26 event. However, administrative actions taken to maintain Underdrain
System pelzometer tube caps in place and maintain covers on manholes when not in
use may have partially mitigated the effects of flooding during the recent
event.

VII. Corrective Actions

The failed portion of the 30 inch Service Vater pipe is being repaired with
a conservatively designed fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) replacement pipe.
Patticular attention is being paid to the interface with the existing Service
Water piping to ensure a smooth loading and stress transition. An ongoing
investigation to determine the root cause for the pipe failure vill continue to
investigate potential causal factors associated with the initiating leak.

Substantial portions of the remaining Service Water piping are undergoing
internal visual inspections to determine the extent of damege. Several types of
laminate degradation have been identified and categorized with respect to

>structural significance, Those considered significant vill ba repaired prior to
startup from the current forced outage,

j Due to the above inspections and repairs. it is expected, with a high level of
| confidence, that the Service Vater System vill be acceptable for continued

service until Refueling Outage (RFO) 6 (currently scheduled for March 1997).,

] Further engineering evaluation vill be performed to determine appropriate long
I term entrective action, if required, to ensure satisfactory Service Vater

open in beyond RF0 6.,

| I
<

!
'

1
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Vith regard to corrective actions for items described previously in Section IV,
" Equipment Malfunctions And Anomalies":

s

1. The false readings indicated by the Hydrogen Analyzers were determined to
be the result of leakage from fittings and valves on the Hydrogen Analyzer
skids. One of the analyzers also required replacement of a catalyst cell.
The Hydrogen Analyzers were satisfactorily calibrated after completing
repairs.

2. Corrective actions required to restore the operability of the
offgas System will be completed prior to startup from the current
forced outage. Procedures associated with the occurrence involving
the Offgas System vill be evaluated for potential enhancements.

3. The cause for damage to the Service Vater Screenvash Pump casing
j will be determined as part of an ongoing eva'.uation. The

j evaluation vill also determine whether the cause was directly associated
with the Service Water pipe rupture. !

I

i 4, The extent of water damage to the Offgas System glycol skid which was
! vetted during the event will be determined as part of overall
! follovup corrective actions for this event.
t

lj 5. Modifications vill be implemented to seal identified water entry points for
plant buildings.i

The corrective actions summartred above are also included in a comprehensive
litting of required actions being tracked by a Ferry Incident Response Team
(IRT). The IRT was established during the recovery phase of the March 26 event
to coordinate investigations and evaluations associated with the event.
Corrective actions are being prioritized for completion commensurate with their

! overall significance and will be completed under existing site procedures for
i corrective action and work control.
|

| Energy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in the text as [XX].

i
)

i

-.:..,

l

l
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I On April 19, 1993,' an engineering evaluation identified that excessive strainer
j differential pressure across the Residual Heat Removal (RRR) Suction Strainers could
| have compromised long term cooling during and following 100 days of continuous post

L.oss of.Loolant Accident (LOCA) operation.

The cause of the reduced capability of the RER pump strainers is considered to be the
inadequate cleanliness conditions in the suppression pool. The root causes include

- inadequate program requirements and inadequate personnel sensitivity to the effects
| of cleanliness on Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) operability. The design of

the strainers was not considered to be a factor.

| To prevent recurrence, ECCS strainers vill be inspected prior to power operation.
I pump suction pressures vill be monitored, visual inspections during Technical
| Specification Surveillances vill be performed, and housekeeping and inspection
, standards for containment and drywell vill be strengthened to ensure that an

acceptable level of suppression pool cleanliness is maintained. The redesignede

straines s vill also provide additional margin with respect to minimizing tne,
! potential for strainer foulang, tolerance for accumulating debris, and ensuring

rtructural integrity for all operating and accident loads. -

-
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I. Introduction

|
On April 19,199' an engineering evaluation identified that excessive strainer

N| differential pre sure across the Residual Heat Removal (RRR) Suction Strainers
| |STR) could ha- compromised long term cooling during and following 100 days of

continuous sat Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) operation. The NRC Operations
Center was informed.of the event via the Emergency Notification System at 1830
on April 19, 1993, pursuant to notification requirements identified in
10CFR50.72(b)(2)(1). This event is being reported under the requirements of
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(A), 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(li)(B), 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(B), and
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(vii)(B).

II. Event Description

on May 22, 1992, during Refueling Outage 3 (RF03), an inspection of the
containment side of the suppression pool was performed using a remotely
controlled submarine equipped with a video camera. The inspection identified
various forelgn objects on the pool floor, as well as accumulations of dirt and
debris on the suction strainers for RER !BO) System loops A and B. Other
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) strainers were also inspected and
determined to be clean. A number of foreign objects were removed from the pool
floor. Inspecting personnel recognized the fouling of the RHR strainers, but
did not question the operability of the systees, based on the successful
completion of all required surveillances. The decision was made to schedule the
strainers for cleaning at a later date.

On January 16, 1993, during a maintenance outage, the strainers were cleaned and
inspected. RHR A and B suppression pool suction strainers were tound to be
deformed, with the area of the strainer surface between internal stif feners
partially collapsed inward, in the direction of system flow. It was determined
that the strainers had been deformed by excessive differential pressure caused
by strainer. fouling during normal pump operation. Although the duration of the
strainer fouling problem could not be conclusively determined, review of the
video tape previously taken in RF03 revealed evidence of deformation which had
not been noticed at the time of the taping. The containment side of the
suppression pool was inspected, videotaped, and cleaned in February, 1993, and
debris samples were obtained for analysis. Following evaluation of the
non-conformance, the deformed strainers were replaced. A condition report was
initiated to investigate the circumstances surrounding the strainer fouling and,

| subsequent deformation.

Following an unexpected shutdown on March 26, 1793, safety relief valves were
uti; ired for reactor pressure control. and RHR A and B pumps were operated p

simultaneously in the suppression pool cooling mode for two hours. Following
the shift of the RHR A loop to the Shutdown Cooling mode, RiiR B vas operated

v
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| vith suppression pool suction for an additional five hours. On April 14, 1993,
all LCCS strainers were inspected using a high powered light and a video camera.
The RNR B strainer was fouled and deformed in a manner similar to that observed
during the January inspection; however, the remaining strainers showed no signs

j of fouling. Vithout distur bing the debris on the strainer, a test run of the

| RHR B pump was performed with suction pressure monitored. Vith a static suction
pressure of 9.25 psig, pump running suction pressure decreased to an indicated
0 psig after approximately 8 hours of operation, and although the pump flow
remained adequate, the pump was' secured.

On April 19, 1993, an engineering evaluation determined that excessive strainer
differential pressure across the RHR Suction Strainers could have compromised
long term cooling during and following 100 days of continuous post L.oss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) operation.

III. Cause Analysis

The cause of the reduced capability of the RHR pump strainers is considered to
be the inadequate cleanliness conditions in the suppression poola The root
causes include inadequate program requirements and inadequate personnel
sensitivity to the ef fects of cleanliness on ECCS operability. The design of
the strainers was not considered to be a factor. A detailed discussion of these
considerations is provided below.

Analysis of Suppression Pool Debris

Vit.co tapes of the RHR A and 8 strainers taken in May 1992. February 1993, and
April 1993 all clearly show debris and corrosion products entangled in or
attached to fibrous material.

On February 11 and 14, 1993, samples were taken from the floor of the
suppression pool. The February 11 sample consisted of fibrous material, two
small pieces of setal and corrosion products. The fibers had different lengths,
disseters, colors, and physical properties (fibers were tvisted,
multi-directional, straight, etc.). The two small cieres of soft metal appeared
to be aluminum, and would be expected to remran on the pool floor and not
contribute to ECCS suction strainer fouling. The source of this metal is
unknown. The February 14 sample, taken from a different location on the pool
floor, contained only cortosion products.

i

1r. April ar.d PO 4 fise decass samples were taken directly from the RHR B suctionu

$ strainer. All of these samples contained fibrous material, corrosion products,
'

and miscellaneous debris such as pieces of griffolyn and herculite. The
predominant fibrous material in all of these samples was glass liber from a

roughing filter material used in the Dryvell Air Cooler System.

_
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Fibers from, Containment Vessel Cooling System roughing filter media industrial
filters used in maintenance applications, and other sources were also
identified. In addition to a six square ine' piece of griffolyn in one of the
samples, many small pieces of griffolyn and a uniform coating of corrosion
products were entrapped in the fiber mat. X-ray fluorescence identified a
predominance of iron oxide (Fe,0 ) in the corrosion product material.3
Essentially, the straines provid6d a structural framework for a uniform covering
of the fibrous material. which acted as an effective filter for suspended solids
that otherwise vould have passed through the strainer.

The exact method of introduction of the fibrous materials into the suppression
pool has not been conclusively determined; however, several possible
explanations were evaluated. The roughing filters in the containment and
Dryvell cooling units are normally replaced prior to startup from refueling
outages. and remain installed in the systems throughout power operations. The
thorough inspection and cleaning of the pool in April 1993 resulted in the
removal of several intact pieces of Dryvell Cooler roughing filter material from
the suppression pool. At least one piece of filter material was removed intact
from the B RHR strainer. A review of the repetitive tasks for filter

| replacement, and discussions with personnel who performed those tasks provided
no indication that any roughing filter material was missing or blovn out due to
normal operation of the dryvell air coolers.

Following the identification of the fibers on the RHR suction strainers, and in
the effort to establish acceptable levels of cleanliness in the Containment and
Dryvell, thorough inspection and cleaning of these areas were performed.
Individual fibers were not found in the Dryvell or Containment during the
pro-cleaning area inspections by Incident Response Team members, who were aware
of the significance of the fibers and were specifically looking for their
presence. Additionally, an insignificant amount of fibrous material was
identified in the debris obtained by vacuus cleaning of the containment and
dryvell. These observations indicate that there is no chronic or acute
degradation of properly installed filter media which would introduce discrete
fibers into the suppression pool.

The above evidence leads to the conclusion that the material entered the
suppression pool as intact pieces rather than individual fibers. Exposure to
suppression pool conditions is believed to have broken dovn some pieces into
individual fibers which were then collected as a mat on the strainer surfaces.

{ It is believed that the roughing filter material was introduced to the
suppression pool as a result of installation or maintenance activities., '

E
The foulirg of the strainers occurred over a period of several months.
punctuated by limited cleaning ef forts. discussed later in this report. The

q actual time the material entered the suppression pool cannot be determined.
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However, because suppression pool cooling operation causes significant
f -turbulence in the pool, it has been postulated that roughing filter material may

have been transported from the dryvell side of the suppression pool to the
containment side during the operation of suppression pool cooling associated
with the Marcn 26, 1993 reactor shutdown.

Suppression Pool Cleanliness and Maintenance Practices

Although repetitive tasks were in place for the periodic inspection of the
suppression pool, corrective actions had been directed at the removal of
discrete, bulky items, which had settled to the pool floor. Maintenance
practices call for the immediate removal _of items with positive or neutral .|
buoyancy, which could potentially cause gross strainer fouling. Additionally, |

the RHR strainers were cleaned in 1989, during the first refueling outage.
Corrosion products and other sedimentary deposits were not considered to be a
threat to ECCS operability, based on the assumption that they would pass through
the strainers unimpeded. The presence of fibrous material which could act as a
fine filtration media for suspended particulates. was not identified or
postulated prior to the recent events. As a result, thorough cleaning of the
suppression pool had not been completed since the plant entered initial
operation in 1986.

Inspection and cleaning of the suppression pool is controlled by periodic
maintenance specified in the repetitive task program. The specific task
identifies the cleanliness standard for the pool as ANSI N45.2 Cleanliness
Class C. Such cleanliness standards are intended to be applied to piping and
components. and are not easily adaptable to a large body such as the suppression
poel. . Although specific criteria identify both acceptable and unacceptable
conditions. particle sises which are acceptable under Class C (0.125 inches
long) exceed the sise of the strainer openings. Additionally, application of
such criteria is subject to diverse interpretation. The problem is further
compounded when inspection is done through a significant amount of water, or
with remote video equipment (subject to distortion and magnification effects,
when viewed on a two-dimensional display). Based on the above considerations,
more effective measures are necessary for inspection and cleaning.

Until the complete inspection and cleaning of the suppression pool in
April 1993, inspection and cleanup efforts were limited to easily visible and
accessible pool areas. Because inspections vere done from above the surface of

| the pool, the 110 horisontal vents between the dryvell and containment were not
inspected. Additionally, the area between the dryvell vall and the suppressiony ~

h pool veir were not routinely inspected. The repetitive tasks neither
~

specifically included not excluded these areas from the inspection and cleaning
requirements. However. the discovery of filter material and other debris in

j these areas indicates these areas bere not inspected in the documented

s
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inspection a(.tivity. The disproportionate amount of debris found in these areas
J

in April, after tne pool was thought to have been cleaned in February,
i highlights the significance of these omissions.
6

The final factor in the consideration of suppression pool cleanliness programs
is the lack of knowledge of plant staff regarding the effect of pool conditions
on ECCS operability. Plant personnel involved in past inspection and cleanup
activities for the pool did not recognize the potential compromise to system
operability presented by the issues discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Conviction that the pool conditions were acceptable was reinforced by the
following standards for operability

- continued satisfactory results of ECCS system surveillance testing

- continued acceptable water clarity and chemistry conditions
.

- continued acceptable operation of the Suppression Pool Cleanup System

- procedural requirements for the periodic removal of known objects from the
pool floor

- procedural requirements for the immediate removal of items with neutral or
positive buoyancy when inadvertently introduced into the pool.

Cleanliness conditions and practices in the general areas of the containment and
dryvell were also evaluated. These considerations are especially significant
for containment designs with an open suppression pool. The effect of
coastainment spray and pool swell in accident scenarios could result in the
transfer of debris from the higher elevations of the containment to the
suppression pool. All of the analyses discussed above for the suppression pool
can be equally applied to the dryvell and containment.

In addition, the issue of material accountability was considered. Prior to
these events, adequate material accountability requirements were not in place
for material introduced into the containment. This policy allowed material to
be left in these areas after it was brought in for specific activities,
contributing to the general cleanliness problems in the containment, and
increasing the probability of introducing foreign material into the suppression
pool. The lack of an adequate accountability policy also contributed to the

f lack of sensitivity toward the effects of cleanliness on equipment operability.

!
I
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| Evaluation of Design Adequacy |

The original strainer design was evaluated to determine adequacy with respect to
i design requirements. The primary function of the strainer is to ensure that

particles of a size detrimental to ECCS puep operation are restricted from the [

pump suction. while ensuring that the minimum Net Positive Suction Head !
"

requirements are not compromisea under the most limiting conditions. The
original design s>ecifications required that the strainer provide no more than
1 psid head loss, at rated flow and fifty percent fouled conditions. The design
of the strainer was evaluated and identified to satisfy the stated

specification, provided that adequate cleanliness conditions were maintained in ;
*the suppression pool.

Another requirement of the strainer, although not specifically addressed in the ?

design specifications, is that the design provide adequate structural strength |
to preclude failure which could introduce gross amounts of debris into the pump |

suction, adversely affneting operability. As in the previous discussion, i

assuming design flow and fifty percent fouling on the strainer, the strainer ,

would not have been susceptible to failure as long as adequate pool cleanliness |
vas maintained.

Although the design of the original strainers is adequate for the original
design assumptions, excessive differential pressures were recorded, and
defo s 4 tion of the strainers vsa experienced, even though rated flow was able to
be e..intained. This indicates that although the design could be considered
adequate, resistance to fouling, tolerance to fouling, and the margin to failure )
were minimal.

'
- ,

IV. Safety Analysis

Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) are designed to provide protection against !
'

a postulated LOCA caused by ruptures in primary system *f ping. The ECCSt
injection network is comprised of a high pressure core spray (HPCS) |BG) system, ;

a low pressure core spray (LPCS) 16M| systes and the low pressure coolant
i injection (LPCI) |B0] mode of the residual heat removal (RER) System. An

,

| automatic depressurization system (ADS) also assists the injection network under
i certain conditions.
| The design requirements of the RHR suction strainers 4 provided in the General
k| Electric design specification. This design specifivstion states that the

strainer mesh openings shall be capable of ef fectively screening d1 foreign .

( particles ci sufficient size (>3/32 inch sphere) to clog the pun 4 g lone |

separators or containment spray norrles. The suction strainer shall also be .

cesagned such that it does not become more than fifty percent plugged following [ #

one hur. dred days of post LOCA operation. The differential pressure associated |
t

|
;

i

f
i
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with a fifty percent plugged strainer is used in Het Positive Suction Head |
~

(NPSH) calculations to ensuse that the minimum NPSH available exceeds the', ,

minimum NPSH for the pump.
|

; '

At PNPP. a fifty percent plugged strainer of the original design corresponds to
1 psid at design flow (reference USAR 6.2.2.2). This differential pressure is a
design input parameter used in calculating the NPSH available'in accordance with '

Reg Guide 1.1 (reference USAR 5.4.7.2.2.a). The requirements for 1 psid for
fifty percent blockage at depign flow rate and 3/32 inch strainer mesh openings
are also described in the Gilbert procurement specification. No criteria is ,

specifled for maximum approach velocity. Similar design requirements exist for
the other suppression pool suction strainers.

.

Analysis of previous quarterly pump surveillance data revealed that the RER A
and B strainers have been operated with differential pressures in excess of
1 psid numerous times. It is expected that the strainers would have experienced
fouling beyond the fif ty percent blockage /1 psid design value during the

;100 days of continuous operation following a LOCA event. Available data cannot
be used to predict either the rate or n.aximum severity of the fouling, both of
which greatly influence the operability of the RER systems during a sustained [event with continued pool circulation activities such as a Reactor Recirculation

iSystem line break accident. Because of this lack of predictability, a worst
case scenario of inadequate pump NPSH may be possible. Assuming an NPSH
inadequacy, the ability of the RHR A and B pumps to continue to operate through j
this postulated accident, without operator intervention, would eventually be !
compromised. The conservative conclusion is that the RER system may not have
performed its intended safety function of long-term continuous suction from the
suppression pool following a postulated accident. This conservative conclusion
encompasses past operations, from initial startup to March 26, 1993, when the

! plant was last shut down.
t

In summary, performance of the RHR pumps throughout a postulated LOCA may have
previously been compromised. Therefore this event was considered to be safety
significant.

Generic Letter 91-18 Section 6.7 addresses use of manual action in place of
automatic action in its detailed discussion of specific operability issues. .

Although the Section 6.7 discussion does not directly apply to the situation '

with the RHR suppression pool suction strainer foulings and the operability
determination. some of the concepts included in the discussion are tertinent in i
considesir.g operator citigation of the degraded RHR systems.

Contrel room operators are expected to use their training and the assistance of
the fully pta!!ed Laergency hesponse Organ 22ation in the event of a postulateo

. accident. Although RHR suction strainer fouling would not have been ant,1cipated
'

'1
.

, !

?

E
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h and there vere no procedures in place to backflush the strainers or otherwise |

# alleviate pump NPSH degradation as a result of such fouling, pump flow. |
N discharge pressure, and motor amperage are moeitored from the control room, and j

it is realistically expected that the operators vould detect and react to j
|e degraded pump performance. Operators are fully trained to monitor and |

'| interpret the changes in pump parameters. It'is realistically expected that the j
'operators vould assess and prioritire cooling requirements, take full advantage

| of available redundant equipment, and fully utilfre the technical expertise
avallatile through the Emergency Pesponse Organization to diagnose the problems r

and implement appropriate solutions to ensure adequate residu.1 heat removal
capabilities. !

V. Corrective Action

|
To prevent recurrence, the following corrective actions have been/ vill be taken:'

1. Containment. dryvell, and the suppression pool were cleaned and will be
inspected to the newly established criterion prior to startup.

f 2. Plant Administrative Procedure (PAP-0204) " Housekeeping / Cleanliness Control
j Program" vill be modified to strengthen Containment /Dryvell cleanliness
| requirements. .

, #

3. Improved inspection standards and surveillance techniques are being
developed and vill be implemented prior to startup to provide more ;

appropriate indications of suppression pool cleanliness.

4. - Roughing filters installed on Containment and Dryvell Cooling Systems have
been determined not to be necessary for power operations. To prevent
inadvertent introduction of filter material into the suppression pool, '

design changes have been implemented to remove the filter saterial.
.

5. The suppression pool condition vill be monitored during Technical
Specification Surveillance runs of ECCS pumps, in suppression pool to.

suppression pool mode, by monitoring pump suction pressures. Surveillance'

k. data vill then be compared against pre-established criteria. Moreover.
| appropriate defined corrective actions vill then be initiated, based on the
5 surveillance data. Additionally, applicable strainers will be visually
$ anspec ted f ollowing their respec tive pump runs.
L

Systen Operating Instruction (SOI-C2) "Fesidual Heat Pemoval System" . nl
also be revised to include monitoring of s'uction pressure during
ruppression pool to suppression pool modes of operation for RHR "A" and

"B" ,.ppropriate def aned correctr.e actions vill then be initiated. basec
on the observed data.

!1

i8
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7. To prevent the introduction of fibrous or plastic-type material into the
containment /dryvell as a result of design modification activities. Nuclear

| Engineering Instruction (NEI-0330) " Interface Reviews and Evaluation" is
being revised to include a required interface for design modifications to 4

'

ensure appropriate consideration of the use of such materials. This
revision vill be in effect prior to startup.

'
8. Plant Administrative Procedure (PAP-1102) " Plant Chemistry Control Program"

is being revised to add an analysis paraeeter to the Suppression Pool |
Chemistry Log which vill provide an indication of corrosion product ;

build-up and the presence of fibrous material. This sampling and testing !
is performed weekly. t

i

9. The repetitive task utilfred every refueling outage for inspecting
suppression pool cleanliness will be revised to ensure all portions of the
suppression pool (including the dryvell and the 120 horisontal vents
between the dryvell and containment) are inspected.

'

10. Integrated Operating Instruction (101-1) " Cold Startup" will be revised to
require containment and dryvell inspections by the Shift Supervisor (or
higher) prior to startup.

II. A site-vide memorandum vill be' distributed which will identify the
importance of eliminating foreign material in the suppression pool. This
memorandum vill also address plant cleanliness, and vill provide for a
non-discipline reporting process in situations where items are dropped into
the suppression pool.

17. Training vill be provided as part of Radiological Controls Training to
further indoctrinate personnel to the necessity of maintaining
containment /dryvell and suppression pool cleanliness.

13. Although the design of the ECCS and RCIC strainers were considered to be
adequate when appropriate cleanliness levels are maintained in the
suppression pool these strainers were redesigned to enhance safety
margins. The new strainers will be installed prior to plant startup.

Energy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in the text as {KX].
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On January 20, 1993, Unit I was in Mode 1 at 95% power. Standby Diesel
Generator 13 failed to start during a monthly surveillance, due to paint i
which had been applied to the fuel injection pumps. The paint ran into the
fuel metering rod ports and caused binding of the fuel metering rods. The
primary cause of this event was the lack of proper work process control.
Centributing causes were inadequate implementation of lessons learned from
industry operating experience and inadequate verbal communications which !

'
led to a lack of clearly defined responsibility for ensuring paint was not
applied inappropriately. Corrective actions that have been or will be
taken include revising work process control documents to include specific
guidance on painting activities and pre-job briefings, enhancing the
Operating Experience Review program, performing a case study of the event
for training purposes, and including the event in the Licensed Operators
Requalification Program. This event is also being reported as a valid
failure of Standby Diesel Generator 13. The performance described herein
clearly does not :neet mar.agemen t 's expectations. Etforts to improve
station safety culture are ongoing.

!
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DESCRIPTION OF FVENT:

On January 20, 1993 Unit I was in Mode 1 at 95% power. Standby Diesel
Generator (SDG) 13 failed to start during a scheduled monthly surveillance.
Troubleshooting showed that paint which had been applied to the fuel
ir' action pumps, ran into the fuel metering rod ports and caused binding of
t fuel metering rods. The NRC was notified on Januaz,y 20, 1993, at 2359
hs is.

As part of the Material Condition Improvement Pilot Program, a contract for
painting was awarded. At the request of the Pilot Prograri Leader (PPL) a
work document was revised to paint SDG 13. The work document was revised by
the planner on Noverber 12, 1992, and signed by the Responsible Maintenance
Authority on Decamber 28, 1992.

On December 28, 1992, representatives from HL&P, the contractor
Superintendent and contractor Foreman met to discuss the painting
activities. Detailed directions were given by Maintenance on what was and
what was not to be painted. The areas not to be. painted centered on the
fuel linkages. Instructions were given not to paint any labels, conduit,
stainless steel, and shiny metal ~ (alloys), or areas that had not been
painted before.

The work request included an Operational Impact Assessment that required a
Post Maintenance Test (PMT). This PMT, consisting of a start test, was
written to " verify proper operation af ter enating is complete to ensure that
the throttle linkage is not einding" The operations shift was told that
the work would take approximately two to three weeks to complete. The
operations shift thought there were two options for performing the start
test, (1) declare the SDG inoperable every day that painting was performed
and perf orm a start test at the end of the day to restore operability of the
SDG or (2) declare the SDG inoperable for the duration of the painting and
perform the start test at the end of that period. Neither opti0n seemed
viable, however, the operations shift agreed that the PMT was not necessary
when told of the actions planned to ensure that paint would not be applied
to inappropriate surfaces. These actions included a pre-job briefing with
the HL&P representatives, the contractor Superintendent and the contractor
Foreman. Additionally, the contractor was given direction to pick five of
their best painters, who would be under the constant supervision of the
contractor Foreman.,

When management learned of the removal of the start test, the System
Engineer was contacted to perf orm daily checks of the painting activities as
an added precaution. Management intended that the System Engineer would be
responsible for ensuring paint would not be applied inappropriately. TheSystem Engineer did not understand that it was his responsibility for
ensuring this happened.

i
_
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: (Cont'd) i

Painting began on SDG 13 on December 29, 1992, and the majority of the work ,

was completed within three days, followed by touch up of certain areas. The ;

original prediction of two to three weeks was based on painting all '

components in the SDG room, not just the SDG.

A start of SDG 13 was attempted on January 20, 1993, as part of a scheduled
monthly surveillance, and at 0627 hours SDG 13 was declared inoperable when ,

|
it failed to start. The problem was traced to the fuel injection pumps.
The fuel metering rods, which are connected to the throttle linkage, move in
and out of the fuel injection pump. The fuel metering rod moves all the way
through the pump, with a small portion exiting the inboard portion of the
pump. The hole that the metering rod travels back and forth through, had
paint obstructing the passage on 11 of the 20 pumps. The positioning of the
pump is such that any extra paint on the body of the pump around the hole
would allow rsaint to run into the hole and bind the metering rod. The
affected fuel' metering pumps were cleaned and lubricated. SDG 13 was
returned to service on Januar'f 22, 1993, at 2101 hours.

5

CAUSE OF EVENT;

The primary cause of this event was lack of application of proper work
process controls. The applicable painting procedure was inadequate, in that
mandatory, in-process controls and maintenance tests were not required when
painting safety-related components. An inappropriate decision to delete the '

PMT was made and the added precautions were inadequate. Additionally, the
pre-job briefing was inadequate.
A contributing cause was inadequate implementation of lessons learned from
industry operating experience. Although previous industry events of a
similar nature had been reviewed as part of the station Operating Experience
Review Program, the personnel involved in the painting were not fully- ,

cognizant of this experience and controls were insuf ficient to ensure cited
corrective actions were implemented.

Other contributing causes were inadequate verbal communications which led to
a lack of clearly defined responsibility for ensuring paint was not applied
inappropriately.

,
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ANALYSIS OF EVEh*[:

SDG 13 was determined to have been inoperable from the time the painting
began on Decerr. tie r 29. 1992, until 2101 hours on January 22, 1993,
(approximately 24 days) when the SDG was returned to service. Failure to
restore SDG 13 to operable status within 72 hours is a violation of
Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, Action b and theref ore reportable pursuant
to 10CFR50. 73 (a) (2) (i) (b) . A subsequent review of the Operability Tracking
Log ;OTL) index showed that SDG 12 was inoperable for maintenance
approximately 61 hours during the 24 days in which SDG 13 was inoperable.
Failure to restore at least two SDGs to operable status within 2 hours is a
violation of Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, Action f. The OTL index
review also showed that during the 61 hours, some cross-train equipment was
inoperable, and turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump 14 was in a
condition in which it may not have automatically started (ref: LER 93-007,
Unit 1); this is a violation of Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, Act;on d.
Additionally, Technical Specification 3.0.4 was violated because Unit 1
changed Modes three times while SDG 13 was inoperable. This event is also
being reported as a valid failure of SDG 13 because SDG 13 failed to start
during a scheduled monthly surveillance.

The SDG and AFW events were analyzed using the STP Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA), which has been reviewed by the NRC as documented in a
Saf ety Evaluation Report dated January 21, 1992. The concurreat SDG and AFW
unavailability is estimated to have negligibly changed the annual average
core damage fraquency from 4.4E-5/yr to 4.5E-5/yr.
The impact of SDGs 12 and 13, and AFW pump 14 being simultaneously
unavailable is partially compensated for by STP's three-train safety design,
with one train sufficient to mitigate most design basis accidents. The
ef f ects of this event on the following UFSAR Chapter 15 safety analyses were
considered: loss-of-cooling accident (LOCA), main steam line break,
feedwater line break, steam generator tube rupture, station blackout,
anticipated transient without scram, and long-term cooling. The STP design

| has sufficient redundancy and margin to ensure that the acceptance limits
for the above mentioned accidents would not be exceeded, with the exception
of certain large break LOCAs.

|

|

|

|

:
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ANALYSIS OF E"/ENT: (Cont'd)

During a LOCA, one train of safety equipment is sufficient to ensure
calculated results remain below the acceptance limits. The only exception

,

! is when a break occurs in the Peactor Coolant System cold leg with the
operating Safety Injection (SI) train such that the required SI flow does4

not in]ect in to the reacter core. During the 61 hours in which SDGs 12 and
13 were coincidentally inoperable and AFW pump 14 potentially inoperable,
tne calculated results f or this type of large break LOCA would have exceeded
the acceptance limits. However, the STP PSA shows that this large-break
LOCA coincident with a loss of offsite power (LOOP) is highly improbable.
The NRC approved leak-before-break rne thodology also supports this

conclusion. Hence, the actual safety significance is small due to the
extremely low probabili1,. af the accidents.

COPPECTIVE ACTIONS:

The affected fuel metering rods were cleaned and lubricated. SDG 13 was.

run satisfactorily and returned to service on January 22. 1993, at 2101
hours.

2. The painting and coating procedure has been enhanced with respect to the
|

pre-Job briefing and PMT following pait. ting.

3. The PMT Feference Manual has been revised to require post maintenance
testing to be considered following meintenance involving painting or

,

coatings.

4 The lessons learned from this event have been discussed with Senior
Peactor Operators (SRos) assigned to both Units. Additionally, this
event has been included in the Lessons Learned portion of the licensed
Operator Requalification Training Program.

5. The Operating Exper:ence Review prog..an will continue to be enhanced per
the STP Business Plat. to ensure that lessons learned are trcnslated into
actions for the enhancement of plant safety and reliability.

E. HLLP has co:rpleted a case study of the SDG event for training purposes.
The training has been presented to Shift Supervisors and Maintenance
Planners in their centinuing training programs and has also been
presented to System Eng:neers. |

|

.. ..
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ADDITIONAL If7FOPRATION:

Including this event, there had been one valid failure in the previous
20 valid tests and less than four valid failures in the previous 100 tests.
Therefore, on January 20, 1993 the testing f requency was not changed from
ence per 31 days for SDG 13.

!

!
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On February 4, 1993, Unit I was in Mode 1 at 984 power. At 0937 hours,
Unit I commenced a plant shutdown and an Unusual Event was declared due
to the failure to return the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
(TDATWP) 14 to an operable status within the required Technical
Specification allowed time, on February 1, 1993, during performance of
a surveillance test, TDAFWP 14 tripped on overspeed. This resulted in
the pump being declared inoperable and Unit i entering a 72 hour action
statement. On February 3, 1993, Unit 2 experienced a reactor trip at
which time TDATWP 24 oversped and tripped. Since the 72 hour allowed
time was due to erpire soon and the cause of the Unit 2 overspeed had not
been determined, Unit I was shutdown. The cause of the TDAIVP 14
overspeed events was water intrusion into the TDAFWP turbine adversely
affecting performance. Corrective actions included extensive testing,

j analysis, and component examination to determine the causes of overspeed
| trips on TDATWP 14 and TDAFWP 24.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: } . ,

Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater Pume
,

1
On February 4,-1993, Unit I was in Mode 1 at 98% power. At 0937 |

hours, Unit 1 commenced a plant shutdown and an Unusual Event was i

declared because Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (TDAFWP)
14 was not returned - to an operable status within the required e

Technical Specification allowed time. ;

After entry into Mode 3, as the fourth refueling outage was coming
to an end, a surveillance was performed on TDAFWP with satisfactory
results. Due to a problem encountered with control rod housing
leakage, Unit I was cooled down for repairs. After th9 cooldown,
the trip / throttle valve (MS-0514), which had been leaking prior to -
the outage, was disassembled for inspection and possible repair. ,

The inspection revealed that the disc and seat had steam cuts.
Repairs could not be ef fected because no replacement parte could be
located. The valve was subsequently reassembled. Unit 1 entered
Mode 3 at 0202 hours, on December 26, 1992. 'At 0102 hours the -

following morning, TDAFWP 14 oversped and tripped during a Post [
Maintenance Test -(PMT) surveillance run. The operators used

'

guidance provided in the ATW system operating procedure and !

performed a slow manual start of the pump. A successful j
surveillance was subsequently performed. During the ins'estigation

'

of this event, this surveillance was determined to be inadequate
'

because of the manual start of the turbit.o. The pump and valve
were declared operable following two more Motor Operated Valve i
Actuator Test (MOVATS) related starts. An Anticipated Transient

'

Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigation System A-tuation Circuitry (AMSAC)
test was performed on December 31, 1992, without an overspeed
occurrence. The AMSAC test is unlike the usual surveillance in i
that normally open MS-0143 is closed prior to the test. Since the q !

,

, stroke time of MS-0143 is greater than MS-0514, the result is a *
,

I slower admission of steam to the TDAFWP than during a normal !

j surveillance start. !
,

I
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DESCRIPTIQ1[JF EVENT: (Con't)

The next TDAtVP 14 activity occurred on January 28, 1993, at 0600
hours. A number of activities were performed on TDAFWP 14 (pump
and turbine) as part of a planned outage. On the same day, during
a PMT surveillance run, TDAFWP 14 tripped on overspr ed. On January
29, 1993, an attempt was made to perf orm a slow manual start of the
pump. Tne turbine again tripped on overspeed. |

Troubleshooting activities occurred on January 29, 1993, including
; contacting the governor vendor. The vendor arrived onsite on
' January 30, 1993, and determined that the governor valve was not

closing completely. This finding corresponded to the symptoms of
both the overspeed events and subsequent troubleshooting efforts.
It was believed that the governor valve was misadjusted during the
activities that took place on January 28, 1993. A number of
successful starts were performed on January 30, 1993. At 1742i

! hours, on January 30, 1993, the surveillance for TDAFWP 14 was
performed and successfully completed at 1905 hours. The pump was

; declared operable at 1908 hours.
!

On February 1, 1993, a surveillance test was performed at the
; request of the Unit 1 Operations Manager during which TDAFWP 14 ;

< tripped on overspeed. This resulted in the pump being declared ;

| inoperable and Unit 1 entering a 72 hour action statement.
| Extensive troubleshooting and evaluation ensued. On February 3,
i 1993, Unit 2 experienced a reactor trip during which TDAFWP 24
| oversped and tripped (Unit 2 LER 93-004). The occurrence of this

event coupled with previous Unit 1 overspeed events, resulted inj
the decision to shutdown Unit 1.;

! Unit 2 Auxiliary FeeA gter Puno e

i
j On January 8- 1993, a successful surveillance on TDAWP 24 was !

!performed in which the pump started under normal service
conditions. On January 23, 1993 Unit 2 experienced a reactor trip. |

The TDAFWP actuated and performed satisfactorily. Follovirag the j

trip, operators attempted to secure the TDAFWP by using the control j

board trip pushbutton (electrical trip). This is not the normal
method of closing MOV-0514 to secure the turbine. ;

!

!

tie mwoci .ut ,

! ;

,
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: (Con't)

Coincident with the trip, a mechanical overspeed indication was
received in the control room. Investigation revealed tnat the

j mechanical overspeed trip device was actuated due to agitation
caused by the electrical trip plunger. No physical overspeed

4 condition actually occurred.
I

! Activities on January 24th and 25th focused on correcting the above
i situation. On January 24th, several attempts to restart the pump
t resulted in a mechanical overspeed. The overspeed was believed to

be due to moisture build up from closing MOV-0143. The TDAFWP was
again started by locally opening MOV-0514. This was performed for
water evacuation. The pump was then tripped from the control room.
No mechanical overspeed trip annunciator was received and MOV-0514
reset normally. Maintenance troubleshooting discovered the'

|( mechanical trip linkage adjustment was too short. The TDAFWP wasi

|
'

; started locally and, when tripped from the control room, the
mechanical overspeed trip device became unlatched. Two additional |test runs of the TDAFWP 24 were initiated with no overspeed. On j

; the 25th of January, the surveillance test for TDAFWP 24 was
j completed satisfactorily and the pump was declared operable.

,

'
Engineering contacted the valve manuf acturer of MOV-0514 to discuss

l the situation. The problem with the overspeed linkage mechanism
l I impact clearance was caused by.a linkage pin diameter discrepancy

wherein the actual pin size was 1/2" versus the 3/8" specified by
the vendor. ' The manuf acturer agreed to allow the impact clearance
reduction in the linkage provided that the latch disengagement
spring tension was increased to 30 lbs.

,
On January 30, 1993, TDATWP 24 was again declared inoperable in

| order to verify the proper overspeed trip arm clearance and to
obtain data on spring tension on the overspeed mechanism. Upon,

completion of two surveillance starts, the pump was declared .

| operable. !
I
t i

.

i i
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: (Con't)j
'

A follow up call between E..gineering and the valve manufacturer
revealed that an impact gap of C 1/8" would be adequate.

j Engineering reevaluated the situation and decided that, although
! the short term spring adjustment would provide adequate prevention ,

t of unlatching problems, the long term corrective action should {
i include modification of the slot length of the trip linkages on
I both units.
l
.

On February 3, 1993, Unit 2 tripped with an associated ATW |
actuation. TDATWP 24 experienced an overspeed trip upon startup
associated with the ATW actuation.

Investigation revealed that the above seat drain valve bypass (MS-
217) was closed at the time of the overspeed event. Historical
computer data was analyzed to determine when the valve position was+

changed subsequent to valve lineups being purformed on April 15,
1992. This analysis determined that the Uni'. 2 above seat drain
bypass had been out of position since a maintenance period between
April 28, 1992 and April 29, 1992 allowing only marginal condensatei

| drain flow. The valve stayed in that position, with slight leakage
j through it until January 24, 1993, when the Head Reactor Plant
'

Operator verified the bypass being closed, causing a further
'

reduction in drain flow. Further investigation of the valve lineup
condition in Unit 2 revealed that the operators were not sure what
the proper valve position should have been at the time that the
overspeed event occurred.

I QUSE OF EVENT:

Mm1
The cause of the TDAFWP 14 overspeed events was water intrusion
into the TDAFWP turbine adversely affecting performance. The

i

g specific mechanism that precipitated the overspeed event is not
! known, however, it is believed that the causes are bounded by the '

following:
,

4

Leakage through MOV-0514 valve 6
'

e
Advtrse effects of water accumulation in the governor valvee

e Adverse effects oI water accumulation in the turbine casinq !
I

Coordination of trip / throttle valve stroke time and governore '

|
valve response capability.

... .s..evm !

|
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CAUSE Qf EVENT: (Con't) I
j

l i

Unil_2 ! l

The cauto of the Unit 2 overspeed event was water intrusion into |the turbine from the upstream piping. Ineffective removal of '

condensate from the upstream steam supply piping has been
|attributed to the inappropriate closing of a steam trap bypass

valve. The ineff' '.ive removal of condensed steam from the above
,Iseat drain of the tip/ throttle valve resulted in the presence of,

j water in the steam supply line. The effect of this is a challenge
i to the capability of the governor control system. The overspeed |trip linkage issues did not cause this overspeed trip.

|
ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

1 '

| Based on the investigation, the Unit 1 TDATWP was determined to be
inoperable since the end of the Unit 1 fourth refueling outage. ;

| The Unit 2 TDAFWP was determined to be operable on January 30, 1993
,

| by the successful completion of a monthly inservice test. It is |
l speculated that some time between this date and February 3, 1993, I

| the condensate buildup rendered the Unit 2 TDAFWP incapable of
t

'

sustaining an automatic start without overspeeding and therefore,i
I

the pump was inoperable.'

1
|

Con-pletion of a plant shutdown required by Technical Specification
is reportable pursuant to 10CTR50.73 (a) (2) (1) ( A) . Operation with,

| the TDATWP inoperable for greater than 72 hours constituted an
| operation prohibited by Technical Specifications and is reportable i

pursuant to 10CFR50.7 3 (a) (2) (1) (B) . j,

i

d

The Auxiliary feedwater (ATW) System at the South Texas Project U
i (STP) is an Engineered Safety Feature (EST). Its purpose is to |
| provide cooling flow to each of the four steam generators jimmediately following a transient or an accident to remove decayi

n
! heat. The system is comprised of four mechanically and '

electrically independent trains, each providing flow to a dedicated-

steam generator, three of which include a motor driven pump (MDP)
J

t

[ and the fourth a turbine driven pump (TDP). This concept provides
[ diversity and, therefore, reduces the potential for common mode
r failure. The turbine driven pump also provides cooling in the ii event of a station blackout (SBO) when in modes 1,2 or 3.

|| |
[

'
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ANALYSIS OF EVENT 1 (Con't)

An important aspect of the subject events with regard to safety !

,
impact is the fact * hat overspeed conditions did not adversely.

| af f ect the f unctionality of the TDAFWP. The conditions experienced
by each TDAFWP (one on each STP unit) would adversely impact the

| operability of that pump in that there is no assurance that. the |
| pump would start and run as the result of an automatic actuation. 4

j However, the problem. encountered did not preclude the pump from
being started and run as the result of reasonable operator actionI

and therefore fulfilling its safety function with a high degree of
confidence.'

The safety analysis assumes that for design basis accidents
y (Chapter 15 of the STP Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
i (UFSAR)), a limiting single f ailure will occur. For accidents thati

| require the operation of the AFW system, the limiting single
failure is in the EST actuation logic that initiates auxiliary'

feedwater flow. The UFSAR Section 15 Safety Analysis assumes that 1

1; two AFW pumps operate. The configuration of ATW at STP has ESF
Actuation Train A starting AFW trains 1 and 4 (train 4 includes the )

;

| TDAFWP), ESF Train B starting ATW train 2, and ESF Train C starting i

' ATW train 3. With AFW train 4 out of service, a minimum of two AFW f
| trains would still be operable after any single failure. ;

i Therefore, the results of the UFSAR Section 15 safety analysis are '

not impacted with AFW train 4 not available.{
The AFW system is also used to mitigate the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) initiating event. The Solid State Protection
System (SSPS) and Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

!
(ESFAS) serve to provide actuation signals to the ATW system should
an ATWS initiating event occur. Additionally, both operator action

) and the ATWS Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) serve as '

6 recovery and backup sources of AFW system actuation signals. The
[ STP Level 2 Probabilistic Safety Assessment ("L2 PSAa} does not .

! take credit for AMSAC at:d shows that the frequency of an ATWS event |
k at STP is insignificant. In the very unlikely event of a n ATW't ,

loss of the TDAFWP due to an overspeed trip would still leave three {
pumps to mitigate the event, i

i
'

f i

I
h
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ANALYSIS OF EVENT: (Con't) f
Cold shutdown capability of STP has been evaluated to demonstrate that
the units can achieve cold shutdown conditions following & Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) assuming a single failure and the loss of
offsite power (LOOP). The AFW system is an integral part of that
capability. Assuming that the TDAFWP is lost due to an overspeed
condition and an additional train is lost due to a single f ailure then
two trains of ArW remain to ensure that cold shutdown is reached. Two
trains of AFW will provide decay heat removal while assuring that the

| pressurizer does not go water-solid, and one train of ATW delivered
to one steam generator will assure decay heat removal but the
pressurizer may go water solid. Also note that in the event of a fire
affecting a single safety train, STP has single train shutdown
capabilit/, thus providing redundant shutdown capability c1 the '

remaining two trains.i

|
The most important function considered for the TDAFWP is its role in
mitigating the Station Black Out (SBO) event. The SBO event includes !

the provision for an Alternate Alternating Current (AAC) source. This !,

i

source is the Train B Standby Diesel Generator (SDG). This emergency
| AC source provides power to it's associated train components as well
I as providing backfeed capability to either the Train A or C

centrifugal charging pump (CCP) and Class 1E battery charger. As a
result, the SBO analysis assumes that two ATW trains, Train B and
Train D (the TDAFWP) will be avellable to mitigate the blackout with
no cross-connecting (i.e., no operator action) required. If it is
assumed that the TDATWP is not available, then the one train of ATW
is still adequate in terms of cooling flow. However, to ensure that
the heat transfer rate from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is

. sufficient, it is necessary to cross-connect and provide flow to an
I additional steam generator. This will require operator action. Since '

! the time frames involved are relatively long (-47 minutes, steam
; generator dry out time), the operator action to cross-connect one or
} more steam generators can be performed before the affected steam
! generator becomes dry. It can also be expected that, given the !

,

| failure modes seen with the TDATWP, there is a high probability that |
| the pump can be returned to service following an overspeed trip, as

was demonstrated by the subject events. Note that the L2 PSA, which i^i

the NRC has reviewed and has accepted for safety evaluations (e.g., '

technical specification evaluations, waivers of compliance, etc.), iassumes that one train of AFW to one steam generator, as discussed "

above, will provide adequate decay heat removal but not necessarilyi

n prevent the pressurizer f rom going water-solid.
| 6

i * ** tmMwoot.c1

|
|

.
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CORRECTIVE ACIIONS:

The f ollowing actions have been taken or will be taken to address the }
Unit 1 and Unit 2 events and generic implications.

1. Both Units' trip / throttle valves and governors were sent to
representative vendors for complete refurbishment and testing.
The gearing arrangement of the trip / throttle valve was modified
to ensure slower stroke time thus enabling a more positive
governor response. Additionally, the governor valves were
reworked. The governor valve stems were replaced.

2. A review of the generic implications associated with the
blockage of the Unit 1 TDAfvP exhaust drain has been conducted. i

IBoth units exhaust drains have been inspected for the presence
of foreign material. Other safety relt.ted equipment in the area
was inspected for possible foreign mate, rial intrusion, with no
adverse findings. A sample of the foreign material was analyzed
and determined to be the result of sand blasting operations.,

Additionally, the Unit 1 orificed cap was removed from the
turbine exhaust drain line. (Unit 2 did not have an orificed
cap installed).

3. A modification to the TDAfvP drain system was implemented to
remove the steam traps in the steam line drain system, replacing
it with a spool piece.

The trip / throttle valve high pressure stem leakoff was separated4. from the turbine casing and rerouted to the sump to prevent
{ possible steam intrusion into the turbine casing.
!

| :

!
| |
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS! (Con't)
J

5. Operating procedures identified as deficient during the review
have been changed to reflect present system design and
operability considerations. Operator logs were also changed to
monitor the above seat drains. Deficient field labeling was
removed.

| 6. Enhanced testing will be conducted prior to declaring the TDAFWP
: operable. Testing will include:
!

Verification of the drain system operatione

e Verification of the proper operation of the trip / throttle
valve
Verification of governor valve operatione

Verification of the trip / throttle valve linkage, overspeedi e

linkage and governor valve interface.

This testing has been completed in Unit 2 and will be completed I

in Unit 1 prior to Unit 1 entering Mode 2.

7. Maintenance training and procedures will be reviewed f or the ;inclusion of vendor requirements and other enhancements. This (

review will be completed and a Plan of Action developed by April |15, 1993. HL&P will use the equipment vendors for maintenance
of the TDAFWP trip / throttle valves, governor valves and
associated control linkages until appropriate procedure '

enhancements and training is conducted.

8. HL&P will develop a program to monitor MOV-0514 leakage. This '

program will be developed by June 30, 1993, i

| 9. An augmented surveillance testing program hr been developed to i

ensure that the corrective actions have f* 'act addressed the
overspeed causes.

I
! 10. HL&P has performed a verification of system Aneups and adequate ;

j drainage systems. This verification has been performed to j
.,

! ensure that the steam line supply to the TDAFWP is optimized in
|

t

j terms of condensate removal. Based on this verification ML&P !
i will evaluate additional design changes by April 15, 1993. >

| '

! I
i

l

I h

w . .wawooi .ui
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS; (Con't)

! 11. HL&P will perform an evaluation to determine the cause of the
pitting of the governor valve stem. Corrective actions will be

i developed as necessary. This evaluation will be completed by
j April 30, 1993.

I Although not a specific corrective action, the following actions were
| taken by HL&P with respect to this event
i

!
1. Quality Assurance performod an in depth review of ATWj procedure, work documentation, preventive maintenance, and

f industry events to determine the adequacy of the HL&P
j program with respect to ATW system operation and
i maintenance.
I

f 2. The Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSRB) reviewed the
- investigation to determine the adequacy of the root cause

findings.
,

|
3. The Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) reviewed and

|. approved the enhanced testing procedure.

I 4. Sargeant & Lundy was retained to perform an independent
|

review of the root causes and proposed corrective actions
I developed by HL&P. Their findings were consistent with

| HL&P's.
I

I j
IEDITIONAL INFORMATION:'

In the past two years there have been no similar events regarding a
Technical Specification required shutdown due to the inoperability of

| the TDAFWP. Unit 2 LER 93-004 documents a reactor trip in which the
|

Unit 2 TDAFWP also tripped on overspeed.
! I

i
;

i

!

,

..: . , .etAax!t.zoc1.ui
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On March 14, 1993, at approximately 0434 MST, Palo Verde Unit 2 was in Mode 1
(POWER OPERATION), operating at approximately 98 percent power when a steam
generator tube ruptured in Steam Generator 2. At approximately 0447 MST, the
reactor was manually tripped due to low pressurizer level and pressure.
Approximately 22 seconds later, valid accuaticas of the Safety Injectaon
Actention System (SIAS) and the Containment Isolation Actuation System (CIAS)
occurred due to low pressurizer pressure. Pressurizer level was restored and
a controlled cooldown and depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
was conducted in accordance with approved procedures. A steam generator tube
rupture in Steam Generator 2 was diagnosed, and the steam generator was
successfully isolated.

This event was investigated in accordance with the PVNGS Incident
Investigation Program. The rupture of the steam generator tube was due to
intergranular attack /intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGA /1GSCC) which
occurred as a result of tube-to tube crevice formation. The cause of the SIAS
and CIAS was the loss of RCS inventory and the contraction of the RCS upon
reactor trip. Pursuant to Technical Specifications 3.5.2, ACTION b, this 1.ER
also provides the Special Report required for an Emergency Core Coolin6 S 5t*8Y

actuation.

There have been no previous similar events reported pursuant to 10Cilt30.73.

LER No. 529/93-001Appendix F
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1. DESCRIPTION OF VHAT OCCUFJED:
1

A. Initial Conditions:

At 0434 MST on March 14, 1793. Palo Verde Unit 2 was in Mode 1
(POWER OPERATION) at approximately 98 percent power.

B. Reportable Event Description (Including Dates and Approximate
Times of Major Occurrences):

Event Classification: The completion of any nuclear plare
shutdown required by Technical
Specifications;

an event or condition that resulted in a
principal safety barrier being seriously
degraded; and

an event that resulted in an automatic
actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature
(EST)(JE) and the Reactor Protection
System (RPS)(JE).

At approximately 0434 MST on March 14, 1993. Palo Verde Unit 2
experienced a steam generator tube rupture in St,mm Generator 2
(AB). At approximately 0447 MST, the reactor (AC) was manually
tripped due to low pressuriter (AB) level and pressure
Approximately 22 seconds later, valid Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation System (ESTAS) actuations of the Safety Injection
Actuation System (SIAS) (JI)(BP) and the containment Isolation
Actuation System (CIAS) (JI)(BD) occurred due to low pressurizer
pressure. Pressuriger level was restored and a controlled

cooldown and depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
( AB) was conducted in accordance with approved procedures. A
steam generator tube rupture in Steam Generator 2 was diagnosed,
and the steam generator was successfully isolated.

Prior to the event, in July,1992. Unit 2 began measuring
detectable levels of tritium at a level of 1.0 E-5 microcurie / gram

(sci /ga) in the secondary system. No other nuclides typically
present in primary-to secondary leakage , such as iodine and xenon,
were detected. The initial leak rate was determined to be
approxima:ely I gallon per day (gpd). A Chemistry Actio'n Document
(CAD) was initiated to monitor the Steam Generator 1 Blo'wdown
Radiation Monitor (RU-4) (IL)(MON), steam Generator 2 Blowdown
Radiation Monitor (RU-5) (IL)(MON), and the Condenser Varoun
Exhaust Radiation Monitor (RU-141) (ILi(MON) every 4 hours to
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trend potential increases in activity. Trend information was
logged in the Unit 2 Radiation Monitoring System (RMS)/ Effluent
Shift Leg. On February 3, 1993, RU 5 indicated activity above
background in the Steam Generator 2 ( AB)(SG) blowdown line. 'On
February 4, 1993, RU-4 and RU-5 setpoints were lowered, in
accordance with procedures, to more closely monitor potential
increases in leakage. On February 20. 1993, lodine-131 was
detected in Steam Generator 2 blowdown at a concentration of
approximately 3.0 E-8 uC1/gm. lodine 131 activity trends
increased f rom 3.0 E-8 uC1/gm to 1.0 E 7 pC1/gm between February
20 and February 27, 1993. RU 4 and RU-5 also exhibited trend
increases. On February 28, 1993, a CAD was issued to increase the
monitoring of RU-4, RU-5, and RU 141 to every 2 hours. RU-4 and
RU-5 setpoints were periodically adjusted in accordance with
procedures, to closely monitor increases and decreases in activity
levels. On March 3,1993, Chemistry personnel (utility-
nonlicensed) began using lodine-131 activity levels to calculate
the steam generator leak rate. Initial lodine 131 leak rate
calculations indicated a leak of approximately 8 gpd. From March
9 to March 13, 1993, the leak rate calculation indicated a steady
leak of approximately 10 gpd. [ NOTE: Fost event calculations
using trit.am leak rate data indicate that the actual leak rate
during this time period was approximately 20 gpd.)

On the morning of March 14, 1993, at approximately 0025 MST, the
Gas Stripper (CA)(DCS) was placed in service to de-gas the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) (AB) in preparation for the upcoming
refueling outage. Placing the Gas Stripper into service caused an
anticipated boration of the RCS, resulting in a slight drop !

(approximately 0,75 degree Fahrenheit) in RCS average temperature
(Tave). Control Room (NA) personnel (utility licensed) responded
to the slow temperature decrease by diluting the Volume Cortrol
Tank (VCT) (CA)(TK) and placing the deborating ion exchanger into
se rvice . The decrease in RCS Tave caused pressurizer level to
drop approximately 0.5 percent over a three-hour period.

At approximately 0434 MST, Control Room personnel observed a
notable decrease in pressuriser (AB)(PIR) level and pressure.
Control Room personnel suspected that a leak in the Gas Stripper
was causing the decrease in pressurizer level. The Gas Stripper,
which is not normally in operation, had been recently placed in
service to support the upcoming Unit 2 refueling outage.
Concurrently, an alarm (IB)(ALM) was received on the Steam
Generator 2 Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor (RU-140) (IL)(MON),
Channel A. The RU 140 alarm was acknowledged and announced in the
Control Room.

Appendix F LER No. 529/93-001 >
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At approximately 0436 MST, Control Room personnel started a third i

charging pump (CB)(P) and energized the pressurizer back up |
heaters ( AB)(ENTR) in order to recover pressariter level and
pressure. At this time, the Nuclear Cooling Water Radiation
Monitor (RU-6) (IL)(MON) alarmed and cleared. Control Room
personnel performed a check of the Containment Building (NH)
parameters (i.e., pressure, sump levels, temperature, and
humidity) to dwtermine if there was a leak inside Containment.
Control Room personnel suspected there may have been a slight
increase in containment Building pressure but were unable to
confirm their suspicion.

At approximately 0438 MST, an alarm was received on the Auxiliary !
ISteam Condensate Receiver Tank Radiation Monitor (RU-7) (IL)(MON).

The alarm was acknowledged and announced in the Control Room. |
This alarm supported operator suspicion of a Cas Stripper leak.

At approximately 0440 MST, Control Room personnel isolated letdown ;

flow. The Control Room Supervisor (CRS) (utility-licensed) '

suggested a manual reactor (AE)(RCT) trip, but the Shift
Supervisor (SS) (utility licensed) felt the isolation of letdown
might have slowed the rate of decrease in the pressurizer level
and elected to wait to see if the level would recover. Control I

Room personnel displayed a histogram of radiation monitors which I
!are associated with a steam generator tube rupture (SCTR) on the

RMS (IL). The RMS showed that only RU 140 and RU ? were in alarm.
The Unit 2 RMS technician (utility-nonlicensed) was notified by a
Control Room operator of the alarms on RU 140, Channels A and B.
The RMS technician notified Radiation Protection personnel
(utility and contractor-nonlicensed) and proceeded to the effluent
office to check trenda on EU-4, RU 5 and EU-140.

During this period, pressuriter level and RCS pressure continued
to decrease. To preclude the possibility of a radiation release
into the atmosphere, Conttel Room personnel removed Steam Bypass
control System (SBCS) Valves 1007 (J1)(V) and 1008 (J1)(V) from
service and disabled the condensate draw of f controller (KA)(LEV).
These actions were taken because SBCS Valves 1007 and 1008 relieve
directly into the atmosphere and the draw-off could result in
contamination of the Condensate Storage Tank (KA)(TK). Concurrent
to removing the 2 SBCS valves f rom service, SBCS Valve 1003
(J1)(V) was returned to service to compensate, in part, for
removal of the velves that relieve to the atmosphere. At
approximately 0441 MST, RU 140, Channel B alarmed again, and went
in and out of high alarm repeatedly. The CRS conducted a briefing
with Control Room personnel and discussed actions to be taken in
the event of a steam generator tube leak.

Appendix F LER No. 529/93-001
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At approximately G 47 MST the pressurizer heaters de-energized
due to a pressurizer low level of 26 percent, anc! the SS directed
a manual trip of the reactor. The main turbine (TA)(TR.8) tripped
as a result of the manual reactor trip. Primary system pressure
decreased below the low pressurizer pressure Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) (JE) setpoine 4 1837 pounds per
square inch absolute (psia) due to the loss of RCS inventory and
the contraction of the RCS due to a decrease in RCS temperature

upon reactor trip. Valid actuations of the Safety Injection
Actuation System (SIAS) (JE) and Containment Isolation Actuation
System (CIAS) (JE) were received 22 seconds after the reactor trip
due to low pressurizer pressure. Pressurizer level indicated
below zero percent level and pressurizer pressure decreased to
1677 psia. High Pressure Safety injection (HPSI) (P)(BQ) restored
pressurizer level to approximately 4 percent and pressurizer
pressure to approximately 1880 psia. Control Room personnel
stopped Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) 18 and 2B (AB)(P). RCP IB
pressurizer spray valve (AB)(V) was out-of-service so this
combination of RCPs was selected to maintain pressurizer spray ,

capability.

The RMS technician monitored activities until Control Room
personnel manually tripped the reactor. The RMS technician
informed the Chemistry technician of the alarme received on RU-
140. The RMS technician was concerned with a potential steam
release and requested that the Chemistry technician obtain main
steam samples for analysis. The RU.140 alarms cleared shortly
after the reactor trip.

'

All safety systems functioned as required. Following the SIAS.
the combined makeup from the HPS1 and charging pumps slowly
increased pressurizer level. Pressurizer pressure was maintained
at approximately 1872 psia until a plant cocidown and
depressurization was initiated.

The Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (P7NCS) Emergency Plan
Implementing Procedure, * Emergency Classification," (EPIP-02)
required the declaration of a Notification of Unusual Event (NUE)
for an event resulting in a SIAS actuation caused by a valid low
pressurizer pressure condition. At approximately 0458 MST, the SS
declared an NUE due to the valid SIAS actuation. At approximately
0502 MST, the emergency classification was upgraded to an Alert,
due to RCS leakage in excess of 44 gallons per minute (gpm). At
the time the emergency classification was determined, Control Room
HPSI flow indication was zero, letdown flow *was isolated. 3 )

'

charging pumps were in operation. and pressurizer level appeared
Ito be increasing slowly. This indicated to the SS that the leak '

was within the capacity of the 3 charging pumps.

IIR No. 529/93-001Appendix F
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Post-event calculations indicated that actual RCS leak rate was
approximately 240 gpm, d ich is in excess of charging pump
capacity, for a period of approximately seven minutes immediately
prior to the reactor trip. When plant parameters were reviewed
following the reactor trip, pressurizer level had been restored
and was increasing with three charging pumps running and no
indication of HPSI flow, Under the conditions observed af ter the
trip, the RCS leak rate was not perceived to be in excess of
charging pump capacity and the RCS inventory loss was under
control.

The CRS, using the Emergency Operations Procedure Diagnostic Logic
Tree (DLT), diagnosed a reactor trip because plant conditions did
not allow the diagnosis for a specific optimum recovery procedure.
However, the entry conditions for the reactor trip recovery
procedure could not be met because pressurizer level was not
greater than 10 percent. The SS directed the CRS to re-diagnose
the event but, as before, the diagnosis was that of a reactor trip
and entry conditions were still not satisfied. At approximately

'0502 MST, the CRS entered the Functional Recovery Procedure ( FRP)
due to inconclusive diagnosis using the DLT.

Although Control Room personnel suspected a SCTR, the diagnosis
was not made immediately because the DLT used a " snap-shot * |
philosophy (i.e., what is occurring at the specific time of
obs e rvation) . This philosophy does not direct the operator to
consider previous trends or alarms. Also, the RMS response to the
event was confusing to control Room personnel and it was not clear
why the RU-140 alarms were received. The RU-140 slarus did not
act in a manner consistent with the simulator display during
training exercises. In simulator scenarios, RU-140 does not alare
until late in the event and the alarms remain throughout the

, event. It was further confusing to Control Room personnel that
the primary indicator alarms for a SCTR (RU 4, RU-5, and RU-141)
were not present. Radiation Monitors RU-4 and RU-5 had low flow
indications because they were isolated upon the $1AS actuation.
These three alarms are used as indicators of a SCTR event.

|

| The FRP directed Control Room personnel to align charging pump
suction directly to the Refueling Water Tank (BP)(TK) and close

j the VCT outlet. After Control Room personnel performed this
i function the *E' charging pump (CB)(P) tripped on low suction
| pressure. The operators aligned charging for an alternate
'

boration flow path per the FRP, and restarted charging pump *E*.

! At approximately 0520 MST, Control Room personnel restored FU-4
( and RU-5, which had been isolated by the 51AS, as directed by the

FRP. At approximately 0529 MST, RU-5 reached the alert and high
,
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alarm setpoints, and at approximately 0531 MST, RU-141 reached its
alert setpoint. Control Room personnel then had positive
confirmation of a SCTR in Steam Generator 2.

Following the reactor trip, the crew had shifted the condenser
post-filter blower (SH)(BLD) into the through filter mode per the
steam Cenerator Tube IAak Abnormal Operating Procedure. The crew
later reported that they felt the event was being mitigated
because the rele<se was minimited by the condenser exhaust filter
(,SH) ( FLT) .

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Operations Center was notified
of the event at approximately 0530 MST. The Emergency Response
Data System (IB) was activated by Control Room personnel at
approximately 0614 MST.

The CRS continued through the FRP, directing the crew to realign
various systems into normal shutdown lineups. It was the CRS's
intention to proceed through the FRP until RCS depressuritation
was directed and then once depressurized, use HPSI injection to
restore pressurizer level. Once pressurizer level was restored
to above 33 percent, the Pressure and Inventory Control Safety
Function success criteria would allow the FRP to be exited and a
re-diagnosis into the SCTR Procedure to be completed. This
strategy would succeed in isolating the SCTR, but it is different
than the SCTR strategy that is designed into the FRP. In the FRP,
it is assumed that the CRS finds indications of an SCTR at Step
3.21, and then performs the steps in an attachment which are
similar to the isolation and depressurization steps in the
recovery procedure for a SCTR.

Control Room personnel continued recovery actions per the FRP to
restore pressurizer level to greater than 33 percent. At
approximately 0604 MST, the CRS directed an RCS cooldown to 545
degrees Fahrenheit and a depressurization to 1500 psia. HPSI
injection increased as the RCS depressurized. Pressuriter level
was restored to 33 percent and Control Room personnel stabilized
RCS pressure and temperature. The acceptance criteria for the
Pressure and Inventory Control Safety Function success path were
met and at approximately 0624 MST, the CRS exited the FRP, again
performed the DLT, and diagnosed en SCTR. Tno SCTR Recovery
Procedure was entered at approximately 0645 MST. The SS then
directed that cris turnover commence. At approximately 0721 MST,
the RCS cooldown was restarted per the SCTR procedure, and at
approxit.ately 0728 MST, Steam Generator 2 was isolated.

The Pressurized Thermal Shock limit of 200 degrees Fahrenheit
subcooled margin was approached during RCS depressurization and

LER No. 529/93-001Appemlix F
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cooldown, Isolatea Steam Generator 2 pressure remained fairly
constant and the RCS pressure was being maintained above the
isolated steam generator pressure. Steam Generator 2 was cooled
down by allowing Steam Generator 2 pressure to exceed RCS
pressure, thus back flowing from the steam generator into the RCS.
This allowed the ruptured steam generator to be cooled by a series
of auxiliary feedwater additions. Chemistry samples were taken to
ensure that RCS boron and chemistry limits would not be exceeded
during this evolution.

At approximately 1029 MST, on March 14, 1993, Unit 2 entered
Mode 4 (HOT SHUTDOWN), At approximately 1137 MST, following
verification of proper safety system actuation, the SlAS and CIAS
signals were reset, At approximately 1637 MST, the SGTR Recovery
Procedure was exited,

At approxis x gly 2235 MST. Shutdown Cooling (BP) Train A was
placed 1: sacvice.

At approximately 0556 MST, on March 15, 1993, Unit 2 entered
Mode 5 (COLD SHUTDOWN).

The requirement of Technical Specification 3.4.5.2, Action b, for
a primary to secondary leak which is greater than 720 gpd through
any one steam generator was met (i.e., reduce the leakage rate to
within limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SKUTDOWN within the following 30
hours).

The Alert was terminated at approximately 0115 MST, on March.15,
1993.

Unit 2 is currently in a scheduled refueling outage.

C. Status of structures, systems, or components that were inoperable
j at the start of the event that contributed to the event:

In addition to the SCTR described in Section I.B. , RU 141 had an
undetected equipment failure that caused it to read approximately
6 times less than grab sample activity. The monitor would have
reached the alert alarm serpoint during the event at approximately
0456 MST, on March 14, 1993, if it had been indicating properly.

i

!D. Cause of each component or system failure, if known:
!

A Steam Generator Tube Rupture Task Force of specialized APS
personnel as well as industry consultants was formed to perform an -

equipment root cause of failure analysis. The task force

Appendix F LER No. 529/93-001
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assembled a flow chart of possible failure modes to develop action
plans for eddy current testing, tube pull selection, engineering
analysis, and laboratory techniques. Using the information
obtained from these activities, the task force concluded that the

rupture of the steam generator tube was due to intergranular
attack /intergranular stress corrosion cracking (ICA/ICSCC) which
occurred as a result of tube to-tube crevice formation. Several
additional contributing factors such as increased sulfate levels
due to resin intrusion, likelihood of cold working due to surface
scratches, a less than standard micrastructure in the ruptured
tube, and increased susceptibility of contaminant concentration in
the upper region of the tube bundle were also identified by the
task force. The Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis Report was
submitted by letter 102-02569, dated July 18, 1993, from W. F.
Conway to the NRC. This report includes the event description and
safety assessment, the steam generator design, operating history,
analytical studies, and inspection, tube examination results, root
cause of failure. Regulatory cuide 1.121 evaluation, recovery plan
and corrective actions, and the basis for the restart of Unit 2

following the scheduled refueling outage. In response to a
request by the NRC, additional information concerning the above
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis Report was submitted by
letter 102 02593, dated July 30, 1993, from W. F. Conway to the
NRC.

An equipment root cause of failure analysis (ERCFA) was performed
for RU-141 under the PVNCS Incident Investigation Program. RU-141 ,

has been subject to operability problems associated with moisture
in the condenser air removal system (CARS). The effluent stream
f rom the CARS is a high humidity air stream which during sampling
condenses in the particulate filter and gas detector of RU-141.
Previous commitments have been made to the NRC to resolve the
moisture problem affecting the operability of RU-141. As a

result, heat tracing and other temporary modifications were
installed to improve operability. During the ERCFA, moisture was
not found when the detector was removed f rom the sample chamber.
The scintillation crystal was removed and found to be deteriorated
(i .e. , distorted and yellowed) . In addition, the photo multiplier
tube was found to have aged. The ERCFA determined that the
reduced sensitivity of RU 141 was caused by the tube aging and the
crystal deterioration which had resulted from elevated temperature
conditions from the heat tracing. Although the heat tracing was
within manufacturer's limits, the elevated temperatures caused the
aging and deterioration. The reduction in sensitivity caused RU-
141 to under-respond by a factor of 6 times the grab sample
activity.

LER No. 529/93-001Appendix F
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E. Failure mode, mechanism, and effect of each failed component, if
known:

As discussed in the correspondence to the NRC, the failure
mechanism leading to the steam generator tube rupture was due to
ICA/1GSCC which occurred as a result of tube-to-tube crevice
formation. The crevice, together with the consequential heat
flux, led to an aggresssive environment under a tenacious ridge
deposit. As a consequence, a long deep crack, initiating under
the ridge deposit, led to the loss of structural integrity under
normal operating conditions,

The failure mode, mechanism, and ef fect of RU-141 are discussed in
the previous section.

F. For failures of components with multiple functions. list of
systems or secondary functions that were also affected:

Not applicable - no secondary functions were affected as a result r

of the component failures. Since activity calculations for
effluent release permits are based on monitor to grab sample |
ratios rather than specific readings, and RU-141 trends indicated
increasing activity, the factor of 6 difference does not affect

g
- effluent release permit calculations. Therefore, there are no )ef fects on effluent release permit calculations associated with

releases via the condenser exhaust. Additionally, there was no
adverse effect on the High Range Condenser Exhaust Radiation
Monitor (RU-142) (IL)(MON). Although the 2 monitors work in
parallel to provide 11 decades of monitoring and indication, these
is a decade overlap such that RU-142 would have alarmed as
required.

G. For a failure that rendered a train of a safety system inoperable,
estimated time elapsed from the discovery of the f ailure until the
train was returned to service:

Not applicable - no failuren that rendered a train of a safety
system inoperable were involved.

H. Method of discovery of each component or system f ailure or
procedural error:

The SGTR was discovered as described in Section I.B.

During the event, it was discovered that RU-141 was not reading
correctly. A comparisen of the monitor readings with the grab
sample results obtained durir.g the event indicated that the
monitor was reading approximately 6 times less than the actual
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gaseous activity. As a result, the thitial offsite dose j

proj ections based on the release rate indicated by RU-141 | |
underestimated calculated doses by a factor of 6. As soon as the |
discrepancy was discovered, subsequent offsite dose projections 1

were corrected by increasing the monitor readings by a factor of 6
to compensate for the under-response. As a result of the
discrepancy, an ERCFA for RU-141 was initiated.

During the investigation of this event. It was determined that the
PVNGS DLT and FRP differ from the Combustion Engineering

" Emergency Procedure Guidelines," (CEN-152). CEN 152 uses
activity trends on the secondary side to aid in diagnosis of
events. The PVNCS DLT differs in that alatu indications rather
than activity trends are used. Additionally, there is a
continuously applicabls step in the Containment Integrity Safety
Function section of CEN-152 to check for indications of secondary

side activity, and if indicated, steps to depressurize and isolate
the af fected steam generator are performed. The PVNCS FRP only
checks once for secondary side activity. These deviations are not
justified in the Plant Specific Technical Guidelines. A SCTR may
have been diagnosed earlier in this event if there had been a step
in the DLT to trend secondary side activity or in the FRP to
continuously check for indications of secondary side activity.

I. Cause of Event:

An investigation of this event was conducted in accordance with
the PVNCS Incident Investigation Program. The manual reactor trip
was iniristed due to low pressuriser level and pressure.
Approxima *ely 22 seconds later, valid actuations of the Safety
injection Actuation System (SIAS) and the Containment Isolation
Actuation System (CIAS) occurred due to low pressurizer pressure.

|The cause of the RU 141 failure is dicussed in Section 1.D. The
cause of the RCS leakage was a SCTR in Steam Cenerator 2.

i

A Steam Generator Tube Rupture Task Force was formed to perform an
'

equipment root cause of failure analysis. The task force
identified the most probable causal factors for degradation of the
affected tubes. The evidence indicated that the rupture of the

steam generator tube was due to ICA/ICSCC which occurred as a
result of tube-to-tube crevice formation (SALP Cause Code C:
Exte rnal Cause ) . Several additional contributing f actors such s'
increased sulf ate levels due to resin intrusion, likelihood of

cold working due to surf ace scratches, a less than standard
microstructure in the ruptured tube, and increased susceptibility
of contaminant concentration in the upper region of the tube

Ibundle were also identified by the task force. The Steam
Cenerator Tube Rupture Analysis Report was submitted by letter
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102 02569, dated July 18, 1993, from V. F. Conway to the NRC.
Additional information related to the tube failure is dicussed in
Sections 1.D and 1.E.

J. Safety System Response:

The following safety systems actuated as a result of the event:

- High Pressure Safety injection System (BQ), Trains A and B
- Low Pressure Safety injection System (BP) Trains A and B
- Containment Spray System (BE) Trains A and B,
- Emergency Diesel Generators (EK). Trains A and B,
- Essential Chilled Water System (KM). Trains A and B
- Essential Cooling Water System (BI) Trains A and B,
- Essential Spray Fond System (BS), Trains A and B
- Condensate Transfer System (KA), Trains A and B,
- Control Room Essential Heating, Ventilation, and Air

Conditioning (HVAC) System (AHU)(VI). Trains A and B,
- Auxiliary Building Essential HVAC System (ANU)(VT) Trains A

and B,
- Fuel Building Essential HVAC System (AHU)(VC). Trains A

and B,
- Engineered Safety Features Switchgear Essential HVAC System

( AHU)(VJ), Trains A and B,

Containment Isolation System (JM), and+

- Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (P) (BA). Train B

K, Failed Component Information:

The cause of the RCS leakage was a tube failure in Steam Cenerator
2. The steam generator is a Combustion Engineering System 80
vertical U-tube heat exchanger which operates with the reactor
coolant on the tube side and secondary coolant on the shell side.

RU-141 had an undetected equipment failure that caused it to read
approximately 6 times less than grab sample activity. The monitor
would have reached the alert alarm level setpoint during the event
at approximately 0456 MST, on March 14, 1993, if it had been
indicating properly. The gas monitor is a Kaman Beta
Scintillator, model number KMC-HRN 450809 002, with a range of
1.0 E 6 to 1.0 E 1 pCL/ce.

11. ASSESSMENT OF THE SAFETY CONSEQUENCES AND IMPLICATIONS OF THIS EVENT:

A safety limit evaluation was performed as part of the PVNCS Incident
Investigation. The evaluation determined that the plant responded as
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designed, that no safety limits were exceeded, and that the event was
bounded by current safety analyses.

Nuclear Tuel Management personnel performed a safety assessment of the
event and determined that the equipment and systems assumed in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Chapter 15 were functional
and performed as required. Scenarios defined in UFSAR Chapter 6
concerning loss of coolant accidents were not challenged during this
event.

The safety assessment concludeo that the event did not result in a
transient more severe than those previously analyzed. This
determination was based on an evaluation of actual event parameters and
dose assessments, compared to those contained in UFSAR, Section
15.6.3.1, Combustion f.ngineering Standard Safety Analysis Report.
Section 15.6.3.2, and the SCTR with loss of Off site Power (SGTRLDP)
reanalysis which was performed in accordance with Revision 1 to the
" Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis Concerna and Justification for i

Continued Operation" (JC0 91-02 01). There were no adverse safety ,

'

consequences or implications as a result of this event. This event did
not adversely affect the safe operation of the plant or the health and
safety of the public. The 2-hour exclusion area boundary thyroid dose
was calculated to be less than 0.3 millires and the B hour low
population zone thyroid dose was calculated to be less than 0.04
millirem. These doses are much less than the Standard Review Plan
15.6.3 acceptance criteria of 30 Res thyroid.

During the safety assessment of this event, concerns were raised
regarding the differences in the timing of operator actions to isolate
the ruptured steam generator as assumed in UFSAR Chapter 15 SCTR event,
and the timing of those actions in the actual event. Similar concerns,
however, were previously identified in October, 1991, as documented in
JC0 91-02-01. In response to these concerns, the primary system
equilibrium dose equivalent Iodine 131 (DEQI131) is c..rrently limited to
0.6 pCi/gm in all three units, and a SCTR1DP reanalysis has been
performed to verify that a more conservative treatment of operator
timing, combined with the Technical Specification activity limits (1.0
and 0.1 pC1/gm for primary and secondary activity respectively), would
not result in dose consequences greater than the acceptance criteria.
The reanalysis is the most current analysis for a SCTR or SCTR1DP event.
The results of the reanalysis are within the Standard Review Plan 15.6.3
acceptance criteria of 30 Res thyroid.

|
!

The safety assessment of the event concluded that the longer interval
required for ieolation of the ruptured steam generater was compensated

at the time offor by.the low primary and secondary activities in effect
the rupture. However, a supplemental evaluation was performed using a
*best-estimate" transient evaluation code to evaluate the dose

Appendix F LER No. 529/93-001
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consequences associated with a steaming interval consistent with the
actual event, with the affected genetator steaming directly to the
atmosphere and not through the condenser, and with DEQIl31 activity
levels at the Technical Specification limits. The resulting dose
consequences for this supplemental case were also well within the

acceptance criteria of 30 Rea thyroid and are bounded by the SGTRLDP
reanalysis.

III. CORRECTIVE ACTION:

A. Immediate:

An investigation team was formed and an investigation was
initiated in accordance with the PVNCS Incident Investigation
Program. As part of the investigation, PVNCS initiated a root
cause investigation.

B. Action to Prevent Recurrence:

As a result of the investigation, PVNCS has implemented changes to
the Emergency Operating Procedures as corrective actions to
address the CEN 152 DLT deviation described in Section II.H.
These changes allow the CRS to consider past and present RMS i
alarms when performing the DLT and establishing procedure entry '

conditions. These changes will also allow the use of the
Nitrogen-16 gamma response of the Main Steam Line Radiation

Monitors (RU 140) and the use of the Steam Generator Blowdown |Monitors (RU-4 and RU-5), both of which may clear by the time the i
CRS makes a diagnosis of the event. Changes have been made to the
Emergency Operating Procedures to trend radiation monitors to aid

'
,in diagnosis of reactor trip events.

;

Additionally, PVNCS has implemented changes to the Emergency *
Operating Procedures as corrective actions to address the CEN-152
FRP deviation described in Section I.H. Changes have been made to
the FRP to continuously apply the step to check for indications of

,

a steam generator tube leak throughout the Event Control section
of the FRP. Continuously applying this step in the Event Control
section of the FRP serves the same function at PVNCS as
continuously applying the step in the Containment Integrity Safety
Function section of CEN-152. As an enhancement, changes were also
made to expand the indications used for checking for indications
of a steam generator tube leak. I

A Steam Generator Tube Rupture Task Force was formed to perform an
equipment root cause of failure analysis, evaluate the conditions
which led to the tube failure, to develop the response and
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recovery efforts, and to ensure that necessary corrective actions
were implemented. Corrective actions, primary-to secondary
leakage monitoring, and program enhancements were developed based
upon the results of the task force findings and are being tracked {
to completion under the PVNCS Commitment Action Tracking System, i

The Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis Report contains a
detailed description of the task force findings and was submitted
by letter 102-02569, dated July 18, 1993, from W. F. Conway to the
NRC.

The photo multiplier tube and the scintillation crystal were
replaced in RU-141 and the monitor was successfully calibrated.
The PU 141 monitor readings in Units 1 and 3 were as expected when j
compared to the grab sample results. As discussed in Section 1.D, I

previous commitments have been made to the NRC to resolve the
moisture problem affecting the operability of RU-141. A design

change package for all three units was initiated prior to this
event to reroute the condenser air removal system (CARS) condenser i

vacuum exhaust to the plant vent exhaust eliminating an effluent |
release path, to convert RU-141 to a CARS in-duct monitor, and to
make appropriate hardware and sof tware changes to RU 141. These
changes include the removal of the heat tracing. The DCP for RU-
141 is being installed to impreve the reliability of monitoring
the CARS exhaust for increases in radioactivity as a result of
primary to secondary leakage vie the steam generator.

I

IV. MREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS: l

There have been no previous similar events reported pursuant to
10CFR50.73.

V. ADDITIONAL INFORMATIDN:

Radiological smears were taken to quintify any potential radioactive
release which may have occurred throwgh the auxiliary steam relief
valve. The results of those surveve were negative.

HPS1 flow indication in the Control Room does not indicate full scale
such that Control Room personnel have no indication of HI'SI flow less
than approximately 75 gpm The simulator does not simulate the square-

root extractor in the flow indicator circuitry and does indicate flow in <

the O to 10 percent range. Operator training was deficient in |
identifying this difference to Control Room personnel. The PVNCS

'

Incident Investigation evaluated this condition for potential corrective
actions. Based on the evaluation. the simulator has been upgraded to
exhibit the square-root-extractor function on flow indicators.

|
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In order to determine if any iM% tion of RU-141 failure was present
prior to the event, the weekly grab samples obtained from the condenser
exhaust during the previous month were reviewed. The activity of the
grab samples taken on March 4, 1993, and March 5, 1993, were greater
than 5,0 E-6 uC1/cc and signiiicantly greater than the corresponding RU-
141 readings. Thir is unusual in that the monitor reading is normally
greater than the grab sample results. An investigation was initiated to
determine why RU-141 was not declared inoperable based on the
discrepancy between the grab sample and the monitor reading. "he
investigation determined that the appropriate data reviews of the
sampling results had not been adequately performed and therefore an
opportunity was missed to detect the monitor failure. The individuals
involved have been disciplined under the APS Positive Discipline
Program.

VI. SPECIAL REPORT:

In Palo Verde Unit 2, there have been 7 total accumulated actuation

cycles of the Emergency Core Cooling System to date. This satisfies the
requirements of Technical Specification 3.5.2 ACTION b.

|

|

|

|
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EXECUTIVE SUl@iARY

The scope of the Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) inspection was provided by the Region I
Regional Administrator in the Augmented Inspection Team Charter. The team was tasked
with conductmg a dett.iled review of the circumstances surrounding the June 22,1993 and
June 26,1993, losses of offsite power and the June 27,1993, loss of motor-control-center-5. -

Specifically, the team was tasked with developmg a detailed sequence of events, evaluating
the root cause determination, assessing the effectiveness of the corrective actions, and
evaluatmg the safety significance for each event.

On June 22,1993, while performing breaker failure trip logic testing on the offsite power tie
breaker, the stadou experienced a total loss of offsite power. In respnnse to the loss of

*

offsite power, both emergency diesel generators automatically started and provided
emergency power to the station. The plant was in cold shutdown at the time of the event and !

shutdown cooling was temporarily lost. His event was important to safety because of the
temporary loss of shutdown cooling and the loss of offsite power is a precursor to a station
blackout. The root cause for this event has been identified as a wiring error in offsite power
tie breaker 12R-IT-2 breaker failure trip logic. The wiring error occurred during or shortly
following plant construcuon. The wiring error had not been previously i6entified since this
was the first test conducted of this particular trip logic which included tripping the breakers.
An evaluation of the wtring error's effect on plant safety concluded that the error did not
degrade plant safety saargins and could be left as-is. The basis for this conclusion was that t

the station emergency power supplies could be isolated from offsite power system faults by
safety-related breakers and the reliability of the offsite power supply was not degraded. The
team concluded that the root cause had been correctly identified and the corrective accons
were acceptable. Operator performance in response to the loss of offsite power was
determined to be good.

On June 26,1993, while performing surveillance testmg of train A of the safety injection
actuation logic with a partial loss of offsite power, a complete loss of offsite power occurred.
In response to the loss of offsite power, the emergency diesel generators automatically started
and shutdown coaling was restored. The root cause of this failure was determined to be a
blown fuse to a ous voltage sensing relay. The fuse was likely blown during maintenance
being performed on associated equipment. The fuse was replaced and the surveillance
procedure was revised to verify that the bus voltage sensing relay fuses were not blown pnor
to conducting this test. De team determined that the operator response to the loss of offsite
power was good. The root cause for this event was a blown fuse and the corrective actions

'

taken were appropriate. The team concluded that the June 22 and June 26 events were not
related in that the correcove actions from the first event could not have precluded the second
event from occurring.

_._
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On June 27,1993, while performing surveillance testing of train B of the safety injection
actuation logic with a partial loss of offsite power, a temporary loss of motor-contro'ecenter-
5 (MCC-5) occurred when the automatic bus transfer scheme failed to operate. Power w2s
quicidy restored to the motor-control-center by manually closing a breaker to an energized
bus. Following this event, an erroneous event classification of an alert was sent to the state
and local authorities. The event classification was corrected to an unusual event a short time
later. nis event was important to safety because MCC-5 provides power for the emergency
core cooling system injection valves and the successful operation of MCC-5 is essential for
the emergency core cooling systems to function. The root cause evaluation of this event
failed to positively identify a root cause for the failure. ne evaluation was successful in
identifying two components which had the highest probability of having caused the failure.
Both of these components have been replaced and the automatic bus transfer (ABT) has been
successfully tested numerous times since the event. Because the exact cause of the failure
has not been positively identified, a number of compensatory actions were proposed by the
licensee. These actions include additional system and component testing, onlme inspections
of suspected components, a design review of the ABT scheme, and resolving a potential
generic issue with $2X relay cott plunger s:icking. ne team reviewed these compensatory
measures and determined they were appropnate. The misclassification of the event as an
alert was determined to be a performance error by a non-li:ensed shift member who
transnutted the message. The team concluded that the root cause evaluation and testing were ,

thorough and the corrective actions taken in response to this event were appropnate.

The team also noted two issues regarding the licensing basis of MCC-5. The updated
UFSAR, Section 8.3, states tn part that "The Class IE system has the redundancy, capacity,
capability, and reliability to supply power to all safety-related loads. This system ensures a
safe plant shutdown to mitigate accident effects, even in the event of a single failure." nis
statement does not appear to be accurate as related to single failures and MCC-5. In
addition, the team questioned the applicability of 10CFR 50.46 (d), which explicitly states
that the performance of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) system must include in
parucular Criterion 35 of Appendix A, which requires that the ECCS safety function be
accomplished assuming a single failure. The current design of the ECCS system dces not
satisfy the requirement of Criterion 35 due to the single failure vulnerabilities of MCC-5.
While the team noted that an exemption had been granted by the NRC for the MCC-5 single
failure vulnerability during original plant licensing, an explicit exemption from the 50.46
requirement was not apparent to the team. Both of these issues are currently being reviewed
by the NRC.
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DETAILS

1.0 INSPECTION OBJECTIVE

De scope of the Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) inspection was provided by the Region I
Regional Administrator in the Augmented Inspection Team Charter (Attachment C).
Generally, the team was tasked with conducting a detailed review of the circumstances
surrounding the June 22,1993 and June 26.199'l losses of offsite power and the June 27,
1993 loss of motor-control-center-5. SpecificaI4, the team was tasked with:

Developing a detailed sequence of events.e

Collecting, analyzing and documentmg factual information to determine the causes,*

conditions, and circumstances pertaining to each event.

Evaluating the licensee response to each event including the corrective actions and the*

inappropriate Emergency Action level declared following the June 27,1993 event.

Assessing the safety significance of each event and communicating to regional and*

headquarters management the facts and safety concerns related to problems identified,
including single failurc vulnerabilities and impact of non-safety related equipment on
safety-related equipment.

Evaluating the knowledge and performance of the licensee staff during these events.*

Evaluating the maintenance testing and any changes made to the design which may t*

have contributed to this failure.

This inspection report is divided into three sections with each section providing a description
of each event and the team's findings. It was not the responsibility of the AIT to recommend
enforcement actions, nese aspects will be addressed in subsequent NRC correspondence,

2.0 DETAILED INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 II)SS Of OFTSITE POMT.R EVENT Uune 22,1993)

2.1.1 Description of Event

An unplanned loss of offsite electrical power was caused during a test of transmission line
protective equipment on June 22,1993, at 09:15. The plant was in Operational Mode 5
(cold shutdown) at the time of the event with the reactor coolant system level in the
pressudzer and the ' A' residual heat removal (RIIR) pump in service for core decay heat
removal. ,

i

1
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Following the loss of offsite power, both emergency diesels started and energized the
safeguards electncal buses. All safety-related equipment functioned properly. Control room
operators followed the instructions provided in Emergency Operating Procedute (EOP)
3.1-10, ' Partial loss of AC.* They restored core cooling RHR flow in two minutes, service
water cooling to the component cooling water (CCW) heat exchangers in eleven minutes and
spent fuel pool cooling in twenty-five minutes. Offsite power was restored to station service
Bus 1-2 at 09:28. Power was available from both 115 Kilovolt (kV) transmission lines into
the switchyard during this event.

The loss of offsite power was classified as an Emergency Action level Unusual Event at
09:36. De NRC Duty Officer was notified at 09:41 and the event classification was
promulgated ounide the station using the Emergency Notification and Response System- i

(ENRS) at 09:46. De Unusual Event was temunated at 11:15.
!

I
'

Background

Offsite power is supplied to the station by two 115 kV transmission lines. His offsite power
system delivers all station service power while the plant is shutdown or operating at low
power. Above approximately ten percent power, the unit auxiliary transformer, which is
supplied from the main generator output, delivers power to the reactor coolant pump motor
buses only. He 115 kV system supplies all other station service and safeguards electrical
buses. De 115 kV system is unaffected by a turoine generator trip as the main generator
supplies power to a separate 345 kV distribution system.

ne 115 kV system normally receives electric power from two separate offsite sources
(Figure 1). Transmission lines from Middletown (1772) and Haddam (1206) supply power to
the station 4160 Volt buses through two 115 kV to 4.16 kV station service transformers
T-389 and T-399. De two transformers supply power ta station servim Buses 1-2 and 1-3
through circuit breakers 3891 and 3991, respectively. A normally closed oil circuit breaker

{387T399 (12R-1T-2) connects the two 115 kV trsnsmission lines. A normally open circuit
|

breaker B-2T3 can be closed to tie the two 4160 Volt station service buses together in the
event that power from either 115/4.16 kV station servtce transformer is not available. De

|
transformers, the oil circuit breaker 12R-IT-2 and m*W motor operated disconnects art

I
all located within the 115 kV switchyard, ne 4160 Volt circuit breakers 3891,3991 and B- !

2T3 are installed in Buses 1-2 and 1-3 located in the plant 'A' switchgear room. !
,

ne two 4160 Volt station service buses normally supply the two safeguards electncal buses,
Bus 8 and Bus 9. Each of these may be powered from the emergency diesel generators and
are each separated from the station servim buses in the event of an undervoltage condition by
two circuit breakers in series.

!
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There is overlapping responsibility between the plant and other utility organizations for the
design, opera: ion and maintenance of the offsite power supply. He Connecticut Valley
Electric Power Exchange (CONVEX) load dispatcher has jurisdiction for the operatiorr of the ;

115 kV lines and associated switching equipment up to and including the 4160 Volt supply
'

breakers 3891 and 3991 to Buses 12 and 1-3. Although, those circuit breakers are operated
from the plant contml room; their position is coordinated with the CONVEX. De plant
control room operators also keep CONVEX informed of the position of the normally open i

4160 volt bus tie breaker B-2T3. The 115 kV tie breaker 12R-IT-2 may be controlled
remotely by the dispatcher; however, it is normally kept in local control from the plant t

control room. The control room operators are not restricted in operating this equipment m
:ne event of an emergency. He station has maintenance responsibility for all equipment

'

i

starting with the 115 kV motor operated disconnect at the primary side of each 115/4.16 kV j

transformer. ne Connecticut Light and Power Company, Regional Test Department is
responsible for transmission line protection including its design control and testing. !

'

|
'

ne June 22,1993, loss of offsite power invoh'ed a test of the protective devices that act in
the event breaker 12R-lT-2 fails to open when a fault is detected on one of the lines. Both !

| transmission lines are protected by several types of fault detection devices arranged into ;

primary and harbrp groups In addition to tripping open the tansmission line breakers at '

remote sub-stations, both the primary and backup devices will trip breaker 12R-IT-2. Trat
breaker has redundant trip coils fed separately by each relay group.

1

Breaker 12R-1T-2 is monitored for proper operation by a breaker failure scheme. In the
event that breaker 12R-IT-2 fails to open, this protection circuit acts to open remote |

substation breakers supplying power to both the Haddam (1206) and Middletown lines (1772)
in order to de-energize the faulted line from the other sources of power. In addition to
opening the remote 115 kV breakers, the breaker failure protection logic also trips open the |
4160 Volt supply breakers 3891 and 3991. Rese breakers are tripped to isolate any |
potcatial electncal sources, such as the emergency diesel generators, fmm feeding the faulted
transmission lines. Unless isolated for testing, actuation of the 12R-lT-2 breaker failure
logic will always cause a full loss of offsite power at the Fnem Neck Plant. 1

,l

Connecticut Light and Power Company, Regional Test Department is responsible for
transmission line protection including design control. Its personnel conduct the tests of
transmission line protective devices including the 12R-lT-2 breaker failure logic. Reir
activities are coordinated by plant personnel who developed procedures and interface with
plant operations. Prior to this refueling outage, the maintenance department had been
responsible for coordinating this testing. His responsibility was transferred to the
Generation Test Department because their skills and work activities are more closely relawl
to control logic and electricel protective device testing. He test procedures used were
revised to enhance the scope of testing. Preventative Maintenance Procedure PMP 9.8-117,
*1206 Connecticut Yankee - Haddam Line Trip Test." replamd the previous test procedure
and became effective on April 30,1993. Changes to the procedure included verifying a tripd
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signal from a transmission line protective desice to each of the station service bus supply
breakers. During the test Bus 1-3 supply breaker 3991 was to be racked into the test position
and tripped open. Previously, the breaker failure trip signal had been interrupted at a test
switch that prevented a trip of the on-site 4160 Volt breakers or a trip of the remote
substauon 115 kV breakers.

Event Time Line i

The tests of the Haddam transmission line protective devices were first performed with the
recently revised procedure PMP 9.8117 on June 22,1993. This test was to include an
actual trip of the Bus 1-3 supply breaker 3991, which was withdrawn from the switchgear to ;

the test position. To support the test, station service power was supplied from offsite
through the other 4160 Volt breaker,3891, to Bus 1-2. The normally open bus tie, B-27".,,
was closed to supply Bus 1-3 from Bus 1-2.

Seccon 6.2 of the test procedure verified the ability of the 12R-IT-2 breaker failure logic to
trip the 3991 breaker. The test procedure initial conditions, procedure step 6.1.5, isolated all

,

output trip functions from the logic. Then switch contacts 8 and Sc were closed to enable the
3991 breaker trip. At 09:15 the test technicians initiated the breaker failure logic by
manually actuanng a station service transformer T 399 differential current protective device !

(procedure step 6.2.3). Upon initating a breaker failure signal, the 3891 breaker tripped
;

open instead of the 3991 breaker. This resulted in a loss of offsite power because all power 1

to the stanon was supplied through breaker 3891. Both emergency diesel generators started |
and energized safeguards electrical Buses 8 and 9. The shutdown cooling flow was restored I

in two minutes and spent fuel pool cooling was restored in twenty-five trunutes. There was |
no noticeable increase in reactor coolant or spent pool temperatures. A planned radioactive i

liquid release was in progress and terminated with the loss of power. The sequence of events
for the June 26 loss of offsite power are provided below:

07:44 Close Bus 1-2 to 1-3 tie breaker B-2T3. breaker 3991 in test position
09:15 Commenced breaker failure test, breaker 3891 tripped open, loss of all

incoming power, offsite 115 kV lines remain energized, both emergency diesel
generators start and energize Buses 8 and 9

09:17 Control room operators start A-RHR pump and C-CCW Pump
,

i

09:18 Control room operators start B-CCW pump
,

09:26 Service water cooling restored to both CCW heat exchangers
'

09:28 Control room operators shut breaker 3891, energized Bus 1-2
09:40 Restored spent fuel pool cooling
09:46 Promulgated declaration of Unusual Event
09:50 Completed actions under EOP 3.1-10
11:02 Shut breaker 3991, opened breaker B-2T3
11:12 Termint. icd Unusual Event

:
,

.
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2.1.2 Corrective Actions

Root Cause

Licensee personnel examined the point-to-point wiring associated with contacts 8 and Se of
the 12R 1T-2 breaker failure lock-out relay, 86BF-A, and its associated test switch and |
identified that these contacts were inadvertently wired to the station service breaker 3891 trip
circuit. Although this wiring should have been in the trip circuit for station service breaker
3991, it was functionally wired in parallel with the breaker 3891 tnp circuit that is associated
with contacts 9 and 9c of the lock-out relay. There was no other connection from the
breaker failure logic to station service breaker 3991 trip circuit.

The licensee suspects that this wiring error had been made early in plant life, possibly before ;

commercial operation. This is because of the type of wire, lack of circuit number labels,
type of crimp lug, and the type of crimp tool used were different than those used for the ,

other trip circuits. The wins wen: not included in laced bundles, but appear to have been
installed following construction of the control boards. Specifically, the main control board
wtring drawings specified that the two wires from terminal 8e of device *ON* and terminal .

16 of device *OP" were to be connected to terminal 2 and 3, respectively, of device *PB' |
that is part of the breaker 3991 trip circuit (control circuit bus numbers 523P and $23T). !
Instead, the wires were taken to terminals 5 and 7 of device *AJ,* which is in the breaker 1

3891 trip circuit (control circuit bus numbers $22P and $22T), |
|

The licensee intends to correct the wiring error during the next refueling outage following a '

review of the 12R-IT-2 breaker failure circuit. Additionally, the licensee intends to test the
revised circuit. However, because the breaker failure circuit is common to both sources of
offsite power, there is a risk of causing additional losses of offsite power events while
performing the post modification retest. For this reason, the licensee intends to evaluate and
determine the optimum test configuration to minimize risk during testing. The circuit
drawmgs were revised to reflect the as built configuration of the 12R-IT-2 breaker failure
circuit and the breaker 3891 and 3991 trip circuits.

Justification for Operation

A technical evaluation was prepand tojustify operacon durmg the next cycle with the
existing winng configuration. His justification was based on the qualification of the
Category IE loss-of-Voltage relays to protect the on-site electrical distribution system from
conditions occurring on the offsite supply system. These Category IE protective devices
operate to protect the emergency diesel generator from the offsite system, in the case of a ;

loss of offsite power while the emergency diesel generator is operating in parallel with the '

system, voltage will decay rapidly, due to the high impedance of the generator. He bus

i
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undervoltage relays wiU trip the safeguards bus free of offsite power within two seconds.
Also, the generator impedance will limit fault currents to low levels. This provides a self
liminng characteristic that protects the generator from external faults.

De Connecticut Light and power Company, Transmission and Distnbution Department has
design jurisdicuon over the 12R-IT-2 breaker failure logic. Representatives of that
organintion concurred in the plant operating for an additional cycle wie the wiring
configuration as-is. This was based on the low probability for back-feed from the plant
electncal system into the 115 kV distnbution system. The effect of the ''2B*-emergency
diesel generator monthly surveillance test concurrent with operation of the breaker failure
circuit was acceptable due to the size of the generator, the plant and transmission system
impedance and the ability of Class IE protecuon devices to isolate the generator.

2.1.3 Conclusions

Event

The loss of offsite power was important to safety because shutdown cooling was temporanly
lost and the loss of offsite power is a precursor to a station blackout. The actual event had
nunor sigruficance due to the low decay heat genetation rate and the condition of the
emergency diesel generators that were both operable during the event. It occuned 39 days
after the reactor had been shutdown for the refueling outage. Operator performance w1ts
good in restonng reactor core decay heat removal and spent fuel pool cooling in a short
period of time. All safety-related equipment functioned as expected. The classification of
this event by plant operators as an Unusual Event was appropriate.

His event was caused by a wiring error that probably occurred early in plant life. The team
independently venfied the root cause by observing the wiring error. ne deficiency in
wiring the breaker tnp circuit had been identified as result of a recent initiative to improve
upon the scope of transmission line periodic tests. The newly revised test procedure used to
conduct this test provided adequate detail and did not contnbute to the cause of this event.
The test was successful in identifying long standing dcficiencies in the plant configuration.

Corrective Aetico

The team concluded that the technical justification for not correcting the wi.is:3 enor to the
breaker trip circuit prior to the next refueling outage was acceptable. De purysse for
tripping the station service supply breakers 3891 and 3991 is to provide isolation of a fault
and therefore prevent back-feeding the fault from the station. Each safeguards citetrical bus
is isolated from the non-safety station service bus by two breakers in series and a palified
bus undervoltage protection circuit. The emergency diesel generator winding impdance will
act to limit fault current. De limited fault current and the settings of the underveltage
protecuon act together to avoid sustaining damage to the generator. In addition, the 12R-lT-
2 breaker failure tnp is a backup to the pnmary and secor.dary breaker trip schemes

-I
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n .tenced in the final safety analysis report (FSAR) and is to protect non-safety-related
transmission equipment. If a breaker failure were to occur, the logie would tnp open the
Middletown and Haddam transtnission line breakers at their respective switchyards.
Therefore, leaving the wiring error as-is has no effect on the reliability of offsite power
sources. !

The team concluded that the licensee's action to revise drawings to reflect the plant as-built |

conditions is appropriate when taken with their plans to verify, correct and test the 12R-lT-2
breaker failure protection logic during the next refueling outage.

2.2 IDSS OF OFTSITE POWER EVENT Uune 26,1993)
,

2 2.1 Description of Event

The plant was in Operational Mode 5 (cold shutdown) on June 26 with the reactor coolant ,

system level in the pressurizer and the 'B' residual heat removal (RHR) pump in service for
'

core decay heat removal. Licensee personnel completed preparations to perform a partial |

loss of normal power test in accordance with procedure SUR 5-1-18, ' Test of Train A SIAS
with Partial Loss of AC.* The test is conducted each refueling outage. The objective of the -

test was to verify the proper operation of the Train A safety systems in response to a
simulated safety injection actuation signal coincident with a loss of normal power. De test

'

verifies that safety equipment is capable of starting and being powered from the ' A' ,

j emergency diesel generator. De initial station electrical lineup was established in the
normal configuration that separates the two trains, allowing test personnel to de-energize the ,

;
Train A side (Bus 1-2), while the Train B side (Bus 1-3) eqt'ipment remains powered by the

'

|

offsite power source during the test (Figure 1).

Plant personnel aligned the Train A safety systems in a standby condition. In accordance
with SUR 5.1-18, breaker 3891 was closed to supply power to Bos 1-2 and breaker 3991 was ,

closed to supply power to Bus 13. The cross-tie breaker B-2T3 was open. At procedure
step 6.2.5, plant personnel initiated a partial loss of power by opemng the Bus 1-2 supply

| breaker, 3891, and sinaulated a low pressurizer pressure condition to initiate a Train A safety-

injection actuation signal (SIAS). When rup 6.2.5 was performed, the Train A side de-
energtzed as expected, but supply breaker 3991 to Bus 1-3 also opened which de-energized ,

'

the Train B side. The plant experienced a complete loss of normal power (LNP) from the
offsite distributic.1 system at 19:17.

1

!

I
l

1

l,
I
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Event Time Line - Operator Response

Plant operators immediately identified the unexpected operation of breaker 3991, secured
from testing, and entered Emergency Operating Procedure (EOF) 3.1-10, *Parnal loss of
AC.* Both emergency diesel generators automatically started and energued the emergency
buses as expected. Plant operators restored shutdown cooling and component cooling. ne
operators manually started the 'B' RHR pump within 3 minutes of the LNP; however, the
pump tripped after running less than a minde. ne * A ' RHR pump was started and it ran
satisfactorily. The reactor heat-up was less than 2 degrees fahrenheit (*I') during tbc time
that shutdown cooling system was not operating.

The opc ators restored offsite power 1119:34 by closing breaker 3891 to power Bus 1-2, and
then closing tie breaker B 2T3 to power Bus 1-3. Breaker 3991 wts left open pending the
completion of a review to determine the cause ofits unintended oper-tion. Emergency Buses.

8 and 9 were transferred to the offsite supply at I?:40. 'ne spent fuel pool coolmg pumps
were restarted within 44 minutes of tre LNP. T:. spent fuel pool temperature increase was
lea than $*F.

While completing actions to secure from the test, the operators classified the loss of offsite
i

power as an Unusual Event errergency, and reported the event to the offsite state and local
j

authorities at 19:36. De Unusual Event classification was reported to the NRC Duty Officer
at 19:48, as required by 10 CFR $0.72. ne operators exited EOP 3.1 10 at 20:01 after
returning the spent fuel cooling system to normal. De sequence of events for the June 26
LNP are provided below.

( 19:17 Initiate s.mulated Train A SIAS and Partial IEP.
19:17

'

Breaker 3891 manually opened and 3991 unexpectedly opened - Result total
LNP.
Emergency Diesels start and Power Emergency Buses

19:20 'B' RHR pump manually restarted.
19:21 'B'RHR pump tripped; ' A'RHR pump started.
19:34 Breakers 3891 & B 2T3 closed to power Buses 1-2 & 1-3.
19:35 Unusual T. vent Notification sent.
19:40 Emergency Buses 8 & 9 transferred to offsite supply.
19:48 NRC Duty Officer notified of Unusual Event.
20:01 'B' spent fue.' pool cooling pump started.
20:01 Operator; exit EOP 3.1 - 10.
20.42 NRC Daty Officer Notified of Unusual Event - Termmated.

Aside from the trip of the 'B'RHR pump, all other equipment orcrated as expected. While
r: storing the system lineups following the LNP, the operator attempted to close high pressure
safety inject on valves 861 A and 861B, which opened in response to die SLi$. This wtsi

done prior to re etting the safety injection lock-in relays. ne valves automatically re-opcned

|
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as designed. The operator reahzed his error, reset the safety injection lock-in relays. The
operator then noticed that the breakers for the valves were open with the valves in the mid-
position. The breakers were reset and the valves were closed without further problem.

Undervoltage Trip Scheme - Design & Operation

ne loss of normal power event occurred as a result of an inadvertent operation of the
undervoltage trip and lockout scheme on 4160 Volt Bus 1-3. De 4 kilovolt (kV) bus
undervoltage trip scheme is shown on the simplified one line diagram in Figure 2, and in the
logic diagra.m in Figure 3. De high side of potential transformers (PT) are connected to
each phase of Buses 1-2 and 1-3 in a wye configuration. De low side of each PT is also

xiM in a wye configuration with the center phase connected to ground. De low side-

of the PT branches to several relay and instrumentation circuits.

One circuit from phase 3 (line 3V29) is protected with a 6 amp fuse and feeds a voltmeter, a
test transformer, and undervoltage relay 27B. Relay 27B is =* across phases I and 3
and is used in the trip and lockout protection scheme for Bus 1-3. De test transformer is
used to provide low voltage supply internal to the protection cabinets to power the pilot wire
trip rignals. De voltmeter is located on the main control board and displays Bus 1-3
voltage. He operator can switch the voltmeter to read across the different Bus 1-3 phases
by maniptdating a switch on the main control bcard. The selector switch consists of a multi-
stacked series of contact wafers and also controls the r-adouts on voltmeters for Buses 1-2,

1-1A and 1-1B.

The trip and lockout scheme uses undervoltage reiays (27A & 27B) on both 4160 Volt buses
and works on a logic that requires that an undervoltage condition be sensed on both Buses 1-
2 and 1-3 before a trip signal is generated to lockout the power supplies to the bus (See
Figure 3). De 6 amp fuse protecting line 3V29 had blown, lesving the 27B relay in a de-
energized condition at the start of the test on June 26. nis condition was not annunctated or
otherwise indicated in the control room, and was not known to plant personnel during the
conduct of the test. De fuse had blown some time p ior to June 26, but the undervoltage
logic had not actuated to lo:kout Bus 1-3 as long as power was available on Bus 1-2. When
the operators opened breaker 3891 to conduct the Train A LNP test, the trip and lockout
logic for Bus 1-3 was completed when the 27B relay on Bus 1-2 de-energized, and the total
loss of offsite power occurred.

De licensee could not identify exactly when the fuse had blown, but concluded that the ,

failure most like'y occurred earlier in the outage. De PT circuit was disturbed when the
voltmeter associated with line 3V29 was relocated as part of a control board design change.

Investigation of Anomalous Voltmeter Indications

In the evatuation of this event, the licensee identified a mined opportunity to have identified
the failed fuse in the FT circuit. nis opportunity occurred on about June 15 when plant

i
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operators noted an anomalous indicadon of the voltmeter followmg the restoration of a ~1

stadon service transformer T-399 to service after its replacement. Plant operators noted that
the voltage readmg on Bus 1-3 was about 200 Volts lower than that on Bus 1-2. De voltage
reading should have been the same since both were powered from the 115 kV system.

The anomalous indication was discussed with Generadon Test Services (GTS) personnel, who
were responsible for the transformer work, the control board design changes, and for work
related to the bus instrumentation and controls. The operator investigated the anomaly with a
GTS technician. The invesugation included the manipulation of the vohmeter selector switch
to review the bus voltage indica 6on on all three phases. The technician read nominal voltage
on phase 1, about 95% of nominal on phase 2, and several hundred volts on phase 3 while
troubleshooting the problem with the operator. He GTS technician erroneously diagnosed
this indicadon as a likely problem with the selector switch, and not a blown fuse. The GTS
technician stated that he needed to invesugate the switch problem and correct it before plant
restart, but he had priontized follow-up of the problem for later in the outage. The drawings
(Series 16103-32001, Sheets STA, STB, STC) were recently issued prior to this event as part
of a program to upgrade plant records.

Tne AIT reviewed the FT circuit and concluded that the presence of the low impedance
transformer in the circuit created voltage readings across the phases that tended to mask the
blown fuse. De team concluded that the voltage readings were act obviously indicative of a j
blown fuse. The team noted further that neither the technician nor the operator submitted a '

trouble report for the anomalous voltage readings on June 15 in accordance wits ACP 1.2-
5.1, "PMMS Trouble Reporting System and Automated Work Order." This action would

r
have entered the problem into the work control system to identify the defective equipment.

'

However, the same techmcian who diagnosed the anomalous voltage indications with the
operator on June 15 would also have been assigned to perform the follow-up repairs. De
team concluded that had the equipment deficiency been incorporated in the work control
program, it most likely would not have been idenufied as requiring repair pnor to the
conduct of SUR 5.1-18 and would not have prevented the June 261 NP event from
occurring.

:

Operator Use of the 4160 Volt Voltmeter '

i

The team reviewed the circumstances invohing an alleged reluctance by operators to use the
selector switch for the voltrneter on the 4 LV buses due to an incident when the reactor
tripped while manipulating the switch. The team confirmed that there was an event about 20
years ago during wluch the reactor tripped from the 4 kV bus undervoltage protection
scheme. The licensee concluded at that time that the trip occurred due to the use of test
equipment in use to monitor the protection scheme. The exact reason for the trip was not
conclusively resolved, but there was no problem with the voltmeter selector switch either
suspected or left uncorrected. Some operations and maintenance personnel were nonetheless

i

;

;

!
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left with the impression that there might be a problem with the selector switch, ne
operating practim of routinely using tne switch to monitor 4 kV bus voltage on all three
phases was changed to only monitor a single phase nat practice persisted until July 1993
and the selector switch was not routinely used.

The team hese from interviews with licensee personnel that some operators and
maintenana personnel had the impression that *there might be a problem with the voltme:er
selector switch," but others were not aware of the issue. ne team noted that operators
would use the switch if remry and as required to review the status of the electrical
system. De licensee changed the operating practice during this inspection to require the
operator manipulate the switch every day to secord 4 kV phase voltages es part of the daily
control board rourds and log keeping.

It is notable nonetheless that the general impression that 'there might be a problem with the
selector switch" did have a ocarmg on the decision by the Generation Test 'daWa to not
investigate further the low voltage reading noted by the operators on Bus 1-3 on June 14

2.2.2 Corrective Actico

ne license replaced the blown fuse in the PT circuit on June 27 after identifying the cause
for the June 26 loss of offsite power. ne Train A LNP test was successfully re-performed
on June 27. Susveillance procedure SUR 5.1-18 (and 5.1-19 for the Train B) were changed
by Temporary Procedure Change 93-5-4 on June 27 to add prerequisite step that required the
operator to verify that the fuses are good prior to performing the surveillance test. The
licensee also changed the control room operators round sheet to require that the voltmeter
selector switch be exercised during daily reading on the 4160 Volt buses.

2.2.3 Conclusions

Event

ne loss of offsite power was important to safety because shutdown cooling was temporarily
lost and the loss of offsite power is a precursor to station blackout. However, during this
specific event the safety significanz was low since both emergency diesel generators were
operable and offsite power remamed available. The event occurred 43 days after the reactor
had been shutdown for the refueling outage, and thus decay heat levels were relatively low.
ne team concluded that the Juce 22 and the June 26 events were not related in that the
corrective actions from the first event could not have precluded the second from occumng.

Operator performance was good in restoring shutdown cooling and spent fuel pool cooling in
a short period of time. Except for the RHR pump and the high pressure safety injection
valve breakers, plant equipment functioned as expected during the event. The breakers for
valves SI-861A & B are a Westinghouse motor circuit protection breaker, Type HMCP, that
has been the subjcet of s generic concern for setpoint. De HMCP's tripped after the safety

i

|
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injection signal reversed the motor direction after the operator shut the valves. The licensee i

'

addressed the HMCP issue for these and similar breakers in a design change prior to restan
from the outage. Further NRC follow-up of this issue is described in NRC Inspe tion Report -

50-213/93-12.
|

The root cause for this failure was positively identified as a blown fuse in Bus 1-3 trip and |

lockout logic scheme. The PT circuit fuse most likely failed during the modification activity
which relocated the associated voltmeter as part of the changes resulting from the detailed
control room design review. The team reviewed the licensee statement that plant operators !

were reluctant to use the voltmeter selector switch and concluded that it was not relevant to
this event,

ne team noted that more detailed troutueshooting of the anomalous voltmeter indications on
June 15 could have identified the failed fuse. However, the symptoms presented to repair
personnel on June 15 were reasonably diagnosed as a likely problem with a swttch contact,
which warranted a lower priority for further follow-up.

1
Corrective Actions j

|
De surveillance activity was successful in detecting a problem in the Bus 1-3 undervoltage
protection circuit. The team concluded that it is not reasonable to expect that the plant
surveillance procedure would check for blown fuses prior to the conduct of a partial LNP

,

test. The procedure revisions and the replacement of the blown fuse were acceptable ;

correcuve actions. The licensee requirement to operate the voltage selector switch on a daily
,

basis will assist in identifying fuse failures and asoid unnecessary plant transients. '

i

2.3 IDSS OF MOTOR-CONTRO! CENTER-5 Oune 27,1993)

2.3.1 Description of Event

Background
,

Motor-control-center-5 (MCC-5) and its associated automatic bus transfer scheme (ABT) are !

a design which is unique to the Haddam Neck Plant. He design is necessary bemuse both
trains of cenam valves are required to mitigate the consequences of cenain accidents
assuming a single active failure. For example, MCC-5 supplies electrical power to the high
and low pressure safety injection system injection valves. These valves are normally closed
and must open for the high and low pressure injection systems to operate. For the low
pressure safety injection (LPSI) system to satisfy it's design basis flow, assuming a single
failure of one LPSI pump, both injection valves must open. Similar constraints exist with (Se
high pressure safety injection system. To address this design constraint, MCC-5 was
designed with an automatic bus transfer (ABT) scheme which switches the 480 Volt electrical -

source for MCC-5 from its preferred supply bus (manually . elected) to the alternate bus in
the redundant train upon !oss of power to the preferred source (see Figure 4). De transfer

,

i

|
:

!
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circuitry will also automatically transfer (MCC-5) back to the preferred bus if its voltage is
subsequently restored. The automatic transfer circuitry contains appropriate interlocks to
ensure that breakers 9C and llc cannot be closed at the same time which would parallel the
two emergency power sources. During original plant licensing, the NRC granted the
licensee an exemption from assuming single failure of MCC-5. This exemption was required
smce a postulated single failure of the ABT would render both the high and low pressure
emergency core cooling systems inoperable.

De MCC-5 ABT scheme is shown in Figure 4. The components making up the circuitry
are two Westinghouse DB-25 480 Volt air circuit breders with their associated integral
components (identified with a 52 or 33 prefix), three Agastat timing relays (identified with a
62 prefix), a two-position preferred source selector switch, and several manual tnp/close
pushbuttons. De Agastat timing relays are used to detect voltage on Buses 5 and 6 and thus
are the components that initiate the automatic transfer. The breaker control relays (52X)
provide contacts to momentarily energize their corresponding breaker's closing coil and
provide the anti-pump protection which prevents repeated breaker closure atternpts. A
functional description of the operation of the ABT transfer is provided in Attachment B and
Figure 5 of this inspection report.

Time Line of Dent

On June 27,1993, the plant was in Mode 5 (cold shutdown) with the t*. actor coolant system ]level in the pressurizer and the shutdown cooling sysem in service for the tain not being
tested. The plant's procedures for conducting the p;;W hss of offsite power coincident
with a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) had been revised to include an integral test of
the ABT of MCC-5 based on recommendations resulting from a probability risk assessment |
(PRA) study. Prior to this test, the MCC-5 automatic transfer function had not been

'

formally tested. I

i
' Surveillance test procedure 5.1-18, " Test of Train A SIAS with a Partial less of AC,* was

successfully performed for the Train A. MCC-5 had transferred from Bus 5 to Bus 6 and
back to Bus 5 when Bus 5 was energized by the emergency diesel generator. Following the
successful completion of the Train A test, the licensee initiated testing the Train B using
surveillance procedure 5.1 19, " Test of Train B SIAS with a Partial loss of AC.* An initial
condition of this test is to select Bus 6 as the preferred source of power for MCC-5.
Selecting Bus 6 as the preferred power source allows the ABT to transfer from Bus 6 to
Bus 5 (energized by offsite power) when offsite power is secured on Bus 6. De ABT will
transfer back to Bus 6, since it is the preferred source of power, when emergency diesel
generator 2BB re-energizes Bus 6. At 18:48, breaker 3991 was opened to secure offsite

Ipower from Train B. Des 6 (the preferred source), which was powering MCC-5, was de-
energized and the automatic transfer to Bus 5 (alternate source of power for MCC-5)
occurred as expected. Approximately 6 seconds later, after the Train B emergency diesel
generator came up to speed, Bus 6 was re-energized. Because Bus 6 was selected as the
preferred source, the breaker (9C) from Bus 5 powering MCC-5 tripped open, but the ,

i
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breaker (11C) from Bus 6 did not close as expected. As a result, MCC-5 was without
power. In an attempt to restore power to MCC-5, an operator located at the ABT in the
switch-gear room selected Bus 5 (position 1) as the preferred source of power for MCC-5.
MCC-5 remamed de-energized. The operator then a: tempted unsuccessfully to close breaker
9C by pressing the manual close pushbutton on the breaker. Subscquently, the operator was
able to mechanically close Breaker 9C using a portable operating handle which re-energized
MCC-5 from Bus 5 at 18:52. MCC-5 had remained de-energized for approximately 4
minutes during this event. He surveillance test was terminated and offsite power was
restored to Train B.

Trouble-Shooting Activities

Several repeated operations of the ABT, following the event, between Buses 5 and 6 would
not reproduce the failure. Based on an erroneous assumption that the initial automatic
transfer fmm Bus 6 to Bus 5 had not occurred, trouble-shooting activities concentrated on
breaker 9C. Breaker 9C was removed from Bus 5 and preventive maintenance was
perfo Tned on this breaker. The breaker's control relay (52X) was replaced during the
preventative maintenance. Breairr 9C was reinstalled into the Bus 5 switch-gear and
surveillance test 5.1-19 was completed with the MCC-5 ABT functioning as expected

Following the amval of the AIT, the licensee initiated a formal root cause evaluation of the
MCC-5 ABT failure. Based on conflicting observations as to whether the transfer to Bus 5
did or did not occur durmg the event, the licensee investigation team exammed computer
alarm togs and bus voltage traces to ascertam the exact sequence of events. It was then
concluded that the initial transfer to Bus 5 had occurred and the subsequent transfer back to
Bus 6 had failed. This indicated that the initial troubleshoonng activities had focused on the
wrong breaker. A failure modes and effects analysis was performed by the licensee and
independently venfied by the AIT, which concluded that the suspect components were either
breaker 11C's control relay, an associated Agastat relay or interconnecting wiring. Both the
control relay and the Agastat relay were replaced on July 2,1993 and set aside for further
testing.

De licensee then performed a hand-over-hand wiring check, redhnmg, and connection
integnty check evolution for the interconnections between all components in the MCC-5 / BT
scheme in accordance with pro::cdure ST 11.8-35, * Functional Test of MCC-5 Transfer
Scheme,' on July 4-5,1993. De AIT wNnessed these functional test activities. No wiring
errors were identified.

While performing the above wiring check, the licensee's personnel observed that the plunger
of the control relay (installed several days earlier) associated with B.'eaker 9C exhibited a
sluggish drop out upon removal of control power frt'm the relay. Since this was identical to
one of the suspected component's possible failure modes, the control relay was removed for
further testing. This failure mode has reoccurred during subsequent bench testing of this
specific relay. Five new control rtlays from the warehouse were also tested and one relay

_
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exhibited the sluggish dropout of the relay plunger. The AIT witnessed a number of bench

| tests of the 52X relays and observed that it appears their exists an attraction between the

l plunger and the fix pam of the solenoid. The failure of the 52X plunger to drop out
promptly is one possible explanation for the failure of the ABT which occurred on
June 27,1993. If the breaker llc, $2X relay plunger were to hold up for the 6 seconds

f required for the emergency diesel generator to rew:ncrgize Bus 6, then breaker 11C would
not re-close. However, the failure of a 52X relay plunger has only been observed when'

control power is removed from the solenoid and not during an actual breaker operung. The
operation of a breaker tripping open will be accompanied by a mechanical shock of the main
breaker contacts opemng which would tend to assist dropping out the 52X relay plunger.
While the failure of the 52X relay plunger is one possible explanation for the MCC-5 ABT
failure on July 27,1993, it is by no means the positive root cause of this failure. Further
testing of the 52X relays plunger' sticking was ongoing by the licensee and the relay vendor
at the conclusion of this inspection.

Following the completion of procedure ST 11.8-35, the ABT was again functionally tested by
secunng power to Buses 5 and 6 and verifying the ABT function. Rese test were eman"M
in accortiance with surveillance test ST 11.7-126, ' Functional Test of MCCS Automatic Bus
Transfer (ABT),* and the tests were witnessed by the AIT. Additional tests were emda"M
to venfy that the 52X relays plungers, installed in breakers 9C and 11C, would not stick
when control power was removed. The tests energtzed the 52X relays in breakers 9C and
llc for a long period of time and then removed the control power. These tests were
witnessed by the AIT and the solenoid plungers were observed not to stick.

Root Cause

The root cause for this failure has not been positively identified. A formal root cause
determination has been completed and (2) components have been identified as being the most
likely cause of the failure. These components are an Agastat timing Relay,62-6A, and the
11C breaker, 52X relay which is an integral part of a Westinghouse DB 25 breakers

The licensee provided a ' Test Plan for Evaluation of Suspect Components," as part of the
root cause detemunation report. The plan provides for extensive cycle testing of the
suspected components. Following the cycle testing, the plan requires physical examination of
the suspect componaits. The plan is scheduled for completion within two week after
reachmg 100% power following startup from the current refueling outage. The plan was
reviewed by the AIT and determmed to be comprehensive.

>
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2.3.2 Cometive Actions

The licenc's short term, long term and compensatory measures for the MCC-5 ABT failure
were provided to the NRC in a letter * Commitmees to Test Motor-Control-Center-5," dated
July 15.1993. De licensee has committed to complete the following actions prior to i

enters.g Mode 4: |

1. Brief au on-shift licensed operators on the significance of a loss of MCC-5 and how
to recognize and correct this situation in accordance with Emergency Operating
Procedure 3.1-50.

2. Put in-place a procedure for ensuring that any time there is a transfer of MCC-5, a
visual verificatien of the ' dropout" of the 52X relay of the open MCC-5 feeder
breaker is performed.

3. Place caution tags on each of the breaks trip pushbuttons in the "A" switch-gear
room to preclude the potential for lockup of both breakas in the open position.
During the inspection, it was identified that if the preferred source breaker was
manually tripped. MCC-5 would be de-energized and no automatic transfer would
occur. The caution tags were written to inform plant operators of this fact.

These actions were completed prior to the conclusion of this inspection and the actions were
verified by the AIT.

De licensee also committed to conduct additional online testing of the ABT. Rese testing
activities are contingent upon receiving approval by the NRC of an amendment to the
Technical Specifications. ne amendment is required to allow the temporary removal of the
control power to breaker 9C. Removal of the control power to the breakers will render the
ABT inoperable. De online testing activities are as follows:

1. Disconnect the direct current power to the 52X relay in 480 Volt, Bus 5,
compartment 9C. The dropping of the relay will be witnessed visually when the
power is disconnectexi. De frequency of this test will vary starting with weekly tests |
for four weeks, monthly tests for the next 4 months and then quarterly tests for the I

remamder of Cycle 18.

2. A functional test of MCC-5 will be conducted any time during Cycle 18 the plant is
placed in Mode 5.

!
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ne licensee has also committed to the following long-term actions: f

1. Conduct an investigation of potential design changes that would increase the reliability
of the ABT scheme. Any modifications concluded to be appropriate would be
implemented, if possible, during the next refueling outage.

2. Preventative maintenance will be performed on Breakers 9C and llc each refueling
outage in lieu of every other refueling outage as currently required.

3. He licensee will continue to work with the breaker vendor to investigate the root
cause of the ABT failure.

2.3.3 Insppropdate Notification of Emergency Classification

%e AIT reviewed the licensee's response to the loss of MCC-5 on June 27,1993 as related
to the implementation of the emergency plan. He event was correctly reported to the NRC
as an Unusual Event, but was initially, erroneously reported to the State of Connecticut as an
Alert. The team reviewed the circumstances involved in this mis-commurucation to
understand how it occurred, and to u:ternune what factors may have contributed to it,
including equipment and perennel performance, training, and procedure adequacy.

|Background
|

The Emergency Notification and Response System (ENRS)is a computer based system that |
'

automatically provides notification of an emergency event and its details to the licensee staff
and offsite emergency response organizations. De ENRS uses pre-formatted electrome
voice messages to desenbe cach emergency classification. He pre formatted messages are
customized for each incident when the Shift Supervisor Staff Assistant (SSSA) enters event i

specific information into the system via a computer termmal. De SSSA also supplements |

the pre-formatted data with a voice message to briefly describe the incident. De entire j

message unit is then sent to the radio tower for broadcast to the radio-pagers. The ENRS
>

facilitates data entry through a series of prompts and data input screens. De m:an data input
screen is formatted to replicate the hard copy Incident Report Form from emergency plan ;

implementing procedure (EPIP) 1.5-2 that is filled out by licensed operations sad /or shift |
i

management personnel, and approved for release. Onz reviewed for amuracy and
approv4, the message form is given to the SSSA, who tratabtet the approved hard copy
information into the ENRS to produce the electronic message. in addition to the above
electronic voice features, the system also allows opera: ions personnel to broadcast a message
directly from the tower.

!

I
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Event

On June 27, 1993, motor-control-center-5 failed to remain energized durmg surveillance
testing. The operations shift supervisor and the duty officer recognized the loss of MCC-5
as an emergency action level and classified the event as an Unusual Event and entered the
energency plan implementing procedures as necessary to make the required notifications for
this event. The event classification was erroneoosly reporteo to the state as an Alert at
19:14. Two subsequent emergency notification messages were broadcast over the ENRS in
attempts to correct the error at 19:28 and 19:40. A fourth radio-pager message was sent at

{

,

19:45 directly over the broadcast tower in an attempt to stop emergency responders who
might be in transit to the site or emergency response facilities.

The event was properly classified as an Unusual Event by the Shift Supervisor and the Duty
Officer. He information was properly coded on the Incident Notification Form (INF), as
approved by the Shift Supervisor. The duty SSSA incorrectly translated the incident
Classification from the form to the ENRS.

De data translation error was made when the SSSA failed to notice that he chose an " Alert"
posture code and incident classification from the menu on the data input screen. The SSSA
did not adequately verify the information as he was inputing into the ENRS, and in spite of
three subsequent opportunities to check the inputs for accuracy and to discover the incorrect
Alert classification coded into the electronic massage. It takes about 10 minutes for the
SSSA to input the data into the ENRS. During this time the ALERT classification is clearly
visible on the terminal screen. The SSSA could have discovered the misclassification at any
time during that period had he checked his inputs for accuracy. The SSSA stated that he felt
under pressure to process the notification within the 12 minutes required by the procedure,
and assumed his inputs were accurate. By not checking the notification message for
accuracy, the SSSA failed to meet two specific procedure requirements: (1) Step 6.1.5 of
EPIP 1.5-2, ' Notification and Communication" requires the SSSA, once the INF data has
been input into the ENRS, to ' review the entire INF and verify the information is accurate *
prior to getting Shift Supervisor permission to release the radio-pager message; and, (2) Sep
6.4.3 of NOP 2.16-10, " Operation of the ENRS and Centracom*, requires the SSSA to
* review the entire recorded INF message to ensure that all data is accurate * prior to
releasing the radio-pager message.

The incorrect Alert classification was identified by others in the control room who heard the
event notification being broadcast over the pager system. The SSSA received additional
assistance to correct the mistake by (i) sending out an * update" message stating that the last
event was an Unusual Event and that a response to the plant was not required; and, (ii)
sending out a third notification that properly classified the LNP event as an ' Unusual Event.''

Finally, a fourth message was sent out directly to the radio-tower from the Centracom to
| plant personnel informing them that they need not respond to the plant.

|

|

|
|
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De SSSA provided erroneous meteorological information in the * Alert * notification to the
state and local officials. He did this when the ENRS system prompted him for wind speed
and direction during the data entry phase of constructing the notification message. All other
information prompted by the ENRS was on his incident notification form except the
meteorological (MLT) data, which is not sent for Unusual Events. MET data is only
provided for events classified as Alert or higher. De fact that ENRS was prompting him for
MET data for an event he knew was an Unusual Event, should have caused the SSSA to
question his inputs and cause him to discover the Alert classification.

De SSSA knew he had to provide all the information that ENRS prompted him for before
the system would send the notification message. He did not have the n-sry information

,

! on the INF. He should have either checked with the Shift Supervisor, or gotten the MET
data himself. The SSSA ration 2127M that MET data is not needed for an Unusual Event
message, so he made up the informanon to satisfy the ENRS prompt. ne SSSA thought
that it was not important that the MET data was accurate because he thought that the ENRS
would not send the MET data as part of the Unusual Event message. De SSSA stated he
was overly focused on getting the initial message out within the 12 minutes, and did so at the

|
expense of assuring the accuracy of the information.

De team noted that the meteorological data for the * Alert Update * message sent out at 19:28
a!so had erroneous meteorological data. This message was prepared by the duty SSSA, with

'

the assistance of an off-duty SSSA and the operations Shift Supervisor. He Shift Supervisor
authorized the use of fictitious wind speed and direction in compiling the update message.
De Shift Supervisor stated to the team that he did so because (i) it was an expediency to
inform licensee and offsite authorities as quickly as possible that the first message was really
an Unusual Event - it was important to correct the mis <ommunication as quickly as possible;
and, (ii) the actual meteorological information was not important since the actual event
involved no radiological release or other offsite impact.

De licensee's review of the response by state and local authorities to the Alert message at
19:05 was less than expected The radio-pager message is the official prompt nonfication of
plant events that have the potential to impact the public and which may demand prompt
protective measures. State and local communities acknowledge receipt of the radio-pager
message by a call-in process whereby they get more detailed information about the event in
progress. The licensee noted that 9 of 18 local communities and 3 of 6 state agencies did not
perform the call in verification in response to the Alert message at 19:14. De licensee has
taken action to address this matter in a letter to the Connecticut State Office of Emergency
Management (EP-93-464), dated July 6,1993.

Corrective Action

ne root cause for the mis <ommunication of the June 27 emergency message was personnel
error in failing to follow procedures and exercising anention to detail in the mmpletion of
this task. De team concluded that procedures were adequate. and that training ass not a
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factor in the event. The licensee took actions to address a personnel performance issue. The
licensee recognized the significance of using incorrect meteorological information on the
ENRS messages. The licensee addressed the need for accuracy in this data with all SSSAs
and will address this topic with operations personnel.

2.3.4 Equipment failure IIistory

The Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System was used to identify the failure history of
Westinghouse DB type breakers control relays. The search identified approximately 28
reported failures of control relays since 1984. The cause of these failures was generally 1

attnbuted to dirt, aging, mechanical misalignment, or mechanical binding due to burrs.
However, a positive root cause was often not identified. Corrective actions generally
included 52X relay replacement, repair or readjustment.

The team also reviewed two licensee event reports (LERs) pertaining to 52X relay failures:

LER 84 023 from Haddam Neck Plant reported on six incidents of Westinghouse
breakers failing to close when required. Five of those failures were directly attributed
to $2X relay malfunctions. The sixth breaker failure possibly resulted from a 52X
relay malfunction. The main cause of the control relay malfunctions was stated to be
dust or dirt accumulation on the plunger and its latch arm assembly. Since the
licensee concluded that the malfunctions presented a generic problem in the plant, the
immediate action was to inspect and clean all $2X control relays. Westinghouse
incorporated an improved description of the adjustment procedure necessary for the
52X relay's mechanical latch / linkage into DB-50 (reactor trip breakers) maintenance
manuals but did not included similar information in the maintenance manuals for the
D3-25 breakers, which use 52X relays.

LER 92-002 from Oconee Nuclear Station reported the failure of $2X relays on the
plant's emergency hydro units' field and field flashing breakers (Westmghouse DB-
25s). The 52X relay did not reset until the hydro unit coasted dowm. A speed switch
de-energizes the 52X coil and the plunger falls by gravity to reset the relay. The
failure mode, failing to reset, was first discovered in June 1991 on commercial grade
$2X relays. The cause of the specific failure mode was not knowm and the relays
were replaced with safety grade relays. On January 28,1992, a safety grade 52X
relay failed to reset. As immediate corrective action the licensee inspected each 52X
relay to ensure that they did reset following each shutdown. A design change has
now been implemented to replace the electro-mechanical anti-pump scheme provided
by the $2X relay with an electrical scheme.

|
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2.3.5 Conclusions

Event

The safety significance of this event was determined to be high. MCC-5 and the associated
ABT are required to provide power to the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) valves
needed to mitigate the consequences of accidents. If MCC-5 is lost, the normally closed
high and low pressure injection valves will not open. De actual risk to the health and safety
of the public was low since the reactor was in cold shutdown and the ECCS systems were
not required to be operable. However, the reliable operation of MCC-5 and the associate
ABT is essential for plant safety,

ne team concluded that the actions taken by the operators to restore power to MCC-5 were
appropriate. The shutdown cooling system was not lost during this event. The licensee's
failure to transmit the correct event notification was the result of an error by a non-licensed
Shift Supervisor Staff Assistant (SSSA). De licensed Shift Supervisor had correctly
classified this event as an Unusual Event. The SSSA crroneously selected the wrong

,

classification while making the computer entry to transmit the notification and did not!

identify the error during venfication of the message. Licensee actions to address a personnel
performance issue and accurate meteorological information were appropriate.

The formal root cause analysis was thorough and identified the error in the originst
assumption that breaker 9C had failed to close during the event. ne team independently
verified that the components that were the most likely cause of this event were the breaker
llc 52X control relay, Agastat timing relay 62-6A, the breaker 9C atnilmry switch 52/b
contacts, or interconnecting wiring. The hand-over-hand inspection, redlinmg and continuity
check climinated interconnecting wiring as a potential cause for this failure. Testing and
design of the anulury relay switch on the 9C breaker elimmated it as a potential cause. De
evaluation concluded the malfunction of the 52X relay or the Agastat timer relay was the
most likely cause of this event. De team concluded that this event was a due to an
intermittent equipment failure of a component (s) in the MCC-5 ABT or the =<nt~f
breakers and was not the result of performance deficiencies by the plant staff, procedures, or
maintenance of the equipment.

Assessment of Corrective Actions

he team also concluded that the short-term corrective actions taken by the licensee were
comprehensive. While the root cause evaluation was unsucce"ful in identifying a failed
component which would account for this failure, it was snece"ful in identifying the suspect
components which were subsequently replaced. He compensatory measures taken are
adequate to assure reliable operation of the currently installed ABT equipment. He
licensee's investigation and proposed actions to address the sticking plunger in the
Westinghouse 52X control relay were appropnate

!
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The long term corrective actions are also appropriate. ne commitment to conduct additional
testing of the suspected components is essential to exhaust all avenues for determmeg a root
cause for this failure. He proposed engineering evaluation of the ABT design is important {
to optimize the reliability of this safety significant system. Reducing the breaker preventative
mamtenance interval to each refueling outage will also enhance breaker performance.

An apparent discrepancy was noted between '.he Updated Final Safery Analysis Report
(UFSAR), Section 8.3.1, and the install configuration of the plants electrical system. De
UFSAR states in part that *ne Class IE system has the redundancy, capacity, capability,
and reliability to supply power to all safety-related loads. His system ensures a safe plant
shutdown to mitigate accident effects, even in the event of a single failure.' nis statement
does not appear to be accurate as related to single failures and MCC-5. De UFSAR does
not explicitly discuss single failure vulnerabilities of MCC-5. The licensee stated at the exit
meetmg that the UFSAR would be reviewed and if appropriate, changes would be made.

De team questioned the applicability of 10CFR 50.46 (d), which explicitly states that the
performance of the ECCS system must include in particular Criterion 35 of Appendit A,
which requires that the ECCS safety function be accomplished assuming a single failure.
The current design of the ECCS system does not satisfy the requirement of Criterion 35 due
to the single failure vulnerabilities of MCC-5. De ter.m noted that the Haddam Neck Plant

,

was licensed prior to Appendix A and does not need to meet these enteria. However, the
team could not determire if an exemption from 10CFR 50.46 (d) was required in addition to
the exemption granted for the single failure of MCC-5 during original plant licensing. His
issue is currentJy under review by the NRC.

3.0 EXIT MFITING

De team met with those denoted in Attachment A, on July 27,1993, to discuss the
prelinunary inspection findings which are detailed in this report. De exit meeting was open
for public observation and the NRC answered public questions following the exit meeting.
He slides used at the exit meeting are provided as Attachment D of this inspection report.

|

|
-
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ATTAC1BIENT A
PERSONS COSTACTED

Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power

* E. Annmo Sr. Analyst - CY
P. Ballote Generation Test Technician
W. Barton Engineer

M. Bain CY Eng. Manager
* W. Becker Supervisor - ED

M. Brothers Engineenng Supervtsor
A. Castagno NU - Manager Nuclear Information

* D. Dube PRA Supervisor - NUSCO
* C. Gladding CY Engineering Manager
* W. Kadlec Generation Test Supervisor

J. l#1atney Operations Manager
T. Mcdonald Mamtmance Manager

* B. McKenna Engtneer
* R. Morse Maintenana: Engmeer

* T. Nichols CY Maintenance
E. Perkins Nuclear Licensmg Engineer

* G. Pittman CYPSD - Corp. Eng.
D. Ray Unit Dim: tor
R. Rogozinski Procurement Engineering Supervisor

* M. Samek Supemsor - CYPSD
* B. Solomon Assistant Engineer - Licensing
* J. Stetz Vice President - Haddam Neck Station
* R. Trejo Sr. Nuclear Information Rep. - CY

R. Willis Shift Supervisor

U. S. Nuclear Rmunty Commitrion

* J. Andersen NRC Project Manager
* C. Miller NRC Deputy Director, DRS
* P. Habighorst Resident inspector - Haddam Neck

* T. Ulses NRC Reactor Engineer

Asterisk (*) denotes those present at the exit meeting.
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ATTACHMENT B
i

MCC-5 ABT FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

A typical transfer would occur in the following sequence with the assumption that Bus 6 is
the preferred source and is initially energized and connected to MCC-5 through Breaker llc
(See Figure 5):

1. He automatic transfer starts when Bus 6 becomes de-energued Agastat 62-6A
senses the loss of voltage on the bus and trips Breaker llc after a one second delay
through its contacts 6 2.

2. If Bus 5 is energued, the contml relay 52X for Breaker 9C picks up through contacts
6-2 of Agastat 62-5B and contacts $2/b of Breaker 11C.

3. He closing coi! 52CC for Breaker 9C is energued through contacts from 52X.
,

Breaker 9C closing mechanically causes the 52X contacts to then open. i

4. The transfer has thus taken place and the 52X control relay for Breaker 9C remams
energized as long as voltage remains on Bus 5 and Breaker llc remains open or in
the test or racked-out position. The control relay is in the anti-pump position and
prevents further attempts to energize its close coil 52CC.

If Voltage is restored to Dus 6, a retransfer will occur in the following sequence since it is,

! the preferred source:
I

1. When voltage is restored, Agastat 62-6A picks up and Breaker 9C's trip coil is,

i energued through contacts 5-3 of 62-6A and contacts All-Bil of the selector switch.

2. When Breaker 9C opens, the control relay for Breaker llc is energued through
contacts 6-4 of Agastat relay 62-6A and Breaker 9C contacts $2/b.

r

, 3. He closing coil 52CC for Breaker llc is then energued through contacts from 52X.
! The control relay for Breaker 9C also becomes decergued when Breaker llc

closes.

4. The retrarcier has taken place and the 52X relay for Breaker llc now remams
energued

;

,

r

t
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Marvin W. Hodges, Director, Division of Reactor Safety {
1

|FROM: Thomas T. Martin, Regional Administrator

SUIUECT: AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM CHARTER FOR REVIEW
OF UNUSUAL EVENTS DURING ELECTRICAL TESTING AT
HADDAM NECK

On June 22,26 and 27,1993 Haddam Neck station declared Unusual Events (UEs) as a result
of problems experienced during electrical system testing. Due to the nature of these events, I '

have determined that an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) inspection should be conducted to
review the causes, safety implications, and associated licensee actions which led to (or resulted
in) the repeated loss of offsite power, and loss of power to a vital motor control center (MCC-
5).

|
The Division of Reactor Safety (DRS) is assigned the responsibility for the overall conduct of
this Augmented Inspection. Jim Trapp, Team Izader, DRS, is appointed as Augmented ;
Inspection Team le.ader. Other AIT members are identified in Enclosure 2. The Division of
Reactor Projects (DRP) is assigned the responsibility for resident and clerical support, as
necessary; and the coordination with other NRC offices, as appropriate. Further, the Division
of Reactor Safety, in coordination with DRP, is responsible for the timely issuance of the
inspection report, the identfication and processing of potentially generic issues, and the
identification and completion of any enforcement action warranted as a result of the team's
review.

P

Enclosure 1 represents the charter for the Augmented Inspection Team and details the scope of ,

the inspection. The inspection shall be conducted in accordance with NRC Management '

Directive (MD) 8.3, NRC Inspection Manual 0325, Inspection Procedure 93800, Regional Office
Instruction 1010.1, and this memorandum. Concerns have been idenufied with the repetitive
loss of offsite power, the apparent impact of non-safety related protecuve features on vital power
supplies, a possible lack of redundancy with respect to safety-related loads powered by MCC-5,

,

and the miscommunication of the June 27 event classification to the state. An AIT to review
! these events is appropriate since they involve significant system interact ons and unknown
! underlying root causes. The NRC staff needs to fully understand the causes of these events, and |

determine whether further actions will be required.

_ __ /
.4 ~ .

-

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

,
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Enclosures:
1. Augmented Inspecnon Team Charter
2. Team Membership

cc w/encis:
J. Taylor EDO
J. Snicaek OEDO
T. Murley, NRR
J. Partlow, NRR ,

IJ. Calvo, SIR
C. Rossi, NRR I
1. Stolz, PD I-4, NTR

IF. Miragha, NRR
C. McCracken, NRR
F. Rosa. NRR
W. Russell, NRR |

J. Wiggins, NPR I

A. Thadam, NRR |
I

B. Orimes. NRR
J. Roe, hTR
E. Jordan AEOD
D. Ross, AEOD
D. Wheeler, OEDO
W. Kane DRA, RI '

D. Cooper, DRP, RI
W. Imnmg, DRP, RI
R. Blough, DRP, RI
L. Doertlein, DRP, RI |
T. Shediosky, DRP, RI

~

C. Hehl, DRSS, RI
S. Shanhnan DRSS, RI
W. Raymond, SRI,142Mam Neck |

A. Wang, PD I-4, NRR !
IF. Burrows, EELB, NRR

J. Durr, DRS, RI
L. h"~hsn= DRS, RI
J. Trapp, DRS, RI
K. Abraham, PAO, RI
M. Miller, SLO, RI i

,

_ - - _
i
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ENCIESURE 1

Haddam Neck Station

Review of UnusurJ Events Durine E!ectrical Tet6nc at Haddam Neck i

Aurmented Inmeetion Team (AI'n Chn'ter

'Ihe general objecoves of this AIT are to:

1. Conduct a thorough and systernanc review of the circumstances surrounding the June 22
and June 26 loss of off-site power events, and the June 27 loss of power to safety bus
MCC-5 event.

2. Develop a detailed sequence of events for each loss of off-site power and the loss of bus
MCC-5.

3. Collect, analyze, and document relevant factual irJonnation to detennire the ennies,
conditions, and circumstances pertaming to each event.

J. Evaluate the licensee's review of and response to each event and the implemented
correcove accons, including providing the state an inappropnate EAL on June 27,1993.

5. Assess the safety sigmficance of each event and communicate to Regional and
Headquarters management the facts and safety concerns related to problems identified,
including single failure vulnerabilities and impact of non-safety related equipment on
safety systems.

6. Evaluate the knowledge and performance of licensee staff dunng these events.

7. Evaluate the mamtenance testing and any changes made to the design which may have
contnbuted to this failure.

8. P care a report documenting the itsults of this review for signature of the Regional
Ad=a'entar within thirty days of the complenon of the in.pon.

Appemlix F AIT No. 213/93-80
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ENCLOSURE 2

Haddam Neck AIT Membershin -

,

|
!

Jim Trapp, AIT Izader Division of Reactor Safery (DRS), Region I (R0

WilEam Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector. Haddam Neck, DRP, RI

Thomas Shediosky, Project Engineer, DRP, RI

Fred Burrows, NRR

Other NRC personnel, consultants, or contractors will te engaged in this AIT, as needed.

!
i

)
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ATTAG Bfa rp ,

AUGhfMTED INSPECTION TEAM

EUT StFETLNG SUDES
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i

HADDAM NECK
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

JUNE 22,1993 EVENT

EVENT DESCRIPTION
!

PLANT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONFIGURED TO*

SUPPORT BREAKER FAILURE TESTING OF TIE |

BREAKER 389T399.

TEST UNEXPECTEDLY OPENS BREAKER 3891 i*

AND ISOLATES OFFSITE POWER FROM TIE j
PLANT.

* THE EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS
AUTOMATICALLY SUPPLY POWER TO THE
PLANT.

ROOT CAUSE

* WIRING ERROR WHICH OCCURRED DURING OR
SHORTLY FOLLOWING PLANT CONSTRUCTION.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

* TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION DEVELOPED FOR
LEAVING PLANT CONFIGURATION AS IS. |

* REVEW BREAKER TRIP CIRCUIT WIRING
DURING THE NEXT REFUELING OUTAGE.

2 |
1

I

Appendix F AIT No. 213/93-80
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:

!

i

HADDAM NTCK
AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM !
PUBLIC EXIT NEETING AGENDA ;

1

JULY 27,1993

1

1. EXIT NEETING BETWEEN NRC AND
LICENSEE.

2. NRC ADDRESS PUBLIC QUESTIONS |
REGARDING TEAM FINDINGS. |

EVENTS -

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER ON JUNE 22,1993 ;
*

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER ON JUNE 26,1993*

f

LOSS OF MOTOR CONTROL CENTER 5 ON*

JUNE 27,1993

:

'
1

,

! Appendix F AIT No. 213/93-80
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|

HADDAM NECK
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

JUNE 22,1993 EVENT
CONTINUED |

ASSESShENT OF EVENT

!

PLANT EQUIPMENT FUNCTION AS EXPECTED*
!

FOLLOWING THE EVENT.

|OPERATOR RESPONSE TO THE EVENT WAS*
,

GOOD.

NOTIFICATION OF AN UNUSUAL EVENT WAS*
i

APPROPRIATE.

* TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION ADEQUATELY
SUPPORTS LEAVING WIRING ERROR AS IS.

REVIEW OF TRIP LOGIC WIRING DURING THE*

NEXT REFUELING OUTAGE IS APPROPRIATE.

|
.

3 |i
'

.
,1
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HADDAM NECK
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

JUNE 26,1993 EVENT
,

EVENT DESCRIPTION I

* SURVEILLANCE TEST BEING PERFORMED
WHICH SIMULATES PARTIAL LOSS OF OFFSITE
POWER.

* WHEN BREAKER 3891 WAS OPENED BREAKER,

! 3991 UNEXPECTEDLY OPENED.

* THE EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS
AUTOMATICALLY SUPPLY POWER TO THE
PLANT.

,

ROOT CAUSE

BLOWN FUSE IN VOLTAGE SENSING CIRCUrl'.*

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

* REPLACED FUSE.

* REVISED TEST PROCEDURE.

4 ,

1

Appendix F AIT No. 213/93-80
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HADDAM NECK
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

JUNE 26,1993 EVENT
CONTINUED

ASSESSMENT OF EVENT

GENERALLY PLANT EQUIPMENT FUNCTION AS*

EXPECTED FOLLOWING THE EVENT. ,

OPERATOR RESPONSE TO THE EVENT WAS*

GOOD.

* NOTIFICATION OF AN UNUSUAL EVENT WAS
'

APPROPRIATE.

* THIS EVENT ROOT CAUSE IS UNRELATED TO
FIRST EVENT.

'

* THE IDENTinED VOLThETER DEFICIENCY
SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN THE WORK
CONTROL SYSTEM.

* CAUSE OF FUSE FAILURE MOST LIKELY |

MAINTENANCE ON ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT.
l

* TIE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN FOR THIS
EVENT WERE APPROPRIATE.

5

.i

|
)

AIT No. 213/93-80Appendix F
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HADDAM NECK i

LOSS OF MOTOR CONTROL CENTER 5 >

JUNE 27,1993 EVENT

EVENT DESCRIPTION

* SURVEILLANCE TEST BEING PERFORMED
WHICH SIMULATES PARTIAL LOSS OF OFFSITE |
POWER.

,

* MCC-5 TRANSFERRED TO BUS 5 FOLLOWING
LOSS OF POWER ON BUS 6.

* MCC-5 IS DE-ENERGIZED WHEN AUTOMATIC
BUS TRANSFER FAILS TO TRANSFER BACK TO
BUS 6. '

OPERATORS MANUALLY CLOSE BREAKER TO f
*

ENERGIZE MCC-5 FROM BUS 5. '

AN ERRONEOUS EVENT CLASSIFICATION OF AN* '

ALERT IS SENT TO THE STATE AND TOWNS. |

ROOT CAUSE
|
:

NOT POSITIVELY IDENTIFIt3. TWO SUSPECTED*
r

i COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN IDEN11FIED. ;

!
..

|

6
;

;

Appendix F AIT No. 213/93-80
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|
|

i

I
'

LOSS OF MOTOR CONTROL CENTER 5
JUNE 27,1993 EVENT |

CONTINUED i

fCORRECTIVE ACTIONS
!

SHORT TERM

e REPLACED SUSPECT COMPONENTS. i

!
* PERFORMED A FORMAL ROOT CAUSE i

EVALUATION. !
,

* CONDUCTED A WIRING CHECK OF ABT SYSTEM.

DMPENSATORY MFASURFS

* ADDITIONAL ABT TESTING.
,

!
'* CAUTION TAG ON BREAKERS 9C AND 11C.

* CONDUCT OPERATOR TRAINING. -

'

LONG TERM

* EVALUATE AUTOMATIC BUS TRANSFER SYSTEM
DESIGN.

* CONDUCT PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE ON 9C !

AND 11C BREAKERS EACH REFUELING OUTAGE.
,

!
:

:
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1

!
;

!

. LOSS OF MOTOR CONTROL CENTER 5 J
'' JUNE 27,1993 EVENT

CONTINUED ;

ASSFRSMENT'OF EVENT
;

i

* THE FUNCTION OF MCC-5 IS VERY SIGNIFICAhT i

TO OVERALL PLANT SAFETY. |
i

e TEAM LNDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED MOST LIKELY !

CAUSE OF FAILURE. !

!
* THE EVENT CLASSIFICATION ERROR WAS AN i

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE ISSUE. i

* TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND TESTING CONTUCTED

fWAS APPROPRIATE.

* ACTIONS TAKEN TO RESTORE MCC-5 WERE
APPROPRIATE.

,

* THE FORMAL ROOT CAUSE EVALUATION WAS
THOROUGH.

* SHORT TERM CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN
WERE APPROPRIATE.

* COMPENSATORY MEASURES ARE APPROPRIATE.

* ENGINEERING EVALUATION OF DESIGN.

8
:

i
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AUG 1 S "393

Docket No. 50-213

Mr. John F. Opeka
Execuove Vice President - Nuclear
Connecucut Yaclee Atonne Power Company
P. O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecucut 06141-0270

Dear Mr. Opcia:

SUBTECT NRC AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM (AIT) KEGARDINO TWO LDSS
OF OFFSITE POWER EVENTS AND THE LOSS OF MOTOR CONTROle
CENTER-5 NRC REPORT NO. 50-213/93-80

The enclosed report refers to the NRC Augmented Inspeccon Team (AIT), led by
Mr. James Trapp of tlus office, on June 30 through July 9,1993, at the HaMam Neck Plant
in Haddam, Connecucut. The purpcm of this mspecnon w2s to review the circumstances
regardmg two separate loss of offsite power events, and a loss of motormtrols: enter-5
(MCC-5) that occyrred dunng the conduct of test acuvites. At the conclusaon of the
inspecuon, the team fmdings were discussed with Mr. Stetz and members of your staff at an
cut meeung that wu open for public observanon on July 27,1993.

The scope of the inspection included develoging a detailed event descripnon, evaluanng the
root causes for the esents, attetung the effccuveness of correcuve accons, and evaluanng
the safety signtficance of each event. ne inspecuon consisted of selecove examinanon of
procedures and representanve records, observanons of tesung and inspecuans, and interviews
with personnel.

The loss of offsite power events were significant because they caused a temporary loss of
shutdown cooling and the loss of offsite power is a precursor to stanon blackout. De
reliable operanon of MCC 5 is vital to plant safety because both trams of emergency core
coolmg system injection valves are powered from this motor-control-center. Rawl on the
sigmfacance of these events, all of which occurred in a short time penod, the NRC
dispatched an AIT.

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY A:HN9380. INS
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AUu 161993

Mr. John F. Opeka 2

The root causes for the June 22 and June 26,1993, loss of offsite power events were
posmvely idenufied as a winng error and a blown fuse, respecuvely. For both events, the |
operator acuons to miugate the consequences of the events were appropnate. The correcuve
accons taken in response to these events were reviewed by the AIT and determmed to be
acceptable. The NRC team concluded that these events were the result of defective
nonsafety-related equipment and were not the result of recent performance deficiencies by
plant staff or procedures.

The root cause for the June 27,1993, failure of the MCC-5 automauc bus transfer scheme
was not posinvely idenutied. Although the rou cause was not idenufied, two highly suspect
components were idencfied and replaced. Your correcuve acnons and compensatory
measures taken to ensure the reliabihty of MCC-5 were outlined in your letter to the NRC,
dated July 15,1993. " Commitments to Test Motor-Control-Center-5." We have reviewed
these comnutments and determined that the proposed actions and compensatory measures are ,

'
appropnate. While trouble-shoonng the automaue bus transfer (ABT) failure, your staff
idenufied a potennal genenc problem with the Wesunghouse DB 25 breaker,52X relays. At
the conclusion of this inspecuon, this potennally generic breaker failure concern was sull
under review by your staff and the breaker vendor. We expect that this issue will be
resolved and appropnate actions will be taken in an expedinous manner. In addition, your
letter states that you plan to conduct a review of potennal design changes to the ABT which
could improve the rehability of this scheme. We request that you provide the results of this
design review and the schedule for implemenung any design changes identified to the
Region i Regional Admimstrator.

The NRC team also noted two issues regarding the licensing basis of MCC-5. The updated
UFSAR, Secnon 8.3. states, m part, that "De Class IE system has the redundancy,
capacity, capabthry, and rehability to supply power to all safety-related loads. This system
ensures a safe plant shutdown to mitigate accident effects, even in the event of a smgle
fatlure." This statement does not appear to be accurate as related to single failures and
MCC-5. In addition, the team quesuoned the appbcabihty of 10 CFR 50.46(d), which
expheitly states that the performance of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) system
must melude m parucular Cntenon 35 of Appendix A, which requires that the ECCS safety |

funcuon be accomplished assunung a smgle failure. De current design of the ECCS system )
does not satisfy the recuirement of Cntenon 35 due to the smgle failure vulnerabilities of
MCC-5. While the team noted that an exempuon had been granted by the NRC for the
MCC-5 single failure vulnerability dunng onginal plant licensing, an explicit exemption from
the 50.46 requirement was not apparent to the team. Both of these issues are cunently being ,

reviewed by the NRC.
,

i

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of this letter and
the enclosed inspecton report will be placed m the NRC Public Document Room.
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;

.

|

' ": .. ,

'

Mr. John F. Opeka 3

;

We will gladly discuss any quesnons you have concenung this inspecuon. ;

Sirnzrely,

I
'

M '

Mamn W. Hodges, Director
Division of Reactor Safety

Enclosure: NRC Regmn 1 Inspection Report No. 50-213/93-80

cc w/ encl:
W. D. Romberg, Via President, Nuclear, Operanons Services
J. P. Stenz, Vice Prendent, Haddam Neck Stanon
G. H. Bouchard, Duector, Nuclear Quality Semees
D. J. Ray, Unit Dunctor
R. M. Kacich, Duector, Nuclear licennng
Gerald Gar 6 eld, Esquire
Nicholas Reynolds. Esquue
K. Abraham. PAO (2)
Public Document Room (PDR)

| Incal Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Informanon Center (NSIC)
NRC Rendent inspartor
Staae of Connecucut SLO

|

|
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F.20-53

i

!

. AUG 161933 j

4Mr. John F. Opeka |

t

bec wiencl: !

Region 1 Docket Room (with concurrences)

bec w/enci(VIA LMAIL):
1. Stolz, NRR/PD I-4
V. McCree, OEDO
A. Wang, PM, NRR ']

~

,

bec w/o enci(VIA LMAIL): |
M. Hodges, DRS |

1.' Durr, DRS .;
J. Trapp, DRS

,'

bec w/ encl: AIT Reports Only |
The Chairman

,

i

Commissioner Rogers

Commissioner Renuck ,

Commissioner DePlanque i

1. Taylor, EDO f

T. Murley, NRR
Paul Boehnert, Chairman, ACRS
Ken Raglin. Director, TCC
DCD (OWFN PI-37) (Dist. Code MEIO)
A. Chaffee, NRR/ DORS /EAB

E. Jordan. AEOD
INPO

C.
RI:DRS RI:DRS RI:DRS RA RI

#

T Durr Hod f,
8/ /93 8/ ik /93

8// /93 8f//9l8/a93
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AIT No. 412/93-81 |
IBeaver Valley Unit 2
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Docket No. 50-412

Mr. J. D. Sieber
Semor Vice President
Nuclear Power Division
Duquesne Light Company
Post Office Box 4
Stuppingport, Pennsylvanta 15077

Dear Mr. Sieber:

SUBJECT: NRC AUGMENTED INSPECHON TEAM (AIT) REGARDING THE
FAILURE OF THE EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD
SEQUENCERS NRC INSPECDON REPORT 50-412/93-81

ne enclosed report refers to the NRC Augmented Inspecnon Team (AIT), led by
Mr. James Trapp of this office, on November 9-19,1993, at the Unit 2, Beaver Valley
Power Stacon m Shippmgport. Pennsylvama. He purpose of this mspeccon was to review
me circumstances regardmg the failure of both trams of the emergency diesel generator load
secuencers. At the conclusion of the inspecuan, the team findings were discussed with you
ano memoers of your staff at an exit meecng that was open for public observauon on

Decemoer 2.1093.

*r.e scope of the inspecuon included developing a detailed event descr:puon evaluating the
root causes for the events, assessing the effecoveness of correcove accons, and evaluanng
the saretv sigm6cance of the event. The inspeccon consisted of selecuve exammanon of '

,

proccoures and representauve records, observacons of testing and inspecnons, and mterviews
swith personnel.

)
De failure of both emergency diesel generator load sequencers would prevent automauc
unnanon of the emergency core coolmg systems in the event of an accident with a loss of
offsite power. The failure of both load sequenocrs was a signincant event because a common
cause resulted in the failure of muluple trams of a system des:gned to mingate 6
consequences of an accident. Fbed on the safety sigmncance of this event, the NRC
dispatched an AIT.

|
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F.21-4

:C 1=

Duquesne Light Company 2

The cause for the failure of the load sequenars was determmed to be a malfuncuon of
digital nucroprocessor based timer / relays. De malfuncuon in the timer / relays was caused
by voitage sptkes induced when auxiliary relays in the load sequericer circuits were
deenergtzed. Several diodes were installed across relay cotls in the load sequencer circuits to
reduce the magmtude of the voltage spikes. De AIT reviewco our correenve acnons and
concluded that the installation of the diodes was an acceptable response to this failure.

The team concluded that the root cause of the failures wts madequate design control. De
modificanon promss that installed the rrucroprocessor based timer / relays in 1990 did not
place adequate control on the selecuon and review for suitability of the new timer /telays.
The suscepobility of miuvr-r based equipment to voltage disturbanas and
electromagnene mterference was well known at the nme of this design change. It does not
appear that adequate detail was provided in the design spect5 canon generated for the
amer / relays or in the commercial grade quanficanon tesung for these components. Weak
design control was also cited as the cause for the failure of six load sequencer umer/ relays
dunng the previous failure of the load sequencers m 1992. We are also concemed that
dunng the mstallaton of the diodes, a malfuncuon was idennfied dunng post modification ,

tesung with the starung sequence step of the auxiliary feedwater pump. "Diis malfuncuon I

required additional design changes to the scouencer and pump starung logic.

|
Based on the potennal of recurnng design control issues and the significance of this event,

'

we are plannmg to schedule u enforcement conference to discuss the circumstances
surrounding this issue. 'P.e details and schedule for the enforcement conference will be
provided in a separate curtespondence.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulanons, a copy of this letter and
the enclosed inspeccon repon will be placed in the NTC Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any quescons you have concerning this inspeccon.

Sincerely,

&s f /$
Charles L Miller, Acnng Deputy Director
Division of Reactor Safety

Enclosure: NRC Region i Inspecuon Repon No. 50412/93-81
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CC 2 l '99

Duquesne Light Company 3

cc w/enci:
G. S. Thomas, Vice President, Nuclear Services
D. E. Spoetry. Vice President, Nuclear Operamons . ,
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY .

l

ne scope of the Augmented Inspecuon Team (AIT)inspecuon was provided by the Region I |
Regional Admimstrator m the Augmented Inspeccon Team Chaner. He team was tasked '

with conducung a detailed review of the circumstances surrounding the failure of both
emergency diesel generator load sequencers dunng rouune surveillance tesung. Specifically,
the team was tasked with developmg a detailed sequence of events, evaluaung the root cause i

determmauon. assessmg the effecuveness of the correcuve accons, and evaluaung the safety
sigmficance of the event,

ne emergency diesel generator load sequencers automatically place vital safety-related
equipment m service if normal power is lost to the emergency busses. Following restorauon !
of power to the emergency busses by the emergency diesel generators, the load sequencer j
umer/ relays are used to load safery-related equipment onto the emergency busses in discrete j
omed steps. The original load sequencers used electro mecharucal timer / relays to gencate !
the timed steps. The electro mechatucal umer/ relays were replaced with digital
microprocessor based umer/ relays dunng the second refuehng outage, in November 1900.
Dunng the third'refuchng outage, m Apnl 1992, routme surveillance tests idenufted three of
the eight microprocessor umer/ relays in each sequencer tram had failed he failures were
caused by a modificanon made to the. timer / relays that conunuously energued the clock
circuits. De root cause for the failures was madequate design control. De NRC conducted
an enforcement conference regardmg this failure and issued a Seventy 1.evel III violanon and
a Civd penalty (NRC Inspecuon Reports 50-412/92-07 and 50-412/93-22). De failed
umer/ relays were replaced and the clock circuits were appropnately modified such that the

!

microprocessor timer / relays were only energued dunng sequencer operacon. '

On November 4.1993, danng the performance of the Operaung Surveillance Test 36.3,
" Emergency Diesel Generator Automauc Test.* the Train-A,2-1 emergency diesel generator
fEDG) load sequencer failed to automaucally load safety-related equipment onto the
emergency bus. Subsecuent bench testmg conducted with the suspect relays was not
successful in idenufving the cause of the failure. An evaluabon of the sequencer logic circuit
by the licensee's engineenng staff idenufied two relays, one m the sequencer ciret.it ano one
in the solid state protecuon system, whose malfuncuon had the potennal to cause the
symptoms observed dunng the surveillance test. Both suspect relays were replaced and the
surveillance test was successfully repeated on November 5,1993.

On November 6.1993, danng the performance of the Operating Surveillance Test 36.4,
" Emergency Diesel Generator Automauc Test," the Train-B,2-2 cmergency diesel generator
load sequencer failed to automancally load safety-related equipment onto the emergency bus.
Diagnostic test equipment had been mstalled on the load sequencer and provided perunent
mformauon on the failure mode. The cause of the sequencer failute was a failed safety
injecton reset microprocessor umer/ relay (762EGSBA). "Ihis timer / relay resets tb load
sequencer when a safety injection signal occurs during a loss of offsite power event. A
contact from this umer/ relay failed to open, which caused the load sequencer to " lock-up"
and fail to automancally load safety related equipment onto the emergency bus.

ii
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"nie failure of botn emergency diesci generator load sequencers would prevent automauc
iniuation of the emergency core cochng system in the event of an accident with a loss of ,

'

normal power. In the event that the load sequencers v ere to malfuncuon dunng an accident
with a loss of normal power, manual operator acuons, in accordance with the emergency
operatmg procedures, would be required to msugate the consequences of the event. ;

However. for some postulated accidents, manual operator acuons might not have been
'

adequate to sausty the design critena for the emergency core coobng systems. De team
concluded that the common cause failure of muluple trains of a safety system required to
nungate the consequences of an accident was a sigmficant event.

The nucroprocessor operated timer / relays failed due to voltage sptkes introduced througn the
timer / relay contacts. The voltage spikes were generated by the aunhary relays that are
controlled by the umer/ relays. Dese spikes were generated when the electncal circuit to the
cotl of an auuhary relay were opened. resulung m the generanon of an "inducuve kick." or
voltage sptke. The ' lock up" of the microprocessors resultext in the failure of the
umeritelays. The failure of the umer/ relays caused the malfunction of the load sequencers.
The exact ta21ure mechanism internal to the microprocessors was not knowri at the conclusion
of this mspection.

'

A modificauon of the emergency diesel generator sequencers was implemented to reduce the
magmtade of the voltage spikes. The moaification mstalled diodes around the auxthary
relays to recuce the magrutude of the voltage spikes. Nmc voltage spike suppression diodes
were mstalled in eacn emergency diesel generator load secuencer. The post modification |

tesung idenu6ed a de6ciency with the mstallauon of the diodes, The mstallauon of the |

dioces increased the drop-out time of the relays, which caused the auxthary feedwater pump
to stan at the wrong scouence step. The aunhary feedwater pump starting circuits and the
sequencer loFic circuits were modified to correct this problem.

The team concluded that the modificauon that mstalled the microprocessor umer/ relays was
inadequate. The des:gn control for the selecuon and review for suitabihty of the Automauc
Timer and Controls Company ( ATC) timer / relays for this applicauon was not adequate. De
modificauon cesign inputs should have idenufied the potennal for voltage spikmg by the
auuharv relays. This design mput should then have been translated into the equipment
spectrication and the ded:cauon tesung specificauon. The delay in auxiliary relay drop-out
time caused an auuhary feedwater pump to start at the wrong sequence step followmg the
mstallation of the diodes. Further design changes were required to correct this problem.
The team concluded that the implications of the mstallanon of the diodes on relay timmg was
not thorougnty evaluated. The team concluded that the acuons taken to correct the auxiliary
feedwater pump starung logic problem and the installabon of diodes to suppress voltage
spikes were acceptable.

iii
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DETAILS

1.0 INSPECTION SCOPE ;

"The scope of the Augmented Inspecbon Team'(AIT)inspecuon was prtmded by the Region I ;

Regional Admmistrator m the Augmented inspecton Team Charter (Attachment 1).
'

Generally, the team was tasked with conducung a detailed review of the circumstances
surroundmg the failure, dunng routme surveillance tesung, of both the Train-A and Train-B
emergency diesel generator load sequencers. Specifically the team was tasked with:

Conductmg a thorough and systematic review of the circumstances surrounding the*

failure of the diesel generator load sequencers.

Collectmg, anaj zmg and documenting factual information to determine the causes,* y
condiuons, and circumstances pertainmg to the failures, includmg the adequacy of
commercial dedicauon quahfication tesung of the relays and the adequacy of the
licensee's correcuve accons m response to a previous failure of this circuitry.

Evaluating modification controls, design changes, and surveillance tesdng which may*

have contnbuted to the fatlures.

Evaluaung the licensee's review of and response to the failures. including*

implemented and proposed correcuve actons.

Assessing the safety significance of the failures and communicatmg to Regional and*

Heaoquaners NRC management the facts and safety concerns related to problems
idenufied, including single failure vulnerabilides and impact on other safety-related
cauipment, genene implicauons and the need for commumcauon of genene issues to
other licensees.

In addition to the team cr;arter, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action letter (193-020) on
November 9.1993. to confirm verbal commitments made by the licensee to the NRC
regarding this event. Specifically, the. letter documented the followmg accons: (1) The
quaranune and suspension of testmg of the relays and componenu, which may have caused
the failure of the emergency diesel generator load sequencers, unul resumption is authonzed
by the AIT team leader: and (2) Maintain Unit 2 in the cold shutdown mode unut you |

recene authonzauon from the Regional Admmistrator, NRC Region 1. l
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2.0 DETAHIn INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 Background

ne emergency diesel generator load sequencers automatically place vital safety-related
equipment in service in the event that normal power is lost on an emergency bus. If a
postulated accident were to occur concurrently with a loss of normal power, then the load
sequencers would also automancally place the emergency core cooling system equipment
inservice. The load sequencer umer/ relays are used to distnbute the loads bemg placed on
the emergency electncal bus in six discrete Omed steps over a 1-minute period. A total of
eight timer / relays are installed in each emergency diesel generator load sequencer,

ne onginal emergency diesel generator load sequencer timer / relays were Model ATC 305E
electro-mechanical timer / relays manufactured by the Automauc Timer and Controls
Company, incorporated. Dunng the first refueling outage, in 1989, difficulty was
encountered with obtaming the necessary set-point repeatability with the electro-mechanical
umer/ relays. An engmeenng evaluanon was completed to widen the set-pomt tolerances,
thus allowing the Model 305E timer / relays to sausfy the acceptance entena. Rwri on the
performance of the umer/ relays dunng the first outage, the decision was made to replace
these umers danng the second refuelmg outage.

Dunng the second refuehng outace. In Novemoer 1990, the onginal timer / relays were
replaced with digital Model 365A microprocessor based timertrelays manufactured by the
Automauc Timer and Controls Company, Incorporated. The umer/ relays were procured as
commeretal grade components and dedicated by Wyle Laboratories for Class-lE service. To
improve the timer / relay performance, the clock cucuits were conunuously energued on some
of the timer / relays in accordance with vendor recommendations. The load sequencers
functioned properly dunng surveillance testmg conducted following this modificauon.

Dunng the third refueling outage, in Apnl 1992, routine surveillance tesu idenufied three of
the eight umer/ relays in each sequencer train had failed. De failures were caused by the
modificanon made to the umers jhat conunuously energized the clock circuits. Conunuously
energtzing the clock circuits caused overheatmg and the failure of a resistor in the
timer / relays. ne clock ctreuits had been conunuously energized to improve the timer / relay
set-pomt accuracy.

De timer / relay configuranon was changed based on the vendor's recommendanon, but
venfication of the adequacy of this recommendation was not thoroughly tested or analyzed.

| The cause of the failures was attnbuted to madequate design control. De bTC conducted
an enforcement conference regarchng this issise and issued a Seventy Level III violation and a
Civil Penalty (NRC Inspecuon Reports 50-412/92-07 and 50-412/93-22). The failed
omer/ relays were replaced and the clock ciremts were modified such that the timer / relays
were only energtzed dunng sequencer operacon. De load sequencers tested sausfactonly
dunng the eighteen month survetilance tests -W at the end of the outage.

t
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2.2 Event Description

On November 4.1993, dunng the performaneg of Operanng Survedlance Test 36.3,
* Emergency Diesel Generator Automanc Test,' the Train-A, 2-1 cmergency diesel generator
(EDG) load tequencer failed to automancally load the emergency core cooling system
equipment on the emergency electncal bus as designed. De rounne surveillance test, which
is conducted on an eighteen month interval, involved sunulanng a loss of normal power
concurrent with a safety injecuon signal. Dunng the test, the EDG started and reenergized
the associated emergency bus; however, safety-related equipment did not automancally
sequence onto the bus as expected. Approximately two minutes following the failure, the
safety injecuon (SI) signal was manually reset. Resetung the safety injecnon signal caused
the safety-related equipment to begin sequencing onto the emergency bus. De surveillance
test was terminated and trouble-shooung acuvines were initiated.

Bench tesung of the relays was not successful in idennfying the cause of the failure. An
evaluauon of the sequencer logic circuit by the licensee's engmeenng staff idenafied two
relays, one in the sequencer circuit and one in the solid state protecuon system, whose
malfuncnon had the potennal to cause the symptoms observed dunng the failed surveillance
test. Both suspect relays were replaced, and diagnosne test equipment was installed to
morutor the load sequencer operauon. The operatmg survet11ance test was successfully
repeated on November 5.1993. ne diagnosne test equipment did not idennfy any
component failures dunng this test.

On Novemoer 6.1993, dunng the penormance of Operanng Survetilance Test 36.4,
" Emergency Diesel Generator Automauc Test.* the Train-B,2-2 cmergency diesel generator
load sequencer failed to automatically ' load emergency core cooling system equipment on the
bus as designed. Diagnosuc test equipment had been installed on the load sequencer and
provided perunent informauon on the failure mode of the sequencer. The cause of the
sequencer failure was idenufied as the safety injecuon reset relay 062EGSBA). His relay
resets the load sequencer af a safety injecnon signal occurs dunng a loss of nonnal power
event. A contact from this relay faled to open, which caused the load sequencer to " lock-
up" and failed to automaucally load equipment onto the emergency bus. Surveillance tesung
acovines were suspended and an evaluation was ininated to determme the cause for the
failure.

The operauons staff nonfied the NRC of this failure of muluple trams of a safety system in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(i) on November 6,1993. In response, the NRC
dispatched an Augmented Inspection Team on November 8,1993, to review this event.
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2J Safety Significance !
!

The failure of both emergency diesel generator load sequencers would prevent automanc
imtiation of the emergency core cooling systeins in the event of an accident with a loss of
normal power. The automacc imnanon of the wwwcy core cooling systems would have
funcconed correctly for a postulated accident without the loss of normal power. The load I

sequencers would also have funcuoned correctly and InndM safety-rMatM eqmpment in the
event of a loss of normal power without an accident. In the event that the load sequencers
were to malfuncoon dunng an amdent with a loss of normal power, manual operator )

'

accons, in accordance with the emergency operanng procedures, would be reqmred to
msugate the consequences of the event. The manual accons include locally resemng the
motor-control-centers. Resetung the motor-contml< enters is required to restore service
water to the emergency dicsci generators, the high head safety injecuon pump coolers and to
operate essennal emergency core cooling system valves. For some postulated accidents, !

manual operator accons may not have been adequate to satisfy the design entena for the !
'emergency core coohng systems (10 CFR 50.46). The team canelnAM that the common

cause failure of muluple tnuns of a safety system req'*i;ed t0 mitigate the consequences of an
accident was a significant event.

At the cme of the idenufication of this failure, Beaver Valley, Urut 2, was m cold shutdown
and the automauc imnanon of the emergency core system wts not required. However, the
suscepubtlifv of the nmer/ relays to ttus failure mechanism appears to have existed smce the
microprocessor omer/ relays were installed in 1990.

2.4 lead Sequencer Operation

De emerfency diesel generator load sequencers automancally load safety-related equipment
onte the 4 kV emergency busses fouowmg the detecnon of an undervoltage or degrated
voltage conditions on the emergency busses and restoranon of power. Additional emergency
core coolmg system equipment would be placed m service by the load sequencer if the loss
of power were to occur concurrently with an accident. The safety-related eqmpment is
loaded onto the diesel generators in six discrete, umed steps, over s i-minute penod, to
prevent overloadmg the diesel generators. De funcnon of the Train-A and Train-B load
sequencers is idenocal. Therefore, only the Tsuin-A sequencer operation will be desenbcd.

In the event that power is lost to an emergency bus, the *"^ein'M emergency diesel
generator wiu automancally start, and the diesel output circuit breaker will close to provide
emergency power to the bus. He load sequencer blocks the automauc start funcoon of
equq ment on the bus so that loads are place onto the diesel generator in a umed sequence.
Whe the EDG output etreuit breaker closes, the load sequencer master relay (3-EGSAAX)
enerpaes (See Figure 1). De master relay starts seven timer / relays that start the timing of
sequmcer steps 2 through 7. De first step is when the EDG output breaker closes and the
sevet th step resets the sequencer after i mmute.

I

I
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When the umer/ relays for steps 2,3,5 and 6 ume-out, they energize an auxiliary relay,
whsch irutates sequencmg of specified loads onto the emergency bus. The step 4 timmg
relay is slightly different. When it times-out, it energizes a second umer/ relay. This slave
umer/ relay energtzes an auxiliary relay for 2 seconds, dunng which time an auziliary
feedwater purnp and/or a quench spray pump may start. The auxiliary feedwater pump and
the quench spray pump may also start any time after step 7. Step 7 is the final step in the
sequencer, and it resets the load sequencer by deenergizmg the master relay (3-EGSAAX).

The load sequencer is designed to reset fouowing a safety injection (SI) or a Phase-B
contamment isolanon (CIB) signal. The reset is requurd because the loads required during a
S1 or CIB are different than those required for a loss of nortnal power alone. Therefore, by
resetung the load sequencer, the appropriate equipment is automancally placed in service. If
the sequencer. receives a reset s gnal after it has started runrung, loads already connected to
the bus will remain operating. The reset of the load sequencer occurs when the Si reset .
umerirelay or the CIB reset timer / relay are energized These relays are energized by ,

I

engineered safety feature actuanon system.

Each tram of the load sequencer has eight Automate Timer Controls. Model 365A !

microprocessor umerirelays. The microprocessor omerirelays are used for SI and CIB reset,
sequence steps 3-6 scouencer reset, and the step 4 slave umer. The step 2 timer is a Model f
ITE 62K timer / relay manufactured by Asea Brown Boven (ABB). The Model ITI;-62K
umerirelay is used for step 2 because of the additional accuracy necced in the timing of this
step.

I
All of the auxiliary relays in the sequencer ctreuits are Model RXMR2 electro-mechanical
relays. The RXMH-2 relays were manufactured by Asca Brown Boveri.

A detailed desenpuon of the load sequeno r operaton is provided m Appendix B of this
inspecuon report. A simplified logic diagram of the load sequencer circuit is provided in
Figure 1.

2.5 Root Cause Failurt Analysis

2.5.1 Sequencer Logic Failure

The con 0gurauon and operauon of the Train-A and Train-B EDG load sequencers are
idenocal: therefore, only the Train-A sequencer operanon and failure will be descnbed. The
lu:ensee installed diagnosuc test equipment on the 2-2 cmergency diesel generator load
sequencer pnor to the performance of the operaung surveillance test. Followmg the failure
of the load secuencer, the informauon collected from the diagnosuc test equipment was

analyzed to determme the cause.
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The cause of the load seysencer failure was determined to be the malfuncuon of the safety
injeccon microprocessor umer/ relay (762-EGSAA) that is used for seq"wn reset.
Specifically, the microprocessor timef/ relay nme delay contact opened after a 1/2 second
time delay and then inadvertently re-closed i very short ume later (approumately 30
milliseconds). Clostng of the 762-EGSAA ume delay contact energued the 3-EGSAAX4
relay, which " locked-out" (dw.ngscd) the load sequencer master relay and prevented
further load sequencer operauon.

The diagnosoc test equipment also idenufied that a large negative voltage spike resulted from
deenerguing the aunhary relay (3-EGSAAX4) coil. The aunhary relay coil (3-EGSAAX4)
deenergued when the mimymmur emerhelay (762-EGSAA) time delay contact (762-
TDO) opened. The spike was generated by the sudden change in current in the aunhary
relay coil (inductor). The rise and fall times of the voltage spike were very fast and the
amplitude of the voltage sptke was in excess of 1100 volts at the 762-TDO contact. The
voltage spike was transmitted back into the input, power line, and electronics of the
microprocessor timer / relay (762-EGSAA) by the arc shower process across the 762-TDO
contact. De resulting electrome interference caused the microprocessor to malfunction and
reclosed the 762-TDO contact.

2.5.2 Microprocessor Thner/ Relay Fallure

The licensee conducted a senes of bench tests of the microprocessor timer / relays to obtain
additional informanon regarding the failure. The test setup used both a microprocessor
timer / relay and an auxiliary relay. These relays were tested in a ctreuit configurauon
identical to the in-plant configuranon. The results of these bench tests indicated an
intermittent failure mode of the microprocessor timer / relays.

The 2-1 load sequencer was temporanJy modified to allow the performance of in situ testing
of the sequencer without stamng the safety-related loads. The results of this in situ tesung
indicated an intenmttent failure mode of the rnacroprocessor timer / relay (762-EGSAA).
These in stru tests were instrumented to provide informanon regarding the magnitude and
locanon of the voltage spikes that occurred during sequencer operanon.

The licensee also conducted failure analysis tests internal to the miw,numso timer / relay,
he tests concluded that the failure was due to microprocessor malfuncuon. De cause of
microprocessor malfunction was attnbuted to the negative voltage spikes which were
generated when the internal relay deenergued the auuliary relay coil. De internal relay and
contacts (762-TDO) were mounted on the same printed circuit card as the electronic parts:

! and the microprocessor. Consequently, the negauve voltage spikes affected the
microprocessor and electronic circuitry through an indeterminate transient process involving
the internal relay. De exact transient mechamsm was not demu.od at a level below the

| circuit board indications. The timer / relay vendor engineer stated that spvuus of a
microprocessor failure were that the eme display malfunctions and the internal timed relay
deenergizes thus causing the normally closed intemal umed relay contact to close. Since the

!

|
|

|

,
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normally closed contact were used in the auxiliary relay circuit, the result was that the |

auxiliary relay would not be dernergized as required at the end of the miwvve mi |
controlled ume delay. His desenption matched the failure analysis indicanons. "Re vendor
engineer also stated that the probable cauw was due to the inducuve discharge of energy
across the contacts of the internal relay. This would cause transient arcing and could ;

generate electrome interference internal to the timer / relay, which could cause the |
i

rmeroprocessor to malfuncoon. The inductive energy discharge transient across the contacts
is called are shower and ;s always a direct consequence of interrupung an inducuve current. j
De licensee plans to send a nucroprocessor umer/ relay to the vendor for additional failure |

anaJysis of the electrome ctreuitry. |
.

I

Diode suppression of the voltage spikes at the auxiliary relay removed the cause of the arc
lshower effect and allowed the nucroprocessor emer/ relay to funcuon properly, he

effectiveness of diodes in suppressing the voltage spikes created dunng the deenergtzation of
the auxiliary relays was determined by tesung. The micvyia timer / relay and auxiliary
relay were bench tested in the in-plant configuracon with the addition of a diode installed in |

I

parallel with the coil of the auxiliary relay. The results of these tests showed no failures
after approximately 80 operanons and indicated a significant reduenon in the magmtude of |
the negauve voltage spikes. ;

1

The team noted that test results were frequently not well documented. Howev:r, the root
cause evtjuation desenbed arid summanzed all the tesung in a comprehensive, '.ogical
manner.

2.5.3 Engineering Process and Root Cause

To determine the root cause of the failure of the emergency diesel generator (EDG) load
sequencer the team evaluated the load sequencer circuit design, the failed microprocessor i

umer/ relay (762-EGSAA), and the engmeenng process for design control. I

The licensee's engincenng personnel did not suspect that voltage spikes, that normally result
from deenergtzing auxtliary relays, would present a problem in this application of the |
microprocessor timer / relay. This was based on their interpretation of the vendor's data !

Isheet, which did not contain any informanon or precautions that indicated susceptibility of
the microprocessor timer / relay to voltage spikes associated with deenergizing auxiliarv i

1
relays. The hcensee did not conduct any confirmatory tesung, analysis, or wntren
jusuficauon that independently verified the vendor's implied statement concermng the non-
suscepubility of the microprocessor timer / relay to voltage disturbances he team noted that
the wndor's data sheet did not discuss noise suppression when using the contacts to control
direct current (de) powered relays. But 'here were precaucons stated for the annhary relay. |
In the auxiliary relay data sheet, the protecuan of electrome circuits against the auxiliary
relay cott inducuve voltage type transients was covered along with details of diode
suppresuon techruques.
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The modification process and the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluanon for the modification tha, j
installed the smwvy.w,r umer/ relays did not list or evaluate inducove spiking as a

'

possible failure mechanism for the tmwvy. i umer/ relays, even though the possibility ,

of sptking existed. Since no suppression techniques were included in the modification, i

voltage sptkes would, therefore, be present and should have been evaluated. The previous i

failure of the load sequencer in 1992 was aanbuted to weak design control. At this time, an |
opponunity was missed to conduct additional design :rviews of this modification to j
determme if other desir,n control deficiencies existed. ;

The team reviewed the post n. dificacon test data from the initial design change and
determmed that the data did not pi' vide informanon on load sequencer voltage spikes. The ,

licensee's root cause determmanon c2cluded that a more ngorous post modificanon test may |
have identified this failure mode.

The team concluded that the effects of the inductive voltage transient which caused arc !
-

showenng, due to the interrupuon of an toducuve current, were inadequately evaluated in t '

design process. This resulted in a sequencer design with an inherent failure mechamsm that ;

had an extremely high potental for the introducuan of a cornmon cause failure.

Therefore. the team attnbutes the root cause of this event to an inadequate engineenng.

evaluauon of the suscepubility of the miuverocessor relay /nmer to the mstalled (
electromagneoc interference fEMI) service condt fons. The evajuation did not encompass the
EMI sources (such as fast transient voltage spikes /are shower in this case) or the effect of
those EMI sources on the replacement component.

f
2.6 Corrective Actions

2.6.1 Suppression Diode Installation

Mmor design change package (MDCP) number 2057 was developed to prevent the
malfuncuon of microprocessor umer/ relays 162-EGSAAXI,762-EGSAA,862-EGSAA,162-
EGSBAXI, 762-EGSBA and 862-EGSBA, while the miwurw -a timer / relays are ;

deenergtzing their respecuve aux 1hary relays. This was accomplished by the innanarion of '
;

inducove voltage transient suppressors across nine aux 1hary relay coils in each sequencer
tnun. The sequencer umer/ relays and auxthary relays are located in power panel
PNL* SEQ 244.for Tram-A and in power panel PNL* SEQ 254 for Train B. The applicable
poruons of the schemancs showing the pre- dhon and post-modificanon configuranons
of the EDG loading sequencer are provided in Figures 1 and 2 of this inspction repon,
respectively.

t

:

.

>

;

i

>
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ne suppressors consisted of diodes which were mstalled in parallel with the aunliary relay
coils to suppress the voltage ptkes created when the relay coils are deenergized. The
suppressor type selected was an ABB termir.al base mounted, RTXE with the type 2
assembly, nese diodes were designed for use with the ABB RXMH-2 type coil relays and
other ABB type relays. The purpose of these diodes, as explicitly stated in the published
ABB relay data sheets, was "to obtain a dropout delay for de relays or to protec electroruc
circuits agamst transients."

The 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluanon worksheet associated with the modification was
reviewed. ne safety evaluauon idenufied that the only parameters affected by this change
were the voltage and the uming associated with the operacon of the sequencer relays. The
safety evaluauon stated that the addition of a diode to the coil of the ABB RXMH-2 relay
delays the dropout time by approximately 20 rmiliseconds. The safety evaluanon concluded
that this 20 milbsecond delay was not sigmficant compared to the recutred accuracy of the
sequencer, which is on the order of 200 milliseconds. However, the ccnclusion that the 20
milliseconc ume delay would not affect sequencer operauon was incorrect. A proolem with
the auxtharv feedwater ( AFW) pump start sequence was idenufied durmg the performance of
ine funcuonal test 20ST-36.3. With the excepuon of this relay uming problem, the team
determtneo that the MDCP and associated 10 CFR 50.59 evaluauon were adequate.

The mstallacon and amual tesung of the suppressors for the Train A load scouencer was
completec on Novemoer 14. 1993. with the final post-modificanon tesung completed on
November 16. 1993. The Train-B diode suppressors were tnstt.lled and subsequently tested
on Novemoer 17 1993. In addition to the installation of the suppressors, microprocessor
umer/ relays 762-EGSAAX. 862-EGSAAX, and the 862-EGSBAX were replaced.

Auxiliar' Feedwater Pump Logne Change2.6.2 v

Dunng tne riertormance of the diesel generator 2-1 funcuonal test 2OST-36.3, " Emergency
Desel Generator Automauc Tests / the auxthary motor dnven feedwater (AFW) pump
macvertently started tmmediately followmg the closure of the EDG output etreuit breaker,
rather than at load sequencer step 4. Ioad sequencer Step 4 equipment is supposed to load
15 to 17 seconds after the emergency diesel output circuit breaker closes. The licensee
determmed that the cause of the inadvenent start was a delay in the deenergizanon of
aucharv relav 162-EGSAAX, at the begmnmg of the loadmg sequence. He delay in the
deenergizauon of the 162-EGSAAX relay was introduced by the addition of diode
suppressors and was not idenufied dunng the development of the modification. The AFW
pump stanmg logic is idenocal for Train-A and Train-B; therefore, only the Train-A startmg
logic will be desenbed.
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AFW Pumn stamne Irric Ocemion

ne motor dnven auuliary feedwater pump starung logic consisted of three contacts in senes
that were all required to close to start the AFW pump. (Not to be confused with the
simplified schematic in Figures I and 2.) Dese contacts were closed when voltage was
available on the emergency bus, when the load sequenar aunhary relay 162 EGSAAX was
energued (sequencer step 4), and when a safety injection signal was present. The load
sequencer relay 162-EGSAAX was normally energued and deenergued when the EDG
output ciremt breaker closed. His logic was designed to deenergue the 162-EGSAAX relay
before the voltage sensmg relays on the emergency bus picked-up following power
restoranon by the EDG. Demerginng the 162-EGSAAX relay opened a contact in the AFW
pump stamng logic that prevented starung the AFW pump pnor to secuencer step 4 At
sequencer step 4, the 162-EGSAAX relay energued and started the AFW pump.

AFW Pum Stamne ircie Falute

After the failure of the functional test, the licensee reviewed the AFW pump starting circuit
to determme why the AFW pump inadvenently started at sequencer step 1 rather than at
step 4 Dunng step 1 of the loading sequence, the safety injecuon (SD contact in the AFW
pump starung ctreuit was closed. De two addinonal contacts in the starung circuit were the
162-EGSAAX contact from the sequencer and the voltage available o*1 the emergency bus
contact from the bus voltage sensmg relays. To prevent premature stamng of the AFW
pump, the 162-EGSAAX relay must deenergize pnot to the voltage available on the bus
sensmg relays pick-up. This developed a race between the two relays. The installation of
the suppressor diodes around the 162-EGSAAX relay caused a delay in the drop-out time of
the 162-EGSAAX relay. This delay a!! owed the emergency bus voltage relay contacts to
close pnor to the opemng of the 162-EGSAAX contacts, thus s+amng the AFW pump.

De modificanon which installed the diode suppressors did not assess the effect of the delay
in auuliary relay drop out time on the sequencer operation. De associated safety evaluanon
idenufied that the expected delay in relay drop-out was approximately 20 milliseconds. The
safety evaluanon correctly stated that this would not adversely affect the overall delay time in
loading safety-related equipment. However, the safety evaluation did not document the effect
that this would have on the AFW pump start circuit. In addition the funcuonal test measured
the actual delay in relay drop-out time to be approumately 70 milliseconds.

Corrective Actions

in response to this failure, the licensee performed a detailed review of the sequencer circuit
and venfied that no other potennal stan logic problems custed. In order to correct the
failure associated with the AFW pump startmg ctreuit, the beensee initiated an Engineenng
Change Nonce (ECN) to modify the AFW pump stamng circuitry such that the 162-
EGSAAX relay would not be energized prior to load sequerice step 4. De design change
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prevents the possibtbry of havmg the three AFW pump startmg circuit contacts closed pnor
to sequencer step 4. The 162-EGSAAX relay would be energued for 2 seconds at step 4 of
the load sequence. An addauonal change to the AFW pump start circuit was required to
provide a second AFW pump a start signal after the final sequencer step.

Conclubon

The implicanons of the installanon of the diode suppressors on the relay timing were not ,

thoroughly evaldated. Followmg the mstallation of the sury-cri, the delay in slave relay j
drop-out ume caused the AFW pump to start at the wmng sequence step. An addinonal i

design change was required to correct this problem. The team concluded trutt the actions
taken by the licensee to correct this problem were acceptable. However, the team considered
the madequate evaluauon of the suppressor installation on relay timmg as another example of
a weak design control process.

2.6.3 Post Modification Testing

After the installation of the suppressors, the modification design change package required the
performance of sequencer tesung to venfy that the microprocessor umer/ relays and the
auxihary relays were funcuortmg properly. The modificauon design change package required
that cach secuencer tram be tested a total of 30 urnes. Fifteen cycles were to be tmtiated by
loss or normal power with an SI signal. He remaming fifteen cycles were to be initiated by
loss of normal power with a CIB signal. The first and last run for each set of fifteen cycles
were to tie mstrurnented to allow for engtneenng review of the associated traces.

In addinon to the testmg required for the completion of the modification, other in situ tests
were performed to venfy that the mstallauon of the of the suppression diodes allowed for
proper sequencer operauon. In total, approximately 200 in situ tests were performed with no
tailures. Whereas. m situ tesung performed pnor to the tnstalianon of the suppressors
mdicated a failure rate of approsimately 35%. These post-modificauon tests venfied the
operanon of the sequencer for loss of offsite power condicons, separately, and with a SI
signal or a CIB signal. Approximately 20% of these tests were instrumented to venfy that
the voltage spikes were adequately suppressed, and to venfy that the suppression diodes
showed no signs of degradauon. The licensee also performed the Operatmg Surveillance
Tests 20ST 36.3 and 20ST-36.4, " Emergency Diesel Generator Automanc Tests," pnot to
declanng the sequencers operab!c. The team observed poruons of these tests and determmed
that they were acceptable to demonstrate system operability.
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2.7 Equipment Qualification [
!

ATC Timer Relav Dertimen

ne Beaver Valicy Umt 2 Updatert Fmal Sifety Analysis Report. Table 8.1 1, lists the
Insurute of Electncal and Electrome Engtneers Standard GEEE) 323-1974, " Standard for i

|Quahfying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generaung Statons," as acceptance
cntena for Class IE components. This standard was used as guidance for the dedication of !

Ithe ATC Model 365A microprocessor Omer/ relays.
I

The nucroprocessor umertrelays were procured as commeretal grade items iri the spnng of
IWO and installed in the load sequencers in the fall of 1990. The dedication of the
umer/ relays as Class 1E components was controlled through the licensee's engineenng design
change process rather than through the commercial dedicauon program. De design change
package stated that the following accons were necessary to dedicate the relays:

)

A review and evaluauon by a third party of the Class IE environmental qualification |
*

of the nueroprocessor timer / relays. The review and evaluauon was to be governed by j

IEEE 323-1974 (as mterpreted by NUREG-0588, Rev.1) and the seisnue
quahficauon reautrements of IEEE 344-1975. The environmental quahfication
parameters sprrified in the procurement document were: temperature, pressure,
humidity, cumulauve radiacon dose, aging, and seismic forces.

.

An smual cabbrauon and checkout of the relays pnor to mstalianon. !
e

,

A conunuity test of the relay circuits to ensure that they were wired properly.* .

A funcuonal test of each sequencer circuit.*

The third party review and evaluauon was complete by Wyle Laboratones. The review was [
thorough, and provided adequate Jusufacabon for qualificanon of the relays as specified in the
procurement spectiicauon. However, the following deficiencies were noted in the licensce's r

overall quahficauon package for the microprocessor umer/ relays (the combinanon of Wyle's
tesung and the onsite testmg) when compared to the requirements of IEEE 323-1974:

Electromagneuc mterference (EMI) was not considered as part of the relaye

qualificauon. He term EMI encomptset both external (or radiated) EMI and circuit *

inouced EMI. Secuon 6 2C) of IEEE 323-1974 states that Class IE qualificauon
shall include electromagneue mterference.

>

!

,

+

.
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IFEE ?23 requires specificauon of the equipment operaung environment. The*
eenwx mdicated weakness m this area as tilustrated by the following:

(1) The equipment performance specificanons did not define the transient range of
voltage under which the relays were expected to operate. ,

(2) The ctremi configurauon specified in the procurement specification was not the
actual condgurkuon usal for all the relays. Some of the installed relays were
wired with their clock power supplies cononuously energued. De
configuracon quahfied by Wyle had the relays energued only when the
sequencer was called on to operate, his eventually led to failure of the relays
as discovered in the spnng of 1992, nis deficiency was covered by
Enforcement Acton 92-085.

,

The qualificanon documentauon was not organtzed in a auditable form as specified in*

Secuon 8 of IEEE 33-1974 The documentauon supplied by Wyle was thorough; ;

however, the post-modificauon test results were not incorporated in the quahficauon
documentauon.

Following the sequencer failures on November 4 and 6.1993, the licensee modified the :

sequencer design and performed supplemental testing to provide reasonable assurance that the ;

ATC umer/ relays installed in the load sequencers would operate as destgned. They did not, I

however, develop an auditable quahficacon package for the relays. Addiuonally, no !

documentauon was developed to indicate the stanis of the ATC umerirelays in the
warehouse. The hcensee's sparc nueroprocessor umer/ relays underwent third party review
by Farwell & Hendncis, Inc. Since the spare microprocessor relays do not have auditable
quahticauon cocumentauon. and have not received ngorous testing like the installed relays,
their Class lE quabiicauon requires doeurnentauon.

Mesnon Diode Dedication

The team reviewed commercial grade evaluauon. D 905786, for the suppresuon diodes. The
enucal charactensues defined by the licensee were appropnate for the intended applicauon of
the suppression diodes. Addiuonally, the commercial grade evaluauon contamed appropnate
calculauons to support the selecuon of the cnucal charactensucs.

2.8 Generic implications

beajer Va!)ev Soccific

In addiuon to the rnicroprocessor omer/ relays installed in the sequencers, four additional
ATC-365A microprocessor omer/ relays are mstalled in the rectreulanon spray (R]S) pump
starting circuits. Dese umer/ relays start the RSS pumps 628 seconds after the receipt of a i

contamment isolanon phase-B (CIB) signal. A fat!ure of the *D" RSS pump occurred dunng
|
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the performance of surveillance tesung during the week of Novembae 1.1993, The i

timer / relay started the "D* RSS pump at the time the CIB signal was simulated and did not
|

delay the pump start for 628 seconds. The nmer/ relay was removed from the etrcuit for !
further invesuganon and bench testing. Dunng bench testmg,125 Vdc was inadvertently
appbed directly to the timer / relay without a voltage droppmg resistor. De vohage droppmg
resistor was required to reduce the supply voltage to the amer / relay from the 125 Vdc to the
design voltage of 24 Vdc. As a result of t!us error, the timer /selay was destroyed and was
not available for further tesung. A new timer / relay was installed in the RSS pump starung
ctreuit and a funcuonal test was successfully performed. The team considered the licensce's
inadvertent damaging of the failed RSS pump rmeroptreenar umer/ relay as an cumple of
weak troubleshootmg pracuces.

Funcuonal test 2BVII.13.5, "Rectreulanon Spray Pump Test," was performed, with
diagnosuc test eqmpment mstalled, to determme if voltage spikes were affcctmg the
performance of the RSS pump microprocessor emer/ relays. De test idenafied one negauve
voltage spike at the smeroprocessor emer/ relay input from the RSS pump breaker tnp coil.
Dunng accident conditions, the RSS pump would not be tnpped until the CIB signal had
been reset. When the CIB signal is reset, the RSS pump nueroprtcessor amer / relays are

)isolated from the RSS pump startmg etreuit. Derefore, any RSS pump breaker tnp coil i

induced volta w spikes would not adversely affect the microprocessor timer / relay ability to i

start the RSS amp. Ir

in order to determme if any other sobd-state electronic relays had been installed at the
beaver Valley Power Stacon. the beensee reviewed the category one design change packages
(DCPs) implemented over the past five years. This review idenufied four DCPs that
installed sohd-state electronic relays. The relays mstalled by these DCPs were determined to
have adequate documentauon regardmg transient immuruty that enveloped the expected

,

transients conditions, or had been appropnately tested for surge withstand capability, fast
| tranuent and EMI suscepubility. Therefore, these relays should be suitable for their installed

appbcation.

Industry Generic Imobeanons

|
The team determmed that the load sequencer failures at Beaver Valley have genenc|

imphcanons. The genene issue is that licensees must conduct a thorough design review
'

when replacmg discrete component electncal devices with digital, nueroprocessor based
electroruc devices. Specifically, bcensees need to conduct a detailed case-by-case design
review to assure that the digital, rrueroprocessor based replacement eqmpmerit is compatable
for the specific appbcauon. This review is necenary since sohd state electrottic equrpment is
generally more susceptible to damage from system disturbances than their electromechamcal
predecessors, parucularly with rewet to electromagnetic interference and other power
supply instabilities.

,

b
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2.9 Comadtments |
,

The first three commitments listed below were provided in the licensee's letter to the NRC, )
dated November 18, 1993. In addition, the licensee staff stated that a review would bc |

conducted to evaluate the feasibility of addinonal sequencer tesung, and the commercial '

grade dedicanon package documentation for mi-r-wi timer / relays would be upgraded-
It is the team's understanding that the licensee plans to do the following: j

!

1. An ATC timer / relay will be sent to the manufacturer for failure analysis. |
|

2. An evaluanon of the licensee's capability to identify and specify modification tests I

witich detect funcuonal degradation of modified cauipment will be conducted. Until |
complecon of tae evaluanon, Engineenng Assurance and System Engineers will ,

review modificauon packages paar to installation and will concur with the
modification tesung requirements.

3. Engineenng guidelines will be developed which address engineenng requirements for i

the apphcauon of digital solid state componen's as replacements for non-digital
components.

J. A review will be conducted to determine if additional tesung of the emergency diesel
generator sequencers is feasible and appropnate.

5. The qualificanon package for the ATC timer / relays wdl be upgraded to satisfy the
IEEE-3231974 standards. Do:umentauon of the EMI type tesung conducted on the
ATC relay will be included in the commercial grade qualificauon package.

2.10 Conclusions

'
The modificauon stuch installed the Model 365A ATC nucroprocessor timer / relays was
inadequate. The design contrn! for the selecuon and review for su:tability of the ATC
timertrelays for this apphcauon was not adequate. He modificanon design inputs should
have idenufied the potential for voltage spiking by the ausiliry relays. This design input
should then have been translated into the equipment purchase specificauon and the dedicauon
tesung specification.

The imphcauons of the installation of the diodes on relay uming was not thoroughly
evaluated. De delav.tn the slave relay drop-out caused an auxdiary feedwater pump to start
at the wrong sequence step following the instalianon of the diodes. Further design changes
were required to correct this problem. He team concluded that the accons taken to correct
(fus problem were acceptable.
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The installation of the diodes to suppress voltage sptkes was an acceptable correcove accon.
The team mdependentjy venfied the test results and concluded that this modification makes |
the emergency diesel generator load sequencer operable.

Test control and trouble-shooting of the failed relays was weak. For example, the failed
relay from the rectreulanon spray pump was4nadvertently destroyed, prevenung further
mvesugauve tesung.

The conecove actions taken in response to the Apnl 1992 clock failures were adequate.
,

However, an opponuruty to further evaluate the selecuon of the miwurwi umer/ relays I

for this service appbcanon was missed at this eme. The team concluded that the failure |
mechanism and correcove accons taken in response to the clock failures were independent of
the current timer / relay failures.

The qualificauon documentauon for the ATC 365A umer/ relays was incomplete. The j
documentauon did not address electromagneoc mterference issues and was not put together in '

an organized and auditable format as specified m IEEE-323-1974

3.0 EXTT MEETING

The team met with those denoted in Appendix A, on December 2,1993, to discuss the
prehmmarv inspecuon findings wnich are detailed m th:s repon. The eut meeung was open
for public observauon and the NRC answered public quescons followmg the eut meeung.
The sbdes used at tne eut meetmg are provided as Attachment 2 of this mspecuon report.

|

|
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APPENDIX A

Persons Contacted

Qgquesne Licht Cnmngly

* P. Bienick Project fingineer
* L. Freeland General Mgr. Nuclear Operanons
* K. Grada Mgr. Quahry Services Urut
* K. Halhday Director. Dectncal Engmeenng
* F. Liochick $r. Licensmg Supt.
* D. McBnde System Engineer
* D. Mclan Mgr. Mamtenance Engincenng and Assessment
* T. Noonan Gen. Mgr., Nuclear Engmetnng and Safety
* D. O'Neil Gen. Mgr. Pubbe Affairs
* J. Sasala Director, Nuclear Commutucauon
* R. Scheib ANSS Urut 2 |
* J. Sieber Sr. Vice President Nuclear Power Division |

* M. Siegel Mgr. Nuclear Engmeenng Depanment
* G. Storchs NSS Urut 2
* D. $ rues Sr. Enpneer. Nuclear Safety |
* G. Thomas Diviuon Vice Preudent - Nuclear Semce :

* N. Tonet Mgr. Nuclear Safety |
* G. Zupic Supr. Reactor L:.ngmeenng

i
1

WJudtalliciulatory Commmion |

|
* G. IAisori Protect Manager, NRR |
* C. Miller Deputy Diviuon Director. DRS
* L. Roubach Sr. Reudent inspector - licaver Valley

Other

* G. Morns Video Photographer
* J. Musala Reponer
* IL Shaw DLC.reured
* R. liarkaruc Nuclear Engmeer. Pa. State DER /BRP

Avensk I*) denotes those present at the exit mecung conducted on December 2.1993. The
persons contacted hst is not a compretiensive hst of every individual contacted but provides
the pnncipal statf associated with ttus event.
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APPENDIX E

SEQUENCER OPERATION ,

The followmg provides a desenption of the funcuon of the a.p.,cf diesel generator load
,isequencer operanon. The Train-A and Train-B load sequencer operanons are identical;

~

therefore, only the Train-A sequencer operauon will be desenbed. A simplified logic
diagram of this ctremt is provided in Figure 1 of this in& report.

i
secuencer Onennnn :

1. A loss of offsite power will result in the opemng of the normal supply, circuit bnakers
to the emergency bus and the automanc start of the neww, mend emergency diesel

.

generator. The opening of the normal supply circuit breaker to the errersecy bus I

will cause the 52S-ENSAC contact to close.
>

2. Following the EDG attaining rated speed and voltage, the EDG output cucuit breaker I

closes and contact 52S ECPAA closes. This energues master relay,3-EGSAAX,
because the 69-EGSAA and the 3-EGSAAX4 contacts are normally closed. Once the
master relay is energized, its associated contacts in the circuits for the slave j
nmer/ relays are closed allowing the loads to sequence on ie the proper order. 1

.

;

3. When an SI signal is present, contact SIS-K610XA would close.
'

4 The closmg of contact S!S-K610XA provides power to the microprrassor umer/ relay
762-EGSAA.

5. When microprocessor timer / relay 762-EGSAA energues, its timer operanon is
,

started, and its normally open 762-INST contact closes.

6. At the closmg of contact 762-INST, the SI/CIB reset relay,3-EC3AAX4. energizes.

7. When relay 3-EGSAAX4 energues, its normally closed contact in the master relay
|

circuit opens, deenergizing the master relay and consequently all ofits slave timer-
relays.

S. At 0.5 seconds after energizanon of the 762-EGSAAX miww timer / relay
(step 3 above), its normally closed 762-TDO contact opens, h, isuisg the SI/CIB +

reset relay,3-EGSAAX4. The 762-TDO contact stays open unul the 762-EGSAAX j
; microprocessor umer/ relay is reset (i.e. deenergized).

9. When the 3-EGSAAX4 relay deenergues, its normally closed contact, which was [
opened as desenbed in step 5 above, recloses and reenergues the master relay, 3- 6

, EGSAAX, and allits slave timer / relays. Energtnog these slave umer/ relays allows
!

the safety eqwpment to load in the proper sequence.

,
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Docket No. 50 412 g gg
MEMORANDUM FOR: Mamn W. Hoeges Director, Division of Reactor Safety

FROM: Thomas T. Marun, Regional Administrator

SUBJECT: AUGMENTED INSPEC110N TEAM CHARTER FOR FIVIEW
OF COMMON MODE FAILURE OF THE EMERGENCY
DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD SEQUENCERS AT BEAVER
VALLEY UNIT 2

On November 4.1993, dunng the load secuencing test of the 2-1 emergency diesel generator
(EDG), the load sequencer malfunctioned m such a manner as to prevent automauc loading of
the EDG. On Novemoer e,1993, a load sequencer malfunctioned on the 2-2 EDG. Subsecuent
resting revealed that a common-mode proolem exists that may have prevented either EDG from
loaaint automaucally. In order to assess the safety significance of the issue. I have determined
that an Augmented Inspection Team ( AIT) should be initiated to review the causes and saiety
:mphcations associated with these malfuncuons.

The Division of Reactor Safety (DRS) is assigned the responsibihty for the overall conduct of
this Augmented Inspection. Jim Trapp, Team Lader, DRS, is appomted as Augmemed
Inspecuon Team Leader. Other AIT members are idenufied in Enclosure 2. The Division of
Reactor Projects (DRP) is assigned the responsibility far resident and clencal support, as
necessary; and the coordination with other NRC offices, as appropriate. Further, the Division
of Reactor Safety, in coordinauon with DRP is responsible for the umely issuance of the
inspecuon repon, the identification and processing of potentially genene issues, and the
identification and complenon of any enforcement accon warranted as a result of the team's
reuew.

Enclosure 1 re' presents the chaner for the Augmented Inspeccon Team and details the scope of
the inspection. The inspection shall be conducted in accordance with NRC Management
Direcuve ( M D) 8.3. NRC Inspecuon Manual 0325, inspection Procedure 93800. Regional Office
instrucuon 1010.1, and this memorandum.

-

d

Thomas T. Marun
Regional Admitsstrator

Enclosures:
1. Augmented Inspecuon Team Charter
2. Team Membersnip
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When the umer/ relays for steps 2,3,5 and 6 ume-out, they energize an auxiliary relay,
wtuch nunates sequencing of specified loads onto the emergency bus. The step 4 timing
relay is slightly different. When it times-out, it energues a second timer / relay. This slave
timer / relay energtzes an auttliary relay for2 seconds. dunng which time an auxiliary
feedwater pump and/or a quench spray pump may start. The auxiliary feedwater pump and
the quench spray pump may also start any time after step 7. Step 7 is the final step in the
sequencer, and it resets tne load sequencer by deenerginng the master relay (3-EGSAAX).

The load sequencer is designed to reset following a safety injection (SI) or a Phase-B
contamment isolanon (CIB) signal. The reset is requurd because the loads required dunng a
Si or CIB are different than those required for a loss of normal power alone. Derefore, by
resetung the load sequencer, the appropnate equipment is automatically placed in service. If
the sequencer. receives a reset signal after it has started running, loads already connected to

;

the bus will remain operating. De reset of the load sequencer occurs when the SI reset ,
,

'

umer/ relay or the CIB reset timer / relay are energized. These relays are energtzed by
engineered safety feature actuauon system.

Each tram of the load sequencer has eight Automaue Timer Controls, Model 365A
microprocessor umer/ relays. The microprocessor umerirelays are used for $1 and CIB reset,
sequence steps 3-6. secuencer reset, and the step 4 slave umer. He step timer is a Model
ITE-62K umer/ relay manufactured by Asea Brown Boven (ABB). The Model ITE-62K
umettrelay is used for step 2 because c,f the acdiuonal accuracy needed in the uming of this
step. ,

!

All of the aunliary relays in the sequencer circuits are Model RXMH-2 electro-mechamca! |

relays. The RXMH-2 relays were manufactured by Asea Brown Boveri. |

A detailed desenpuon of the load sequencer operauon is provided in Appendix B of this
mspecuon report. A simplified logic diagram of the load sequencer circuit is provided in
Figure 1.

2.5 Root Cause Failure Analysis

2.5.1 Sequencer Logic Failure

The con 6gurauon and operauon of the Train-A and Train-B EDG load sequencers are
idenocal; therefore, only the Tram-A sequencer operanon and failure will be desenbed. The
licensee installed diagnosuc test equipment on the 2-2 cmergency diesel generator load
sequencer pnor to the penormance of the operaung surveillance test. Following the failure
of the load scouencer, the informauon collected frum the diagnosuc test equipment was ,

|
analyzed to detenrune the cause.

Appendix F AIT No. 412/93-81
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he cause of the load sequencer failure was determined to be the malfunction of the safety
injection nuwvy-vi nmer/ relay (762-EGSAA) that is used for sequencer reset.
Spectfically, the microp ocessor timer / relay ume delay contact opened after a 1/2 second
time delay and then inadvertently re-closed i very short ume later (approumately 30
=h=ds). Closing of the 762-EGSAA time delay contact energued the 3-EGSAAX4-

relay, which ' locked-out* (dmig=d) the load sequencer master relay and prevented;

further load sequencer operanon.

De diagnostic test equipment also idennfied that a large negative voltage sptke resulted from
deenergtzing the amhary relay (3-EGSAAX4) cott. De aunhary relay coil (3-EGSAAX4)
deenergued when trie miuvy,wr emer/ relay (762-EGSAA) ume delay contact (762-
TDO) opened. The spike was generated by the sudden change in current m the aunhary
relay coil (inductor). De rise and fall times of the voltage spike were very fast and the
amplitude of the voltage spike was in excess of 1100 volts at the 762-TDO contact. The
voltage spike was transmitted back into the input, power hne, and electrorucs of the
microprocesso; timer / relay (762-EGSAA) by the arc shower process across the 762-TDO
contact. The resulting electroruc interference caused the microprocessor to malfuncuon and
reclosed the 762-TDO contact.

,

i

2.5.2 Microprocessor Timer / Relay Failure |

The licensee conducted a senes of bench tests of the microprocessor timer / relays to obtain
additional informanon regarding the failure. The test setup used both a microprocessor

,

timer / relay and an aunliary relay. These relays were tested in a circuit configt rauon
identical to the in-plant cmfiguracon. The results of these bench tests indicated an
intermittent failus mode of the microprocessor emer/ relays.

De 2-1 load secuencer was temporanly modified to allow the performance of in situ test 2ng
of the sequencer withcut starting the safety-related loads. De results of this in situ tesung
indicated an intermittent failure mode of the stucroprocessor timer / relay (762-EGSAA).
These m situ tests were instrumented to provide informacon regarding the magmtude and
locanon of the voltage spikes that occurred during sequencer operation.

De licensee also conducted failure analysis tests internal to the microprocessor timer / relay.
The tests concluded that the failure was due to microprocessor malfunction. De cause of
microprocessor malfunction was attnbuted to the negative voltage spikes which were
generated when the internal relay deenergized the auxiliary relay coil. De internal relay and
contacts (762-TDO) were mounted on the same printed circuit card as the electronic parts
and the microprocessor. Consequently, the neganve voltage spikes affected the
nueroprocessor and electronic circuitry through an indetermmate transient process involving
the internal relay. De caact transient mechanism was not &Eigdned at a level below the
circuit board indicanons. The timer / relay vendor engineer stated that symptoms of a
microprocessor failure were that the time display malfuncuons and the internal timed relay
deenergizes, thus causing the normally closed internal cmed relay contact to close. Since the

1
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normally closed contact were uied in the auxiliary relay circuit, the result was that the
auxiliary relay would not be deenerFtzed as required at the end of the miww-
controlled time delay. This denenpuon matched the failure analysts indicanons. The vendor
engineer also stated that the probable cause was due to the inducuve discharge of energy

'

- across the contacts of the intertial relay. This would cause transient arcing and could
generate electroruc interference internal to the timer / relay, which could cause the

'
microprocessor to malfuncuen. The inductive energy discharge transient across the contacts
is called are shower and is always a direct consequence of interrupung an inducuve current.

1The lice' a plans to send a microprocessor timer / relay to the vendor for additional failure
analysis of the electroruc circuitry.

Diode suppression of the voltage spikes at the auxiliary relay removed the cause of the are ;
'

shower effect and allowed the microprocessor umer/ relay to funcuon properly. The
|effectiveness of diodes in suppressing the voltage spikes created dunng the deenergization of
~

the auxiliary relays was determined by testing. The microprocessor umer/ relay and auxiliary
relay were bench tested in the in-phnt configuration with the addition of a diode installed in
parallel with the coil of the auxiliary relay. The results of these tests showed no failures
after approximately 80 operanons and indicated a significant reducDon in the magnitude of
the negauve vol: age spikes.

The team noted that test results were frequently not well documented. However, the root
cause evaluauon desenbed and summanzed all the testmg in a comprehensive, logical
rnanner.

2.5.3 Engineering Process and Root Cause

To determme the root cause of the failure of the emergency diesel generator (EDG) load
sequencer the team evaluated the load sequencer circuit design, the failed microprocessor
umer/ relay (762 EGSAA), and the engmeenng process for design control.

The licensee's engineenng personnel did not suspect that voltage spikes, that normally result
from deenergizmg auxiliary relays, would present a problem in this application of the
microprocessor umer/ relay. This was based on their imerpretation of the vendor's data
sheet, which did not contam any information or precautions that indicated susceptibility of
the microprocessor timer / relay to voltage sptkes associated with deenergizing auxiliary
relays. The hcensee did not conduct any confirmatory testing, analysis, or wntten
jusufication that independently venfied the vendor's implied statement concermng the non- j

suscepubility of the microprocessor timer / relay to voltage disturbances The team noted that i

the vendor's data sheet did not discuss noise suppression when usmg the contacts to control
direct current (de) powered relays. But there were precauuons stated for the annhary relay.
In the auttliary relay data sheet, the proirction of electroruc circuits agamst the aunhary
relay cott induenve voltage type transients was covered along with details of diode
suppression techniques.
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ne modification process and the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation for the modification that
installed the microprocessor umer/ relays did not list or evaluate inducuve spiking as a
possible failure mechanism for the nueropromssor Omer/ relays, even tnough the posubility
of spiking custed. Since no suppression techmques were included in the modification,
voltage spikes would, therefore, be present and should have txen evaluatext. The previous
failure of the load sequencer an 1992 was attnbuted to weak design control. At this time, an
opporoitury was missed to condet addzuonal design reviews of this modification to
determme if other design control deficiencies eatsted.

The team reviewed the post modificanon test data from the initial design change and,

determmed that the data did not provide informauon on load sequencer voltage spikes. The
licensee's root cause determmation concluded that a more ngorous post modificauon test may
have idenufied this falure mode.

De team concluded that the effects of the inductive voltage transient which caused are
showenng, due to the interrupuon of an inducuve current, were inadequately evaluated in the
design process. This resulted in a sequencer design with an mherent failure mechamsm that
had an extremely high potennal for the tntroducuan of a common cause failure.

Therefore, the team attnbutes the root cause of this event to an inadequate engtncenng
evaluauon of the susceptibility of the microprocessor relay /nmer to the installed
electromagneuc mterference (EMI) semce condinons. The evaluauon did not encompass the
EMI sources (such as fast transient voltage spikes /are shower in this case) or the effect of
those EMI sources on the replacement component.

2.6 Corrective Actinns

2.6.1 Suppression Diode Installation

Mmor design change package IMDCP) number 2057 was developed to prevent the
malfuncuon of microprocessor umerirelays 162-EGSAAXI 762-EGSAA, 862-EGSAA,162-
EGSBAXI,762 EGSBA and 862-EGSBA, while the mauvrve-r timer / relays are
deenergtung their respective suailiary relays. This was accomplished by the installation of .

moucuve voltage transient suppressors across nine anuliary relay cotts in each sequencer
tram. ne sequencer timer / relays and aunliary relays are located in power panel
PNL* SEQ 24Lfor Train-A and in power panet PNL* SEQ 254 for Train-B. The applicable
poruons of the schematics showing the pre-modification and post-modificanon configurations
of the EDG loading sequencer are provided in Figures 1 and 2 of this inspeccon report,
respecuvely.
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The suppressors consisted of diodes which were installed in parallel with the auxiliary relay |
'

coils to suppress the voltage sptkes created when the relay cotis are deenergized. The
suppressor type selected was an ABB termir.al base mounted, RTXE with the type 2 |

assembly. Dese diodes were designed for use with the ABB RXMH-2 type coil relays and
other ABB type relays. The purpose of these diodes, as explicitly stated in the published ,

!ABB relay data sheets, was "to obtain a dropout celay for de relays or to protec ciectroruc
l

circuits agamst transients." ,

The 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluanon worksheet associated with the modification was
reviewed. De safety evaluanon idenufied that the orJy parameters affected by this change
were the voltage and the ummg associated with the operanon of the sequencer relays. The
safety evaluauon stated that the addinon of a diode to the coil of the ABB RXMH-2 relay
delays the dropout urne by approumately 20 milliseconds. ne safety evaluauon concluded
that this 20 millisecond delay wLs not significant compared to the reoutred accuracy of the
sequencer, which is on the order of 200 milliseconds. However, the conclusion that the 20
millisecond ume delay would not affect sequencer operacon was incorrect. A problem with
the aunliary feedwater ( AFW) pump start sequence was idenufied dunng the performance of
the funcuonal test. 20ST-36.3. With the excepuon of this relay ummg problem, the team
determmed that the MDCP and associated 10 CFR 50.59 evaluauon were adequate.

The instajlanon and imual tesung of the suppressors for the Train-A load scouencer was
completed on Novemoer 14, 1993, with the final post-modificanon tesung completed on
November 16. 1993. The Tram-B diode suppressors were installed and subsequently tested
on Novemoer 17. 1993. In addition to the installacon of the suppressors, microprocessor
umer/ relays 762-EGSAAX, S62-EGSAAX, and the 862-EGSBAX were replaced.

2.6.2 Atniliar4 Feedwater Pitmp Logic Change |

!Dunng tne penormance of the diesel generator 2-1 funcuonal test 2OST-36.3, " Emergency
Diesel Generator Automaue Tests," the auxiliary motor anven feedwater (AFW) pump
inadscrtenuy started immediately following the closure of the EDG output circuit breaker,
rather than at load sequencer step 4. Imd sequencer Step 4 equipment is supposed to load !

15 to 17 seconds after the emergency diesel output circuit breaker closes. The licensee !

deternuned that the cause of the madvertent start was a delay in the deenergtzacon of T

suuharv retay 162-EGSAAX, at the beginning of the loading sequence. The delay in the
deenergizat on of the 162-EGSAAX relay was introduced by the additon of diode
suppressors and was not idenufied dunng the development of the modification. The AFW
pump starting logic is idenucal for Train-A and Trsin-B; therefore, only the Train-A starting |
logic will be desenbed. |

1

i

i

i

!

|
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AFW Pnmn Startina Inaic Onmnnn

ne motor driven aunliary feedwater pump starung logic consisted of three contacts in senes 5

that were all required to close to start the AFW pump. (Not to be confused with the
simplified schemanc in Figures I and 2.) These contacts were closed when voltage was '

available on the emergency bus, when the load sequencer auxiliary relay 162-EOSAAX was
energued (sequencer step 4), and when a safety injecnon signal was present. The load

.

sequencer relay 162-EGSAAX was normally energized and d.energued when the EDG i

output circuit breaker closed. This logic was designed a deenergize the 162-EGSAAX relay
before the voltage sensmg relays on the emergency bus picked-up following power
restoranon by the EDG. Deenergizing the 162-EGSAAX relay opened a contact in the AFW
pump stamng logic that prevented starting the AFW pump prior to sequencer step 4 At
sequencer step 4. the 162-EGSAAX relay energtred and started the AFW pump.

AFW Pumri Stanine inric Failure

After the failure of the functional test, the licensee reviewed the AFW pump starting circuit
to determine vehy the AFW pump inadvertently started at sequencer step 1 rather than at

'

step 4 Dunng step 1 of the loading sequence, the safety injecuon (SI) contact in the AFW
pump statung circuit was closed. The two addiuonal contacts in the statung circuit were the,

j 162 EGSAAX contact from the sequencer and the voltage available on the emergency bus
contact from the bus voltage sensing relays. To prevent premature starung of the AFW
pump. the 162-EGSAAX relay must deenergize pnor to the voltage available on the Nt
sensing relays pick-up. nis developed a race between the two relays. The installatia.' of
the suppressor diodes around the 162-EGSAAX relay caused a delay m the drop-out time of
the 162 EGSAAX relay. This delay allowed the emergency bus voltage relay corr. acts to
close pnor to the operung of the 162-EGSAAX contacts, thus stamng the AFW pump.

The modificacon which installed the diode suppressors did not assers the effect of the delay
m auuliary relay drot> cut ome on tre sequencer operation. The assoc 1ated safety evaluacon
idenafied that the expected delay in relay drop-out was approximately 20 milliseconds. He
saferv evaluation correctly stated that this would not adversely affect the overall delay time in
loading safety-related equipment. However, the safety evaluation did not document the effect
that this would have on the AFW pump start etreuit. In addition the functional test measured
the actual delay in relay dropout time to be approttmately 70 milliseconds.

Corrective Actions

in response to this failure, the licensee performed a detailed review of the sequencer ctreuit
and venfied that no other potential start logic problems existed. In order to correct the
failure associated with the AFW pump starung circuit, the licensee initiated an Engineenng
Change Notice (ECN) to modify the AFW pump starting circuitry such that the 162
EGSAAX relay would not be energind prior to load sequence step 4. The design change
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prevents the possibthry of having the three AFW pump startmg circuit contacts closed pnor
to sequencer step 4. The 162-EGSAAX relay would be energued for 2 seconds at step 4 of
the load sequence. An addiuonal change to the AFW pump start circuit was required to
provide a second AFW pump a start signal after the final sequencer step.

Con-lusion

ne implications of the installation of the diode suppressors on the relay timing were not
thoroughly evaluated. Followmg the installation of the suppressors, the delay in slave relay
drop-out ume caused the AFW pump to start at the wrong sequence step. An addinonal
design change was required to correct this problem. De team concluded that the acuens ,

taken by the licensee to correct this problem were acceptable. However, the team considered I

the inadequate evajuauon of the suppressor tnstallation on relay timmg as another example of
Ia weak design control process.

2.6.3 Post Modification Testing I

|

After the installauon of the suppressors, the modificanon design change package required the
performance of sequencer tesung to venfy that the micropmcessor umer/ relays and the
auxiliary relays were funcuorung properly. The modificauon design change package required
that each sequencer tram be tested a total of 30 times. Fifteen cycles were to be initiated by
loss or normal power with an 51 signal. The remaming fifteen eveles were to be initiated by
!oss of normal power with a CIB signal. The first and last run for each set of fifteen cycles
were to be instrumented to allow for engineenng review of the associated traces.

In addition to the tesung required for the completion of the modification, other in situ tests
were performed to venfy that the installauon of the of the suppression diodes allowed for
proper sequencer operauon. In total approximately 200 in situ tests were performed with no
failures. Whereas in stru tesung performed pnor to the mstaliacon of the suppressors
mdicated a failure rate of approximately 35%. These post-modificanon tests venfied the
operation of the sequencer for loss of offsite power conditions, separately, and with a SI
signal or a CIB signal. Approximately 20% of these tests were instrumented to verify that
the voltage spikes were adequately suppressed, and to venfy that the suppression diodes
showed no signs of degradauon. The licensee also performed the Operaung Surveillance
Tests 20ST-36.3 and 20ST-36.4, " Emergency Diesel Generator Automaue Tests," pnot to
declanng the sequencers operable. The team observed portions of these tests and determmed
that they were acceptable to demonstrate system operability.

I
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2,7 Equipment Qualification

ATC Timer Relav Dedica6cn

The Beaver Valley Unit 2 Updated Final Sifety Analysis Report, Table 8.1-1, lists the
insutute of Electncal and Electronic Engineers Standard (IEEE) 323-1974, * Standard for
Qualifying Class IE Eqmpment for Nuclear Power Generaung Stanons," as acceptance
enteria for Class IE components. His standard was used as guidance for the dedicanon of
the ATC Model 365A microprocessor timer / relays.

The microprocessor umer/ relays were procured as commercial grade items iri the spring of
1990 and tnstalled in the load sequencers m the fall of 1990. The dedicanon of the
umerirelays as Class IE components was contreued through the licensee's engineenng design
change process rather than through the commercial dedicanon program. The design change
package stated that the following accons were necessary to dedicate the relays:

A review and evaluauon by a third party of the Class IE enytronmental qualification*

of the nueroprocessor umererelays. The review and evaluanon was to be governed by
IEEE 3:3-1974 (as interpreted by NUREG-0588, Rev.1) and the seisnue
quahficauon requirements of IEEE 344-1975. The environmental qualification

.,'

parame:ers specified in the procurement document were: temperature, pressure,
humidity, cumulauve radiation dose, aging, and seismic forces.

An inical cahbracon and checkout of the relays pnor to installation.*

A conunuity test of the relay circuits to ensure that they were wired properly.*

A funcuonal test of each sequencer circuit.*

The third party revtew and evaluation was complete by Wyle IDoratones. The review was
thorough, and provided adequate jusuficauon for qualification of the relays as specified in the
procurement specificaton. However, the fouowing deficiencies were noted in the licensee's
overall qualificanon package for the microptrmtar timer / relays (the combination of Wyle's
tesung and the onsite testing) when compared to the requirements of IEEE 323-1974:

Electromagneuc interference (EMI) was not considered as part of the relay*

qualificauon. The term EMI encompasses both external (or radiated) EMI and circuit
induced EMI. Secuan 6.2(2) of IEEE 323-1974 states that Class IE qualificanon
shall include electromagnene interference.

|

|
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IEEE 323 requurs specificauon of the equipment operaung environment. The*

licensee mdicated weakness tn this area as tilustrated by the following:

(1) The equipment performance specificanons did not defme the transient range of
voltage under wruch the refays were expected to operate.

,
(2) The circtut configuranon specified in the procurement specification was not the

|
actual condguranon used for all the relays. Some of the installed relays were
wired with their clock power supplies contmuously enerpzed. The

'
configuranon quahfied by Wyle had the relays energized only when the
sequencer was called on to operate. His eventually led to failure of the relays
as discovered in the spnng of 1992. This deficiency was covered by
Enforcement Acuon 92-085.

The quahficanon documentauon was not orgamzed in a auditable form as specified m*

Secuon 8 of IEEE 323-1974 The documentauon supphed by Wyle was thorough;
however, the post-modificauon test results were not mcorporated in the qualificadon
documentauon. -

Following the sequencer failures on November 4 and 6,1993, the licensee modified the
sequencer design and performed supplemental testing to provide reasonable assurance that the
ATC umettrelavs installed in the load sequencers would operate as des:gned. They did not, ,

however, develop an auditable quahficauon package for the relays. Addiconally, no
documentauon was deveioped to mdicate the status of the ATC umer/ relays in the
aarchouse. The beensee's spare rmcroprocessor tmer/ relays underwent third party review
by Farwell & Hendncks. Inc. Since the spare microprocessor relays do not have auditable
quali6eation documentadon. and have not received ngorous tesung hke the installed relays,
meir Cass IE quah6cauon requires documentauon.

Sgerress!on Diode Dediation

The team reviewed commercial grade evaluation, D-905786, for the suppression diodes. De
enucal chanctensues defined by the licensee were appropnate for the mtended applicanon of
the suppression diodes. Additionally, the commercial grade evaluanon contamed '.ppropnate
calculauons to support the selecuon of the entical charactenstics. ;

1

2.8 Generic Impilcatiens |
1
'

l}sner Valley Soeci6e
I

in addition to the microprocessor timerhelays installed in the sequencers, four additional
ATC-365A trucroprocessor timer / relays an installed in the recirculanon spray (RSS) pump |

starting ctrcuits. Thet) umer/ relays stut the RSS pumps 628 seconds after the receipt of a |
contamment isolation phase-B (CIB) s:gnal. A failure of the "D* RSS pump occurred dunng |

|
2

:
|

|
|

|

|

l
,
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the performance of surveillance tesung dunng the week of November 1.1993. The
amer / relay started the "D" RSS pump at the ame the CIB signal wits simulated and did not
delay the pump start for 628 seconds, ne emer/ relay was removed from the ctreurt for
further invesagation and bench tesung. During bench testing,125 Vdc was inadvenently
appbed directly to the emer/ relay without a voltage dropping resistor. De voltage dropping
resistor was required to reduce the supply voltage to the numr/ relay from the 125 Vdc to tne
design voltage of 24 Vdc. As a result of this error, the timer / relay was destroyed and was
not available for further tesung. A new timer / relay was installed in the RSS pump starung
ctreuit and a funeconal test was successfully perfurim4. De team considered the hcensee's
inadvenent damagmg of the failed RSS pump miuvr m r nmer/ relay as an example of
weak troubleshoottng practices.

Funcuonal test 2BVTI.13.5, *Rectreulanon Spray Pump Test," was perfonned, with
diagnostic test equipment installed, to determine if voltage spikes were affecting the
performance of the RSS pump nueroprocessor umer/ relays. The test identified one neganve
voltage spike at the microprocessor umer/ relay input from the RSS pump breaker tnp coil.
Dunng accident conditions. the RSS pump would not be tripped unn! the CIB signal had
been reset. When the CIB signal is reset, the RSS pump nueroprocessor emer/ relays are
isolated from the RSS pump starang circuit. Therefore, any RSS pump breaker tnp cotl
induced voltaw splies would not adversely affect the microprocessor omertrelay ability to
start the RSS ,. amp.

In order to determine if any other sobd-state electronic relays had been installed at the
Beaver Valley Power Stanon, the licensee reviewed the categoty one design change packages
(DCPs) implemented over the past five years. His review idenufied four DCPs that
installed sobd-state electronic relays. The relays installed by these DCPs were determined to
have adequate documentation regarding transient immunity that enveloped the espected
transients condiuons, or had been appropnately tested for surge withstand capability, fast
transient and EMI suscepubtlity. Derefore, these relays should be suitable for their instaDed
appbcauon.

Industry Genene Imliations

The team determtned that the load sequencer failures at Beaver Valley have genene
implications. The genene issue is that U.cnxes must conduct a thorough design review
when replacmg discrete component c'ectncal devices with digital, microprocessor based
electrome devices. Specifically, li:ensees need to conduct a detailed case-by<ase design
review to assure that the digital, microprocessor based replacement equipment is compatable
for the specific appbcanon. His rev. w is nemry smce sohd state electronic equrpment is
generally more susceptible to damage from system disturbances than their electromechanical
predecessors, parucularly with respect to electromagnene interference and other power
supply ins:abthnes.

Appendix F AIT No. 412/93-81
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2.9 Commitments

ne first three comnutments listed below were provided b the licensee's letter to the NRC,
dated November 18, 1993. In addition, the licensee staff stated that a review would be
conducted to evaluate the feasibihty of addibonal sequencer testing, and the commercial
grade dedicauon package documentation for mimw timer / relays would be upgraded j

It is the team's understandtng that the licensee plans to do the following: I

i

1. An ATC timer / relay will be sent to the manufacturer for failure analysis. !

2. An evaluauon of the licensee's capability to idendfy and specify modification tests
which detect functional degradation of modified ecuipment will be conducted. Unul ;

complecon of the evaluauon, Engineering Assurance and System Engineers ud i

review modificauon packages pnot to installanon and will concur with the
modificanon tesung requirements. |

3. Engineenng guidelines will be developed which address engineering requirements for
the apphcauon of digital solid state components as replacements for non<ligital ;

components. i

1

a. A review will be conducted to determine if additional testing of the emergency diesel
generator sequencers is feasible and appropnate.

,

!

5. The qualificauon package for the ATC timer / relays will be upgraded to satisfy the
IEEE.323-1974 standards. Documentauon of the EMI type testing conducted on the
ATC relay will be included in the commercial grade qualificanon package.

2.10 Conclusions

The modification which inWied the Model 365A ATC microprocessor timer / relays was
inadequate. The desir- il for the selection and review for suitability of the ATC
umerirelays for this ,on was not adequate. De modification design inputs should
have idenufied the potennal for voltage spiking by the auxiliary relays. His design input
should then have been translated into the equipment purchase specification and the dedicanon
tesung specification.

De implications of the installation of the diodes on relay timing was not thoroughly
evaluated. The delav.in the slave relay drop-out causec an auxiliary feedwater pump to start
at the wrong sequence step following the instalianon of the diodes. Further design changes
were required to correct this problem. De team concluded that the acuons taken to correct
this problem were acceptable.
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The installation of the diodes to suppress voltage spikes was an acceptable correcove accon.
The team independently venfied the test results and concluded that this modificanon makes
the emergency diesel generator load sequencer operable.

Test control and trouble-shooung of the failed relays was weak. For example, the failed
relay from the rectreulation spray pump was4nadvenently destroyed, prevennng further
invesugative tesung.

The correcove actions taken in response to the Apnl 1992 clock failures were adequate.
However, an opporturuty to further evaluate the seltcuon of the microprocessor nmer/ relays
for this service applicanon was trussed at this time. The team concluded that the failure
mechanism and correcove acuons taken in response to the clock failures were independent of
the current umer/ relay failures.

The quahfication documentauon for the ATC 365A umer/ relays was incomplete. The
documentauon did not address electromagnene interference issues and was not put together in
an organized and auditable fonnat as specified in IEEE-323-1974

3.0 EXIT MEETING

The team met with those denoted in Appendix A, on December 2,1993, to discuss the
preliminarv inspecuon findings wruch are cetailed in this report. The exit meeting was open
l'or public observauon and the NRC answered public quesuons following the cait mecung.
The shdes used at the exit mcenng are provided as Attachment 2 of this inspeccon report.

|

|
,

1
l
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APPENDIX A

Persons Contacted

Ducuesne 1_icht Comnggly

* P. Bieruck Project Engineer
* L. Freeland General Mgr. Nuclear Operauons
* K. Grada Mgr. Qeahty Services Urut
* K. Italliday Ddettor, Electncal Engmeenng
* F. Lipchick Sr. Licenseg Supr.
* D. McBnde System Engineer
* D. McLam Mgr. Maintenance Engineenng and Assessment
* T. Noonan Gen. Mgr., Nuclear Erigineenng and Safety
* D. O'Neil Gen. Mgr. Public Affairs
* J. Sasala Director, Nuclear Communication
* R. Scheib ANSS Urut 2
* J. Sieber Sr. Vice President - Nuclear Power Division
* M. Siegel Mgr. Nuclear Engmeenng Depanment
* G. Storohs NSS Unit 2
* D. Stucs Sr. Engmeer. Nuclear Safety
* G. Thomas Dmsion Vice President - Nuclear Service
* N. Tonet Mgr. Nuclear Safety
* G. Zupic Supr. Reactor Engineenng

f_f. S. Nue! ear Reculatory Commiss:on

* G. Ednon Protect Manager, NRR
* C. Miller Deputy Dmsion Dtrector. DRS
* L. Rossoach Sr. Resident inspector - Beaver Valley |

|

IOther

*G. Moms Video Photographer
* J. Musala Reponer
* B. Shaw DLC-retired
* R. Barkante Nuclear Engmeer. Pa. State DER /BRP

Astensk (*) denotes those present at the exit rneetmg conducted on December 2,1993. The
persons contacted hst is not a comprenensive bst of every indmdual contacted but provides
the pnncipal staff associated with this event.
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APPENDIX B

SEQUENCER OPERATION

The followmg provides a desenption of the function of the emergency diesel generator load
sequencer operanon. The Train-A and Train-B load sequencer operanons are identical;
therefore, enly the Train-A sequencer operanon will be described. A simplified logic
diagmm of this circuit is provided in Figure 1 of this inspeccon report.

Secuencer Oterannn

1. A loss of offsite power will result in the opening of the normal supp;y circuit breakers
to the emergency bus and the automanc stan of the asscw'stM emergency diesel
genercor. The opening of the normal supply circuit breaker to the emergency bus
wtll cause the 525 ENSAC contact to close.

2. Followmg the EDG attaining rated speed and voltage, the EDG output circuit breaker
closes and contact 52S-ECPAA closes. This energues master relay,3-EGSAAX,
because the 69-EGSAA and the 3-EGSAAX4 contacts n.re normally closed. Once the
master relay is energtzed, its associated contacts in the circuits for the slave
timer / relays are closed allowtng the loads to sequence on in the proper order.

3. When an SI signal is present, contact SIS-K610XA would close.

4 The clostng of contact SIS-K610XA provides power to the microprocessor ttmer/ relay
762-EGSAA.

5. When microprocessor umer/ relay 762-EGSAA energues, its timer operaton is
started, and its normally open 762-INST contact closes.

o. At the clostng of contact 762-INST. the S!!CIB reset relay, 3-EGSAAX4, energues.

7 When relay 3-EGSAAX4 energizes, its normally closed contact in the master relay
~ uit opens, deenergizing the master relay and consequently all of its slave amer-
ays.

S. At 0.5 seconds after energizauon of the 762-EGSAAX miwvmuor timer /reicy
(step 3 above), its normally closed 762-TDO contact opens, deenergtzing the SI/CIB
reset relay, 3-EGSAAX4. The 762-TDO contact stays open unul the 762-EGSAAX
microprocessor timer / relay is reset (i.e. deenergized).

9. When the 3 EGSAAX4 relay dw,ng, its normally closed contact, which was
opened as desenbed in step 5 above, recloses and reenergues the master relay, 3-
EGSAAX, and all its slave umer/ relays. Energizing these slave umer/ relays allows
the safety equipment to load in the proper sequence.

_
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ATTACIIMENT 1

AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM CIIARTER

1

l
i

i
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y 3e ; NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
s j #f GION 8

t .; 475 ALLENDALI ROAD

[ EING oFPmuss'A PE NNs VLV Aki A 194 5 1416's . ' . . . .
Docket No. 50-41 gy g

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mamn W. Hoeges. Director. Division of Reactor Safety

FROM: Thomas T. Marun. Regional Admimstrator

SUBJECT: AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM CHARTER FOR REVIEW
OF COMMON MODE FAILURE OF TIIE EMERGENCY
DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD SEQUENCERS AT BEAVER
VALLEY UNIT 2

01 November 4.1993, during the load scouenem,, test of the 2-1 emergency diesel generator
iEDG) the load sequencer malfunctioned in sucn a manner as to prevent automatic loading of
the EDG. On Novemoer 6.1993, a load sequencer malfuncuoned on the 2-2 EDG. Subscouent
testi.ig revealed that a common-mode proolem extsts that may have prevented either EDG from
kuamp automat:cally. In order to assess the safety significance of the issue. I have determmed
that an Augmented Inspection Team ( AIT) should be iniuated to review the causes and safety ,

mplications associated with these malfunctions. |
,

The Division of Reactor Saferv (DRS) is assigned the responsioihty for the oveta!! conduct of
this Augmented Inspecuon. Jim Trapp, Team 1.cader, DRS, is appointed as Augmented
Inspect 2on Team leader. Other AIT members are idenesed in Enclosure 2. The Division of
Reactor Projects (DRP) is assigned the responsibihty for resident and clencal support, as
r.ecessary; and the coordmation with other NRC offices, as appropnate. Further, the Dmsion
of Reactor Safety, m coordmauon with DRP is responsible for the umely issuance of the
mspection report. the identificauon and processmg of potentially genene issues, and the
ident:0 cation and compleuon of any enforcement acuon warranted as a result of the team's
ICble4

Enclosure 1 represents the charter for the Augmented Inspection Team and details the scope ofi

f the inspection. The inspection shall be conducted in accordance with NRC Management
Directive t MD) S.3. NRC Inspection Mar.uat 0325, inspection Procedure 93800. Regional Office

Instruction 1010.1 and this memorandum.

* w s,., /

[C [ [/
Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosures:
1 Aucmented Inspecuon Team Charter
:. Team Membersnip
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!G 919m |
. tarvm W. Hodges 2 ;'

cc v c,cis: |

1 Tau.ir. EDO !

J Smerek. OEDO .

T. Muriey, NRR
J. Calvo, NRR
C. Rossi, NRR
W. Butler. NRR
F. Miraglia, NRR j

C. McCracken, NRR
1. Wermiel. NRR ,

W. Russell. NRR
J. Wiggms. NRR . $

A. Thadam. NRR
B Gnmes. NRR
S. Yarts. NPR
B Isoper. NRR
E. Jordan, AEOD
D. Ross. AEOD

iV. McCree. OEDO
W. Ranc. DRA. R!
R Cooper. DRP. RI

f
W.12nmng. DRP. RJ

:
C. Miller. DRS. RI I
W. Lazarus. DRP. RI
W. Hehl. DRSS. RI
S. Shankman. DRSS, R1
L. Rosseach. SRI, Beaver Vallev ,

G. Edison, NRR
C. 5;sco. DRS. R1
L. Bettenhausen. DRS, RI
J. Lmville, DRP RI

|
K. Abraham. PAO, R1

i
M. Miller. SLO. R1 !

I

I

I

i

|

;

1

|
|
,
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ENCLOSURE 1

AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM (AID Cil ARTER

The general obectives of this A!T are to:

'
1. Conduct a thorough and systematic review of the circumstances surrounding the failure

of the diesel generator load sequencers.

2. Couect, analyze, and document relevant factual information to deternune the causes,
i

conditions, and circumstances pertaming to the failures, including the adequacy of |

commercial dedication qualification testing of the relays and the adequacy of the
licensee's correcuve actions in response to a previous failure of this circuitry OR
$141:!92-07).

3. Evaluate the hcensee's review of and response to the failures, including implemented and
proposed correceive actions.

4 . Assess the sarety significance of the failures and communicate to Regional and
Heacouarters management the facts and safety concems related to problems idenufied,
mcmaing single tailure vulnerabilities, impact on other safety systems, genenc
:mo.ications and the need for communication of generic issues to other licensees.

I5. Evaluate modification controls, design changes, and surveillance tesnng which may have I

contnauted to the tailures.

6. Prepare a report documenting the results of this review for the Regional Administrator
witnm thirty days of the compicuon of the inspecuon.

,

.
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ENCLOSURE: ,

\IT S1DIBERSlilP
. ,

hrnes Tr:pp. AIT L acer. Daision of Reactor Safety (DRS), Region 1 (Rh

John Calvert, Reactor Engineer. D: vision of Reactor Safety (DRS), R1

Scott Greenlee, Resident inspector Beaver Valley Unit 1 DRP, RI

Richard Skokowski, Reactor Engineer DRS, R1

Eric lees. NRR
- -

Other NRC personnel. consuitants. or contractors will be engaged in this AIT, as neeced.
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AITACIIMENT 2

AUGNIENTED INSPECTION TEAM

EXIT MEETING SLIDES <

:
|

|

|

.

!
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AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM !

BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 2

EMERGENCY DIF1.EL GENERATOR LOAD
SEQUENCER FAILURES

NRC INSPECTION SM12/93-81

EXIT MEETING

DECEMBER 2,1993
10 a.m.

e EXIT MEETING BETWEEN NRC AND LICENSEE.

* NRC WILL ADDRESS PUBLIC QUESTIONS
REGARDING TEAM FIhTINGS.

1
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BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 2
LOAD SEQUENCER FAILURES

INSPECTION SCOPE

* CONDUCT A TIIOROUGH AND SYSTEMATIC
REVIEW OF TIE CIRCUMSTANCES
SURROUNDING TIE FAILURE.

* COLLECT AND ANALYZE FACTUAL
INFORMATION, INCLUDING THE
COMMERCIAL GRADE DEDICATION OF THE
FAILED TIMER / RELAYS.

* REVIEW TIIE ADEQUACY OF TIIE
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE
TO THE PREVIOUS SEQUENCER FAILURE.

,

* REVIEW THE PROPOSED CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS.

* EVALUATE THE MODIFICATION AND ANY
SURVEILLANCE TESTING THAT MAY HAVE .
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS FAILURE.

* ASSESS THE SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF TIE
FAILURES.

DETERMINE IF TIUS EVENT HAS GENERIC*

IMPLICATIONS.

2
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BACKGROUNT)

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD*

SEQUENCER AUTOMATICALLY STARTS
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO MITIGATE THE
CONSEQUENCES OF AN ACCIDENT WHEN
OFFSITE POWER IS LOST.

ORIGINA. LY THE TIMER / RELAYS WERE ATCL*

MODEL 305E AND WERE NOT
MICROPROCESSOR BASED.

.

DURING REFUELING OUTAGE (RFO) 2. LN 1990.*

THE TIMER / RELAYS WERE REPLACED WITH
MICROPROCESSOR BASED ATC MODEL 365A
TIMER / RELAYS.

IN 1992 SIX ATC TIMERS WERE IDENTIFIED AS 1*

FAILED DUE TO INTERNAL CIRCUIT CLOCK !
'

FAILURES.

* TIIE NRC ISSUED A SEVERITY LEVEL III
VIOLATION AND CIVIL PENALTY IN RESPONSE
TO TIIE ATC TIMER / RELAY CLOCK FAILURES.

3
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

e ON NOVEMBER 4,1993, DURING ROUTINE
SURVEILLANCE TESTING, TIE 2-1
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD 2

SEQUENCER FAILED TO FUNCTION.

e ATC TIMER / RELAY 762 WAS REPLACED AhP
TIE SURVEILLANCE TEST WAS
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

* ON NOVEMBER 5,1993, DURING ROUTINE
1

SURVEILLANCE T ESTING, TIE 2-2 |
EMERGENCY DESEL GENERATOR LOAD I

SEQUENCER FAILED TO FUNCTION.

* THE LICENSEE NOTIFED THE NRC OF THE
FAILURES ON NOVEMBER 6,1993.

* lT APPEARED THAT A COMMON CAUSE
FAILURE HAD AFFECTED MULTIPLE TRAINS
OF A SAFETY SYSTEM.

|
| * AN AIT WAS DISPATCHED BY TIE NRC

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR AhT ARRIVED
ONSITE ON NOVEMBER 9,1993.

i

4 |

|
1
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|

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

e THE DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD SEQUENCER
WOULD NOT AUTOMATICALLY START
EAERGENCY. EQUIPMENT.

o !

* TIE FAILURE WOULD ONLY OCCUR DURING A
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER WHEN A SAFETY
INJECTION WAS REQUIRED.

* MANUAL OPERATOR ACTIONS WOULD BE
REQUIRED TO LOAD SAFETY-RELATED
EQUIPAENT.

e RESETTING OF TIE MOTOR-CONTROL-
CENTERS WOULD REQUIRE OPERATOR
ACTIONS FROM OUTSIDE THE CONTROL
ROOM.

e TIE TEAM DETERMINED THAT TIE SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS EVENT WAS HIGH
BECAUSE A COMMON CAUSE FAILED
REDUNDANT TRAINS OF SAFETY-RELATED
EQUIPAENT.

,

5
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DIESEL GENERATOR SEQUENCER LOGIC

+125YDC
i

CLOSES WHEN DIESEL # - CLOSES ON SAFETY
OUTPUT BREAKER CLOSES / INJECTION SIGNAL

j p CLOSESy ; j
i WHEN TIMER
'

RELAY ST ARTS '

.

! !
- CLOSES WHEN

St A VE REL A Y
JEGSAA

y X4
DE-ENERG/IES ,_.--+

OPENS //2 SECOND
AFTER T/MER REL A Y'

STARTS

,' N ! ! ,A
MASTER h | ATC TIMER f / SLAVE 'N

i RELAY ) 4 RELAY j RELAY
}\ 3 E GS A A,' / 3EGSAA\x ,/ 762EGSAA X4

v '

,

!

i

COMMON
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1

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ,

!

A NUMBER OF BENCH AND INSITU TESTS*

WERE PERFORMED TO DETERMINE THE
CAUSES OF TIE EQUIPMENT FAILURE.

* DIODES WERE INSTALLED AROUND THE
SLAVE RELAYS TO REDUCED THE MAGNITUDE ,

OF THE VOLTAGE SPIKES CAUSED BY THE
DROPOUT OF THESE RELAYS. !

* TIIREE ATC TDER\ RELAYS IN TIE
SEQUENCER WERE REPLACED BTTH NEW j
TDIER/ RELAYS. *

* POST MODIFICATION TESTING IDENTIFIED A i
PROBLEM WITH THE AUXILIARY FEEDWATER !

PUMP STARTING LOGIC. |

ADDITIONAL SEQUENCER AND PUMP*
,

; STARTING LOGIC DESIGN CHANGES WERE ,

| REQUIRED TO ELBiINATE TIE AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER PUMP LOGIC PROBLEM.'

!

* EXTENSIVE POST MODIFICATION TESTING OF
|

TIIE LOAD SEQUENCERS WAS CONDUCTED TO
DEMONSTRATE OPERABILITY m)
RELIABILITY.

6 :

;

i

:

I
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?!

GENERIC IMPLICATIONS

|

e THE LICENSEE REVEWED DESIGN CHANGES
MADE TO BOTH BEAVER VALLEY 1 AND 2 TO
VERUY NO SIMILAR CONDITIONS EXISTED.

i

!
* A DESIGN CHANGE MADE TO THE I

RECIRCULATION SPRAY PUMP LOGIC WAS
IDENTIFIED AS CONTAINING SBIILAR ATC
TIAER/ RELAYS.

;

i
I

h

* TIE SPIKES IDENTIFIED IN THE;

|
t RECIRCULATION SPRAY PUMP LOGIC WERE

DETERMINED TO NOT AFFECT ATC
' TBIER/ RELAY OPERATION. !

* TIE NRC IS CURRENTLY PLANNING TO ISSUE
AN INFORMATION NOTICE DESCRIBING THIS
EVENT.

;

|
,

7
i

|
|

|
'
.
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COMMITMENTS

* A FAILURE ANALYSIS WILL BE CONDUCTED
ON AN ATC TBIER/ RELAY.

* THE FEASIBILITY OF ADDITIONA.L
SEQUENCER TESTING WILL BE

'

INVESTIGATED.
!

,.

TIIE QUALIFICATION PACKAGE FOR THE ATC*

TIMER / RELAYS WILL BE UPGRADED.
t

* AN EVALUATION OF POST MODIFICATION !

TESTING WILL BE CONDUCTED.
'

* ENGINEERING GUIDELINES FOR
REPLACEMENTS WITH DIGITAL SOLID STATE
COMPONENTS WILL BE DEVELOPED. i

:

|
f

f

.

k

8
.

.

:
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CONCLUSIONS

* TIE MODIFICATION THAT INSTALLED TIE
MODEL 365A, ATC. TIMER / RELAYS WAS
INADEQUATE. :

* A WEAK TECHNICAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE
MODEL 365A TIMER / RELAY LIMITATIONS,

,

APPLICATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY TIE :

ENGINEERING DEPARThENT WAS TIE ROOT -

-

CAUSE FOR THIS FAILURE. i

!

* TIIE CORRECTIVE ACTION THAT INSTALLED 1

DIODES TO SUPPRESS TIE VOLTAGE SPIKES :

WAS ACCEPTABLE.
!

* TROUBLE-SHOOTING ACTIVITES AND i

TESTING FOLLOWING TIE FAILURE WERE :

POORLY PLANNED AND WERE FREQUENTLY
NOT FORMALLY DOCUMENTED.

'* TIE QUALIFICATION DOCUhENTATION FOR
TIE ATC TIMER / RELAYS WAS INCOMPLETE.

| * THE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN IN
| RESPONSE TO TIE PREVIOUS CLOCK CIRCUIT '

| FAILURE WERE APPROPRIATE AND WERE
i INDEPENDENT OF THE CURRENT FAILURE.

i
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!

ENFORCEAENT ACTIONS

.,

AN NRC ENFORCE 51ENT CONFERENCE WILLe

BE SCIEDULED TO DISCUSS THE EVENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE
FAILURE OF TIE EhERGENCY DIESEL
GENERATOR LOAD SEQUENCERS.
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APR 151993

Docket No. 50-440

Centerior Service Company
ATTN: Mr. Robert Stratman

Vice President
Nuclear - Perry

c/o The Cleveland Electric illuminating
Company

10 Center Road
Perry, OH 44081

Dear Mr. Stratman

The enclosed report refers to a special onsite review by an NRC Augmented
Inspection Team (AIT) on March 27, 1993, through April 2, 1993, relative to
the service water pipe break at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant on
March 26, 1993, and the subsequent flooding in some areas in the plant. The
team was composed of Messrs. R. D. Lanksbury, J. F. Schapker, A. Vegel, and
J. G. Guzman of this office; Dr. R. B. Landsman of this office; and
Mr. G. P. Hornseth of the Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). The
report also refers to the followup activities of your staff and to the
discussion of our findings with Mr. D. P. Igyarto and others of your staff at
the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our Augmented Inspection Team repu,t :s otifies areas
examined during the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consistec'
of a selective examination of procedures, and representative records,
observations, and interviews with personnel.

The Augmented Inspection Team was formed to gather information on the event.
Specifically, the team examined your response to the event, effects of

Itflooding, root causes of the pipe break, and proposed corrective actions.
is not the responsibility of an Augmented inspection Team to determine
compliance with NRC rules and regulations or to recommend enforcement actions.
These aspects will be reviewed in a subsequent inspection.

AThe consequences of the event posed no threat to public health and safety.
minor gaseous radiological release occurred but was not directly attributable

The release was minimal and well below regulatory limits.to the event.
Response to the event required a rapid reactor shut down, including a manualAllreactor scram, and the consequent actuation of safety equipment.
equipment operated as expected during recovery from the event. No significant
operational * safety parameters were approached or exceeded. Internal plant ..

flooding was limited and did not reach a level that could affect safety .
related egoipment,

lhe pipe rupture is believed to have resulted from a small perforation and
leak in the pipe which slowly grew in size due to erosion. Several potential
root causes for development of the initial perforation were identified.
Howevar, the f ailure analysis effort was hampered by the fact that substantial

9'304260049 930415 , A|h
PLM ADOCK 0500o440
0 PDR
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Centerior Service Company 2

portions of the f ailed pipA were lost at the time of pipe rupture. As a
result, a single root cause could not be determined; furthermore, it is
unlikely that additional investigation will yleid an answer. The team does
believe that the conditions which led to the pipe rupture were localized. The
local failure mechanism concept appears to be supported by the absence of
widespread cracking which would result from excessive bending or other gross
loads durir.g service. Inspection of the limited sections of service water
system piping that could be observed by the team indicated that no system wide
degradation appeared to have occurred.

Your initial recovery from the event was thorough. However, corrective
actions from a similar event in December 1991 had only partiality been
implemented and, as a result, internal flooding that had occurred previously
occurred again through the same or similar pathways. At the conclusion of
this inspection you had not yet completed formulating your corrective actions
for this event. As a result, the team was unable to review them. We
understand that you will provide your corrective actions as specifi6d in the
Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) dated March 30, 1993. We will continue to
closely follow your repair efforts and other corrective actions that you plan.
We also understand that you are evaluating the feasability of performing
periodic inspections of the service water system. We would appreciate you
addressing this issue in your response to the CAL

The team concluded that the operators safely responded in an excellent manner
to the event and that their actions were indicative of a strong knowledge of
plant systems and procedures.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
|

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY li"EERT 1 MILLEE
'

',g/
A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: Ali Report '

No. 50-440/93006(ORS) !

l

| $1e Attached Distribution
Rill Rlli Rill Rll! Rlll NRR
c - - - - - - - % . ..t ta . n em. . an -- .,

tanksbury Landsman Schapker Vegel Cuzman Hornseth

Rlil Rill RI S Rill
y .. a . a . . .. . .q 9, g je '

Greger Martin [M1}ler . Davis g

i4@ p
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were lost at the time of pipe rupture. However, the team believes that the
cause of the pipe rupture was local to the failure location and was not the
result of general system wide degradation. The local failure mechanism
concept appears to be supported by the absence of widespread cracking which
would result from excessive bending or other gross loads during service.
Visual examination of exposed portions of the pipe, and the portions cf the
pipe removed during excavation, indicated that no significant system wide
degradation or damage appeared to have occurred. However, due to the brittle
nature of fiberglass pipe, it is susceptible to local damage. The possible
existence of other locally degraded locations cannot be ruled out without a
detailed inspection of the rest of the service water system.

Your initial recovery from the event was thorough. However, corrective
actions from a similar event in December 1991 had only partiality been
implemented and, as a result, internal flooding that had occurred previously
occurred Lgain through the same or similar pathways.

The team concluded that the operators safely responded in an excellent, manner
to the event and that their actions were indicative of a strong knowledge of
plant systems and procedures.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: AIT Report
No. 50-440/93006(DRS)

See Attached Distribution geT
., Rill R]ll Rlll NRR

Willi, RIl :

D }- f RA f h .vjp % pr> { bd
l Guzman Hornseth

Veoe% g,y,/) y *thlOker
Schap%Lanksbury Landsman

+'IM!+49-e[Nlb .s //4 /qg
R!l! R!l! ~ Rlll R!ll

fik ' y ,

G?Fger Martin Miller Davis
~ 4

. . . _
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Distribution:

cc w/ enclosure
F. R. Stead, Director, Nuclear

Support Department
D. P. Igyarto, General Manager,

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Kevin P. Donovan, Manager,

Licensing and Compliance Section
S. F. Kensicki, Director, Perry

Nuclear Engineering Dept.
H. Ray Caldwell, General

Superintendent Nuclear Operations
Licensing Fee & Debt Collection

Branch
Resident Inspector, RIII
Terry J. Lodge, Esq.
James R. Williams, State of Ohio
Robert E. Owen, Ohio

Department of Health
A. Grandjean, State of Ohio,

Public Utilities Commission
The Chairman
Commissioner Roget s
Commissioner Curtiss
Commissioner Remick
Commissioner de Planque1

D. C. Trimble, Jr. OCM

D. A. Ward. ACRS
J. M. Taylor, EDO
J. H. Snterek, DEDR
G. E. Grant EDO
T. E. Murley, hRR
J. G. Partlow, NRR
J. W. Roe, NRR
J. A. Zwolinski, NRR
J. N. Hannon, NRR
W. T. Russell, NRR
C. E. Rossi, NRR
A. E. Ehaffee, NRR
R. L. Spessard, AE0D
E. L. Jordan, AE00
M. W. Hodges, RI
A. F. Gibson, Ril
S. J. Collins, RIV
K. E. Perkins, RV

bec: PUBLIC -
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PERRY UNIT 1 SERVICE WATER PIPE BREAK
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N
.

REGION 111
,

Report No. 50-440/93006(DR$)

Docket No. 50-440 License No. NPF-58
!

Licensee: Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
|Post Office Box 5000 i

Cleveland, OH 44101 '

facility Name: Perry Nuclear' Power Plant

Inspection At: Perry Site, Perry OH

Inspection Conducted: March 27, 1993 - April 2, 1993 |

Inspectors: R. B. Landsman, DRP |
J. F. Schapker, DRS
J. G. Guzman, DRS

.

'

G. P. Hornseth, NRR
A. Vegel, Resident inspector - Perry

%D
Approved By: D - . bm - *!/tdu

Roger D. Lin Date.

Team Leader
'

I
e f -

Approved By: /O h- 4 [N [r,3
T. O. Martin, Acting Director Date
Division of Reactor Safety

Insoectien Summary ,

Insoection on March 27.1993. - Aoril 2.1993 (Pecort No. 50-440/93006fDRS)

Areas Inspected: Special Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) inspection conducted i
in response to the service water pipe break event at Perry Nuclear Power Plant
on March 26, 1993. The review included validation of the sequence of events,
evaluation of the root cause for the pipe break, review of the service water
system's performance and maintenance history, evaluation of operator response ,

to the event, evaluation of the effects of flooding, evaluation of the
licensee's event classification and reporting, and evaluation of the
licensee's corrective actions to the December 1991 circulating water pipe
break.

,

Pesults: No violations or deviations were identified in any of the areas
inspected. No significant operational safety parameters were approached or
exceeded. Four radial breaks in the pipe were identified. Two were about
5-inches apart and appeared to be the location where the pipe rupture
occurred. Two secondary pipe breaks, one on either side of the rupture

9304260055 930415 i
PDR ADOCK 05000440 '
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location, were also identified. The team conc'uded that the root cause of the
f ailure was an initial perforation that slowly grew and ultimately resulted in
the pipe rupture. Several potential root causes for development of the
initial perforation were identified. However, the failure analysis effort was
hampered by the fact that substantial portions of the failed pipe were lost at
the time of pipe rupture. There was evidence that the pipe leaked for a
significant time period prior to the rupture. No pipe joint was involved in
the failure. The team did believe that the cause of the pipe rupture was
localized and was not the result of general system wide degradation. The
local failure mechanism concept appeared to be supported by the absence of
widespread cracking which would result from excessive bending or other gross
loads during service. Visual examination by the team of exposed portions of
the pipe, and the portions of the pipe removed during excavation, indicated
that no other significant degradation appeared to have occurred. The
secondary pipe breaks appeared to be the result of unsupported soll and
asphalt caving in af ter the water flow was stopped.

The team concluded that the operators responded in an excellent gnanner and
that their actions were indicative of a stro:.g knowledge of plant systems and
procedures.

2
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Event Sumary

On March 26, 1993, at about 3:22 p.m. (EST) a nonsafety-related 30-inch
fiberglass pipe carrying service water (SW) from the SW pump house to the
Unit I turbine building catastrophically failed approximately 13-feet
underground causing the asphalt covered ground to heave up. The break was
locateo in the west plant yard approximately 50-feet south of the water
treatment building. Water from the pipe break flooded the western portion of |

the site and entered various plant buildings causing minor flooding (up to 6 )
to 8-inches) of areas inside the plant. The entry points were primarily
through electrical conduits connected to flooded electrical manholes in the
vicinity of the pipe break. Secondary entry points were from flow under
various doors on the exterior of the buildings. Reactor operators commenced a
fast reactor shut aown and manually scramed the reactor from about 66 percent
power at approximately 3:26 p.m. Under the licensee's emergency plan an Alert
was declared at 3:35 p.m. due to flooding. The SW leak was stopped
approximately 16-minutes after the pipe rupture when the operators stopped the
SW pumps. The plant was placed in cold shutdown at 10:10 p.m. on March 26
and the Alert was terminated on March 27 at 1:05 a.m.

The resident inspectors responded to the event. A subsequent review by the
residents and licensee personnel indicated that no safety-related equipment
was affected by the flooding. Some water entered the high pressure core spray
(HPCS) pump room, apparently by dripping down through the pump maintenance
access hatches above the pump, and a small amount of water conveyed through
electrical conduits entered the emergency service water pump house. No water
was observed in any of the remaining rooms containing emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) equipment. Some consafety-telated equipment, such as the offgas
system glycol control panel, was affected. Radioactive contamination of
basement floor areas in several of the site buildings resulted from flood
waters flowing through existing contaminated areas and from floor drains
backing-up.

1.2 Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) Formation 1

1

Region !!! staffed the Incident Response Center (IRC) and headquarters i

personnel monitored the event. Senior NRC managers determined that an A!T was |
warranted to gather infomation on the SW pipe break. On Saturday, !

March 27, 1993, an AIT was fomed consisting of the following personnel:

Team Leader: R. D. Lanksbury, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 38.
Division of Reactor Projects (DRP)

3
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Team Members: R. B. Landsman, Project Inspector Section IA, DRP
J. F. Schapker, Reactor Inspector, Materials and

Processes Section, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)
A. Vegel, NRC Resident Inspector, Perry Nuclear Power .

'Plant, DRP
J. G. Guzman, Reactor Inspector, Materials and

Processes Section, DRS
'G. P. Hornseth, Materials Engineer, Materials and

Chemical Engineering Branch Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR)

The team leader and two of the team members were on site by the evening of
March 27. The full team was on site the morning of March 29, in parallel
with formation of the AIT, Region III issued a Confirmatory Action Letter
(CAL) (Attachment 1) on March 30, which confirmed certain actions in support
of the team.

1.3 AIT Charter

A charter was formulated for the AIT and tran:mitted from Edward 3. Greenman
to Roger D. Lanksbury on March 27, 1993 (Attachment 2) with copies to
appropriate EDO, NRR, AE00, and Region III personnel.

The AIT was terminated on Friday, April 2,1993.

2.0 Descriotion of the Event

2.1 Service Water System Description

The purpose of the nonsafety-related service water (SW) system was to provide
cooling water to various auxiliary mechanical equipment throughout the
turbine, auxiliary, and radwaste buildings, and the control complex. The
system was capable of removing heat given up by various nonsafety-related heat
exchangers including the turbine building closed cooling (TBCC) heat
exchangers, the turbine lube all coolers, and the nuclear closed cooling (NCC)
beat exchangers. The system design included four one-third capacity vertical
wet pit pumps, each with a total discharge head (TDH) of 140-feet (nominally
60 psig) at a design capacity of 23,500 gpm. SW flow was through a once-
through open loop piping network where lake water was pumped through the tube
side of the heat exchangers being cooled and was then returned to the lake by
way of discharge tunnel return lines. The system also supplied makeup water
to the cooling tower basins and to the screen wash pumps.

Piping throughout the systsm was either carbon steel or fiberglass reinforced
plastic (FRP) and is non-seismic category 1. FRP piping was used exclusively .

; in the portions of the system which were installed underground or outdoors and |
' was constructed to meet the requirements of the American Society of Chemical
| Engineers (ASCE) Manuals and Reports on Engineering, Practices 837, for j

plastic pipe and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler |i

| and Pressure vessel Code. Section X. SW flow was routed from the SW pump |
house to the plant through an underground 54-inch diameter FRP pipe (see i

Figure I for a ger.eral SW piping arrangement). The fiberglass supply lines |

|

4

|

| |
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were designed to Line Specification P16-7 which had a design pressure of
100 psig. Normal operating pressores were in the 40 psig range.

a

As the $4-inch FRP pipe approached the plant, a 30-inch FRP pipe branched off
at 90 degrees to direct flow to the Unit I turbine building. It was this line
that experienced the break. The 54-inch pipe then transitioned to a 48-inch
FRP pipe and then to a 42-inch FRP pipe that supplied flow to the control
complex. A branch line from the 48-inch pipe that went to Unit 2 had been
sealed off. The FRP piping transitioned to carbon steel piping at the
building penetrations.

Piping for the SW system inside the plant was carbon steel. As the SW piping
exited the plant, it converted back to FRP piping. Underground FRP piping was
used to return the SW to the discharge tunnel. The lower pressure TRP
dischara lines were designed to Line Specification R16-7 which had a design
press- ' 50 psig. The operating discharge pressure was normally about .
9 psf

2.2 Sequence of Events

At 1:14 p.m. (EST) on March 26, 1993, with the plant at 100 percent reactor
power, plant personnel reported water coming up from the perimeter of a
concrete slab on which a trash compactor and dumpster were sitting and a
concrete slab for one of the underdrain system manways. The surrounding areas
were covered with asphalt. The concrete slabs were located in the area south
of the water treatment building. Witnesses inttially reported water bubbling
up approximately 4-inches. The water was coming from the asphalt-to-concrete
joint around three sides of the concrete slabs. After discovery, the licensee
att i to determine the source of the leak by stopping flow through the
und and piping systems known to be in the area (emergency service water
(ESw, .d condensate transfer) with the exception of service water (SW) which
could not be isolated during plant operation. Stopping flow through ESW at
1:28 p.m. showed no affects to the water leaking from the pavement.
Subsequent plant walkdowns showed no intrusion of water in the plant. At
2:47 p.m., isolation of condensate transfer system underground piping showed j
no effects on the leakage flowrate. Plant walkdowns were still reporting no 1

water intrusion. Water continued bubbling up from the pavement and the
licensee concluded that the water was the result of a SW leak and that a plant
shut down would be required. At 3:22 p.m., low SW discharge pressure
(24 psig) was noted and the fourth (of four) SW pumps was started in
accordance with plant procedures. At about this same time, people in the
vicinity of the leak observed the asphalt heave up with a substantial increase

.

|
in the amount of water coming from the area. |

At 3:25 p.m., the Shift Supervisor ordered a fast reactor shut down in

accordance with off normal instruction (ONI)-P41 (Loss of Service Water) due
to the rupture of a 30-inch SW line. The fast reactor shut down reduced
reactor power to 66 percent and a manual scram was initiated at 3:26 p.m.
Plant emergency instruction (PEI)-B13 (Reactor Pressure Vessel Control) was
entered when reactor vessel water level dropped to level 3 (178-inches above
the top of active fuel). At approximately 3:27 p.m. the main turbine was
manually tripped. At about this same time plant personnel provided the first
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reports of wat'er intrusion into the plant. Ey 3:30 p.m., water had entered,
the service, intermediate diesel, radwaste, turbine, offgas, and auxiliary
b.;Mdings as well as the control complex.

An Alert was declared at 3:35 p.m. based or flooding and at 3:38 p.m. the SW
system was shut down. The motor driven feedwater pump was also started at
3:38 p.m. in accordance with the reactor scram procedure (0N1-C71-1). Reactor
level control was shif ted from the feedwater system to the reactor core
isolation cooling (RCIC) system at 3:41 p.m. due to the impending loss of the
condensate system. By 3:52 p.m., both residual heat removal (RHR) pumps *A*
and *B" were operating in the suppression pool cooling mode to remove the heat
loads added by the RCIC system. At 3:55 p.m. reactor recirculation (RR) pump
*B* was shut down.

At 4:12 p.m. water levels in the plant were reported to be decreasing and were
down to 2-inches in the control complex from a high of 6 to 8-inches. PEl-B13
was exited at a:20 p.m. and integrated operating instruction (101)-7 (Cooldown
Following Reactor Scram, Main Condenser Available) was entered. At 4:45 p.m.,
reactor pressure control was shifted from the bypass valves to the safety
relief valves (SRVs) and the operators began closing the main steam isolation
valves (M51Vs) and steam line drain valves. At 4:47 p.m. the *C' and *0*
outboard M51Vs were closed. At 4:48 the inboard 'C' and "D" M51Vs and the
inboard and outboard "B* M51Vs were closed. At 4:53 p.m. the inboard and
outboard *A* MSIVs and the inboard steam line drain valves were closed. The
initial SRV opening for pressure control occurred at 4:51 p.m. and main
condenser vacuum was broken at 4:55 p.m. A total of 10 SRV openings occurred
during the event. The low condenser vacuum resulted in an M51V isolation
signal at 4:58 p.m.. however, all the M51Vs and the inboard drain valves had
already been manually closed.

A high suppression pool level (18-feet 6-inches) resulted in entering PEI-T23
(Containment Control) at 5:10 p.m.. At 5:29 p.m., 101-6 (Cooldown Following
Reactor Scram. Main Condenser Not Available) was entered. The SW system
shutdown resulted in high turbine building closed cooling (TBCC) system heat
exchanger outlet temperatures at 6:19 p.m. and high nuclear closed cooling
(NCC) system heat exchanger outlet temperatures at 7:39 p.m. Equipment that
was normally cooled by SW through these heat exchangers was either secured by
the operators, or cooling was transferred to the emergency service water (E5W)
system. At 7:08 p.m. indications of high hydrogen concentrations in the
drywell and containment were detected. PEl-M51/56 (Drywell and Containment
Hydrogen Control) was entered and at 7:12 p.m. the hydrogen igniters were
energized. At 8:15 p.m. shutdown cooling using RHR *A* was established.

RCIC tripped at 8:18 p.m. on a reactor water level 8 trip and level control
was transferred to the control rod drive system. At 8:45 p.m., RR pump *A*

was secured.

lhe plant was placed in cold shutdown at 10:10 p.m. on March 26 and the Alert
was terminated on March 27 at 1:05 a.m. After analyzing samples of the
drywell and containment atmospheres and determining that a hydrogen problem
did not exist, the hydrogen igniters were de-energized at 1:25 a.m.
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2.3 Precursors to the Event

Prior to and at the time of this event, the reactor was at steady state
100 percent power with no plant evolutions in progress that could impact on
the SW system. The SW system had been operating steady state since
March 25. 1993, when SW pumps were shifted. SW pumps were routinely shifttd
every 2-weeks. Based on the team's review of plant logs and interviews with
operators, no ongoing activities that could have been precursors to the pipe
rupture were identified.

2.4 Operator Response

To determine what actions the operators took in response to the event and the
suitability of these actions, the team reviewed plant logs, the Post Scram
Restart Report (1-93-01), appropriate plant emergency and off-normal
procedures, and interviewed the operators involved in the event.

Prior to the event on March 26, 1993, the reactor was at 100 percent reactor
power with no major evolutions or plant transients in progress. The operators
in the control room were cognizant of the water leak adjacent to the water
treatment building and were involved in determining the source of the leak.
At 3:22 p.m. (EST) a service water (SW) pump discharge header pressure low
alarm was received and a fourth SW pump was started in accordance with off
normal instruction (ON!)-P41 (Loss of Service Water). At 3:25 p.m., the shift
supervisor at the scene reported that the SW leak had increased dramatically,
and ordered the Unit Supervisor to shut down the plant. A fast reactor
shutdown was conducted. Core flow was lowered to 52 million pounds mass per
hour and the reactor was manually scrammed from approximately 66 percent
reactor power. As a result of the scram, an expected eactor water level 3
actuation was received which resulted in the operators A*a"ng plant
emergency instruction (PEI)-Bl3 (Reactor Pressure vessel 'cntrol). By
3:30 p.m., reactor water level was stabilized and a cooldo.. was commenced
utilizing the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system ur level control
and steam bypass valves for pressure control.

Concurrent with plant cooldown and emergency plant activities, actions were in
progress to minimize the impact of the SW pipe rupture. Plant equipment
normally cooled by SW through the nuclear closed cooling or turbine building
closed cooling systems were secured or realigned. The condensate and
feedwater systems, and reactor water cleanup system, and one of the
recirculation pumps were shut down. Control complex chillers were transferred
to the emergency closed cooling system, and spent fuel pool heat exchangers
were aligned to be cooled by the emergency service water system. In addition. |

both residual heat removal (RHR) systems were lined up for suppression pool
cooling in anticipation of temperature increases due to RCit operation.

Approximately I hour after the reactor scram, the steam supply to the main
turbine gland seals was lost due to the steam seal evaporator having no
condensate makeup supply. As a result, condenser vacuum was eventually lost.
Prior to breaking condenser vacuum, reactor pressure control was transferred
to the safety relief valves (SRVs). With the loss of condenser vacuum, a main
steam line isolation signal was received, closing the outboard main steam line
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drain valves. The main steam isolation valves and the inboard drain valves
were already closed.

At 5:10 p.m., suppression pool level reached 18-feet 6-inches, reouiring entry
into PEl-123, (containment Control). The rise in suppression pool level was
expected due to RCIC and SRV operation. At 7:08 p.m., indications of high

hydrogen concentrations in the drywell and containment were received.
Hydrogen analyzer *A* was readtng 2.5 percent hydrogen concentration in the
drywell head and analyzer "B" was reading 1.5 percent concentration in the
containment dome. As a result, PEl-M51/56, (Drywell and Containment Hydrogen
Control), was entered and the hydrogen igniters started. Subsequent samples
measured actual hydrogen concentrations of 0.03 percent in the drywell and
0.05 percent in containment. The apparent cause for the initial indications
of high hydiogen were hydrogen analyzer equipment problems and did not appear
to be related to the flooding. At 8:15 p.m., shutdown cooling was established
and the plant was subsequent y placed in cold shutdown.l

Though safety systems were not affected, important nonsafety-related systems,
including the instrument air compressors and the recirculation pumps, were
impacted. The operators took actions to secure or provide alternate cooling
methods to equipment to prevent them from overheating and getting damaged.
Due to prompt and ef fective action, no significant eculpment problems were
caused by the loss of SW. The operators referenced all of the appropriate
ONis and integrated operating instructions (101s) in responding to the event.

The overall adequacy of procedures and effectiveness of operator actions to
mitigate the consequences of the event were excellent. One problem did occur
due to operator misinterpretation of a step in procedure ONI-P41. This

7
' resulted in the premature securing of both condenser hotwell pumps. The

resultant loss of condensate flow resulted in steam jet air ejector exhaust
steam being discharged into the offgas system withc.it being condensed. As a
result, a potential for damaae to the charcoal beds existed. In addition to
the impact on the offgas system, operators in the field noted minor water
hammer transients due to the loss of condensate flow. Based on post-event
walkdowns, no significant damage to plant equipment was noted.

As discussed above, three PEls were entered during the event. Based on
discussions with plant operators and review of the Mis, no deficiencies were
identified in the effectiveness of the PEls to guide the operators in keeping
the reactor vessel and containment in a safe condition during the event.

Based on review of this event, the team determined that operator response to
this event was prompt, ef fective, and in accordance with plant procedures.
The operators quickly evaluated the indications and took prompt action to
place the plant in a safe condition. Specific strengths included the
following:

Good communications and teamwork between operators in the field and in*
the control room enabled the shif t supervisor to properly evaluate and
deal with the event.
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The operators were proactive in responding to changing plant conditions,*

as reflected in early use of the RCIC system in anticipation of the loss
of feed and condensate, and the placement of both trains of RHR in
suppression pool cooling mode in anticipation of temperature increases
due to RCIC and SRV operation.

Good use of procedures assisted in the prioritization and combating of*

individual equipment problems.

The team concluded that the operators safely responded in an excellent manner
to the event a.id that their actions were indicative of a strong knowledge of
plant systems and plant operating procedures.

3.0 Event Classification and Reoortino

The licensee classified the event as an Alert in accordance with emergency
action level initiating condition K.II.1, accident or hazard which indicates
an actual or potential substantial degradation in the level of plant safety.
The emergency plan specified that if an event causes visible damage to, or in
the judgment of the emergency coordinator (in this case, the shift supervisor)
threatens safe shutdown equipment, an Alert be declared. Based on the shift
supervisors observation of the rupture initiation, and numerous reports of
water intrusion into various plant areas, the Alert was declared at 3:35 p.m.
Upon Alert declaration, the Technical Support Center (TSC) and the Operations
Support Center (OSC) were activated. Upon being notified of substantial water
ingress into the control complex 599-foot elevation and reports of water in
the OSC and water restricting access to the TSC, the emergency coordinator
selected alternate facilities. The OSC was relocated to the rear access
facility and the TSC was transferred to the Emergency Operation Facility in
the Training and Education Center (TEC) within the owner controlled area,
approximately 1.5-miles from the plant. Subsequently, the OSC and TSC were
declared operational at 4:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. respectively. The Alert was
terminated at 1:05 a.m. on March 27, 1993, upon stabilization of plant
conditions and establishrt.ent of a recovery plan.

The team reviewed the specific circumstances surrounding the event and
discussed the event with plant operators and other licensee personnel,
including the licensee emergency planning staff. Based on this review, the
team concluded that declaration of an Alert was appropriate, the decision to
stay in the Alert for 9.5-hours was conservative, and that required
notifications were made in a timely manner. The licensee held a critique of
Emergency Preparedness during the event and the results will be reviewed in a
later inspection.
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4.0 Inspection Fesults

4.1 Service Water Piping

4.1.1 Performance History and Maintenance

Since 1985, there have been five unrelated failures in the SW system. An
inspection of the SW piping had never been performed because the SW system was
constantly in use, including during outages. The five failures consisted of:

Three failures occurred on the 6-inch SW strainer blowdown line.a.
These were: a leaking joint, a cracked section due to the
January 31, 1986, earthquake, and a cracked section apparently
caused by careless work during a previous repair effort.

b. Three cracks on the 54-inch main header leading out of the SW pump
house. These were the result of the pipe being struck by a
backhoe during previous careless repair work on the 6-inch line,

c. A leaking joint on the 42-inch line south of the service building
due to inadequate preparation of the joint during original
installation.

Preliminary inspection of the SW pipe adjacent to the f ailed location and the
portions of pipe removed during excavation indicated that the system had not
suffered general degradation.

4.1.2 Material Condition of Affected Piping

The failure analysis effort was hampered by the fact that substantial portions
of the f ailed area were lost at the time of the rupture. Pieces from the
f ailed area were brcken off and washed away during the flooding that followed
the rupture. ~ Although the licensee recovered numerous pieces from the ground
surrounding the eruption site, it appeared that many had been lost in the
numerous storm drains in the area. However, the team ascertained that the
cause was local to the failure location and was not the result of general
system wide degradation.

Smoothly worn surfaces caused by erosion of the fiberglass, at what appeared
to be the initial f ailure location, indicated that the pipe leaked for a
significant time period prior to the catastrophic failure. The failure
location was through a patch on the inside of the pipe. The patch was a
single layer of fiberglass approximately 5-inches wide and of some
undeterminate length (possibly around the full inside circumference of the
pipe). The edge of the patch was not smoothly tapered into the base material.
This would tend to create a stress riser on the inside of the pipe. Several
other smaller patches were seen on the inside and outside of the accessibl.
portions of the pipe. Based on the materials, workmanship, and lack of any
damage under the patches, it appeared that these patches were performed by the
pipe manufacturer to repair areas containing voids in the resin. No pipe
joint was involved in the failure.

10
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The team's investigation considered the following as a possible contributing
cause to the pipe failure. The affected pipe crossed the location of the edge
of the original foundation excavation. This was a transition from undisturbed
natural soil into deep, compac;ed, clay backfill. This difference in soil
compaction may have resulted in dif ferential settlement which could have
imposed a bending stress at the break location. This stress may have imposed
an increased load on an already weakened location, which by itself may have
been within allowable stress levels for the material. Af ter removal of the
broken sections of pipe, the licensee compared the elevations for the
remaining pipe ends and determined that the section of pipe remaining in the
fill material was about 5-inches lower than the pipe remaining in the natural
material. The difference in elevations supports the differential settlement
theory; however, this may also represent original construction elevations.

The team postulated the following sequence of events leading to the rupture.
Assuming a leak existed for months or longer, the water from the small leak
would probably have been carried away by the free draining sand backfill
plated around the pipe. Over time the leak increased, as evidenced by a
smoothly eroded surface around the hole at the f ailure location. As the site
of the eroding hole increased, stresses on the pipe increased. Eventually,'
local tearing rapidly increased the size of the leak. This caused water to
come to the surface because it could no longer be carried away by the sand.
As clay overburden and sand bedding material were being carried away, the flow
increased causing more soil erosion. When the licensee noticed a drop in SW
pressure, a fourth SW pump was put in service to increase pressure. This
increase in pressure may have caused the pipe break size to increase or
possibly caused the complete separation. Recognizing the failure of the SW
pipe, the licensee shut down all the pumps in the SW system. The pressure of
the escaping water probably initially supported the overburden. When the
pumps were shut off, the support was lost for the undermined soil and asphalt
paving above the pipe. This resulted in it caving-in. The cave-in caused two
secondary pipe breaks to occur; one approximately 13-feet and one
approximately 16-feet on either side of the original failure.

The local failure mechanism concept appears to be supported by the absence of
widespread cracking which would result from system wide distress during
service. Visual examination of exposed portions of the pipe revealed no other
significant degradation or damage. There was some shallow cracking at the top
inside of the pipe. This is a comon condition in buried fiberglass pipes and
is not a serious condition.

fiberglass pipe is a brittle material with roughly the same ductility as cast
iron. As a result, it is susceptible to cracking, instead of bending, in a
limited area as a result of impact or a local overstress condition. Local
damage can exist which would result in a failure, such as the one experienced,
even though there is no overall system distress. Because this material is
susceptible to isolated cracking at random locations, it is not possible to
judge the overall system condition based upon a limited inspection.

The local damage causing the initial leak may habe been the result of one of
several causes, including:

11
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a. Impact damage during construction
b. Contaminated backfill containing sharp debris
c. Service induced damage resulting from debris in the pipe
d. Failure of the patch

4.2 Flooding

4.2.1 Amount of Water and Flood Path

Water flooded the ground surface surrounding the SW pipe break and entered the
plant primarily through electrical manhole (EM) number I at the northwest
corner of the radwaste building. EM 1 was covered with concrete plugs that
had gaps of 2 to 3-inches. These gaps readily allowed water to flow into the
manhole.

Discharge from the break ceased when the SW pumps were shutoff approximately
16-minutes after the start of the fourth SW pump. (The fourth SW pump was
started at about the same time of the pipe break.) The licensee estimated
that the outflow rate during the 16-minutes approached 89,900 gpm for a total
leakage volume of approximately 1.71 million gallons.

Approximately five percent of the total leakage (85,000 gallons) entered the
plant and reached the following plant locations by way of EM 1 and by flowing
under various roll-up and access doors on the west side of the plant (Note:
all elevations are with respect to sea level, with elevation 620-feet being
ground level):

(1) Water and silt on floors of the:
* Control complex at elevations 599-feet, 574-feet, and

564-feet
Auxiliary building at elevations 620-feet, 599-feet, 574-*

feet, and 568-feet
Intermediate building at elevations 620-feet, 599-feet and*

574-feet
(2) Water and sand in the turbine power complex at elevation 620-feet,

593-feet and 548-feet.
(3) Water and silt on the floors of the radwaste truckbay at elevation

620-feet.
(4) Water in the offgas building at elevation 620-feet and in it's

lower levels.
(5) Water and silt on the floor of the turbine building laydown area.
(6) Some leakage into the water treatment building at ground level.
(7) Water on the floor of the main entrance lobby of the service

building.
(8) Tb emergency service waa r pump house (ESWPH) floor was wet and

covered with silt.
(9) The SW pump house lower level had water and silt resulting from a

failure of a SW screen wash pump casing. Also, water and silt
were noted in the electrical mezzanine floor of the SW pump house.
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(10) Watet in the Unit 2 auxiliary building at elevation 568-feet.

The external surface water paths included (see Figure 2 for a map of the
flooded areas):

South: The water ran south past the diesel generator fuel storage
tanks to all low points in the yard and into storm drains.
The water ran past the service building annex approaching
the Unit 2 turbine building laydown area.

North: The water ran north up the road area near the maintenance
building. The water also came in contact with the water
treatment building and turbine building to the north.

West: The water ran west past the security fence, northwest to the
lake and southwest into and past the primary access control
point (PACP).

East: The water ran east and came into contact with the offgas,
turbine power complex (TPC), auxiliary, radwaste, diesel
generator, and service butidings.

4.2.2 Design of the Underdrain System

The underdrain system beneath the plant was constructed to prevent excessive
uolift pressures from developing beneath the buildings as a result of an
extremely high natural ground water table. The system consisted of a porous
concrete blanket with a circuit of 12-inch diameter porous concrete pipes
beneath the buildings to collect and convey the ground water to manholes, and
two systems to remove the water from the manholes and discharge the water to
the lake.

One discharge system used pumps located in the manholes, and the other used
higher elevation pipes to convey the water by gravity to the lake. The pumped
citscharge system was designed to convey water through the porous concrete
blanket and pipes to collection manholes. The water was then discharged from
the manholes by submersible pumps, maintaining the water level between
elevation 556 and 568-feet.

The gravity discharge system, which consisted of 36-inch to 48-inch pipes
connecting the manholes, was some 20 to 25-feet above the underdrain blanket.
It provided an alternate flow path for drainage in the event of a complete
failure of all the pumps. This system ensured that the water level never
exceeded elevation 590-feet. It incorporated a gravity outfall and was
designed to handle a total flow of 60,000 gpm for two units, 30,000 gpm for
each.

4.2.3 Water Level Flood Design

The site grading and storm drainage system were designed to preclude
subjecting seismic category I structures to water levels greater than 6-inches
above plant grade of elevation 620-feet. Assuming the worst case (i.e.,
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complete blockage of the site storm drainage system and using peak discharge
from the most intense hour of the probable maximum precipitation (PHP) the
plant site was graded so that overland drainage would occur away from the site
buildings and the resulting pending elevation of 620-feet 5-inches would have
no adverse affect upon safety class equipment because the floors at plant
grade are set at elevation 620-feet 6-inches.

Portions of safety class structures located below finished grade were
protected on their outside surfaces by a continuous waterproofing membrane.
Also, waterstops were provided at construction joints. Additionally, flood
protection for safety class components, equipment and systems located below
grade were provided with a floor drain system that would handle leaks of
lesser relative rnagnitude.

The design criteria for ensuring the prevention of damage to safety-related
equipment by internal flooding caused by a pipe rupture in a moderate energy
system, such as the SW system, were:

a) Plant layout uses separation of seismic category I and non-seismic
category components by locating them, where possible, in separatei

buildings.
b) Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) eouipment was locattd in separate,

water tight compartments.
c) Small leaks were handled by the floor drain system.

Prevention of internal flooding damage had been analyzed in the Updated Safety
Analysis Report (USAR) and conformance to the analysis is discussed later.

4.2.4 (qnformance with the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Assumed
Magnitude and Path

The USAR design basis accidents (DBAs) assumed for the underdrain system were:
(1) a yard break in the circulating water pipe outside the plant near the
steam tunnel and auxiliary building, or (2) f ailed expansion joints occurr%g
inside the turbine building through flow from a fracture in the building base
mat.

The underdrain system (including the pumped discharge subsystem and the
gravity discharge subsystem) was designed to handle the total volume of water
released during the DBAs and maintain the underground water level below
elevation 590-feet.

The paths that the water took during the SW pipe break were not specifically
considered in the USAR underdrain system analysis; however, it was bounded by
both of the underdrain system design basis floods. The internal and external
flow resulting from the 30-inch SW line break did not challenge the capacity
of the underdrain system.
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(1) External
|

The outflow of the SW break ran off following the slope of the adjacent ground j
surface and either slowly seeped into the ground, was collected by the catch
basins located throughout the site for the purpose of collecting storm runoff,
or ran into Lake Erie at the northwest corner of the site. The ground seepage
rate was extremely low due to the 3-feet of impervious fill placed over the
site to reduce infiltration at the ground surface. The resulting inflow from
the seepage into the underdrain system would be much lower than for the design
basis in-ground circulating water (CW) system pipe break. Flow into the
underdrain system from the underdrain system manholes was not a concern since
all the manholes were closed as required. Flow resulting from seepage, and

Iany flow through the gasketed manholes, was disposed of by the underdrain
system backup pumps which were in cocration.

(2) Internal

A sizable portion of the water that flowed into the plant entered through EM
1. Four sets of electrical penetrations were routed through EM 1 at the
northwest corner of the cadwaste building and terminated at the ceiling of
control complex elevation 599-feet. Water also entered the plant by flowing
under various roll-up and access ocors on the west side of the plant. ,

The vast majority of the water that entered the plant was collected in the
radwaste system collection tanks through the plant drain system.

Corrective action taken after the December 1991 CW system pipe break precluded
flow into or out of the plant by the underdrain system pterometer tubes.
Plant procedures were changed to require that the piezometer tube covers be
replaced after use of the tubes.

4.2.5 Effects of flooding

The flooding caused by failure of yard piping was found to result in
conditions that do not jeopardize safe plant shutdown or adversely affect
operation of safe shutdown systems.

Auxiliary Buildina
A rnaximum of 5-inches of standing water was reported on elevation 568-feet.
Water cepths of less than 20-inches on the lower elevations of the auxiliary
building would not compromise the operability of safety-related components.

An indeterminate level of flooding on elevation 599-feet resulted in leakage
into the high pressure core spray (HPCS) pump room through the ceiling
concrete hatch plugs. This ingress resulted in water dripping on the HPCS
pump motor. The motor was subsequently inspected and meggereo and no abnormal
conditions were found.

Intermediate Buildina
Flooding of less than 6-inches in the lowest level of the intermediate
building would not threaten the operation of any safety-related equipment. In
the case of the SW pipe break, water levels of up to 5-inches were reported on
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elevation 574-feet. Due to the heavy silt centent of the flood water, the
drains appeared to have backed up.

Control (omoler (CCl
lautpment required for safe shutdown or for maintaining control room
habitability was located 6-inches above elevation 574-feet. In the case of
the SW pipe. break, water level of up to 5-inches were reported on this
elevation. The source for leakage into the CC was electrical manhole (EM) 1.
Four sets of electrical penetrations were routed through EM 1 at the northwest
corner of the radwaste building and terminated at the CC 599-foot elevation
ceiling. Junction boxes (JB) 12503 (Unit 1, Division 1 and 3 cabling) and
JB 2473 (Unit 2, Division 3 Cabling) as well as open conduit penetrations for
Unit 1. Division 2 cabling and Unit 2, Division 2 cabling were the major
sources of water intrt.ston at the CC 599-foot elevation. Temporary plugs
existed on open conduits but they were forced out by the head of water from
the flooding. The water on elevation 599-feet leaked through floor plugs at
that elevation and flowed through the southwest stairway onto elevation

C574-feet.

Emeroency Service Walir Pumo House (ESWPH)
Water entered the E5WPH as a result of flooding in the yard area through
conduits at the southwest corner of the pump house. The water source for ttis
path was through EM 1 at the northwest corner of the radwaste building. The
ESWPH floor was wet or covered with silt over most of the area. Additionally,
the motor fire pump controller was wet on the surface but was not damaged.
Water was also found in an inoperable Unit 2, Division 2 motor control center
(MCC). No safety-related components were affected.

Turbine Power Complex (TPC)
lhe turbine power complex elevation 593-feet had water entry from three empty
6-inch penetrations originally slated for fire protection piping. During the
flood, water ran on grade level between the interbus transformers and the TPC
south wall and was able to flow into the penetrations. Along with water,
Grade A fill (sand) also came out of the three penetrations.

Water also entered the TPC at elevation 593-feet from a penetration that was
connected to EM 8. Water ran down the wall and fell on to fire damper

IM35F571 and subsequently fell on condensate filter control panel 1H51P014.

Floodino in Other Plant Buildinos
The offgas and radwaste buildings, the SW pump house, and other detached
structures contained no components essential to safe shutdown. No flood
protection was reouired for any of these areas.

4.3 Equipment Problems

As stated earlier, no safety-related equipment failures resulted from the SW
pipe break or from the subsequent flooding. However, various nonsafety-
related equipment problems were experienced during the event:
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The glytol skid in Se offgas building had water flowing on it that caused
erratic operation and instrument indication problems. A work order was issued I

to investigate for possible damage.

The hydrogen analyzers generated what acpear to be false elevated readings.
As stated elsewhere, these high readings do not appear to be related to the
flooding. The hydrogen analyzers were scheduled to be recalibrated.

.

As discussed elsewhere, the offgas system charcoal beds may have been damaged i
|due to the discharging of steam into the offgas system.

The south SW screen wash pump upper casing split during the event. The root
cause of the casing failure was still under investigation.

The "A" control rod drive (CRD) drive pump experienced minor
cavitation /waterhammer due to loss of suction during the event.

l

4.4 Radiological Releases

No radiological releases occurred as a direct result of the SW pipe break and
subsequent flooding. The 85,000 gallons of water estimated to have leaked
into various site buildings was contained within those buildings. Any
;otentially contaminated water was sent to the radwaste system collection
tanks through the floor drains. The licensee tock environmental samples at a
number of locations, including the major stream, northwest discharge drainage,
minor stream skimmer, and at the sanitary sewer lift station, all with no
detectable activity. Sediment samples from the northwest impoundment and the
Unit 2 intermediate building sump also resulted in no measurable levels of
activity being detected.

One unmonitored gaseous radiological release did occur during the event. The
release occurred on March 27, 1993, and was the result of the "B" auxiliary

boiler becoming contaminated. When the plant shut down, it was necessary to
provide an alternate source of heating steam. This was accomplished by use of
one of the two auxiliary boilers. When the licensee started the auxiliary
boiler, the boiler was initially vented to atmosphere. This provided a vent
path for the contamination to atmosphere, along with steam. The licensee
indicated that this was the third such occurrence since October 1992. As of
this inspection. the licensee had not been able to determine the cause for the
auxiliary boiler becoming contaminated and was continuing their investigation,
lhe initial estimate by the licensee on the amount of the release was a total
of 22.25 micro-Curies. This would have resulted in an insignificant exposure
at the site boundry.

The team concluded that the gaseous radiological release was minimal and well
below regulatory limits.

5.0 Safety Sianificance

The consequences of the event posed no threat to public health and safety. A
minor gaseous radiological release occurred but was not directly attributable ,

to the event. The release was minimal and well telow regulatory limits. j
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Internal plant flooding was limited. The amount of water that entered the
plant and the corresponding amount of flooding on various elevations did not
reach a level that could affect safety-related equipment and was bounded by
the design basis flooding analysis. No significant operational safety
parameters were approached or exceeded. Based on the above, the event was not
safety significant; however, response to the event required a rapid reactor
shutdown, including a manual reactor scram, and the consequent actuation of
safety equipment.

6.0 Corrective Actions For the December 1991 Circulatina Water
Line Break

6.1 Background

On December 22, 1991, the licensee experienced a 36-inch circulating water
(CW) system pipe rupture which caused considerable flooding to various
buildings. The NRC dispatched an Ali to evaluate that event (reference NRC
Inspection Report 50-440/91026(DRS)). In response to that event the licensee
took or was evaluating corrective actions to minimize internal flooding.

6.2. Inspection

The team reviewed the corrective action taken by the licensee for the above
event. Repair and replacement of the CW pipe, pipe supports, and monitoring
activities appeared adeauate. Correctiv_ action by the licensee to mitigate
the flooding of safety-related equipment and buildings had not been complet,ed.
During the previous event, water from the underdrain system piezometer tubes
appeared to have leaked into the basement floors of buildings because covers
for the tubes were either loose or not installed. During this event, the
tubes were all closed and no water entered through this path. Previously some
of the water that leaked into the intennediate building 574-foot elevation
passed underneath a security door and into a Unit 2 auxiliary butiding sump.
That water was slightly contaminated.and was pumped from the sump and
eventually off site. The licensee had taken no action to preclude water from
passing under the security door into Unit 2; however, they had de-energized
and disconnected the sump pump so that the water collected was not pumped out.
During this event, the water that flowed under the security door was retained
in the building.

Electrical manholes (ems) were not sealed on the surface and, under flood
conditions, water could fill up the EH and flow through electrical conduits.
EM 1 was observed to have gaps'of 2 to 3-inches by 15-feet. This EM was ,

'adjacent to the SW line break and was reported to have approximately 12-inches
of flooding at the surface in the area of the manhole. This flooded the EM.
The water that leaked into the EM flowed through conduits to various areas of
the plant. No degraded equipment was experienced from the floodir.g. but the
intrusion of water was evident by the amount of silt and moisture still
present during the inspection. The licensee was evaluating methods of
preventing flood waters from entering the manholes.

I The emergency service water pump house (ESWPH) conduit banks on the southeast
corner were sealed to minimize water intrusion to the ESWPH in the event of
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flooding of EM~3. During this event EM 1 flooded and directed water through
conduits to the ESWPH. These conduits, located on the southwest corner of the
ESPWH, were not sealed and allowed water to enter. However, the conduits the
licensee had sealed prevented water from penetrating into electrical
equipment. The water that was directed into the ESWPH ended up on the floor.

The control complex also experienced water intrusion through conduits from EM
1. Expansion plugs installed at these locations were expelled by the flow of
water through the conduits. This caused flooding of approximately 6 to i

8-inches at the 599-foot elevation. This location flooded during the previous
event because of water entering through these conduits.

The licensee had initiated corrective action documents to seal these conduits,
however the time schedule for completion was to be during the fifth operating
cycle (1994-1995). At the conclusion of this inspection the licensee was
evaluating expediting this schedule.

7.0 Conclusions

After completing the AIT Charter, the team was able to make the following
conclusions:

(1) The consequences of the event posed no threat to public health and
safety. No significhnt operational or safety parameters were .
approached or exceeded.

(2) The pipe rupture is believed to have resulted from a small
perforation and leak in the pipe which slowly grew in size due to
erosion. Several potential root causes for development of the
initial perforation were identified. However, a single root cause
could not be determined. The team does believe that the
conditions which led to the pipe rupture were localized. The
local failure mechanism concept appears to be supported by the
absence of widespread cracking which would result from excessive
bending or other gross loads during service. Inspection of the
limited sections of service water system piping that could be
observed by the team indicated that no system wide degradation
appeared to have occurred.

(3) The flooding did not effect the function of any safety-related
equipment.

(4) The operators safely responded in an excellent manner to the event
and their actions were indicative of a strong knowledge of plant
systems and procedures.

(5) A minor gaseous radiological release occurred but was not directly
~

attributable to the event. The release was minimal and well below
regulatory limits.

(6) Some additional contamination of the plant occurred as a result of
the internal flen ing. Water passing through existing
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contaminated areas and floor drains backing up in lower elevations
spread contamination to previously clean areas. Overall, the
amount and the extent of contamination were not radiologically
significant.

(7) Corrective actions for the December 1991 circulating water pipe
break and subsequent flooding had only partiality been implemented
and, as a result, areas that were flooded before were flooded
again.

8.0 Charter Comoletion

The team completed the Charter on April 2, 1993, and the AIT was disbanded
after discussion with Region III management.

9.0 Exit Interview

The team met with licensee representatives (denoted in Attachment 3) on
April 2,1993, and summarized the purpose, AIT charter items, and findings of
the inspection. The team discussed the results of the inspection. The
licensee did not identify any proprietary documents or processes reviewed by
the team.
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ATTACHMENT 3

Personnel Contacted

Centerior Service Comoany

M. O'Reilly, Senior Attorney

Cleveland Electric illuminatina Comoany

D. Igyarto, General Manager, Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP)
B. Beyer, Director, Perry Administrative Support Department (PASD)
5. Kensicki, Director, Perry Nuclear Engineering Department (PNED)
V. Concel, Manager, Systems Engineering, PNED
J. Eppich, Manager, Mechanical Design, PNED
D. Graneto, Manager, Maintenance Section, PNED
W. Kanda, Manager, Electrical Design, PNED
f. Vanann, MEU Supervisor, PNED
K. Donovan, Manager, Licensing and Compliance, Perry Nuclear Support

Department (PNSD)
H. Hegrat, Supervisor, Compliance, PNSD
M. Gymrek, Manager, Operations, PNPP
J. Emley, licensing Engineering, PNSD
R. Gaston, Compliance Engineer, PNSD
M. Hayner Licensing Supervising Engineer, PNSD
K. Pech, Manager, Integrated Scheduling and Controls, PNSD

Nuclear Peny.latory Commission

T. Martin, Acting Director, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)
R. Lanksbury, Section Chief, Team Leader
D. Koslof f Senior Resident inspector
A. Vegel, Resident Inspector
J. Guzman, Reactor Inspector
J. Strasma, Public Affairs Officer

Other

H. Ray Caldwell, Director, Nuclear Activities. Ohio Edison Company
T. Reeves Radiation Analyst, Ohio Emergency Management Agency
J. Vitellas, Energy Specialist, Ohio Public Utilities Commission
S. Bair, Reporter, Star-Beacon
S. Joheson, Reporter, News Herald
J. Kuehner, Reporter, Plain Dealer
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MAR S 01993

CONFIRMATORY ACTION LDTER

Docket No. 50 440
License No. NPF-58
CAL No. Rill-93 004

Centerior Service Company
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Stratman

Vice President
Nuclear - Perry

c/o The Cleveland Electric
illuminating Company

10 Center Road
Perry, OH 44081

Dear Mr. Stratman:

SUBJECT: CONFIRMATORY ACTION LETTER

Pursuant to a telephone conversation between Mr. T. O. Martin of my staff and
you on March 30, 1993, related to the service water line rupture which
occurred on March 26, 1993, it is our understanding that you will take the
following actions:

1. Conduct an investigation to determine the cause of the service water
line failure and to evaluate the decision making and communications
associated with the event.

2. Maintain documentary evidence of your investigation effort and make this
available to the Augmented Inspection Team.

3. Evaluate the service water line rupture in light of past service water
and circulating water line (fiber glass lines) failures to determine if
addition'al actions are necessary.

,

4. Provide within 30 days to NRC Region !!! a documented evaluation of the
above issues including corrective actions you have taken or plan to
take.

None of the actions specified herein should be construed to take precedence
over actions which you feel necessary to ensure plant and personnel safety.

CONFIRMATORY ACTION LDTER

.
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MAR 3 0 593

CCNFIRMATORY ACTION LETTER

Centericr Sersite (c pany 2

Fursuant to Se: tion 122 of the "tomic Energy Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, and 10 CFR
2.204, you are required to:

1. Notify ce immediately if your understanding differs from that set forth
above,

2. Notify rne if for any reason you cannot complete the actions within the
specified schedule and advise me in writing of your modified schedule in
advar.ce of the change, and

3. Notify ee in writing when you have completed the actions addressed in
this Confirmatory Action Letter.

Issuance of this Confirmatory Action Letter does not preclude issuance of an
order forcalizing the above commitments or requiring other actions on the part
of the licer.see, flor does it preclude the tiRC from taking enforcement action
for violatlans of fiE requirements that may have prompted the issuance of this
letter. Ir. addition, failure to take the actions addressed in this
Confirmatory Action Letter may result in enforcement action.

The responses directed by this letter are not subject to the clearance
prccedures of the Office of t'anagement and Budget as required by the Paperwork j
Reduction A:t of 1980, Pub. L. fio. 96-511.

In accordar.:e with 10 CFR 2.793 of the NRC's * Pules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the fiRC Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

$
A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

See Attache- Cistribution
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CONFIRMATORY ACTION LETTER

Centerior Service Company 3

1

Distribution

(c:
F. R. Stead, Director, Nuclear
Support Department

D. P. Igyarto, General Manager,
Perry Nuclear Power Plant

K. P. Donovan, Manager,
Licensing and Compliance Section

5. F. Kensicki, Director, Perry
Nuclear Engineering Dept.

H. Ray Caldwell, General
Superintendent Nuclear Operations

DC/LFDCB
Resident inspector, Rill
Terry J. Lodge, Esq.

-James R. Williams, State of Ohio
Robert E. Owen, Ohio Department of Health
A. Grandjean, Ohio Public Utilities Commission
State Liaison Officer
J. M. Taylor, EDD
J. H. Sniezek, DEDR
H. L. Thompson, DEDS
T. E. Murley, NRR
J. G. Partlow, NRR
J. W. Roe, NRR
F. J. Miraglia, NRR
J. A. Iwolinski, NRR
E. L. Jordan, AE00
J. Lieberman, OE
J. R. Goldberg, OGC
J. N. Hannon, NRR
G. Grant, EDO
J. E. Richardson, NRR
H. J. Miller, Rill
R. J. Strasma, Rlli
L. R. Greger, Rlll
R. D. Lanksbury Rlll
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Roger D. Lanksbury, Team Leader, Perry Augmented
Inspection Team (AIT)

FROM: Edward G. Greenman, Director, Division of
Reactor Projects

SUBJECT: DRATT AIT CHARTER - PERRY SERVICE WATER
FIBERGLASS PIPE BREAK

Enclosed for your implementation is the Charter developed for the
inspection of the events associated with the Perry service water
line break which occurred on March 26, 1993. This Charter was
prepared in accordance with the NRC Incident Investigation Manual
and the Manual Chapter 0325 AIT implementing procedure, and is
based on the discussions you had with Region III personnel on
March 27, 1993. As stated, the objectives of the AIT are to
communicate the facts surrounding this event to regional and
headquarters management, to identify and communicate any generic
safety concerns related to this event to regional and
headquarters management, and to document the findings and
conclusions of the onsite inspection.

If you have any questions regarding these objectives or the
enclosed Charter, please do not hesitate to contact either Tom
Martin or myself.

drwh -

Edward G. Greenman, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosure Draft AIT Charter

cc w/ enclosure:
A. B. Davis, RIII
H. J. Miller, RIII
F. J. Miraglia, NRR
J. C. Partlow, NRR
C. E. Rossi, NRR
J. W. Roe, NRR
S. K. Grimes, NRR
J. 1; , Hannon, NRR
E. L. Jordan, AEOD
J. E. Richardson, NRR
J. Zwolinski, NRR
5. Crant, EDO
D. C Ecsloff, SRI
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PERRY SERVICE WATER LINE BREAK

DRAFT AUCMENTED INSPECTION TEAM (AIT1 CHARTER

INVEST!CATE:

1. The break of the 30" fiberglass service water line and
subsequent flooding.

2. Probable root cause(s).

3. Performance history and maintenance on service water piping.

4. operator response to the event, including use of the Plant
Emergency Instructions (PEIs).

5. Effects of flooding.

6. Event classification and reporting.

7. Corrective actions.

8. Conclusions.

OUESTIONS FOR PERRY AIT:

1. The break of the 30" fiberglass service water line and
subsequent flooding (3/26/93).

1.1 What was the sequence of events?

1.2 How much water was pumped from the break and where did
it go?

1.3 What was the flood path (internal and external to the
plant)?

1.4 Did the flood path conform to the USAR assumed flood
paths and magnitude?

1.5 What was the safety significance of the event? (Include
any PRA insights, to the extent practicable, Analyze
loads on service water system to determine the affect
of its loss on the safe shutdown of the plant and
maintenance in a safe shutdown condition, including
spent fuel pool cooling.)

1.6 Were the licensee's corrective actions from the
12/22/91 circulating water event effective in
minimiting the. consequences of this event?
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2. Probable root cause(s) .

2.1 What was the root cause of the event?

3. Performance history and saintenance on service water piping.

3.1 What is the material condition of the affected piping? l

3.2 Has there been any history of leakage in the affected
line or any related maintenance activities?

3.3 were there any on-going activities that could have been
precursors to the event?

3.4 Has there been any reported damage to the piping during
either construction or operation?

4. Operator response to the event, including use of the plant
Emergency Instructions (?fIs).

4.1 What operator actions were taken during the event?
Were they appropriate?

5. Affects of flooding.

5.1 Identify all affected equipment.

5.1.1 Electrical: cables, switch gear, MCC, etc

5.1.2 Mechanical: pumps, valves, etc.

5.1.3 Specifically review water ingress to HPCS,
RHR, RCIC, LPCS rooms and potential for
affecting the operation of these pumps.

5.2 Identify the extent of water damage.

5.3 Radiological concequences.

5.3.1 Extent of contamination from floor drain
backup.

5.3.2 offsite releases, if any.

6. Event classification and reporting.

6.1 was the event properly classified and were required
notifications made in a timely manner?

7 Corrective actions and evaluations.

7.1 What are the licensee's short ters and long tern
corrective actions and evaluations?

7.1.1 Service .ater piping

2
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7.1.2 Electrical components such as cable trays,
switchgear, MCC's

7.1.3 Effected nechanical components

7.1.4 Radiological consequences, if any

E Conclusions.

4

4

3
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